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CHAPTER 1

The New Options of
Today's Treasurer

''For a lonq period of time, there have
been certain generally accepted
'incursions' of nonfinancial business
into bankinq and finance, as, for
exanple, via the captive autofinance
caIpaDies. In recent years, however, the
nature and extent of the incursions of
eatmereial fil1llS' venture into banki.lIg
and finance have resulted in a situation
which is not just a chanqe in degree but
rather a chanqe in kind. Combinations of
major retailers and manufacturers with
securities companies, insurance
caIpaDies, thrift institutions and with
nonbank banks are now CCIIIIIOnplace"

E. Gerald Corrigan
President, Federal Reserve Bank of New
York (1986, p. 7)

1.1 Introduction

The emergence of a Eurodollar market and the revival of an

intermediation process based upon negotiable IOUs1 has

started a process where industrial firms have been given new

financial opportunities to conduct their financial activities

outside the banking system. These new opportunities have had

significant effects upon the firm's financial activities. New

options and possibilites have arisen.

1 IOU (I Owe yoU) will be used as a common term for any
paper issued by a debtor indicating the debt and, possibly,
repayment characteristics.

1
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There are also indications that Swedish firms' treasury' 2

are making use of these opportunities. In 1985, some Swedish

manufacturing firms formed separate finance companies in

Sweden, thus making it evident that they had started to

perform financial intermediary activities.

As manufacturing firms have combined manufacture with

financial activities since the renaissance or even earlier

(Braudel, 1979, pp. 344 ff and 408 ff), this can hardly be

considered a unique occurrence. Furthermore, the situation is

not unique to Sweden as similar developments have been

reported in countries such as the U.S.A., France, Great Bri

tain and Japan. In Sweden, however, the growth of these

activities has been very pronounced. Some major Swedish firms

had previously started to organize I internal banks I within

their finance departments (Andersson and Engvall, 1984), but

now these activities have become outwardly directed.

As the emergence of outwardly directed financial activities

of firms seems to have disintermediation of the credit

markets and securitization of financial markets as necessary

but not sufficient conditions for these activities, we will

briefly describe the changing financial and operational

environment of Swedish firms.

This thesis studies some aspects of how these new

opportunities have been used by treasury departments and also

examines the nature of financial intermediary activities

performed by industrial firms. We try to establish possible

explanations for what the economic foundation of outwardly

directed financial activities is when it is carried out by

manufacturing firms. We also study how these activities are

2 In this work, we will use the term 'treasury I for those
parts of the firm which handle the financing and placement
decisions of the firm, internally as well as externally.
Financial department is used for the department handling the
reporting systems, external as well as internal and other
questions regarding evaluation of investments etc.



organized.

3 New Options

This chapter constrains the framework of the study and gives

a description of the structure of the work. The only areas

highlighted are those for which an overview is necessary

before reading the following chapters. Issues will be covered

fairly briefly being related to the narrow research questions

we will pursue.

Firstly, some aspects of the changing environment of large

Swedish firms are discussed, both with respect to the spatial

configuration of their operations as well as the financial

opportunities open to firms. This is followed by a discussion

of previous research into the organization and activities of

the treasury departments of Swedish manufacturing companies.

Some remarks will then be made on the organization of

treasury activities in u..s , industrial firms. The research

questions to be pursued and our delimitations will then be

stated. The chapter concludes with a short description of the

structure of the dissertation.

1.2.The Changing Operational and Financial Environment

We will turn our attention to the changing environment of

Swedish firms during the seventies and early eighties. These

changes concern both the scope of the industrial activities

of Swedish firms as well as opportunities available to them

in the financial markets.

1.2.1 The internationalization of Swedish firms

The production structures of Swedish firms are becoming

increasingly international (Hakansson, 1989), and investments

have increasingly been made in markets previously only served

through licencing or direct export. The increased

globalization of the firm's networks, seems to be a reaction

to the globalization of world markets, and of increased

international competition.
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According to Hornell and Vahlne (1986), the outflow of

foreign direct investments from Sweden increased dramatically

from 1969. This outflow took the form of ownership of

entities abroad, and consequently the number of foreign

subsidiaries increased significantly.

1.2.2 Securitization and disintermediation

At the same time as product markets have become increasingly

turbulent and international, financial markets have undergone

fundamental changes. The breakdown of the Smithsonian

agreement in 1972-73 resulted in a period of floating

exchange rates. Inflation and large bUdget deficits seem to

have created a situation where some major governments and

central banks preferred, for a period, to use monetary

targeting instead of fiscal policy to control their economies

(FRB of New York, 1982).

The increasing, and more volatile, inflation rate during the

seventies, is said to have caused increasing variability in

interest rates. (Kvist, Nyberg and Wissen, 1985). The

exchange rate system has become less predictable and exchange

rates are perceived not only as variable, but as excessively

variable by some (Frankel and Meese, 1987). Taken together,

the increased volatility in the financial markets could have

increased the importance of handling financial risks.

Financial markets seem to have adopted to the new demands of

investors and borrowers. The volatility in the environment,

in combination with technological development and

deregulation, have transformed financial markets worldwide

(U.S. Congress Office of Management of Technology Assessment,

1984, p. 39)

In Sweden, the macroeconomic uncertainity has also been

accompanied by the opening up of new opportunities for

Swedish firms' treasury officers: The deregulation of Swedish

financial markets, and the general trend towards

disintermediation and securitization has changed the

opportunity set of Swedish firms (see e.g. Berg and Naslund,



1988 and Oxelheim, 1988 p. 17).

5 New Options

For this study, the relevant features of the revival of the

securities and capital markets, and the creation of financial

instruments and techniques which unbundle and redistribute

risk, is that the banking sector has decreased in importance

compared to the situation in the fifties and sixties.

1.2.2.1 Disintermediation

We need to consider a phenomenon closely related to the

securitization process: the process of disintermediation, i.

e. that banks seem to perform less lending to, primarily,

industrial borrowers than was the case previously. The

lending is instead carried out directly by the investor,

through the purchase of the borrower's IOUs (see section 2.4

for a discussion).

A bank handles both the transaction accounts as well as the

savings accounts of its customers. These deposits are often

of a demand type, i. e., the depositor can demand his money

at any time. Nevertheless, banks seem to be able to lend

money for longer periods to other customers who are not

obliged to repay their loans immediately if demanded. Banks

can perform maturity mismatching and asset transformation

because they have access to cheap funding, and a stable core

of deposit which gives their short-term funding the character

of long-term funds (Deshmuck, Greenbaum and Kanatos, 1983a).

Banks are aware that not all the money deposited will be

demanded at the same time. A proportion of the demand

deposits can, therefore, safely be lent. If, in spite of the

bank's expectations, depositors all demand their money at the

same time and a so-called 'run' on the bank arises, the

Central Bank will, in general provide the back-up liquidity

necessary for the bank to honour its obligations.

The banking system has performed these asset transformation

functions since marginal banking was 'invented' by gold

merchants in Amsterdam and London in the 16th century
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(Kindleberger, 1984, pp 48-50). This does not necessarily

mean that the banks have been the maj or credit enhancers

since that time. Risky industrial investments over long

periods were financed with the issue of long term debt, e.g.

railway bonds in the 19th century. The preeminence of the

banks was brought about firstly by the increase in the number

of demand depsoit accounts for salary purposes and, secondly,

by the emergence of a middle and working class saving parts

of their income in savings accounts (Gardener and Revell,

1988, p. 3-6). Much of this money was lent to commercial and

industrial borrowers.

1.2.2.2 Securitization3

A large part of the flow between the investors and borrowers

is apparently funnelled through the capital markets. Corrigan

(1986) states that "[The] process of securitization generally

takes two forms: the direct issuance of securities or the

packaging of 'conventional' loans by banks or other

intermediaries for sale to the market in the form of some

kind of a pass-through or other security" The author regards

the securitization process as the reaction to two

peculiarities in the market.

"(1) the cost of financing in the securities-market
is less than that of bank financing for some
agents.
(2) that it has become desirable for some financial
intermediaries to off-load certain classes of
assets by "securitizing" loans and selling them
into the market." (ibid.)

The increasing importance of capital markets can partially be

seen in Fig. 1.1, which shows gross bond issues on national

markets as a percentage of GNP. with the exception of the

United Kingdom, bond markets appear to have increased in

importance.

3 We perceive securitization as the facilitation of credit
where the debt is manifest in an IOU, which might or might
not be negotiable.
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If the tremendous growth of the Euro-market is added to these

figures, the trend would be even more clearly recognizable.

Fig. 1.2 illustrates the development of the international

credit and capital markets during the period 1981-1985, the

growth of its volume, and the shift from syndicated Euro

bank loans towards the issue of securities.

In 1981, bank-credit accounted for 68 per cent of the total

Eurocredit and capital market, a fraction which decreased to

9 per cent in 1985. Bank for International settlement, BIS,

states that "Further refinement of the data on lending by

banks in the BIS reporting area to exclude refinancing shows

that net new financing ceased entirely by 1984" (BIS, 1986b

p , 131). This clearly indicates the extent of the shift

towards securitized flows of funds in the international

markets.

Fig 1.1 Bond issue
as a percentage of GNP 1980-85
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This dissertation does not attempt to explain why we today

see more and more securitization of credit [See for example

Gardener and Revell (1988) for a discussion of the history of

securitization and its causes, and Rosenthal and Ocampo

(1988) for a description of some of the techniques].

Disintermediation and the securitization connected to it has

opened up new avenues which the treasurers of firms can use

and our research will be directed towards the issue of ways
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in which treasurers have used these new opportunities.

1.2.2.3 Risk-redistributing innovations

Another feature of the development in the financial market is

the trend towards instruments and contractual arrangements

that redistribute and unbundle risk. Watson et. al. (1986, p.

9) claim that the new instruments have provided non-financial

institutions new opportunities to circumvent the banking

system and fund themselves with non-bank savings.

Fig 1.2 International Credit and Capital
1981-1985
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Furthermore, the authors point to another feature of the

recent development. The existence of option contracts,

financial futures, underwritten Floating Rate Notes (FRNs),

and other contracts all create ways to unbundle risks in

combination with broad and liquid financial markets, thus

creating a new set of opportunities for treasurers. These

opportunities have also become available to Swedish firms. In

1976, Swedish firms were forced by the Central Bank to

finance much of their international expansion through

borrowing abroad. Since then Swedish firms have become active

participants in the international financial markets.

The Swedish capital market has also become more active, at

least in the short end. The Swedish commercial paper market
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. .
SEK bn

Companies 20.44
Local authorities 3.39
Mortgage institutions 3.96

Source: Financial Times, Feb 26 1987, p. 16 27.08

started in the spring of 1983. In 1987, the aggregate value

of domestic commercial paper programs was MSEK 67,000 while

the amounts outstanding totalled MSEK 27,080 See Table 1.1.

Table 1 1 outstandina CP Issues in Sweden 1987

Until recently Swedish authorities regulated the long end of

the capital market. Corporate activity in this segment has

been primarily restricted to the financing of utilities.

Swedish firms have recently attained the right to hedge

trade-related foreign currency exposures with options.

Furthermore, interest rate futures and options have been

traded in the Swedish market since the beginning of 1986.

Therefore, many Swedish firms now have access to both the

international markets, and the newly-developed markets in

Sweden. In addition, Swedish firms have access to the

international futures exchanges.

in the tinanci~l

options for the

options will be

If manufacturing firms fund themselves

markets, they have attained a new set of

financial officers. The nature of these

discussed in the following section.

1.2.3. The treasurer's new situation

In the days of a primarily bank-driven intermediation

process, the financial officers would turn to the bank when

money was needed. We consider it as rather unlikely that the

banks would grant loans to firms which would enable them to

compete with the banks, at least if no other avenues of

financing were open to Swedish firms. This was not the case

until Swedish firms were forced to borrow abroad, where

liquid capital markets existed.

The treasurer can be active in the capital market in five
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different ways. Firstly, the treasurer can fund the firm's

operations in the capital market instead of using the banking

system. Secondly, the treasurer can finance the activities of

the firm's customers or the activities of its suppliers.

Thirdly, the treasurer can perform traditional financial

intermediation functions vis-a-vis agents otherwise unrelated

to the firm. Furthermore, the firm can start to compete in

other bank-related areas, not necessarily performing

intermediary activities, but what could be labeled 'pure'

financial services. Finally, the firm can use the financial

markets to take upon itself or unload financial risks.

The first function, to borrow money in the capital market, is

not open to all corporations. A prerequisite seems to be that

the corporation must break down an information barrier in

order to gain access to the market. Another prerequisite is

that the firm must have a reputation for good credit standing

so that money can be lent without formal credit evaluation.

One interesting question is the extent to which the borrowing

is supported by instruments which shift risks. For example

whether short term CPs (commercial papers) are backed by any

swing lines or back-up lines of credit, i.e., to what extent

the banks support this disintermediation with credit

enhancing-facilities.

The second activity, that of financing customers and

suppliers, has long been performed by Swedish manufacturing

firms. (Pettersohn, 1976 and Ingves, 1984).

After the firm has broken down the information barrier and

internalized the financing function, it has two further

options. It can start to act as a financial intermediary

towards agents otherwise unrelated to the firm. This is a

totally different task from internalizing the finance

function. Here, we have the question of what the firm's

competitive advantage vis-a-vis the banking system is. This

question could be put more exactly. What are the possible

economic functions of manufacturing-linked financial
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Finally, the firms could use the new techniques to unbundle

risk and sell or take upon themselves financial risk with the

derivative securities now available.

1.3 Previous Research

As these phenomena have reemerged fairly recently, very

little research had been conducted on Swedish firms up to the

time the present study was started in early 1986. However,

during the period the research has been carried out some

other studies have been published, and we have been able to

integrate the findings of some of the findings into this

work. Nevertheless, the literature survey, with a few

exceptions, reflects the situation at the outset of this

work.

Firms in the U.S.A have had access to well functioning

capital and money market for years. Commercial papers and

well run capital markets have existed for a long time in the

U. S .A, a country with a more market-driven intermediation

process than most other industrial countries (Berglof, 1988).

Outwardly-directed financial activities have been conducted

by many firms for long periods of times. A study of non-bank

financial intermediation of U.S. firms is reported in chapter

3. The organizational issues will not be discussed there

however, as it appears that financial departments in larger

U.S. firms are organized in a distinctly different manner to

those of Swedish firms, at least at the outset of the period

studied. In the following sub-section we will discuss this

point prior to reviewing studies of treasury departments in

Swedish firms. Thereafter, we will contrast Swedish firms

with U. S firms and discuss the rationale for a study of

Swedish firms.

1.3.1 U.S.-studies
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The major U.S. firms have very large domestic market and the

relative importance of their international operations is,

therefore, significantly lower than for 'Continental' firms

This is especially true when compared to Swedish and Swiss

firms. This has also led to a difference in the

organizational structure of the U.S. firms compared to

continental firms. stopford and Wells (1972) reported that

U. S. firms often conducted their international operations

within an 'International Division' while 'Continental' firms

often went from a 'domestic' structure to a 'global'

structure without passing the intermediate stage of an

international division. This split between domestic and

international issues also Seems to have had a profound effect

on the organization of treasurY departments in U.s. firms.

In a study of 187 U.S firms' finance departments, Robins and

Stoubaugh [1973, cited in Eitman and Stonehill (1983, p 642

643)] the authors report that the financial departments

seemed to go through three different stages when

international sales grew.

Firstly, when international sales volumes were low, there was

often only one officer, handling international financial

issues. When sales volumes grew, however, international

financial issues were centralized to a department which

attempted to handle all international financial issues, but

at a level below the group treasurer's. The third stage was

reached by large firms who had a significant portion of sales

originating from outside the U.s. The complexity of the

internal flows and the problems with operations on different

continents, forced the firms to decentralize all

international financial issues. Under the new organization

the financial department, insteag of central decision-making

issued extensive guidelines which they monitored rigourously.

The same phenomenon was reported by Jilling (1980) when he

studied the handling of foreign exchange risk in U.s

companies. He found that these firms 5tarted to handle
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foreign exchange risk after the breakdown of the Bretton Wood

exchange rate system. However, still in the late seventies, a

large fraction of the firms had not started to integrate

their interest rate risk with their management of exchange

rate risk.

In an old study from 1970 cited in Eitman and Stonehill

(1983, p. 644-649), the Conference Board found that 82.4 per

cent of the firms responding had a division between the

national and international treasury department. The same

study reported that more than half of the firms responding

had centralized their international financial activities to

one point in the company hierachy. They also found that this

dual ism between international and U. s. business had often

resulted in very large firms either founding regional finance

subsidiaries abroad (e.g. Coca Cola Company, IBM or General

Telephone and Electronics), or centralizing the international

financial issues to the international divisions, without

integrating them into the domestic treasury.

These studies are fairly old. The increasing turbulence and

the surge in financial instruments and the emergence of the

Euromarkets have involved Swedish firms. There are also signs

that the split between domestic and international financial

issues is begining to be resolved. In some firms, the group's

treasury activities seem to be concentrated to a global

treasury department. This has been reported by Business

International Money Report for some larger firms (GTE(sic!):

October 18, 1985 and General Foods: November 3, 1986).

While there only is anectodotal evidence to support this, it

is possible that the split between domestic and international

treasury operations is fading.

A further development is that the treasury departments of

MNCs seem either to form special treasury vehicles, or to

turn their treasury departments into profit centres. They

centralize cash management and the handling of internal flows
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of funds. Business International Corp. (1985) in a

commercial , normative report on 'global cash management',

shows how firms are opening up treasury vehicles to

centralize cash management operations, netting, reinvoicing

and internal forfeiting of inter-group trade. No quantitative

data are provided.

Among the reasons given for centralization were that the

treasury vehicles enabled firms to economize on financial

management skills - to benefit from economies of scale, to

benefit from portfolio advantages when having one treasurer,

to decrease transaction costs, to benefit from arbitrage

opportunites and to increase the payment discipl ine wi thin

the group.

Business International recently pUblished a report on

treasury management (1987) based upon interviews of corporate

financial managers and various functional experts. On the

basis of an undated survey, Business International claims

that almost 45 per cent of the firms responding wanted to

centralize their financial operations further (p. 19).

Business International further gives examples of how some

MNCs tranform their treasury departments into profit centres

or even 'in-house' banks, although they perceive this to be

an exception. These firms are then active in foreign exchagne

trading in the money markets and in 'financial assets and

liabilities management'. These developments are fairly recent

and the reasons behind them are not fully understood.

1.3.2 Swedish studies

Several studies into the financial activities of Swedish

firms have been performed. Pettersohn (1976) studied the

borrowing and lending activities between companies. These

were primarily trade related credits, and Pettersohn studied

the aggregated volume of the lending. Furthermore, Pettersohn

found no evidence that Swedish firms exploited the covered

arbitrage opportunities between Swedish financial markets and

markets of countries to which they were exporting. According
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to the author, a possible explaination is that the Swedish

market in forward contracts in Sweden is to thin. He also

suggested that it was possible that Swedish firms therefore

took uncovered positions to exploit existing interest rate

differences (p. 254).

Leksell, Kuylenstierna and Palm (1980), studied the non

Swedish bank relations of Swedish firms in a survey mailed to

200 Swedish companies. They concluded that Swedish firms had

obtained a greater number of foreign bank relations through

their expanding international network of subsidiaries. The

number of foreign bank relations was also expected to either

be either constant or to increase (p. 5). This was seen as a

sign of the internationalization of the financial function,

where the financial network of Swedish firms had increased

with the expansion of their foreign activities.

Lindholm (1987) mentions four activities which are performed

by the company for which he is Vice President Finance (CFO).

These are cash management, foreign exchange dealing,

borrowing and arbitrage as those performed by the firm I s

financial entity his firm formed.

The organization of Swedish treasury departments has been

discussed in different contexts, though in connection with

exchange rate related issues. Uggla (1971) studied the

foreign exchange activities of larger Swedish firms and found

that the ability to handle foreign exchange positions

increased with increasing centralization (p. 235) and that

the ability to make decisions about foreign exchange

positions was dependent on good bank relations and even more

so on bank advice. Elvestedt (1980) studied how foreign

exchange matters were organized within Swedish firms and ob

served two contradictory forces: first, the need to keep the

taking of currency positions decentralized, at the level of

the operative business units making the pricing decisions for

the firm I s products; second, that high transactions costs

force the firms to centralize the decision-making to the
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financial department. At the time of the study, 70 per cent

of the responding financial officers did not believe that the

organization of the financial departments activities would

change in the immediate future. (p , 124). A majority also

believed that the interaction between the financial and

operative side of the firm would become more frequent, as a

result of the exchange rate uncertainty (p. 132).

Andersson and Engvall (1984), studying 22 Swedish multina

tionals, found that the financial activities, especially the

foreign exchange trading, were increasingly performed by

internal banks founded within the group headquarters

financial department.

Oxelheim (1984) in an interview study with 19 Swedish firms

found that 18 firms had a very centralized decision-making

structure for decisions concerning exchange rate positions.

Nevertheless, 5 of these 18 firms had the exchange rate

responsibilities delegated to both Swedish as well as non

Swedish SUbsidiaries, while seven further firms had delegated

exchange rate responsibility solely to non-Swedish

subsidiaries. The author reports that the centralization has

resulted in conflicts between the subsidiaries and the

central finance department.

Hedman (1985) in a study of how exchange rate issues are

handled by Swedish firms conducted on behalf of the Swedish

Central Bank, observed that one of the 12 companies studied

had formed a separate legal entity which conducted the spot

and forward deals for the entire group (p , 36). She also

observed that the finance function had gained in importance

relative to the competence provided by the banks, and that

firms considered that the entire organization had become more

aware of the issue of currency risk. Furthermore, procedures

had developed within the firms to handle these issues. Her

general conclusion was that the handling of currency matters

had changed in a significant way.
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Lindholm, (1987), demonstrates how the firm for which he was

CFO, used a separate legal entity to carry out both the

activities previously performed by the internal bank as well

as other activities.

1.3.3 Comparing apples and oranges?

Swedish firms differ from u.S firms. The size of the studied

u.S firms, their ability to tap a large domestic capital

market for funds, and the relatively minor importance of

international sales point to this conclusion. Firstly, most

studies are conducted on what we could term 'Fortune-500

companies', and although there are several large companies in

Sweden only a few are on Fortune's list: soley international

as compared to the list of U.S. firms. If, as Robins and

stobaugh's study indicate, size is of importance when

organizing the treasury department we might compare apples

with oranges when comparing U.S-firms' organization with that

of Swedish firms. Nevertheless, studies of U.S. firms might

reveal some of the logic behind the phenomena we study.

Secondly, the U.S. firms have operated upon what was once the

largest capital market in the world, and their funding

problems could often be solved in the home market. Swedish

firms face a domestic market which, at times, has been

regulated or non-existent. They were also forced to fund

themselves abroad for an extended period after 1976. This

will definitely increase the international focus of Swedish

firms, when compared to those in the U.S.

Thirdly, Swedish firms have a very large part of their sales

generated from abroad. In addition, many firms also have the

production capacity localized abroad, which give the firm the

complexity mentioned by Robins and Stobough when describing

firms in the third phase.

As we have evidence of an increasingly international

production structure, we could expect Swedish firms to be

good at handling, and possibly integrating, international
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financial issues with domestic. In the Swedish studies, we do

not have any evidence, so far, of a dualism between the

domestic financial department and international departments.

We could, therefore, expect a more global view of treasury

management in Swedish firms, but as complexity in

international operations seems to increase the tendency to

decentralize activities, we cannot say what the end result

is. We have also seen that Swedish firms, like most

progressive firms in the Business International Corp. study,

have formed separate in-house banks, as reported in the

Central Bank study. They have also formed separate finance

companies. What this does to the organizational structure is

not well understood.

We have seen some early evidence of lending activity among

Swedish industrial firms, but these activities seem to have

their rationale in restrictions imposed upon size of the

banking system's lending portfolio, restrictions not upheld

in the u.S. otherwise, we do not know much about the

financial intermediary activity of new entities formed lately

by some Swedish firms, in Sweden as well as abroad.

Consequently, we have reason to believe that Swedish firms

could be fairly advanced in the way they organize their

treasury functions; the degree of internationalization of

Swedish firms and the apparent lack of duality between

international and domestic treasury function point in this

direction. u.S. firms have much more experience from

activities in market-driven intermediation environments and

can therefore be regarded as being more advanced in these

respects.

1.3.4 Rationale for the study

Several studies of Swedish firms' treasury departments have

been conducted. This is a necessary and interesting area of

study. First, due to the new financial instruments made

available to Swedish firms, derivative instruments as well as

the opening up of the international capital markets to
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Swedish firms after 1976, Swedish firms have been given new

options to act in the financial markets. They are given new

opportunities and it would be of interest to study in what

way and to what extent Swedish firms act as borrowers as well

as lenders. The question of what kind of financial activities

are performed by Swedish manufacturing firms is unresolved.

In the light of the increased number of financial instruments

available to firms, it would be of further interest to study

what kind of instruments are used for funding as well as for

hedging, arbitrage and position-taking activities.

Pettersohn (1976) states that he would like to see a study

based upon primary data from the firms' financial statistics.

This would make it possible to assess the importance of

different segments of the credit markets. (p.282) A better

understanding of Swedish firms' activities in the financial

markets is of interest, especially after the opening up of

the international capital and lending markets.

Furthermore, the regulations constituting the rationale for

the grey capital market have been abolished4, and the

rationale for firms lending today might be different to the

rationale during the period of active Central Bank credit

policy. Such an analysis would require us to identify

economic motives for firms, usually considered to be net

borrowers, to act as lenders. The new options for treasurers

are many and the situation seems to require a study of how

these options are used.

As there seems to be a trend in Sweden as well as abroad to

form treasury vehicles or international finance companies, we

also want to see what activities these units perform. Do they

contribute to the the centralization of financial activities

or are they tools to handle the complexity inherent in

I truly' international companies? How are they governed and

4 Ingves (1981) studied this grey capital market which
was mainly regulation induced.
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how do they interact with the industrial units, especially as

regards the exchange rate issues, which, as Elvested

reported, should be handled both centrally as well as

locally?

1.4 Research Questions

As we have seen in previous sections, financial officers of

Swedish firms face new financial opportunities when they act

externally: providing financial services and in a more narrow

sense acting as financial intermediaries. We are concerned

with some aspects of how they make use of these

opportunities.

I.

The dissertation describes the financial intermediation

activities of privately owned large non-cooporative Swedish

manufacturing and transport firms after 1979 and especially

the situation at the end of 1987.

(Ia) In particular, we intend to describe the scope and

volume of the financial intermediary activities performed by

large Swedish manufacturing firms. By financial intermediary

activities we mean activities which result in the lending and

refinancing of money to entities not controlled by some group

firm. Furthermore, this lending activity should result in

loan documentation, thereby excluding traditional short term

trade credits which are more well studied. We also exclude

loans provided by the sale of assets, financial or otherwise,

with binding repurchasing agreements. These sales and lease

back agreements are likely to have different rationales from

the phenomena we deal with.

(Ib) We will describe the way financial activities are

organized in large Swedish firms at the end of the period

studied. This will be done with the sub-goal of explaining

why Swedish firms open up foreign financial subsidiaries

abroad.
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We also intend to find possible explanations for the

emergence of financial intermediation performed by Swedish

firms.

(IIa) As part of this, we want to study the way in which a

Swedish firm uses the new financial opportunities to handle

its risks, and see in what manner the risk is distributed

between them, the financial markets and the banks, in order

to gain insights into the present structure of risk

distribution.

(lIb) As a necessary prerequisite to IIa, we will discuss the

construction of a yardstick for measuring financial risks,

primarily exchange risks, that incorporates the industry

structure's effect upon financial risk. The yardstick will be

operationalized for a specific macroeconomic and firm

setting.

1.5 Delimitations

This work has to be seen in the context of two general

questions: first, through which entities is the flow of funds

between lender and borrower funnelled and what is the

division of labour between these entitites?: second, what is

the rationale for manufacturing linked financial

intermediation?

No attention will be devoted to the first question beyond

some descriptive passages describing the actual behavior of

the firms studied. No explanations for the emergence of bank

driven and/or instrument driven intermediation processes will

be given, nor will we try to find such explanations in the

literature. Our prime theoretical question is more narrow:

given that the opportunity for II non-bank II financial units

exists, what is the economic rationale behind these units?
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In order to address this question, we

guideline for what the realm of the

traditional financial intermediation is.

have to create a

manufacturing- and

1.5.1 A bank is a bank is a bank?

Banks perform many of the functions of financial

intermediaries. Klein (1971) considers banks to be a subset

of financial intermediaries, and hence sees financial

intermediaries as basically similar to banks but lacking some

of a bank's characteristics. Klein argues that the

distinctive feature of banks is to provide the nation with a

payment system. Fama (1980) also perceives banks as providers

of a transaction cost-efficient payment system. Nevertheless,

he argues that in an unregulated environment the distinction

between banks and other portfolio managers will be blurred.

Corrigan (1982) makes the same distinction between banks and

other financial intermediaries as Klein, but adds two other

distinguishing features. First, he sees banks as the back-up

source of liquidity for all other institutions. Secondly,

banks are the transmission belt for monetary policy. Pierce

(1985), on the other hand, claims that NOW- (negotiable

orders of withdrawal), super-NOW and MMMF (money market

mutual funds) accounts are "demand deposit"-type accounts

that have blurred the distinction between banks and nonbanks

in the US-context. Pierce further argues that the role of

banks and thrifts in the nation's payment system are created

by government fiat, which excludes other potential entrants

from the payment system. Therefore, the role of the banks in

the payment system is the result of regUlation, not of

economic forces. Pierce further states that open market

operations of the FED affect all financial intermediaries

directly, and hence that monetary policies are not only

performed through the banking system. Reserve requirements

and the discount window are also creations of regulators and

not the result of economic forces. The Central Bank is seen

as the only back-up source of liquidity, and hence the

argument that banks are the back-up source of liquidity is
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To us, the problem is partly semantic. When Klein and Fama

perceive banks as the administrators of the nation's payment

system, they define 'banks I as entities performing certain

activities unique to banks. When Pierce and Corrigan debate,

they seem to define banks as entities calling themselves

banks. Others, legally prevented from calling themselves

banks, perform activities, i.e. supply demand deposit

accounts, which de facto but not de jure are part of the US

payment system, and hence would be called banks in Klein and

Fama's world. Instead of trying to identify corporate banks,

according to some selected definition we will concentrate

upon identifying corporate financial intermediation

activities.

The normative question of whether non-financial firms should

perform financial intermediary activities or not will not be

treated. This problem concerns the "safeness and soundness"

of the financial system, and the shrinking of the monetary

belt, within which the Central Bank can use reserve

requirements to control the money supply in the economy. This

question, interesting as it is, is left to others to solve5.

Insurance companies and financial service related firms can

also perform financial intermediation. Clearly, some of the

portfolio functions traditionally performed by banks are now

conducted by e.g. life insurance companies. We will not study

these firms' financial intermediation activities due to the

different nature of their core activity compared to

manUfacturing firms

1.5.2 'Over'-liquidity

Another problem area is touched upon by Andersson and Engwall

(1984). They describe the build-up of "internal banks" within

5 See e.g. Horngren and viotti (1988) for a discussion
of this issue in a Swedish context.
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some Swedish MNCs as their way to handle large over

liquidity: in the Swedish debate, several factors are said to

contribute to the liquidity of Swedish firms: (1) the

government budget deficit, (2) the prohibition of prepayment

of foreign debt undertaken to finance FDI which generate

cash-flows that has to be repatriated to the Swedish owner,

(3) the low level of investment, (4) temporary restrictions

on the size of dividend growth.

Hedlund and Hagstrom (1986) mention that the companies place

their over-liquidity through their "internal banks", and also

that they circumvent the financial intermediaries by issuing

their own debt in the money and capital markets.

Unfortunately the term liquidity in itself is difficult to

operationalize, and the determination of an adequate level of

liquidity is also a difficult task. We do not perceive over

liquidity as the prime reason behind the emergence of

corporate financial intermediation. The phenomenon has been

observed in a multitude of countries, in companies with low

levels of liquid assets perform some financial intermediary

activities in making long term loans to their customers. In

the U. S., where the financial system has been the most

market-oriented, this type of activity has been performed by

several companies for more than two decades. Although we will

examine in what manner liquidity is related to financial

activity, we do not attempt to develop a measure of what

should constitute 'over'-liquidity, and therefore will only

treat the issue in passing.

1.5.3 Internal or external control over a business

The internal control aspect of separate entities handling the

financial flow of the entire corporation is interesting.

Andersson and Engwall's study indicated that the MNCs studied

wanted to centralize the financing activities and divorce

them from the operational activities of the firms. That the

centralization of the firm's financial activities to one unit

- an "internal bank"- can lead to an increased portfolio

mentality from group management vis-a-vis the different
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businesses of a firm, and that the firm becomes an "internal

capital market" is well known, (see e.g. Williamson, 1975)

The capital markets perform an allocating and controlling

function which possibly could be imitated within a firm. The

same functions performed by a bank in the credit market can,

of course, be performed by an internal bank within the firm.

Such aspects will not be considered in this study.

1.5.4 Swedish scope of the study

Neither will we attempt an international comparison, although

we have scattered evidence of similar developments not only

in the U.S. but also in France, Great Britain and, recently,

in Western Germany. We will restrict the study to privately

owned, Swedish non-cooporative manufacturing firms and to

their financial intermediary activities in the Swedish l:md

foreign markets. We will use the description of the U. S.

market when generating hypothesis and research directions tor
the study. We restrict the study to Swedish firms for two

reasons.

First, we primarily have access to Swedish firms and it would

be difficult to attain the same depth in the study if we

studied non-Swedish firms.

Second, the regulatory and legal characteristics of different

countries influence the financial activities of firms, and we

want to keep the legal framework constant.

We therefore have to restrict the study to Swedish firms,

with their group headquarters in Sweden, and where the group

is not a junior part of an international group.

1.6 Structure of the Dissertation

1.6.1 The process
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We are studying fairly 'new,6 phenomena. In the previous

subsection we stressed the theoretical uncertainty about why

firms engage in financial activities and we also know that

few studies have been made about the external financial

activities of Swedish firms. There is not enough empirical

information about these activities to build theory either. We

will therefore have to try to obtain more empirical data,

before discussing the situation in Sweden.

Consequently, we will apply a more elaborate approach when

generating our hypotheses for the Swedish context. First, we

will discuss what theory of the firm to base our study upon,

and then we will discuss the theory of financial

intermediation in order to find theoretical explanations for

financial intermediation performed by ordinary financial

intermediaries. second, the external financial activities of

u.S firms will be studied with the help of secondary sources.

These two studies will then be combined with institutional

knowledge about the Swedish financial markets and

regulations, and ideas for the Swedish context will be

generated.

In the empirical part, three different approaches will be

used when collecting the necessary data, and these will be

undertaken simultaneously for two reasons:

• we want to study the phenomenon during a specific time

period, basically ending in late 1987, so that institutional

arrangements are the same when we conduct the entire study:

• we must use a several methods in order to be able to

pursue different questions which demand a greater depth of

empirical content. certain issues are likely to require that

a large amount of primary data has to be collected, and other

issues can be resolved with more standardized data collection

6 New in the sense that modern
little of external financial
manufacturing firms.

economic theory has seen
activities performed by
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instruments. PUblicly available data may also be of value.

Furthermore, the multiple points of data will help to

validate observations and make the outcome more reliable than

if we relied on one single source of data.

This will enable us to cover several of the issues raised,

but with differing methodological strength. The structure of

the process is depicted graphically in Fig. 1.3. We will

discuss the methodological strengths and weaknesses of the

three methods used in chapter 4.

Fig. 1.3 The research process

Chapter 5-7

Chapter 3 Case
studies

V.S-
case Chapter 4 Chapter 8

Chapter 1
Ideas for Survey

Framework Chapter 2 Swedish
situation

Survey of
Published

literature data

1.6.2 Road map

We will in chapter 2, discuss the theory of the firm that

will be used when attacking the problem of finding economic

rationales for financial intermediation performed by

manUfacturing firms, stressing that few previous works have

examined the problem. It is difficult to study the financial

decisions of firms within the context of traditional

financial theory, which normally takes a neo-classical view

of the functioning of markets. We therefore stress the

importance of attaining empirical and theoretical background

before trying to formulate any hypothesis. The need for both

broader empirical investigations and more specif ic in-depth

studies, given the novel nature of the topic studied, will be

discussed. In chapter 2, we further review the micoreconomic

theory of financial intermediation which together with the
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empirical observations in the study of manufacturing and

retail-linked financial intermediation in the U.S.A. (chapter

3) will constitute the basis for the hypotheses and research

directions generated in chapter 4. In this chapter the

different studies and their aims are discussed.

The empirical studies are reported in three parts (A to C) in

chapters 5 to 8. In Part A (chapter 5), there is a report on

the result of a study of the evolution of three firms'

financial departments and the tasks they perform. Part B

(chapter 6-7) will concern the risk position of a firm

engaged in manufacturing-linked financial activities. Chapter

6 discusses in what manner financial risk should be measured

and the yardstick used for measuring financial risk is

presented, based upon one view of financial relationships. In

chapter 7 the empirical case study is presented and

discussed. In part C, (chapter 8), the results from a survey

mailed to the fifty largest Swedish manufacturing and

transportation firms are reported. The final chapter covers

the results of the different studies and provide suggestions

for further research within this field.



CHAPTER 2

The Theoretical Background

2.1 Introduction

When a research project commences, the theoretical base is

usually clear; we know whose shoulders will support us as we

continue to study a particular question in greater detail.

This work originates in an empirical observation: that

Swedish manufacturing firms have started to act as financial

intermediaries; the theoretical base for a study of this fact

now has to be found. The choice of theory is partly a

methodological one: a suitable theory has to be chosen.

Several theories of the firm exist and we will discuss some

of them in section 2.2.

In this work, we consider financial services performed by

companies whose core activity is manufacturing. In order to

do so, we will have to find a suitable description of

different types of financial activities. Financial service is

according to our broad definition the facilitation of

financial flows between two different agents, and we will try

to give a taxonomy for these activities: the spectrum of

financial activities. We then narrow the view to financial

intermediation and review the microeconomic literature on

financial intermediation theory, searching for an economic

29
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function of financial intermediators. The chapter closes with

a short summary.

2.2 The Theoretical Limbo

A firm which finances itself with debt combines financial

debt and real assets under one legal title. The management of

these production factors will determine the value the firm

has, and to us it will be of importance to understand under

what conditions the financing of the firm is important to its

value.

standard financial theory usually perceives the company as a

black box, putting different production factors into a

production function, mostly linear, and rece1v1ng a

(positive) cash flow as a compensation for the output. The

existence of the firm is usually explained with

indivisibilites of production factors and economies of scale.

The value of the firm will be totally determined by the value

of its future cash flow. The financial structure is totally

uninteresting as long as financial markets are perfect and

real and financial decisions are taken separately from the

investment decisions. This is a problem, as the firm is our

main object of study and, furthermore, the financial

behaviour of the firm is at the focus of the study. We have a

theoretical limbo where the object we study is not at the

core of the theory we a priori would want to use and the

activity we study is not an activity which has an economic

value. Therefore, one could consider other models of the firm

to base the study upon, other shoulders provide support on.

We will look into some of the different alternatives.

In our view, the theory of the firm is determined by the kind

of market it arises out of. This problem has at least two

dimensions: what kind of risk the firm is absorbing and what

kind of imperfections from the model of perfect competition

constitute the foundation of the firm. The kind of risk which

is attributed to the firm and carried uniquely by the firm is
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linked to what kind of information about the firm the market

is able to process. Most theories of the firm take some

imperfections in the markets as their starting point. The

risk aspect is not often considered, but is in our view

implicit in the models.

The firm in the standard financial theory originates out of

imperfections in the workings of the real markets. Perfect

competition, requiring an ocean of competitors does not arise

because some production functions enable one firm to reap

economies of scale and/or of scope. This makes the firm a

significant entity, as it can now act in a different manner

from that of members of the perfect markets ocean of

competititors. These types of imperfections are not said to

affect the financial decisions of the firm. We will try to

find theories which could explain why the financial structure

of the firm is of interest.

It should, then, be useful to start our discussion with the

first theory to incorporate risk into the discussion of the

firm. outlined in Frank Knight's essay 'Risk, uncertainty and

Profit' (1921). The author generated several conceptual ways

of discussing the inclusion of risk and uncertainty in models

of the firm.

In Knight's view, the firm's riskiness was swallowed by the

market. Diversification was not seen as being inherent in the

firm. But the firm still had to swallow the uncertainty, the

unassessable part of the variability of the firm. We could

call uncertainty the unknown effect on a firm's cash flow

when a certain 'state' occurs. In this world, the outcome of

a state is not totally known to the market and the firm will

have to handle this outcome. According to Knight, the fact

that the firm swallows the uncertainty is one of the reasons

for the firm to earn 'above economic rent'. The firm handles

uncertainty either through the entrepreneurs or managers who

can assess this uncertainty better than the average

individual.
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The division between ownership and top management was,

therefore, seen as the result of owners wanting to find those

men who were best at assessing the uncertain outcome of the

business venture they operated and who were accordingly

remunerated better, on the understanding that they share some

of the business risk7. The hierarchy was seen as a way of

assessing and resolving the problems of uncertainty.

Coase (1937) argued against Knight's view that the

uncertainty was the reason for the firm to exist. He argued

that men with better knowledge about the 'uncertainty' could

sell this advice and which therefore does not have to be part

of the firm. This is a valid remark - something has to be

added in order for the firm to have to employ people with the

best ability to predict uncertainty. Coase instead argued

that the firm is a place were the market transactions are

replaced with command structures and this is the 'the

distingushing mark' (p , 389) of the firm. Williamson (1975)

provided a more rigorous extension of this work.

Another way of treating the uncertainty, is to do away with

it. Debrue (1959) and Arrow (1964) made this by modelling an

economy without uncertainty. Applied to the firm, their

theory, in its 'purest' form claims that the firm's cash

flows are contingent upon future events (states of the world)

and that the value of the firm will be determined by the

aggregation of individuals' preferences in the different

states and their sUbjective probabilities for the state to

occur. If the financial instruments available in a market of

this kind enable the individual investor to combine

securities in such a manner that he can create any kind of

state contingent cash flows, the market is 'spanned' and the

firm's own financial decisions have no economic value to the

investor. All variability in earnings is determinable here,

the effect on the cash-flow when different states occur is

7 Frank Knight could, from a Swedish perspective, be
seen as an early proponent of the 'pilotskola'.
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known in advance. Everything is risky, but only the state

probabilities are uncertain. What remains is 'market risk' or

'undiversifiable risk', which is not cause enough for the

firm to exist. The market is presumed to absorb most of the

risk and only price the undiversifiable risk. If this model

of the world was the true one and if markets were spanned,

the firm's financial decisions would not matter.

The separation of the firm's management and the residual

claimants has been used as the pivotal point in a theory of

the firm, based upon the idea that the firm's management has

taken control of the firm. Management pursues different goals

from those of the owner. Baumol (1967) modelled the firm as

maximizing growth instead of profit. Eichner (1976) has

modelled a firm from the notion that the management has

control over the firm, optimizing long term profitability,

but where the firm is forced to finance growth internally, as

capital markets are perceived as being unable to provide

financing. In our view, this total separation of control

might have been correct in a world were the capital markets

were not able to fund any takeover attempts, but in today's

world, where firms' management has become vastly aware of the

threat of non-profit optimizing behavior this seems less

relevant. As to Eichner's model, there is an addendum; what

we study are those firms which are able to borrow more funds

than they need and lend these funds to others. It therefore

seems as if Eichner's second assumption is also invalidated

by the recent opening up of capital markets. In this context,

it becomes evident that a theory of the firm cannot be set up

without a specification of both why there is a separation of

the ownership and control and assumptions about how the

market mechanism is working. If the market for corporate

control becomes more efficient, the behavior of firms'

management will also change. As we have seen in the previous

chapter, this has happened. We will therefore not pursue this

kind of theory.

Instead, we will examine some theories which seem to be more
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the financial activities of non

said to leave shareholders' wealth

promising. The first involves small deviations from the neo

classical model maintaining the separation between real and

financial decisions. Here, the separation between ownership

and control is of less importance, but in this setting one

could explain why firms have to hire managament, not buy

advice. Second, the neo-classical theory of the firm combined

with transaction costs and limitations upon rationality of

the economic agents will be discussed. This is basically the

extension of Coase's work conducted by Williamson.

There is also one extension we which to pursue: if the market

in which the firm is modelled matters, different assumptions

about the connection between the real and financial sectors

could be of importance. As there has been some interest in

the area of 'real-financial linkages' and as these issues

have relevance for the risk position of the firm we will

consider them. No theory for the firm's financial decision

has to our knowledge been developed in this context, and we

will just discuss the implications of this kind of reasoning

on what might constitute the rationale for the firm's

existence. The implications for the financial decisions will

be discussed when we develop our hypotheses.

If real-financial linkages exist, the firm will have to

adjust its financing to the impact the financial linkages

have upon its operation's value. If the neo-classical model

holds with slight imperfections in explaining why financial

intermediation arises, the firm only needs to overcome the

imperfections in the financial markets when making its

financial decisions, albeit at a cost, making decisions

relevant.

2.2.1 The neo-classical theory of the firm with mild

imperfections

In a neo-classica1 world,

financial firms have been

unaffected. Modigliani and

firm's cash flows produced

Miller (1958) argue

by its assets are

that the

its basic
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resource. The mix of debt and equity does not influence the

total value of the financial instruments issued by the firm.

This result is derived by arbitrage and according to Fama

(1978) it holds in situations where there are: (1) Perfect

capital markets; (2) Where private investors and corporations

have equal access to financial markets and consequently the

financing decisions of firms do not affect the

characteristics of the portfolio opportunities available to

investors; (3) Complete agreement or homogeneous expectations

among market participants exist; and (4) the firms'

investment strategies are given8•

Obviously some deviation from these assumptions has to exist

in order for the owners of the firm to be able to benefit

from the handling of financial decisions9•

Models constructed in order to explain the importance of

financial decisions are also based upon deviations from

Fama I s basic assumptions about the financial market. Taxes

are both said to give debt financing tax shelter as the

interest paid is tax-deductable (Modigliani and Miller,

1963), or because there are different tax clienteles with

different marginal taxation of interest income and dividends.

(Miller, 1977 and DeAngelo and Masulis, 1980). The cost of

bankruptcy, i. e., the destruction of real assets during a

bankruptcy, is argued to restrict the amount of debt the firm

can take upon its balance sheet (Kraus and Litzenberg, 1973

and Kim, 1978). On the other hand, it has been argued that

the bankruptcy cost is small, especially if the relevant

measure is used - expected bankruptcy cost (Warner, 1977).

Other reasons for the choice of equity instead of debt are

8 Through this prerequisite, Fama recognizes that the
investment (real side) decision might have an impact upon the
choice of financial structure.

9 Unless financial transactions are made at prices that
deviate from market prices.
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signalling of trustworthiness (Leland and Pyle, 1977) and

the bonding of agents, preventing them from diverting 'free'

company cash flow for corporate 'perks'-consumption (Jensen

and Meckling, 1976 and Jensen, 1986).

These arguments for financial decisions to be relevant in a

neo-classical world are of interest, not only because they

give a rationale for financial decision-making in the first

place. They are also of use when we study the reasons for

financial intermediation suggested in the literature (see

section 2.5 below for a discussion of these arguments).

Furthermore, the discussion illustrates that financial

decisions are also relevant in a neo-classical world, even

though that imperfections in the way financial markets work

explain the importance of financial decisions, not possible

connections between real and financial markets.

2.2.2 Neo-classics with psychological limitations

Another way to resolve the problem of why the firm exists is

to introduce another set of assumptions about the agents

acting in an economy. One assumption in the models of finance

is that agents are rational. Williamson (1975), on the basis

of work by Herbert Simon and Ronald Coase, argues that agents

are rational but only up to a certain point, after which

their rationality is bounded. Furthermore, he argues that the

future world is uncertain and complex~ individuals will have

problems in handling the complexity of the future, and they

will have to arrange costly conflict resolution models

handling the uncertainty of the future. At a certain point,

the complexity and limited rationality creates a situation

were conflicts are handled by hierarchial sequential

decision-making within a firm, and is not left to the market

with its costly conflict resolution mechanisms. Instead of

perceiving uncertainty as something the market cannot, but

the entrepreneur/manager can, assess, uncertainty is seen as

complexity, complexity which cannot be handled in a

transaction cost efficent manner and which therefore has to

be handled within a firm, with its hierarchical decision-
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This model does explain why firms exist and could also

explain why financial decisions within a firm are of

interest10. Williamson (1988) has only recently tried to

extend this work to explain the structure of a firms debt and

equity . He presented an attempt to resolve these problems

within the framework of transaction cost economics. Debt is

chosen as a conflict resolution mechanism and a single

project would either need this mechanism or not. The basic

idea is that the firm consists of different projects, and

that each project analysed separately would be either all

debt or all equity financed. The firm's debt equity mix would

then be the sum of all project financing. The mix of projects

would consequently determine the capital structure of the

firm. In this work, the emphasis is more on the structure of

contracts between the firm and other agents, not on the

uncertainty resolvance character of the firm. In our opinion,

Williamson seems to move more towards a view that

informational problems in combination with moral hazard

comprise the rationale for the firm's existence. The tools

and concepts used are very much the same as those used by

financial economists when they construct a theory of the

firm.

2.2.3 Real-financial linkages

The firm can be modelled as acting in a world were money

matters for real decisions, i. e. the structure of financial

claims will affect the value of the firm. Even if this were

the case, standard financial theory would not per se accept

that this would make the financial decision relevant to the

firm: The MM-indifference proposition assumes that the firm's

cash-flow must determine the value of the firm. There are two

problems associated with this argument. First, it assumes

that any investor can use 'home madel-leverage to profit from

any pricing which would make the firm's market value

10 The M-form firm as an internal capital market for the
firm (Williamson, 1975, pp. 141-144).
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different from the value of its cash flow. This might not be

the case. A second problem will be that the firm might not

publish all the data needed to identify the correct value of

the firm's cash flow.

In such a situation, where money matters, and investors

cannot identify in what manner it matters to the firm, the

firm will have to handle the financial decisions themselves:

financial decisions become relevant. This is a breach with

the notion of all variability in the prices in the markets

being assessible, being a risk, instead of uncertain. In

Knight's terminology, the firm starts to absorb uncertainty,

and here we also see that this is possible, given imperfect

capital markets and informational asymmetry. This is also the

explanation of why the firm does not, as Coase suggests, buy

advice from those individuals who are good at predicting the

uncertain11. Information aSYmmetry also creates a situation

where those individuals better at forecasting future events

cannot sell information to the firm, and will actually have

to work for the firm. In this setting the firm becomes a

nexus of risk-taking activities, where the firm gains

economically by combining those risks which outsiders cannot

assess and therefore cannot account for. This will have an

economic value either if there are real financial linkages or

if the markets by institutional or regulatory arrangements

are incomplete. Economists have long debated the issue of

whether there are any real-financial linkages or not. We will

pursue these questions in chapter 6, where we discuss a

financial risk measure of the firm, given some real-financial

linkage.

Linkages between real activity and financial variables are of

interest for the financial officers as the price of money, i.

e. the cost of financing, might fluctuate with the real

11 This is actually well known to financial economists,
Leland and Pyle (1977) use this argument to explain the debt
equity structure of the firm, as well as the existence of
financial intermediation.
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activity which may be linked to the income earned by the

operative assets. The financial officers will in this kind of

setting have to consider not only the cost of financing, but

also in what way the market value of the financing varies

with the market value of the operative cash flows.

2.2.4 A brief summary

We have argued that the firms are created when there are

deviations from the perfect market model. In our view there

are three dimensions to this problem. First, what kind of

informational problems do we encounter? Second, what kind of

real markets do we encounter and third, what kind of risk is

the firm absorbing. Very roughly, the different models can be

graphically placed into the Perfect/Imperfect Capital

Markets, and 'Uncertainty and Risk' space, see Fig. 2.1

Fig. 2.1 Theories of the Firm in the 'market functioning' and
'uncertainty' space

Type of capital market

Imperfect
Capital Mrkt.

Perfect
Capital Mrkt.

Uncertainty
exists

Only Risk
exists

oKnight (1921)
oWilliamson

(1975)

oWilliamson '88 Arrow & Debrue
oEichner Fin. Economics
oAugmented (Modiglliani &
Fin. Economics Miller)

The position of traditional financial economics is fairly

straightforward. The firm is only interesting as an entity

created by its production function, including some kind of

economies of scale, scope and/or indivisibilites in

production factors 0 The firm's financial decisions are not of

any interest, and risk is handled by the financial markets.

The augmented financial economics firm is created by some

minor imperfection in the financial markets like taxes or

asymmet.rLc information, but the firm's risk position is in
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general transparent and the firm's owners carry the risk in

the same manner as in an Arrow & Debrue world.

Williamson can be said to have wandered around in the matrix.

Originally, the handling of uncertainty, due to information

impactedness, appears to be at the core of Williamson's

theory of the firm, but in his recent writing it seems as if

it is the incompleteness in contracts, i.e. information

problems, that creates firms, not the absorption of

uncertainty per see Maybe we should consider Williamson's

theory as a theory stating that the firm's stakeholders can

assess the riskiness of the future, but that the most

transaction cost-efficient manner to handle the risk is to

create a firm, instead of creating state-contingent

contracts. We have also placed Eichner in this quadrant,

principally because of the imperfect character of the market

implicit in the lack of control of the firm's owners. We

could not identify any risk absorption characteristics built

into the model, and therefore assigned this type of model to

the lower left quadrant.

Frank Knight perceived markets as imperfect. Otherwise he

would not have made the distinction between risk and

uncertainty. Nor would he have made the absorption of

uncertainty the key point for the firm to exist. This

explains his placement in the upper left corner of the

matrix. We nevertheless have to remark that this model does

not explain why the firm absorbs the risk, not the financial

markets. Such explanations still have to be found. Coase I s

critique that the firms should be able to buy this advice in

the market is valid as long as no further assumptions are

made.

We have only briefly touched upon these issues, as the

problem is not to show in what manner the firm's financial

decisions matter, but to discuss the choice of theoretical

framework, when no evident foundations seem to exist. We have

to choose the foundations to build from, and that, to a
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certain extent, is a methodological problem as we have

competing approaches.

2.3 The choice of approach

Our problem is twofold. First, we do not know from what

theory we should generate our hypotheses, and second, it is

not entirely clear that we will be able to generate

hypotheses without gathering further empirical information.

We lack empirical content for an acceptable theory.

We will discuss which theory of the firm might be regarded

as base for our discussion of these issues. That will differ

between the organizational isssues and those issues relating

to external financial activities. These two views are not

incompatible, indeed, they serve to emphasize different

aspects of the firm, as we show below.

2.3.1 Choice of theoretical base

According to Popper (1945), a theory should be testable in

order to be acceptable. Nevertheless, the entire theory does

not have to be tested - it suffices to test a sUbsystem in

order to falsify a theory (Popper, 1974, pp 124-125). We

would want to add further criteria, basically, 'Occam's

razor' and a practical criterium: one of closeness to the

problem. When choosing our approach we will look for

testability, the number of explanatory elements in the model

and 'closeness' to the problem.

We have basically three dimensions of the firm which we

perceive as relevant when we study the way the firm

organizes the firm's treasury: First, Williamson's

hierarcical decision-making within a firm. Second, the

dimension of risk, in an Arrow and Debrue sense, where the

outcomes of states are known to the treasury, and finally,

the uncertainty handling of the firm, i.e. one of the

dimensions of the firm which Knight considered essential to a
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this as an analytical tool, when studying the

of firm's treasury departments. It is not a

makes no predictions. It is, in our view, a

to discuss the problems of the treasury's

firm's profitability. This gives us the dimensions depicted

in Fig. 2.2. It should be noted that these three dimensions

all emanate from Frank Knight's work. Williamson's approach

was based upon Coase's discussion of the theory of the firm,

which was at odds with Knight's work. Arrow and Debrue did

away with uncertainty, thereby enabling them to model pricing

in markets in a state-contingent framework. Finally, we are

left with Knight's original thought that the handling of

uncertainty will matter to the profitability of the firm. We

will elaborate on this later.

Fig. 2.2 The firm's dimensions

Risk

Transaction efficent
decisionmaking

We will use

organization

model and it

helpful way

organization.

For the external financial activities we will not use

Williamson's (1975) approach for two reasons: first, the

theory aims more at explaining the internalization of

activities within the firm whilst our prime interest is the

external activities of the firms as well as the creation of

hierarchies within firms. Furthermore, it has the transaction
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and not the firms as its principal component of analysis. We

are looking for models which can help us discuss the

financial decisions of firms and this may be difficult to

link with Williamson's line of reasoning.

Second, transaction costs associated with conflict resolution

be measurable; the problem arises when we have to decide the

level of "information impactedness" across cases with

sUbjective factors such as the level of rationality of

involved parties. Evidence of components which are said to

lead to information impactedness could be found empirically:

uncertainty, small-number exchange relationships,

opportunistic behaviour and bounded rationality. The critical

problem is the latter. with evidence of all three other

factors leading to information impactedness, a market

solution could still be observed and explained with the

complexity not being so large that it could not be rationally

treated. The opposite is also true: internalization could

also be the solution to a situation were some of the three

first factors are absent. Internalization could still be

explained through low rationality of involved parties.

The measurement of limited rationality poses some problems.

If the test assumes that everyone is equally bounded in his

rationality, the concept threatens to become a pure

measurement of transaction costs when empirically tested, and

hence be reduced to a test of transaction costs.

Williamson's approach of explaining the firm as nexus of

contracts has been extended to the financial structure of the

firm. We perceive this to be less fruitful as it still

studies the different projects of the firm, and we believe

that the notion of either 'full equity' or 'all borrowing' is

less convincing. Too many firms could be considered one

project firms, and still have a mix of debt and equity as

their financial structure.

Both the traditional neo-classical theory with minor
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alterations and theories assuming real-financial linkages,

provide us with explanations of why financial activities

could be of interest to the firm. Both of them should yield

testable explanations as to why firms are active in financial

markets given that the theory is correct, i.e., the test will

be a so-called joint test of the model and its predictions.

Both of them present a theory of why the firm engages in

financial activities, but the neo-classical theory presents

the simplest explanations.

It is therefore important to state that we consider both

explanations for why financial decisions might matter as a

possible basis for us when generating our hypotheses, and

that we will consider both when later generating hypotheses

about the reason for the firm's activity in financial

markets.

2.4 The spectrum of financial activities

any financial claims are: advising a client, the

of an issue on best effort basis, payment

zero float12, and brokerage.

spectrum of financial activities

where the agents at no stage in

which are funnelled between the

We call these activities 'pure'

The starting point of our

will be financial services

the process own the funds

lender and the borrower.

financial service. services

ownership of

underwriting

systems with

characterized by the non-

In this context, for a financial service activity to qualify

as an act of financial intermediation, the 'facilitation of

flows' must during at least a part of the process necessitate

the holding of the intermediated funds. Financial

intermediary activities fitting this description are

commercial/retail banking, payment systems with float, the

underwriting of issues of securities at a fixed price, and

12 'Float' is the time which the organizer of the payment
system has the ownership and consequently the right to obtain
interest for the money transferred within the system.
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securitized credit. It should be noted that there is no time

limit for the loans13, but when a financial intermediary

holds such a loan, it might have turned into an end-investor

or a speculator.

Speculation and arbitrage are the last financial activities

to be described. The instantaneous purchase and sale of the

same asset to two different agents at a profit would

constitute arbitrage in its purest form14. Such a trade would

be physically difficult to effectuate, as some time would

have to elapse before both deals were concluded. Furthermore,

it is doubtful how rigidly one should interpret the wording:

'the same asset'. Are AAA-rated bonds considered to be the

same, or do the assets have to be issued by the same firm?

Arbitrage, consequently, needs an operational definition, not

easily established (see Weisweiller, 1986) for a discussion

of different interpretations of arbitrage). Here we can

simply put arbitrage among the financial services - in its

purest form arbitrage requires no holding of the assets.

Speculation, also called trading, is in the intermediary

segment of the spectrum. The period of holding could vary,

but as every position is reviewed at fairly short intervals,

one could say that the time horizon of the trader is fairly

short.

The facilitation of the flow of funds is provided both by the

arbitrageur and the trader - the former as they support the

law of one price and the latter as their activities are

necessary for markets to clear. We will turn our attention to

the process of financial intermediation.

2.4.1 Financial intermediation: how flows are arranged

13 See for instance National Westminster's issue of
perpetuities in the mid 80s.

14 Dybvig and Ross (1987) define arbitrage as an
investment strategy that guarantees a positive payoff in some
contingency with no possibility of a negative payoff and with
no net investment (p.100).
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Financial intermediaries can, in general terms, be said to be

somewhere between the borrower and the lender. They can

perform their task as middlemen, bringing lender and borrower

together, or they may act as both lenders and borrowers,

keeping the ultimate lenders and borrowers from meeting in

the marketplace - the capital and money markets.

The simplest form of flow is the direct loan between a lender

and a borrower. A few conditions have to be fulfilled before

a direct loan can take place. (1) The borrower and lender

have to be aware of each other I s existence; (2) the lender

has to be able to evaluate the creditworthiness of the

borrower and also be able to secure the fulfillment of the

borrower's obligations in an acceptable manner; (3) the two

parties have to agree upon a price for the loan, the interest

rate.

Two alternatives are possible when reducing the search cost:

a broker and a marketplace. The marketplace is simply a

physical location or a communication network where the

prospective borrowers and lenders meet. A broker is somebody

who brings the buyers and sellers together - in this context,

borrowers and lenders of money. The brokerage function is one

of overcoming information barriers, the same as the physical

market place. These two ways of organising flows can of

course co-exist. Brokers in physical exchanges or in

electronic markets are not unheard of.

A trader or an underwriter also brings borrowers and lenders

together, but contrary to the broker, he takes possession of

the rous and hence carries the credit- and market-risk until

they are sold to a lender. A precondition for the trade

activities is that the rous are negotiable, otherwise the

trader would be the end-investor. Hence, traders not only

bring together the borrower and lenders, i.e. break down the

information barrier, but also make an assessment of what

price the rous of the borrower will command.
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This situation is similar to that of an underwriter of a

security issue, who promises to sell an issue at a certain

price. These activities are dependent upon the IOUs finally

finding an end-investor. They need a marketplace, which is

not necessarily so for commercial banks. Traditionally,

commercial banks place themselves between the ultimate lender

and borrower for the entire duration of the loan, and hence

take full responsibility for the borrower's fulfillment of

his obligations. The difference between this kind of activity

and that of a trader is the time horizon during which they

hold the asset, and thereby expose their wealth to the price

fluctuation of the borrower's IOUs. Traders hold onto their

IOUs for a short time, while traditional commercial banks are

said to hold onto their IOUs until they mature. Ownership

never passes on to the ultimate lender. Instead the

commercial bank or retail bank refinance themselves with

loans against their assets.

Direct lending, lending through a broker, underwritten issues

of securities and bank lending different ways to conduct

financial activities. All of the activities enhance the flow

of funds between the borrower and the lender. It should be

noted that the difference between the different forms is more

one of degree than of kind. One further difference might be

the two sided nature of the bank, where the parts of the

refinancing are based upon demand deposits that at times

might pay below market interest rates.

2.4.2 The spectrum of financial activities

The classification into different types of activities

reflects the fact that

different risks depending

IOUsI5. See Fig. 2.3.

intermediaries are exposed to

on how long they hold onto the

15 Deshmuk, Greenbaum and Kanatas (1983b), do not
perceive the ownership of the asset as the fundamental
difference between the broker and the financial intermediary.
They argue that the broker does not perform asset
transformation, but is otherwise exposed to the same type of
risks as the financial intermediary. We order financial
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The key dividing line lies at the origin of the spectrum,

where the activity does not require that the firm providing

the 'pure' financial service holds the asset. To the left of

the line, the activity requires the firm to possess the asset

at least for a fraction of a minute in order to facilitate

the financial flow between the lender and borrower.

The position of 'modern banking' reflects the situation that

banks at times securitize credit, i. e. they sell parts of

their loan portfol io to other end investors. The time the

bank holds the loan therefore diminishes, from the maturity

of the loan to a fraction of it.

Fig. 2.3 Spectrum of financial activities

Time agent 0
hold onto +
IOUs ·brokerage·under-.trading

·advice writing
. arbitrage . float
·O-float- paymentsys
paymentsys

• I best
effort I
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time
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risk
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The credit risk, Le. the risk that the borrower does not

honour his obligations in a timely manner, dominates

traditional banks' intermediation activities. The price risk,

i.e. the risk that the price of money will fluctuate, is not

so much a concern for traditional banks, unless they perform

asset transforming activities (see sub-section 2.5.3 below).

activities in accordance with the length of holding the
asset, thereby capturing the credit as well as price risk of
the paper, making the distinction that the credit risk is
import for the financial firm. In our view, the authors, by
not treating default risk of the client, lose sight of one
important dimension of financial intermediaries' activities.
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For traders, on the other hand, price risk is dominant. They

make money by taking positions in the market. They buy and

sell money without having it yet. If the market considers the

IOUs to be of a certain creditworthiness, it is unlikely that

this assessment will change during the fairly short period of

time during which the trader holds on to the paper.

Nevertheless, this risk is larger than the risk facing the

underwriter, who often does not hold onto the IOUs for which

he has guaranteed the price for more than a couple of

minutes.

In a sense, these risks fall under the category we could call

market risk: the risk that the price of a specific borrower's

IOUs will change, either through a shift in the yield curve

or a change in the market's assessment of the

creditworthiness of a particular issuer's IOUs.

'Pure' financial service refers here to performing any

activity at the origin of the spectrum of financial

activities. Financial intermediation, on the other hand, is

any activity found to the left of the origin of the spectrum.

The issue remains as to why such a financial intermediator

might fulfill an economic function. This question will be

dealt with in the following section.

2.5 The theory of financial intermediation

As discussed above, financial intermediation and financial

activities must be based upon some deviation from the concept

of a perfect market. We will refrain from historic

explanations, which identify economic reasons for the

existence of financial intermediaries, something historians

generally renounce. As indicated in section 1.5.1, we will

not study the theory of banks per se. The handling of a

nation's payment system and the acceptance of marginal

banking with the backing of a lender of last resort only

exists because it is sanctioned by the government. Such
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explanations will not help us when searching for economic

motives for financial intermediation, but microeconomic

functions of banks might give indications on what activities

could be profitable for financial intermediation performed by

banks.

Microeconomics has the single agent as its prime study object

and does not take any institutional arrangements for granted,

as do historical and most macroeconomic explanations. Such a

scope is most likely to give insights into the raison d'etre

of financial intermediaries.

Theories of banking have mostly been what Diamond and Dybvig

(1986) term management-oriented and have taken the existence

of regulations, for example, as the starting point when

calculating the optimal behavior of a bank. Macroeconomic

theory has either taken banks' behavior for granted or tried

to calculate their reaction functions to changes in liquidity

quotas and other regulations imposed upon banks. Optimization

theory for banks has also taken at least a spread between

lending and borrowing rates for granted, without going on to

explain the economics behind the existence of such a spread.

Gurley and Shaw (1960) simply perceive the existence of banks

as being based upon regulation and the resulting segmentation

of financial markets. Such regulations would result in

possibilities of arbitrage between different markets and

customer segments.

In recent microeconomic literature, attempts have been made

to explain why financial intermediaries exist. We have found

four literature surveys: Pyle (1972), Baltensberger (1980),

Santomero's seminal article (1984), and portions of Diamond

and Dybvig (1986). Pyle's paper is more concerned with

positive models of regulated bank behavior, which presumably

fairly reflects the state-of-the-arts in the early 1970s. In

his suggestions for further research, Pyle considers the

problem of endogenizing the existence of financial

intermediaries into a capital market, and proposes
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transaction cost and information cost as the only way to do

so (pp. 2025-26). Consequent literature seems to have

followed this suggested line.

A financial intermediary has assets, which are loans granted

to other agents, and liabilities, which consists of money

borrowed from other agents. The financial intermediary

performs services both to the lenders and the

borrowers/depositors. Additionally, a financial intermediary

might structure the financial characteristics of its assets

and liabilities in a different manner. This transforms

borrowed money into something else, which is also lent. Such

activities are called asset transformation or 'the two-sided

nature of banking' by Santomero (1984).

We will discuss all three of these functions, starting with

what Diamond and Dybvig (1986) call 'asset service'. In sub

section 2.5.2 we briefly discuss the liability side, or the

liability services performed by some financial

intermediaries. In sub-section 2.5.3 the difficult issue of

the two-sided nature of financial intermediation will be

touched on, and the section will be concluded with a

discussion of what we consider to be the prime motivator of

different types of financial intermediary activities.

2.5.1 Asset service

A perfect market is informationally efficient, where

information would not play any role: all agents have full

information about all relevant characteristics of financial

assets and of projects that need external financing.

Studies of the financial markets indicate that they price

their issues as if the market prices incorporate all publicly

available information, Le. that no money could be made by

trading on pUblic information, but also that information not

made public does not seem to be fully incorporated in

securities' prices. (Elton and Gruber (1984, p 386ff).

Grossman and Stiglitz (1976) have analytically modelled
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markets where information has a value and where markets

therefore tend to have both informed and uninformed agents

that trade in a security, the latter producing information

about the securities' risk characteristics. From our

perspective this is important, as it shows that even in the

securities market information seems to be needed and

produced.

Financial intermediaries can be seen as information

producers, and several authors have modelled the existence of

financial intermediaries on the basis of their being

information producers. The interesting point is why financial

intermediaries have to hold the assets themselves. Why do

they not produce information and sell it to people who want

to know the risk characteristics of potential borrowers'

projects? In terms of the previous section, why do we not

observe only 'pure financial service' agents offering advice

as to which projects merit our investment?

Some older explanations are connected with transaction cost,

or more accurately with indivisibility of instruments in the

securities markets in combination with wealth restraints

among investors. More recently, two promising explanations

have been brought forward to model the existence of financial

intermediaries from the asset side. The first is based upon

'information asymmetry' in combination with 'adverse

selection' of the information producer and the second is a

question of monitoring the borrower's repayment of his loans

in a cost efficient manner.

2.5.1.1 Portfolio function and indivisibility of securities

One of the first microeconomic models of the reasons for a

spread between the lending and borrowing rate has its origin

in the indivisibility of financial assets. These issues were

raised in a microeconomic context by Klein (1973), who makes

the point that financial intermediaries break up large

financial assets into smaller units, thereby enabling agents

with relatively small amounts to invest, and to gain access
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to financial assets otherwise not available to them. This

constitutes his 'division function' of financial

intermediaries. Furthermore, the financial assets can be

pooled together with an ensuing diversification of risk. This

is something investors with small amounts to invest cannot

accomplish for themselves.

In a mean variance framework, firms needing financing will

turn to financial intermediaries when the indivisibilities in

the financial markets prohibit a large segment of investors

from reaching the efficient frontier. They are therefore

prepared to earn less than the 'market' interest rates. The

margin between what the firm would be paying in the market

and what small investors require to be paid will constitute

the foundation for financial intermediaries.

Klein sees the existence of financial intermediaries as

linked to fairly trivial problems of the amounts in which

securities are issued. Although this would explain why some

categories of investors would need a financial intermediator,

it does not explain why many fairly wealthy individuals use

financial intermediators. More novel attempts to model the

existence of financial intermediation have taken information

and associated problems as the departure point of their

analysis.

2.5.1.2 'Information asymmetry and adverse selection'

Since Akerlof's (1970) seminal paper on the asymmetry of

information between a seller and purchaser of a used car,

microeconomists have incorporated into their models the

notion of the uneven distribution of information among

different agents. Akerlof observed that used cars, from the

minute they were driven from the car dealer's premises lost a

great deal in value. He explained this phenomenon with the

owner's superior information. If the owner of the car notices

that there are quite a few problems with the car, he might

draw the conclusion that the car is a 'lemon' and that he

would be better off selling the car. A presumptive buyer of
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the car would of course know that the car owner is in a

better position to j udqe the quality of the car and would

only be willing to purchase the car if offered a rebate

compensating him for the risk of the car being a 'lemon'.

A prospective investment project shows similiar characte

ristics, as the prospective investors do not know whether the

project is 'good' or 'bad'. Leland and Pyle (1977) make the

point that in order to signal that a project is 'good', the

entrepreneur must invest in the project himself, otherwise

nobody would be willing to lend him any money. In other

words, the entrepreneur could be a swindler and would have no

economic incentive to reveal the true riskiness of this

project (the 'adverse selection problem'). This explains the

necessity of equity when financing a venture with debt.

Leland and Pyle also state that a financial intermediary

would have to invest money in the proj ects it endorses.

Otherwise no one would trust the diligence of its credit

analysis. This follows from the inability of purchasers of

the information to see the amount and quality of resources

put into the evaluation of the project. Investors need a

signal of the sincerity of the information producer.

Therefore, the investors would require that information

producers take an equity stake in those investments they

endorse.

It should be noted that credit evaluation of financial

intermediaries has been used by Campbell (1979) to explain

the existence of financial intermediaries, but with a totally

different inherent logic. For campbell, bank financing of new

projects is preferable to financing in the capital markets

because managers who know of investment opportunities with an

expected above economic return want this information to be

kept away from the financial markets. Campbell argues that if

the investment opportunity can be financed without revealing

the 'above economic rent' character of the project, the

entire rent can be transferred to the present equity holders,
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given that the lender is prevented from purchasing equity

from uninformed equity holders. Most commercial banks, which

are not allowed to purchase shares, would be able to do this

as long as they treat the loan applications confidentially16.

Nevertheless, the entire structure of the model is based upon

the existence, ex ante, of debt and equity, which is not

explained within the context of the model. In our opinion, it

is likely that campbell's mechanism could have an influence

on the choice of projects to finance. To a certain extent it

might also explain existence of bank lending, but it cannot

be said to be the prime explanation for financial

intermediation; too many private individuals are without

different financial claim holders are offered bank loans. A

model of financial intermediaries should in our opinion be

more general than Campbell's.

A further question related to the information argument is

whether the supply of lendable capital is sufficient or not.

Campbell and Kracaw (1980) argue that the quality of credit

evalaution will depend upon the wealth of prospective credit

evaluators, Le., that credit evaluation will be dependent

upon the wealth distribution among agents. Consequently, an

economy will only by chance be at its credit evaluation

production frontier. Against this argument the usual dynamic

argument could be brought forward: a superior producer of

information will be successful period after period,

accumulating more and more capital. Nevertheless, there is a

theoretical possibility that insufficient equity supports the

lending activity, and that credit in part is therefore

16 Myers (1984) introduces a 'pecking order principle'
for the choice of debt and equity which is driven by a
similiar reasoning about the information contained in the
choice between debt and equity, but he does not include bank
lending with confidentiality as a possible way to finance the
firm.
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rationed or allocated inoptimally17.

It is evident that the notion of credit evaluation and

signalling is important for the existence of financial

intermediation. The evaluation of credit requires the

knowledge as well as the trustworthiness of the evaluator. As

long as reputation is not considered an economic good, only

capital can be used to signal the necessary trustworthiness.

A further problem associated with potentially dishonest

borrowers in combination with asymmetric information could

explain the existence of financial intermediation: the

problem of monitoring the borrower once he has attained the

loan.

2.5.1.3 Monitoring the borrower

Diamond (1984) develops a model of financial intermediation

where the key activity of the intermediator is the monitoring

of the outcome of borrowers' (entrepreneurs') projects. This

time the model's dynamics are driven by 'moral hazard'. The

entrepeneur has sole knOWledge of the final outcome of the

project. He can default on the loan or parts of it,

pretending that the venture in which he invested had a lower

return than the actual outcome. In Diamond's model, the

financial intermediator has a 'net cost advantage relative to

direct lending and borrowing'. His is basically a transaction

cost argument, where the financial intermediator is likely to

17 stiglitz and Weiss (1981) have shown how the supply
curve of credit beyond some point is backward bent over the
interest rate the entrepreneur is prepared to pay. The higher
the interest rate, the likelier it is that the entrepreneur
has no intention of repaying the debt. Consequently, some
highly risky but economically justifiable investments will
not be funded due to an inability of financial institutions
to separate the 'good' and the 'bad' proj ects from each
other. To us, this is plausible, but the existence of
financial institutions must then be based upon another
economic foundation than the evaluation of credit. In the
stigl i tz and Weiss setting, any market could perform the
credit screening as all information seems to be incorporated
in the interest rate the prospective borrower is prepared to
pay.
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repay its loan from the ultimate lenders, due to a costly

incentive scheme.

Diamond creates an incentive structure for the intermediary

to repay his depositors that is more cost efficient than

direct market lending. He uses an elaborate set of

assumptions for this: (1) information is private and

monitoring has to be done by every single lender for every

single project, (2) individual lenders' wealth is too small

to fund a single project and consequently too small to attain

diversification effects, and (3) there is a 'dead weight'

cost for the intermediary not to repay the loan, that through

diversification can be diminished to zero. This dead weight

cost is a 'non-pecuniary penalty' which is necessary as

entrepreneurs have no wealth. It might be termed a 'Shylock

cost': a pound of flesh or loss of reputation.

The important feature of monitoring seems to be the ex ante

character of the model - financial intermediation arises when

the cost advantage of monitoring collectively overrides the

cost of creating an incentive contract for the financial

intermediary to repay its depositors. After financing a

certain finite number of projects, the financial intermediary

has a net cost advantage compared to direct lending and

borrowing. This cost advantage is the result of the pooling

together of several financial contracts into a large pot in

combination with a contract which gives the financial

intermediary an incentive to honour the debt in order to

attract depositors. If there are enough projects, if every

investor must monitor the project they invest in and if

investors themselves cannot diversify over several projects,

the disadvantage of using an incentive contract will be less

than the cost of the duplicated monitoring.

The model can be criticized on several points. To begin with,

there is no limit to the size of the financial intermediary.

If the mechanism used in this model were the only explanation

of financial intermediation, the optimal numbers of financial
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intermediaries would be one, that is, one megabank18.

It should also be noted that this model not only rests upon a

deviation of the perfect information assumption of the

perfect market hypothesis, but also upon the assumption of

equal access of firms and individuals to the markets. The

latter assumption is violated by restrictions upon

individuals' ability to diversify their wealth themselves.

This kind of argument, though, is not only based on the

intermediator offering ways to overcome the problems with

information asymmetry and moral hazard, but also with

problems associated with indivisibilities of financial

assets, as in Klein's (1973) model.

Furthermore, the non-pecuniary bankruptcy penalty needs an

economic interpretation, which is not given.

2.5.2 Liability services

Agents need a store of money, that was the origin of marginal

ban;ldng. Gold merchants in Amsterdam stored gold for those

who did not want to store their gold at home. Since it was

unlikely that all gold be demanded at the same time, the

merchants soon realized that some gold could be left out of

the safe lent to others - the origin of marginal banking. Out

of this historic example, we can draw one conclusion - that

financial intermediaries may offer their depositors a safe

storage of money. But intermediaries also offer payment

services where the spread between deposit interest rate and

the intermediary's lending rate is motivated by the payment

service offered in connection with the deposit.

These activities are typically conducted by institutions that

we call 'banks'. Benston and smith (1977) claim that the

essential function of banks is merely to supply 'units of

generalized purchasing power that can be converted into goods

or services at minimal transaction costs in the amounts and

18 This was pointed out to me by Gregory Udell.
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at the times demanded' (p.219). This transaction cost

argument is also the argument supported by Baltensberger

(1984). Benston and smith perceive three factors as the cause

of the cost advantage of banks in organizing the flow of

payment: (1) economies of scale, (2) lower search cost when

finding the end borrower and the lender, and (3) lower

information cost due to reputation and discretion.

To us, the first and third arguments do not explain why a

financial intermediary must hold the assets in between the

lender and the borrower. Scale economies could be utilised by

providers of financial services. Moreover, the existence of

scale economies in bankin is questionable (Bentson, Humphrey

and Hanweck (1985». The 'reputation and discretion' argument

is dynamic. Anyone could attain a reputation as a banker, but

the first to enter this field can probably easily build an

advantage vis-a-vis later entrants into the market. The

economics behind the second argument have not been clarified.

At best, they point to the informational problems connected

with lending money to risky projects with asymmeteric

information.

All in all, we do not see any particular advantage for those

financial intermediaries which call themselves banks, when

they perform 'storage of money'- and 'payment' services,

except when they are backed by a Central Bank, which enables

the banks to keep only marginal amounts of cash, knowing that

the lender of last resort is more or less forced to help them

in case of a run on the bank. (Diamond and Dybvig, (1983».

There is a further economic function performed by some

financial intermediators. They structure their assets and

liablilities in different ways, in such a manner that they

are exposed not only to credit risk, but also to price risk

of money. This risk-taking activity is here called the 'two

sided nature of financial intermediation'.

2.5.3 The two-sided nature of financial intermediation
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When the Amsterdam gold merchants lent their depositors' gold

to others, they took money which they had to repay on demand

and converted it into loans which they could not demand

immediate repayment of. consequently, their asset side had a

different repayment structure compared to that of the

liability side. The merchants mismatched their loans,

exposing themselves to liquidity risk.

The liquidity risk could be created by mismatching assets and

liabilities' maturities. This means that the financial

intermediary takes upon itself the risk of not being able to

pay all its claimholders at each point in time. This risk can

even result in the bankruptcy of a bank, which would have

sufficient assets to pay its claimholders if the assets were

liquidated in an orderly manner (for a further discussion see

Diamond and Dybvig, 1983).

Bankers, (see Ekman, 1985, p , 84) perceive four risks in

banking: credit risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk and

exchange rate risk (called 'numeraire risk' by Deshmuck,

Greenbaum and Kanatas, 1983a». Of these, the credit-risk

(i. e. the risk that financial intermediaries may not get

timely repayment of their loans) and the liquidity risk are

somewhat interlinked. The liquidity risk either arises if the

bank is carrying a totally matched asset and liability side

and the borrower cannot repay, or it arises when banks

mismatch their maturity in such a manner that their loans to

customers have a longer maturity than their own debt. The

latter effect is a natural consequence of marginal reserve

banking.

There are, as we see it, two problems associated with

transformation-related profits. First, why do they exist in

the first place, and second, why could this transformation of

financial assets not be achieved in the securities market?

The existence of speculative profits either requires that

some agents have a generally better ability to predict the

future development of financial variables, or that there
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exists a risk premium for certain positions, such as for

carrying interest rate risk.

For traders with a superior abilitiy to predict the value of

financial variables there is no a priori reason to organize

themselves in the form of a bank.

If, on the other hand, profits can be attained by borrowing

short term money, then there might exist a reason for

intermediaries to do so, especially as their payment services

and the Central Bank support of marginal banking activity

should enable them to fund themselves more cheaply than

nonbanks. This can be done, for example, by accepting demand

deposits and lending them long, i. e. a risk premium exists

for long term money,

Two early microeconomic models try to model financial

intermediaries from this point of view - Klein (1971) and

Pyle (1971). Klein can be said to represent the traditional

school of thought, while Pyle could be said to be more of the

portfolio theory thinking Pyle himself is a proponent of.

(Pyle, 1972).

Klein's model is connected more to the traditional view of

'banking theory', but the author makes the point that the

decision of accepting a deposit depends not only on the

interest paid on the deposit, but also on the return which

could be made by lending the money. The borrower in Klein's

setting is the government, which offers risk-free assets. The

question then centres on what the intermediaries' demand

function for deposits is, given the existence of two types of

deposits; time- and demand-deposits. This is a traditional

portfolio problem, but with a linear utility function19,

where the bounds of the deposit-taking activities will be the

return of government bonds as well as the cost of attracting

and handling the depositors' accounts.

19 Implying a risk neutral intermediary.
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For Klein, it is evident from empirical material that the

demand deposit accounts are cheaper for the banks than the

time deposit accounts, in the sense that the former do not

carry costs20 which are equal to the cost of the time deposit

accounts (interest paid and transaction costs). We see here

that one possible reason for the bank to exist would be that

through regulation or monopoly power they are in a better

situation to refinance themselves.

Pyle's model is basically a portfolio model under uncertainty

with a financial intermediary (bank) that has a choice

between two assets, the risk-free asset, and a risky loan and

a liability, demand deposits. Pyle studies under what

conditions the financial intermediary, given the expected

return on the loans and demand deposits, will lend money and

accept demand deposits. The optimization problem is

structured as a portfolio problem with the financial

intermediary having a concave utility function. This implies

that the financial intermediary has a risk-averse

disposition. Pyle finds that a firm will accept demand

deposits (in portfolio terminology: to short demand

deposits). In the case of stochastic interdependence between

asset and liability yields, there has to be a positive risk

premium for loans and a negative risk premium on deposits for

the intermediary to be willing to 'short demand deposits' and

to be 'long in loans'. In a sense, Pyle states that there has

to be a positive margin between lending and borrowing in

order for the intermediator to be able to take positions.

A positive correlation between assets and liabilities would

20 It should be noted that the empirical studies were
conducted when RegUlation Q was still in force in the U.S.A.,
a regulation preventing banks from paying interest upon
demand deposits. Klein argues that, in spite of regUlations,
banks in a competitive market would have increased the
services offered demand deposit holders to such an extent
that the cost of demand deposits would have equaled the cost
of time deposits. That this was not true for average cost, he
ascribed to the existence of local oligopolies.
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in certain situations enable the firm to pay positive risk

premiums for demand deposits. The firm will engage in

financial intermediation, given that any positive risk

premium on the expected deposit yield is smaller than the

positive effect on the portfolio's overall risk due to the

positive correlation between asset and liability yield.

Pyle's model has been criticized by other authors.

Baltensberger (1984), argues that the model is critically

dependent on the assumption of risk-aversion. If

intermediaries were risk-neutral, financial intermediaries

would exploit the difference between the lending and

borrowing rate until it disappeared. Consequently, financial

intermediaries have to be risk-averse agents in order for the

optimal size of an intermediary to be bound.

Another and more intricate problem is that the difference

between the lending and borrowing rates are exogeneous.

Baltensberger also points out that since the risk arbitrage

between the lending and borrowing interest rate could be done

by any agent, there is no need for a special financial

intermediary to perform it. The question is why anybody would

involve a bank when they perform arbitrage between the

'cheap' government papers and market lending rate. The

central question, as to why there exists a margin between the

lending and borrowing rate which only can be absorbed by a

financial intermediary, remains unresolved in Pyle's model 21.

Consequently, it seems as if the basis for the existence of

"the two sided nature" of the bank is either highly dependent

on preferential treatment of banks, i.e., that they would be

the only ones to have access to cheap government money or

government backing making their funding cheap, or it has to

do with risk absorption in an economy where risk is absorbed

by some agents.

21 Santomero (1984) makes a similiar remark about Pyle's
model.
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Baltensberger further criticizes Pyle for not incorporating

resource, liquidity and. insolvency cost into the model. He

argues that one of the major tasks of any theory of the firm

must be to explain how the firm combines resources of various

kinds in order to generate net yields and profit streams.

This, according to Baltenberger, requires going beyond a pure

traditional portfolio approach, a view to which we adhere to.

Deshmuk, Greenbaum and Kanatas (1983a, 1983b) have tried to

use different sorts of dynamic modelling in order to model

the two-sided nature of the banking firm. Their models have

either (1983a) treated the financial intermediary as a lender

borrowing money in advance without knowing at what rate it

can lend it, or as facing risky loans and a random demand for

loans. No information problem exists, the rationale for the

existence of financial intermediaries is unclear, and the

lending rate must in expectation be higher than the borrowing

rate for a risk-neutral intermediary to engage in this kind

of activity. The authors, in our opinion implicitly assume a

yield curve which would normally be upward sloping.

O'Hara (1983) also uses dynamic modelling for her description

of a banking firm, although she lets the bank manager make

the bank's portfolio decisions on the basis of maximizing his

own utility function. Her model is realistic, but still does

not explain the raison d' etre of financial intermediation.

The bonding of size is given by the risk aversion of the

manager, and the choice is one of choosing the optimal

portfolio of loans given that loan applications with

different return characteristics are turned in

stochasitically. still the problem of an upper size of the

bank is only solved by introducing a new problem -that of the

agency.

No good explanation has so far been put forward which

explains the 'two-sided nature' of financial intermediation.

Nevertheless, Santomero (1986, p , 602) considers the two

sided nature of banking to be an important strain to follow,
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on which to model the 'banking firm'. It promises to give

insights into why financial intermediaries exist

particularly banks. To us it constitutes a challenge, as a

model explaining why the conversion of short term maturity

demand deposits could be transformed into profitable long

term maturity loans has not been derived formally. The credit

enhancement function of commercial banks is integrated into

the dynamic models, but why it is profitable is not explained

within the context of these models.

2.5.4 Summary of literature review

It is evident from the previous review that it is difficult

to find a single economic rationale behind the existence of

financial intermediaries. We have seen several economic

functions used as the base for models of financial

intermediaries. Few of them have, to our knOWledge, been

tested empirically. For some of them, an empirical test would

seem difficult to construct. This leads us to use our own

jUdgement when discussing which of the possible reasons seem

most plausible as the raison d'etre of financial

intermediation. We are inclined to accept the informational

aSYmmetry arguments, which give a good reason for financial

intermediaries taking loans on their own balance sheets. The

need to analyze the trustworthiness and soundness of a

potential borrower is evident, but Leland and Pyle, campbell

and others have shown that the adverse selection problem has

an effect upon the configuration of the flow between

borrowers and lenders.

Diamond's monitoring argument also seems plausible to a

certain extent, but it appears to be the same problem of

restricted wealth which Klein's (1973) model deals with. The

monitoring might be a necessary function for any lender, for

instance when a 'moral hazard'-problem arises, but the need

for a financial intermediary only exists for small time

depositors of money, not for all actors in the financial

markets. We are, therefore, inclined to rank the monitoring

argument together with Klein's argument of indivisible
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financial assets, as an activity which could be performed by

financial intermediators, but one that could also be

performed by a pure financial service agent, e.g. life

insurance companies or rating agencies.

The payment systems and safekeeping of money could also be

performed by others if there were no some synergies between

these and lending activities. In Klein I s world, marginal

banking activities seem to be founded upon two facts. First,

banks can predict fairly well the demand for money and are

therefore able to lend some of the demand deposits for longer

periods for commerical or industrial uses. Second, if a run

against a bank occurred, the Central Bank would support it as

long as it believed that the bank was solid and that the run

could spillover to the rest of the financial system. The

banks might perform this kind of credit enhancement because

the interest rate paid on the short end in expectation is

smaller than the interest rate paid for long term loans. Such

a difference might then be the consequence of a risk premium

for taking on risk that the price of money might change. This

would be an explanation in line with the main argument in

Pyle's model.

Furthermore, transaction cost arguments have so far been are

replete with promise but lacking in explanatory power. Where

do we find the transaction cost advantages of financial

intermediaries? The question boils down to the same one we

put forth in the beginning of this section: what is the

economic rationale for financial intermediaries? We are

inclined to think that the transaction cost argument might

explain what we, in section 2.4, have called financial

services: there the question is one more of cost advantage

and knowhow.

Empirical studies

repudiate this as

arguments brought

clarify the issue

of scale economies in banking seem to

a source for cost advantage, and the other

forward by Benston and Smith do not seem to

further.
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As Gurley and Shaw showed, regulations which separate markets

are one possible explanation, which would make the financial

intermediary an arbitrageur, not one taking a position. We

will consider this, but that will require that we have a

fairly good understanding of the regUlations imposed upon

financial intermediators.

All in all, we believe that the rationales for financial

intermediation suggested by the financial economics

literature are worth persuing. In order for us to study the

comparative advantages or disadvantages of producing firms

when competing in the financial service industry, we need

some kind of grasp of what kind of services this industry

provides. We will, consequently, try to use this as a basis

for searching for reasons for producing firms to conduct

financial intermediary activities.

2.6 Summary and concluding remarks

Initially we discussed the problems associated with the

theory of the firm, when we are to study an activity

conducted in the financial markets. The question is basically

twofold: what is the rationale for a firm and why do the

firm's financial decisions matter. These questions were seen

as interrelated.

The reason for the existence of firms has to be found in some

kind of imperfection in the workings of the markets. There

are several different theories of why firms exist, and we

have discussed some of these briefly. We were primarily

interested in theories which could give insights into why the

financial decisions of the firm would matter. Starting with

Frank Knight's idea of a firm as something absorbing

uncertainty, we found that either the firm existed because of

some imperfection in the markets which did not motivate that

it absorbed risk, or that there was some imperfection in the

markets forcing it to handle risk.
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Models of the firms' behavior which separate ownership and

control were not deemed promising on the grounds that capital

markets, at least today, seem to be able to bond managers to

a profit maximization goal.

Williamson I S analysis of the firm was considered to be too

difficult to pursue empirically and beside the issue we want

to study. Furthermore, in his more recent work closer to the

issues we want he is too close to 'the augmented financial

economics' models to warrant separate treatment.

This discussion will help us later when we try to generate

hypotheses for why the non-financial firm might be a better

absorber of financial risk (see chapter 6), but the theory of

the firm and its financial decision does not explain what is

produced in the financial service industry.

In order to describe the activities, we have defined what we

call the spectrum of financial activities where we classified

financial activities according to how long these require the

intermediator to hold the money and instruments

intermediated. There are two types of activities: 'pure'

financial services where the agent does not have to own the

financial asset when intermediating, and financial

intermediation where the intermediator, at least for a short

while, will require a legal title to the assets he

intermediates. Different configurations of the flows of funds

between end investors and borrowers were also described.

The microeconomic theory of financial intermediation was then

reviewed in order for us to find economic reasons for

financial intermediaries having to stake part of their equity

in the process of facilitating the flow of funds between the

lender and the borrower.

Four main reasons were found to be promising: first, the

notion that a potential borrower has better knowledge about
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the project which he wants financing and needs no incentives

to reveal unfavourable information. This requires a credit

analysis of the proposed project. The ultimate lender,

though, cannot monitor the amount and quality of work an

intermediary allocates to such an analysis. Lenders therefore

require the analyst to invest in those projects he endorses.

Consequently, the intermediator has to take the loans upon

his balance sheet, just as a bank does.

The second promising argument was

might enable those intermediaries

regulation to earn a profit margin.

regulation. Regulations

who can circumvent the

A third argument is the ability of banks to use their demand

deposits to 'ride the yield curve'. This is based on the

knowledge that depositors will not demand their money all at

once, and also that a run against the bank is less likely as

long as the Central Bank provides it with liquidity if it

considers the bank to be solid. The profitability of 'riding

the yield curve' will, nevertheless, require that the yield

curve in expectation will be upward sloping over the maturity

of the loan.

Finally, financial intermediation requires capital which must

be 'old' wealth from the agent considering to perform

financial intermediary activities. To the extent that these

activities require some skill there is no guarantee that

capital will be allocated to the most able. New actors might

therefore enter the financial service industry, using their

capital to enhance credit.

Two less prominent reasons for the existence of financial

intermediaries were the ex post monitoring of loans and the

indivisibility of securities which makes it very costly, or

impossible, for small time investors to lend money directly

to the borrower. The 'division function', the 'pooling

function' and the 'economizing on monitoring of borrowers'

might very well be activities which intermediaries can
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perform efficiently, but in our view they are unlikely to be

the prime reason for the existence of financial

intermediaries. They might still be of importance when we

study why non-financial firms perform financial intermediary

activities.

In this respect, the following chapter examines the situation

in the U.S. This will hopefully provide a better perspective

as to why non-financial firms perform financial acitivities.



CHAPTER 3

Manufacturing and retail
Linked Financial

Intermediation in the
United States

3.1 Introduction

When making a study of the activities of Swedish firms, it

becomes easy to attribute the phenomena observed to domestic

factors. We have seen in chapter 1 that some of the

explanations for the emergence of non-financial firms'

financial intermediation in Sweden could be specific to the

Swedish setting. As we are interested in finding more general

causes behind this phenomenon and as we need some empirical

background in order to narrow down our research task we

conducted a pre study on secondary material in the u.S.

In the united States, a large-scale, well-developed capital

market with well-developed financial skills, new techniques

within the financial intermediation industry frequently

emerge. It is therefore worth studying financial

intermediation linked to manufacturing and retail firms in

the u.S. (For simplicity called M&R-linked financial

intermediation)

Andrews (1964) provides a discussion of corporate finance

subsidiaries, but more recent studies also exist [Lewellen,

1972; Cleveland 1974 (quoted in Rosenbluhm and Pavel, 1984);

Rosenblum and Siegel, 1983; Rosenblum and Pavel, 1984 and

71
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Rosenblum and Siegel, 1983: Rosenblum and Pavel, 1984 and

1985: Pavel and Rosenblum 1985: and Cooper and Fraser, 1986].

We conducted this study in order to see Swedish conditions in

a broader context22• But we are aware of explanations which

might be specific to the u.S. context. We therefore describe

the regulatory framework for financial intermediaries in the

U.S. in section 3.2. after which we review the more advanced

forms of M&R-linked financial intermediation activities in

the U.S., presenting the emergence of captive finance

companies23 in section 3.3.

In this section a general description of the extent of M&R

linked financial intermediation will be given. Three

"minicases", describing the activities of advanced companies

in this field will be presented. Finally, some suggestions as

to what might be the competitive strengths of M&R-linked

financial intermediaries will be given.

The sources for this paper are primarily secondary, pUblished

data, but also include two interviews with industry analysts.

The purpose of the chapter is primarily descriptive although

this description later is used when generating hypotheses

about possible explanations of Swedish manufacturing linked

financial intermediation.

3.2 The regulatory framework

In order to understand the particularities of the U.S.

market, we have to touch on the regulatory framework and

22 This study was conducted during a study visit to New
York University, Spring 1986, and describes the situation at
this point in time. We have included some more recent
material that has shed some light on those phenomenons we
observed.

23 Captive finance companies are created by a non
financial firm which sells its receivables to the captive
which in turn refinances them in the capital market.
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describe the segemention created by regulation.

The U.S-Cases

3.2.1 Regulatory powers

Banks are, according to the Bank Holding Company Act of 1933,

defined as deposit-taking institutions giving commercial and

industrial loans. This implies that Savings and Loan

Associations (ung. sparbanker) are not considered to be banks

as they cannot accept deposits.

Financial intermediaries in the U.S. are sUbject to the

legislative power of two levels of law-making bodies. The

states have the primary responsibility for banks, and they

charter and regUlate the banks operating within their

territory. The federal government can also charter banks,

give them a national charter, but cannot, as we understand

it, force any state to accept the activities of federally

chartered banks within their territory.

Different banks are regUlated by different bodies. These are:

the Controller of the Currency, the Federal Reserve System

and FDIC (Federal Depositary Insurance Company).

3.2.2 Restrictions on the product scope offered

After the financial collapse in 1929, criticism was voiced

against banks' involvement in securities trading, and in 1933

the so-called Glass-Steagel Act separating commercial and

investment banking, passed Congress. It prohibits commercial

banks from underwriting corporate and unguaranteed government

revenue bonds, from underwriting corporate equity, or holding

any shares in non-bank related companies. It also prohibits

investment banks from undertaking commercial banking business

including the participation in deposit-taking business.

Merril Lynch, among others, has challenged this restriction

and circumvented its provision of not taking deposits by

creating Mutual Money Market Funds (MMMFs).They have several

of the features of demand deposits, but legally are claims on

an underlying portfolio of money market instruments which are
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uninsured.
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This means that the depositor's holdings are worth what his

share of the underlying portfolio is worth. The safety of

these deposits does not correspond to that of deposits in a

bank. Demand deposits have bank equity and reserves to back

their value and are furthermore insured up to USD 100.000 per

customer at the FDIC. Commercial banks want a revision of the

Glass-steagall Act, and claim that the Act creates a

protected, highly concentrated market that is very

profitable. (J.P. Morgan & Co, 1984).

Investment banks, on the other hand, claim that there is a

risk of misrepresentation of client interest if commercial

banks are allowed to conduct both commercial and investment

banking activities simultaneously. They also claim that

permitting commercial banks to underwrite commercial bonds

would hamper innovation in the financial markets. (Salomon

Brothers Inc., 1985). In addition, Salomon Brothers state

"that competition within the security industry is also

intense and pervasive" (op cit, p. 12). This statement is, in

this context, largely unsubstantiated. There seems to be some

evidence to point to above economic rents being paid within

the security industry, at least before the introduction of

"on shelf registration". The banking industry, nevertheless,

is restricted in the product scope it can offer its

customers.

3.2.3 Price restrictions

Yet another restriction placed upon the U.S. commercial banks

was the so called Regulation Q, which forbade demand deposit

takers to pay any interest on transaction accounts. Through

the passing of the Depositary Institutions Deregulation and

Monetary Control Act in 1980, this restriction has gradually

been phased out, and in April 1986 commercial banks had no

restrictions imposed upon them as regards interest rates paid

on demand deposits. The regulation was de facto abandoned

when commercial banks were allowed to offer Money Market
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Deposit Accounts which mimic MMMFs. until this opportunity

was given to the bank's customers, a restriction on the bid

price of demand deposits had been placed on u.s. commercial

banks.

3.2.4 Restrictions on geographical scope

Previously, state laws prevented out-of-state banks from

setting up in their own states. Rhoades (1985, p.6) claims

that:

"Ooncern over interstate banking's effect on the concentration of
banking resources on the national. level arises fran this country's

long-held aversion to concentration of power of any kind".

The McFadden Act is the federal law preventing interstate

branch banking, and the "1956 Douglas Amendment to the Bank

Holding Company Act" prevents bank holding companies from

owning banks in different states. Nevertheless, some states

recently closed interstate agreements which allow out-of

state banks from to operate within their state. other states

unilaterally opened up their territory to out-of state banks.

As of December 1984, 22 states had permitted some form of

out-of-state banking, (op cit, p.12). The selective character

of these laws, primarily excluding the banks in the North

East and in California from entering the states, was

challenged in the courts. In early 1986 the Supreme Court

ruled that it was a state prerogative to decide according to

state of origin which banks were to be given charters.

The Douglas Amendment was circumvented by some individuals

personally controlling banks operating in several states, and

finally a holding company operating in several states before

the amendment was created had its operations "grandfathered",

and was allowed to continue its business.

Non-bank banks, entities either taking deposits but not

g1v1ng commercial and industrial loans or vice versa,

circumvent the legal definition of banks, and act nationwide.
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"These and other ways to do interstate banking related

business had in 1982 given rise to more than 5.500 interstate

offices ultimately controlled by the parent holding company."

(op cit, p.9) It has been argued that the development of

telecommunications made it possible to run nationwide retail

banking networks, in the same manner as it allows

international banks to operate a 24-hour dealing activity by

interlinking its global network.

The restrictions on the geographical scope of the banking

business have two implications. (1) U.S. banks might not be

able to reach the optimal economies of scale, if there is

such a thing in banking, attainable in their huge market. (2)

Neither can U.S. banks diversify away all industry risk, if

they are operating in single industry states. Therefore they

may carry some regional unsystematic risk in their

portfolios. The interest in opening up interstate non-bank

banks seem to indicate that there are perceived economic

gains attainable from a national network of branches.

Another restriction is the need for permission to open up a

bank. A prerequisite for obtaining permission will be that

the applicant can show that it A) will serve a useful

function, and B) does not endanger local competitors'

operations.

3.2.5 Summary

Summing up, the U.S. banking market is segmented through

regulation in

its product dimension. Commercial banks and investment

banks are forbidden to perform the same activities.

• its geographical dimension. Despite some movements towards

interstate banking on the regional level, the U.S. market can

only be characterized as geographically segmented.

"de novo"-entry in the form of banks is conditional upon
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It can be argued that the pressure exercised by commercial

and investment banks to attain access to each others'

markets, indicates the attainability of some kind of above

economic rent for banks active in both markets. This might be

due to economies of joint production of information or other,

unidentified, economies of scope (see e.g. Gilligan, Smirlock

and Marshall, 1984).

The decreasing cost of communication could make a nationwide

retail banking network economically feasible. The positive

effects of nationwide banking could stem from positive

diversification effects of national lending and borrowing

portfolios, carrying less unsystematic risk. Another

possiblity is economies of scale attainable when operating on

a national basis.

It seems safe to conclude that some market participants

perceive economic gains from circumventing the regulatory

barriers, in order to expand the scope of their businesses

(Kane, 1984). It is in this context we have to see the M&R

linked financial intermediation in the u.s.

3.3 M&R-Linked Financial Intermediaries in the u.s.

3.3.1 The emergence of captive finance companies

Andrews (1964) studied the "captive finance companies"

excluding those financial firms owned by non-financial firms

which are independent from their parents. He defines captive

finance companies as firms that are:

Subsidiaries of major retailers or ''nonfinancial parent
oorporations engaged in national or regional marketinq (usually
national) • •• secondly, for inclusion in the sample, the assets of
the financial subsidiaries in question must have been canposed

predaninantly of notes receivable" (p. 82)

Andrews found 125 captives at the end of 1961. 14 of these

existed before 1945 and the birth of the rest was
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concentrated heavily to the period 1954-195724. Andrews also

found that four industry groups were predominant: electrical

machinery, non-electric machinery, transportation equipment

and, to a lesser degree, the retail trade. The captives seem

to have increased their product scope beyond refinancing

their notes receivable. Edwards and Thompson (1982, p. 19)

state that the manufacturing and/or retailing participants in

the financial intermediary service industry have

"[M]ajor reputations, are consumer oriented, are deep into

auto loans, horne-improvement operations, insurance

subsidiaries. They are conveniently located, and above all

other competitors they have point of sale networks in

position".

Apparently the

firms as able

intermediaries,

authors perceive the M&R-linked financial

competitors to the traditional financial

especially in the area of consumer financing.

The most comprehensive study of non-financial competitors in

the financial intermediation industry, has been conducted by

Rosenblum1 and Siegel (1983), Rosenblum and Pavel (1984 and

1985), and Pavel and Rosenblum (1985). In Rosenblum and Pavel

(1985), the authors divide the non-bank competitors into four

categories: retailers, industrials, diversified financials

and insurance companies. From our standpoint, industrials and

retailers are the most interesting groups. For the entire

list of companies see Table 3.1.

3.3.2 Retailers

Of the retailers mentioned in the study - Sears, J.C. Penny

and Montgomery Ward - we know that at least the first two

have provided several financial intermediary services (see

24 An interesting question to pursue would be to what
extent the birth of captives was dependent upon the emergence
of C.P.-programs.It is clear that CP-programs must have
superseded the C.D.:s of the U.S. banking system. These were
introduced by New York banks in 1961, (Law and Crum, 1963)
which seem to indicate that it was other factors then access
to money market which spurred the growth of captives.
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The retailers' total consumer receivables 1981 amounted to

USD 16 billion. In 1983, this figure was USD 23 billion

representing a 40% increase in volume which should be

compared to the 17% increase all FDIC-insured domestic banks

posted over the same period. Here, Rosenblum and Pavel note

that the increase of the 15 largest bank holding companies'

installment credits outstanding was 35% (op cit, p , 46-47) .

Consequently, it seems that the large banks have been fairly

successful in defending their market share against attacks

from the retailers. The retailers' consumer finance

receivables are mostly credit card receivables, and to get an

idea of the extent of the operations it should be mentioned

that no bank had more consumer account balances outstanding

at year-end 1983 than Sears (op cit, p.47).

Table 3.1. List of 30 non-bank finns and 15 largest bankholding canpani.es
ranked by assets.

E'diD;s Nonbanks
'es

Retailers Industrials Diversified Insurance
Financials Cc::q)anies

Citicozp sears Gen. Motor ~. Express Prudential
Bank 0 1Weri.k.a J.C. Penny Ford Motor Martil Lynch Equitable
Chase Manhat. Montganery- Chrystler E.F. Hutton Aetna
Man. Hannover Ward IBM Houshold Int ~. General
Cont Illinois Gen. Electr Beneficial The Travell
Chemcial Westinghouse Avco Cozp
J.P. Morgan Borg-Wamer !Dews Cozp
First Interst. Gulf&West8m Transamerica
security Pac. Control Data
Bankers Tr.lSt Greyhound
First Chicago Dana Cozp
Wells Fargo AnDoo Cozp
crocker Natio. National Inte
Marine Midland I'IT Cozp
Mellon National

Source: (Rosenblum and Pavel 1985, p, 5)

Sears is probably the most diversified of the retailers with

an interest in consumer financing, trading, insurance,

mortgage financing and holding an s/L-association of its own.
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It clearly has the stated goal of becoming a "financial

supermarket" for the middle class American, and they claim

that they will be able to capitalize on their customer base

in order to build volume.

Sears has also tried to build up a small scale branch banking

network, and when the necessary regulatory approval failed to

materialize, they changed strategy and instead of forming a

branch network they created Discovery Card. Discovery Card is

a combination The idea seems to be that customers with excess

cash can deposit money on their Discovery Card account, and

earn interest during the period they run a positive balance.

Unlike its predecessor, Discovery Card will also be accepted

outside the Sears' stores. (Ellis, 1985).

Table 3.2 Financial service offered by selected non-financial
eatpani.es•

Genera! General Control Borg- Westing- J C
Motors Ford ITT Electnc Data Warner house Sears Marcor Penney------

CommerCial tmance:
'960 1954-5 1965 '968 ' 961 1965

CommerCIal lending , 944
FeC10flng 1968
A./R Ind Inventory finance '9'9 '959 '97, '932 '968 1950 '954
Venture c.ClItal '970 '97'

Consum.r finance:
'968 '953 1959 , 911 1917 , 958

S.'.s finance 19'9 '959 '964 '964
Person,1 finance '966 '964 1965 1968 1969 '962 , 966 '970

C,ed" card '983 '983 '957 1958

Rul,sune:
1982 1982 '972 '970Mortgage blnkl"; 1983 '981

ReSidential first mortg.ges '98' '982 '982 '96' 198'

ReSidential second mortgages '972 '965 '979 1989 '961 '966
Aul altat. develooment '969 '970- '960 '972 , 969 '969 '960 '970 '970

Real estlte sales & manaoement '983 '98' 1960 '970 '970

Commercl.1 t••1estlltl & finance '980 '980 '983 '969 '96' '966 1970

Insurance:
'973 '968 1970 '960 '966 '970Credit Iif. insuranc. '975 ,962 '984

Re~ul.r life insur.nce '974 '984 '973 '968 '957 '966 '970

Property & casualtv InIUI'I.,ce 1925 '959 '964 1970 1966 1970 193' '970

AcCident & h••lt'" inlurlnce '984 '973 1968 '958 '966 '967

L...ino:
EQUipment and personal

'988 '988 '983 '968 '968 '968prOQertY '981
Rell gropertV I...ing '960 '970 '970
La•• broker.ge 1982 1982 '98'

Investment services:
1969Investment manat;emant '988

Mutuel fund glu 1982 '988 '969 1970
CQtl)or.te trust & .ganey
Cu~odj.l urvicee

BUlin... and gerson.' urvices:
'96' '971Tra..," SeNiCH '978

Cnh mlMgemant servicH 198'
1966·70 '969Tu pteplrl1ion servicu

'965 1968 '970 '982FinanCial dltl processing services
Credn card management Slr"cd '965 '989

source: Rosenblum and Pavel (1985 p. 4)

According to Rosenblum and Pavel, the retailers are
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profitable: "It appears, therefore, that the financial

business of retailers has met with success - so far" (op cit,

p. 48).

3.3.3 Industrial based firms

Rosenblum and Pavel list fourteen industrial firms as having

significant financial operations, but have previously noted

that they might have missed some firms which have a low

profile. The fourteen firms are listed in Table 3.1.

The first four firms in the table, according to Rosenblum and

Pavel, are captive financial subsidiaries of their

manufacturer parents, and the following three are captive

subsidiaries but have become independent providers of

financial service to third party. The others have always been

independent of their parents.

3.3.4. captive transportation based financing firms

The case of the captive financial intermediaries is

interesting. As can be seen from Table

increase in market share of autoloans

experienced by GMAC.

Table 3.3 Marketshare of auto loans outstanding:

3.3, the largest

outstanding was

1978* 1982* 1986**

General Motors 13% 26%

)Ford Motor credit 6% 7% 35%

Chrysler Financial 2% 1%

Banks 60% 45% 43%

others 19% 21% 22%

source: *Pave1 and Rosenblum 1985, p, 9
**The Economist 1986 p. 55

In their 1984 study Pavel and Rosenblum state that:

II [A] number of diverse yet concurrent forces acco\mts for these
changes in market share: a decrease in dallestic car sales,
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liberalized bankcruptcy laws, soa.riD] costs of funds, and interest
rate volatility. This canbination of factors induced the captive
finance affiliates of the autananufacturers to offer low cost auto
credit, largely as a defensive measure to support their dealer
networks" lop cit, pp.16-17].

Banks and finance companies decreased their emphasis on auto

lending, abandoning this market to the auto captive finance

companies.

Pavel and Rosenblum perceive this shift of emphasis as the

result of several events which have proved unfavourable for

the traditional automotive financiers: higher credit risk due

to liberalized bankruptcy laws, that usury ceilings in some

states prevented the financing companies from passing on

increased funding costs on the borrowers (see also

Vandenbrink, 1984), and above all the problem for the banks

and financing companies to immunize their long-term fixed

rate auto loans with deposits or funding of similar duration,

Le. for their inability to carry the interest rate risk

inherent in long-term fixed rate financing. It should be

noted that u. s. car purchases are heavily dependent upon

financing, and that by tradition financing is expected to be

with fixed rates for relatively long maturities.

More recent figures on the u.s. finance companies controlled

by M&R firms are given in Mead and O'Niels's (1986) study of

u.s. commercial banks' competitors' performance. The authors

claim that the top 100 finance companies held 80 per cent of

the industry's net receivables in 1985. Of this:

"34 Per cent where held by financing aDDS of autaootive
manufacturers, 17 Per cent by other subsidiaries engaged primarily
in financing a parent's product ("captive finance eatpanies"), 12
Per cent by subsidiaries of other non-bank corporations, 20 Per
cent by subsidiaries of bank holding eatpanies and only 17 Per
cent by independent fims" (op cit p. 343).

Attributing the group "subsidiaries of other non-bank

corporations" to the group M&R-linked financial

intermediaries gives a total share for this group of 63 per

cent of the top 100 finance companies market share. It seems
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quite evident that financial intermediation in M&R-linked

financial intermediaries in the U.S. has been growing. What

is not so evident is why this is so.

in order to see if weWe will now study three "mini-cases"

can find any viable hypothesis,

explanation of the occurence of

intermediation in the united states.

which might

M&R-linked

give an

financial

3.4 General Electric Financial Services Inc. 25

3.4.1 Introduction

General Electric Company is one of the largest and most

diversified corporations in the world. From the time of its

incorporation in 1892, the company has been engaged in

developing, manufacturing and marketing a wide variety of

products for the generation, transmission, distribution and

application of electricity. Over the years, development and

application of related and new technologies has considerably

broadened the scope of activities of the company and its

affiliates.

General Electric's operations are highly decentralized. The

basic organization building blocks are units of differing

sizes designated as sectors, groups, organizations divisions

or departments. These basic management units are aggregated

in various ways, with the largest generally being a sector.

The main, consolidated sectors of General Electric Company

are (1) consumer products, consisting of ligducts, video and

audio products, batteries, mobile communication and KCNC-TV

in Denver; (2) major appliances, including both General

Electric and Hotpoint brands of kitchen and laundry equipment

such as refrigerators, microwave owens, freezers,

25 This section is based upon information contained in
General Electric's Annual Reports 81 - 85, K-10 reports from
the same firm and time-period, and General Electric Credit
corporation Annual Reports and K-10 for the period 83-85.
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dishwashers, clothes washers and dryers, and room air

conditioners; (3) the industrial segment which includes

factory automation products, semi-conductors, motors,

electrical equipment for industrial and commercial

constructions, General Electric Supply Company Division and

transportation systems; (4) the power system segment which

produces and serves products for generation, transmission and

distribution of electric energy; (5) aircraft engines;

material segment which includes high-performance engineered

plastics, silicones, industrial cutting materials, laminates

and ceramics; and finally technical products and services

with General Electric's aerospace products, medical systems

and information service (General Electric Information Service

Company) .

December 1985 General Electric purchased RCA Corporation.

3.4.2 GE's strategy

A study of the stated strategy of General Electric shows that

the present corporate leadership of GE wants to invest the

vast financial resources, see Table 3.4, in high growth

industries:

"[O]ur major focus is on developiD;J strong positions in the more
vital sectors of the world eoonany: engineered materials,
info:cDation services, financial services, oonstruction services,
medical system and natural resources" (Annual Report 1981, p.3).

''General Electric has set its sights on fast growth in a slow
growth world eoonany" (op cit, p. 5).

Statements in more recent annual reports emphasis the

importance of the core businesses, but also that a large

share of the earnings are now being generated in the service

related fields. According to sterngold (1986,a), GE will,

after the RCA deal has been completed, generate about 80 per

cent of earnings in the service businesses.

3.4.3 GEFS and GECC

General Electric Financial Services Inc. (GEFS) and its two

wholly owned subsidiaries, General Electric Credit
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corporation (GECC) and Employers' Reinsurance corporation

(ERS) are not consolidated into General Electric's annual

report. The Financial Service Inc. was founded 1984 to create

one holding company for GECC, incorporated 1943, and the ERS,

acquired 1983. General Electric thereby further stepped up

their involvement in the financial intermediation industry.

General Electric Credit Corporation was incorporated in the

State of New York in 1943 as an investment company and as a

successor to General Electric Contract Corporation, formed in

1932. All outstanding capital stock of the corporation is

owned by General Electric Financial Service Inc. Originally,

the principal business of GECC was to finance the

distribution and sale of consumer and other products of

General Electric. SUbsequently, however, the type and brand

of the products financed and type of credit granted have been

significantly diversified, and virtually all products

financed are manufactured by companies other than General

Electric.

GEFS operates primarily in the finance industry and to a

lesser extent in the insurance and the property/casualty

insurance industries. GECC's financing activities include

time sales, revolving credit and inventory financing for

retail merchants, automobile leasing and automobile inventory

financing, primarily for imported brands, manufactured

housing financing, commercial and industrial loans,

commercial and residential real estate financing, and

mortgage banking. GECC also offers some insurance related

services. As a result of the acquisition of ERS, GECC in the

future will concentrate more on providing insurance services

for GECC's customers.

General Electric also owns

corporation and General

Corporation. Both firms are

General Electric

Electric Real

consolidated.

Venture Capital

Estate Credit

General Electric also has a finance company abroad, - General
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Electric Overseas Capital Corporation, which appears to be a

borrowing vehicle. Its borrowings are unconditionally

guaranteed by General Electric. No statement about guarantees

to GECC is mentioned in the annual report. It is worth noting

that Hector (1985) claims that all borrowing is undertaken

without any guarantee from GE.

3.4.4 GE:s and GEFS:s financial standing

It could be conj ectured that GE' s strong balance sheet has

helped GECC to attain good credit ratings for its commercial

paper program and bond issues. But as we have seen, no formal

guarantees appear to have been given by GE for GECC's

borrowing.

Table 3.4 G.E. '9 capital 9tructure

Per cent of total capital

Year 1981 1983 1984 1985

Short-tenn debt 10.2 7.6 7.2
lDnq-tenn debt 9.2 6.8 5.2 12.7
MitIority interest 1.4 1.3 0.9
Share owner' 9 equity 79.2 84.3 86.7
Total capital (bIl. USD) 11.5 13.4 14.5 n.a
credit rating for bonds AM AM AM AM
(Standard , Poors)

According to Gordon (1985), GECC's business' volume surged

when it went into tax-induced leasing activities in the 70s.

Profits have grown on average 32 per cent between 1980-84.

GECC's earnings are found in Table 3.5.

GECC draws a large part of its income from leasing

activities, and the tax credits created in this way are

transferred to General Electric. GE files a tax-income

statement where GECC is consolidated, and consequently GE can

claim the tax credits originated in the leasing business. For

this, GECC is given a compensation from its parent company.
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Table 3.5 GEOC's performance between 1981 - 1985

Year 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Net profit 115.0 142.3 204.7 271.0 320.3 377.2
(Millions of $)

IDE (per cent) 14.1 15.3 19.1 21.2 20.7 24.1

Bond-ratinq na na na na AM AM

The U.S-Cases

As the tax bill that passed Congress during the summer of

1986 was implemented, the large depreciations made for

capital good investments were SUbstantially lowered. It can

therefore be argued that the tax-based financial leasing,

constituting the single largest business for GECC, will be

less profitable. From the comments in the annual reports

during the last years, it can be conj ectured that GECC has

been aware of this threat. GECC changed the focus of their

activities and have broadened their product scope during the

last years. These changes seem to be a response to the

anticipated changes in the tax legislation. This is also

supported by Hector (1985) who sees GECC' s diversification

into other areas as a response to the expected changes in tax

legislation.

The last company to be included in the GEFS portfolio so far

is Kidder Peabody, the 15th largest u. S. investment bank,

ranked according to capital in 1985. The price is said to be

MUSD 600 for 80 per cent of the shares [Sterngold

(1986a,b,c)]. In the deal Kidder Peabody is said to have

gained three things: (1) a larger capital base, (2) they have

become the in-house bank to one of the largest issuers of

securities in the world, General Electric, and finally (3)

they will be exposed to GE Credit I s large corporate client

base. General Electric on the other hand get access to

competence in a highly sophisticated area of financial

intermediation, investment banking. According to Robert C.

Wright, CEO of GEFS,:
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''We are principally in the business of the financing of assets.
Kidder, Peal:Iody is in the business of tracking, advising,
arraJ¥;Jing those transactions. The issue of matching those skills
to ours is a critical one for us" (St:erD1Old, 19860).

This could be done in several areas. GECC is one of the

largest lenders for consumer automobile purchases and for

mortgages. It was put forward as a possible area of co

operation between GECC and Kidder, Peabody, where Kidder,

Peabody are supposed to secure these assets. Another area

where the two firms could work together is the "junk bond"

market. Junk bonds are bonds that are graded to be high

risk, i.e. the risk of (partial) default is high, and they

are primarily used to finance takeover activities in the u.s.
corporate control market. GECC has financed several leveraged

takeovers, and want a market in these junk bonds opened. This

could be done by Kidder Peabody's trading ability. (op cit).

See Fig. 3. 1 for an illustration.

The refinancing of GECC's activities is primarily done

through the corporate finance division of GECC. The capital

structure of GECC is found in Table 3.6, together with some

financial statistics. It is apparent that GECC is refinancing

some of its very long term assets as short term borrowing.

The short term notes are also distributed through GECC's own

dealer network. Although not explicitly stated, it could be

assumed that an amount of trading occurs, this as e. g. in

December 31, 1985 GECC owned "cash and short-term

investments" and "marketable securities" for MUSD 1.486. GECC

is also active in the Euromarkets. It should be noted that

GECC does not seem to be an in-house bank of GE, and that GE

is active in most markets as a large issuer of securities.

3.4.5 What are GEFS's competitive advantages?

This section will of course be highly speculative, but Gordon

(1985) perceives GECC as more than a tax incentive driven

financial intermediary. Nevertheless, every year General

Electric pays GECC a large amount to compensate it for future

income taxes GECC will have to pay, and for which it cannot
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use the tax deductions already utilized by GE. If you treat

the tax credits as equity, GECC return on equity for 1984,

according to Gordon, would be 7 per cent instead of the more

impressive 15 per cent reported.

Table 3.6 Financial structure of GECC and sane key statistics

Billion USD 1984 1983 1982

Short tel:m assets 20.5 16.8 14.1 11.8

Equi];llle11t on oper. leases 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.6

Buildings, equipnent
and other assets 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.5

Total assets 22.5 18,4 15.7 12.8

Short tel:m notes
payable within 1 yr 10.5 8.4 7.4 5.7

Notes payable after 1 yr 4.8 4.0 3.3 3.3

other liabilities 1.7 1.3 1.1 0.8

Deferred :incaDe tax and
deferred investment tax
credit 3.5 3.0 2.4 1.7

Total equity 1.9 1.6 1.5 1.3

Total liabilities and
equity 22.5 18.4 15.7 12.8

Tot liabilities to equity I 10.8 10.5 9.5 8.81

Total deferred taxes

I 1.31over tot equity 1.8 1.9 1.6

In spite of this, Gordon perceives GECC as a strong

competitor for several reasons. (1) GECC's strong financial

standing, with the highest credit-ratings compared to the

rest of the finance companies, (2) the tax-credit advantage

is partially passed on to the customers, (3) the good quality

and industrial background of their people.

Hector (1985) also mentions the background of the GECC

bankers. The parent's intimate knowledge of many modest-sized

industries helps the credit evaluators at GECC to assess
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credit risk at a lower cost or with less uncertainty than

cost of the normal financial intermediaries. Consequently,

GECC might be perceived as an informationally more efficient

evaluator of commercial loans in middle sized industries of

which they have prior knowledge.

He also points out that GECC cannot undercut the traditional

financial intermediaries' interest rates. GECC has no access

to a lender of last resort, and must operate with less

financial leverage than banks. Consequently, GECC will have

to charge a relatively higher spread over its funding costs

than banks. It is interesting, though, to note the increased

leverage of GECC, if one only takes the equity into account.

The funding cost might also be lower that of than the

creditors because of the parent's good credit standing, in

spite of the lack of formal guarantees backing GECC's funding

activities.

It should be noted that Brick, Fung and Subrahmanyam (1987)

have shown that taxes are not a sufficient reason for the

firm to act as an intermediary between the seller and the

buyer when the item is to be leased.

The inclusion of Kidder, Peabody also gives a possibility for

GEFS to increase its merchant banking activities, Le. to

help finance deals and also take an equity participation.

This is done in leveraged buyout deals, where GEFS financed

among other deals the management buyout of the owners in

Tiffany.

Previously the company had to hold onto the bonds used in

financing the largest part of the deal, but today they can

sell these "junk bonds" via Kidder, Peabody. This is also a

possibility in other areas, where GEFS is active, see Fig.

3.1 for details.
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Fig. 3.1. GEFS business for securities origination

The U.S-Cases
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Function:
Oriqinates
Real estate financing'
LllOs
Mortqaqe banki.D;
ocmnercial/industrial
loans car receivables

Handles the
administration
of pools(,?)

sells the
bonds

GEFS could, in the same manner as GMAC, be a more superior

carrier of interest rate risk. (See section 3.5.3). A further

possible synergy between GEFS and GE, is the existence of an

in-house information service division at GE, which might help

GEFS with the vital telecommunications systems and equipment.

3.4.6 Summary

GEFS seems over time to have covered a larger part of the

financial intermediary spectra. starting as a captive finance

company, vi tax-induced financing with third party customers,

it has become a full fledged financing intermediary doing

business mainly with customers not related to GE.

GEFS consists of the financial intermediary GECC and the

insurance sUbsidiary, ERC. GECC is engaged in commercial and

industrial financing, distribution sales financing, real

estate lending, leasing and leveraged buyout financing. Once

the Kidder Peabody group is integrated with the GEFS

structure, investment banking activities and trading will

also be included in the scope of GEFS. See Fig. 3.2.

Several factors help explain the competetive strength of

GECC:

·Investment Tax Credits. By dividing the investment tax

credits of the firm between itself and the client that needs

financing, GECC might be able to offer a lower price then the

financial sector. Nevertheless, the financial intermediaries

could broker such deals, and it is not clear why GECC should
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do this themselves. Furthermore, it has been shown that tax

reasons are not sufficient to explain the need for an

intermediary between the seller and the buyer.

Fig. 3.2 GEFS financial intemedi.ary spectra

C/I- mortqaqe merchant
loans financing bankiJ¥;J

·GE's capital. Although GE apparently does not guarantee

GEFS's debt, the mere relationship between GE and GEFS could

give GECC a better credit standing. But it could be argued

that the better credit standing of GEFS will result in a

higher likelihood of default of General Electric. See

Lewellen (1972).

·GECC could possibly draw upon their deep industry know-how,

their credit-assessments either being cheaper or more

thorough than the assessments produced by the banking sector.

·GE also has an excellent computer and information processing

capacity, a key factor in handling some financial activities.

3.5 General Motors Acceptance corporation

3.5.1 Introduction26

For a general history of General Motors' develoment see

Chandler (1962). Today, General Motors is the world's largest

manufacturer of automotives, with operations in 39 countries,

employing more than 800 thousand people and with revenues of

USD 96.4 billion in 1985. In the U.S, GM's total revenu

amounts to USD 89.1 billion divided between four business

areas: (1) automotive products that account for 94.7 per cent

of U. S. revenues, (2) non-automative products which account

for 2.5 per cent of U. S. -revenue, (3) defense, accounting

for 1,8 per cent of u.s revenue, (4) computer systems,

26 This section is based upon annual reports of General
Motors 1981-1985.
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primarily Electronic Data System (EDS) which was bought in

1985 to help modernize the production process of General

Motors, and which accounts for 1.0 per cent of total revenue.

Furthermore, the foreign operations attract total revenues of

USD 26.2 billion, but the firm also has interarea sales and

revenues of USD 19.0 billion, which are included in the above

data.

GM seems to be an undiversified firm, and has kept itself to

its core business, the manufacturing of automotives.

Nevertheless, General Motors owns a finance company, General

Motors Acceptance Corporation (GMAC) that, if it was a bank,

would be ranked the 5th largest U.S. bank by assets.

General Motors present financial standing is not too

impressive. Depressed earnings in the automotive industry in

combination with some large acquisitions have strained the

company's balance sheet.

3.5.2 GM's stated strategy

GM's present strategy, as it appears from statements made in

annual reports (81-85) and reports in the financial press, is

to reorganize the company from being a holding company for

several autodivisions, into a streamlined, low cost producer

of automotives. In order to do this, GM buys companies to

gain competence it does not possess itself. Lotus, the

sportscar producer, was acquired in order to provide GM with

critical competence in styling and high performance car

manufacturing. Electronic Data System, similarly, was

acquired to help GM build the efficient information systems

needed for implementing a more modern production system. In

this context, GMAC has been allowed to grow by acquisition.

3.5.3 General Motors Acceptance Corporation

General Motors needed a vehicle to finance its dealers, and

founded General Motors Acceptance Corporation (GMAC) in 1919,

a fully-owned sUbsidiary of General Motors. It is engaged in

financing wholesale and retail sale of automotives and non-
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automotives, and to acquire from the dealers the installment

obligations covering retail sales and leases of new and used

products. To a minor extent, new products from other

manufacturers are financed. GMAC also finances the lease

inventories of dealers, and to a lessor extent leases

directly to the customers. GMAC can offer insurance coverage

in different fields through Motors Insurance Corporation

(MIC) .

A fourth business is mortgage banking which involves the

origination and marketing to institutional investors of

single-family and commercial mortgage loans and the

subsequent servicing of these loans on behalf of investors.

This is done through GMAC Mortgage Corporation, which in 1985

acquired the Colonial Mortgage group for MUSD 190, and some

ancillary service units from another mortgage institution.

The performance of GMAC is linked to its dealings with GM. GM

has used low retail financing rates for marketing reasons.

(Mitchell and Hampton, 1986). This has led to a upsurge in

the GMAC business volume (see Fig. 3.3) which shows GMAC I s

total assets, net profits and losses on retail loans. In

order to get rid of some high priced cars, GMAC at times

offered rates as low as 2.9% fixed rate financing (op cit).

GMAC cannot refinance itself at these rates and consequently

is lending at a loss.

The reason that the profit figures look impressive is the

fact that GM transfers the difference between GMAC funding

cost and its lending rates (op cit). This does not mean that

GMAC could not survive without the cut-rate financing

sUbsidies from the parents. Rosenblum and Pavel (1984) try to

study whether the surge in autofinance provided by captive

finance companies is a temporary phenomenon or the beginning

of a new structure of the auto loans industry. They state:

" ••• with widely fluctuatiD] interest rates, fixed rate auto loans
could, at times, prove to be very unprofitable unless the lender
could hedge its risks to sane extent by loc:king in a cost of funds
for the same period as the auto loans being written. But this was
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difficult to do because deregulation of CIeposit-rate ceilings,
which began in Jlme 1978 with the creation of the 6-month Money
Market certificate, initially Ellphasized short-teJ:m CIeposits. In
oanbination with an inverted yield curve which induced CIepositors
to desire short-term deposits, CIeposit regulation forced banks,
credit unions and S&Ls to place greater reliance on short-term
sources of funds. '!'be natural reaction was an increased desire,
but not necessarily the ability, to engaqe in variable rate
lending wherever possible.

Fiq. 3.3 GmC perfonnance San:
'30'-1
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Source the Eoonanist (1986, p. 85)

Lenders like GMAC and Ford Motor Credit which enjoy

excellent access to national and international money and

capital markets were able to raise funds having a wide range

of maturities and were able to sell innovative new

instruments like long-term zero-coupon bonds that allowed

them to extend the weighted average maturity and duration of

their assets. In so doing, GMAC and Ford Motor Credit could

effectivly immunize against changes in interest rates while

still offering fixed rate auto loans, something that lenders

SUbject to Regulation Q ceilings could not do." (op cit, p.

19-20) •

The authors could not draw upon any publicly available data

on the duration matching techniques utilized by GMAC or Ford

Motor Credit. The authors computed the weighted average

maturities of the finance companies' assets and liabilities

for the years 1978-82, and they found that both companies
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tended to exhibit a weighted-average debt maturity between 4

5 years and a weighted-average receivables maturity of about

2 years, resulting in a maturity mismatch of at least 2

years.

The authors detect two problems with the methodology. First,

the maturity mismatch is not the same as the duration of the

assets. Second, the data is for the sUbsidiary and not for

the consolidated company, consequently the measure as such

might be the wrong benchmark. Consequently, Rosenblum and

Pavel conclude that the companies might not have taken

advantage of their ability to immunize their portfolios, but

nevertheless argue that the finance companies' continued

profitability throughout the period suggests that the firms

were not affected adversely by the interest rate movements.

(op cit, p , 47) 27. These matters will be discussed in the

following chapter.

Pavel and Rosenblum (1985, p.32), on the other hand, claim

that the revoking of Regulation Q dissolves the GMAC funding

advantage, as banks can now price their funding and deposits

freely. It is not quite evident whether the ability to absorb

interest rate risk is due to the operations or due to

regulations preventing banks from bidding for money.

Pavel and Rosenblum nevertheless note that GMAC at that time

wanted to acquire two mortgage banking firms (op cit) an

intention made reality with the foundation of General Motors

Mortgage Corporation. These businesses are very interest rate

sensitive, with long-term financing and fixed interest rates.

This active portfolio thinking seems to be corroborated by

some statements of the CEO of General Motors:
'''l'hrouqh diversification, we were able to spread our risk over a
broader base. For example, our financial subsidiary, General
Motors Acceptance coxporation, entered the IIIOrtqage-servicing
business in a big way. mmc is now the second largest IIIOrtqage
service carpany in the united states" (smith, 1986).

27 In our opinion, the total risk of the group is what
should be considered, not the risk of a subsidiary.
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smith also cites unspecified synergies between the GMAC, the

mortgage service company and GM in the GM Annual Report of

1985 (p. 2). It should be noted that GMAC in the area of

asset backed securities not has passed on all of the credit

risk inherent in the lending to the purchaser of the

security. Instead, the issues are guaranteed to a certain

level (Rosenthal and Ocampo, 1988).

In GMAC's annual report, the possible synergies between EDS

and GMAC are mentioned. As with GECC, the finance SUbsidiary

can draw upon in-house expertise in the field of tele and

data-communication. This might be another source of

competitive advantage for GMAC.

To bring this together, GMAC seem to have created the same

kind of chain as General Electric, using their primary

business to generate receivables and package and resell them

on the market. See Fig. 3.4.

GMAC does not seem to engage in any lending upstream. This

could probably be explained by the old GM policy of sourcing

large parts of their input internally, i.e. vertical

integration upstreams, often only using some external

manufacturers as a benchmark to measure the performance of

the internal units (tapered integration).

GM I s CEO smith says this about GMAC' s status as a captive

finance company, which basically only does business with GM

related products:

"I do not have any trouble seeinq GmC becaIIe the largest
financial institution in the world. If they finance people's cars,
why can't they handle their mortgages, c:heck:inq acoounts, and
everythinq else for them, right?1I (Reich, 1986).
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Fig. 3.4 GfmC's flow of sellable receivables
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This indicates that GMAC could follow the same route as GECC,

and become a true, fairly independent financial intermediary

in its own right, maybe using some of the parent's strengths

to get a competitive edge28.

28 In 1988, James Rosenthal and Juan Ocampo published a
book describing recent issues of asset backed securities.
Among these are two deal with GMAC as the originator of
assets used as collateral for the securities. The first issue
of so called pay-through asset backed bonds amounted to USD
4.25 billion, where car loans were used as collateral. This
structuring of GMAC financing was estimated to lower the
financing cost by 1. 30 per cent annually (p , 90) for the
firm. Through this issue, GMAC was further able to unload the
loans from its balance sheet, but still has to pay for the
first 5 per cent of credit losses accruing from the loans.

The second issue described by the authors is similar, but an
issue of so called pass-through asset backed certificates
amounted to USD 444 million. This structuring of the
financing was estimated to have lowered the financing cost of
GMAC by 1.05 per cent p.a. (p. 105), where GMAC also had to
carry the first 5 per cent of total credit losses.

During the period 1985 to 1986, GMAC issued pass through
asset-backed certificates amounting to MUSD 4,880.7 and sold
receivables to pay-through asset backed obligations for
MUSD 4.443,1. In total, GMAC refinanced USD 9.3 billion of
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As the financial statement of GMAC and GM does not illuminate

the internal pricing of the services GMAC renders GM's

dealers, and as we do not know what compensation is paid for

the cut rate financing performed by GMAC, it becomes

meaningless to look into the performance measures in the

annual report. We cannot from external data get an accurate

picture of the profitability of the operations, but it could

be argued that the continued investments made by GM in the

financial service area indicate that the area, at least in

some segments, is genuinely profitable.

Fig. 3.5 GfmC' s financial intennedi.azy spectra

car mortgage
financing financing

GMAC primarily finances its dealers and carpurchases by

consumers. Lately, it has showed an interest in mortgage

backed securities and seems to have built up a structure to

its loans through the use of securitization techniques (p ,
97). This shows that the balance sheet presented above, if
anything, underestimates the financial intermediary activity
of GMAC. It is also worth noting that GMAC to a large extent
keeps the credit risk when securitizing its loan portfolio,
but that it has rid itself of the interest rate risk, and
some of the mismatching of assets and liabilities, i.e. that
at least for this refinancing, interest rate risk
immunization does not seem to be the comparative advantage of
GMAC/GM. Instead the origination of loans, i. e. 'retail
banking' capacity of the firm seem to be the main advantage
of the firm.

During the period 1985-1987, 63 non-mortgage asset-backed
security issues were floated. 47 of them involved automobile
or truck receivables which constitutes 79 per cent of the
total amount of nonmortgage asset backed securities issued.
The issuers were GMAC, Chrysler Finance, Nissan Motors
Acceptance Corp as well as commercial banks (p. 79).

It should also be noted that these volumes only constitute
the amount of publicly placed securities, but a large market
for privately-held asset backed securities is also said to
exist.
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founded what would become Sears,

(Time, 1986), the world's largest

both originate, administer and resell these instruments. See

Fig 3.5 for thr firm's financial intermediary spectra.

3.5.4 Summary

General Motors is primarily a manufacturer of automotives,

and is presently engaged in a fight for market share

worldwide. The firm has a captive finance company which

primarily provides the dealer network with financing of the

inventory of cars. During the last five years, the firm has

also become an instrument in the marketing of automotives. By

offering low interest rates for car financing, the company

can sell more cars than otherwise. During the last years,

GMAC's total assets have grown rapidly, and GMAC would, in

1986, have been the fifth largest commercial bank in the u.

S. according to total assets.

The reason for its alleged competiveness has not been clearly

demonstrated. GMAC has excellent access to both the u.S. as

well as the international money and capital markets, and

might be able to fund itself at lower rates than its

competitors. Rosenblum and Pavel make an insubstantiated

claim that it might be GMAC's superior ability to immunize

their portfolio which creates their competitive edge in

retail automotive financing, but this effect would in their

view have vanished with the abandonment of Regulation Q.

Another possibility is that GEFS has an in-house data and

telecommunication expert in EDS, but this is a less plausible

deciding factor, as EDS was acquired after GMAC became

involved in large volume retail automotive financing. It

might however have enabled GEFS to move into the mortgage

backed securities issuing and servicing business.

3.6 Sears, Roebuck and Co

3.6.1 Introduction

In 1886 Richard W Sears

Roebuck and Co, Sears
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retail merchandiser, which sells a broad line of general

merchandise and services through approximately 800 retail

facili ties and catalogues in the U. S. Sears also operates

merchandise and credit operations in Canada and Mexico.

About 75 per cent of U. S. adults are expected to make at

least one visit annually to a Sears store, and Sears is said

to have a strong position in "middle class America".

Credit has always been an important part of Sears' business,

and already in 1911 Sears offered credit to its customers

(see Table 3.2). In 1984, 61.7 per cent of gross sales of

merchandising were made on a revolving and installment credit

basis, with approximately 24.7 million active customer

credit accounts. Up to USD 2.0 billion of these receivables

could be resold to banks in 1984 through a revolving

receivables sales facility.

3.6.2 Sears stated strategy

Sears wants to use its distribution network to obtain more

marginal business. The major expansion seems to be in the

field of consumer finance. Sears introduced the "Sears

Financial Network" in 1982, and under this organizational

umbrella Sears tries to provide a financial supermarket for

its broad customer base. As of March 1985, more than 300

Sears Financial Network Centres had been opened in selected

retail outlets.

3.6.3 Sears Financial Service

In the Financial Centres, Sears' customers are offered

insurance, mortgage financing, brokerage and funds management

services. The business idea seems to be that the middle class

American should be offered advanced financial service at one

outlet. Sears had 36 million credit card and catalogue

customers in 1985, representing 45 per cent of all U. S.

households, and the volume of its credit card business in

1983 far exceeded the volume of the combined credit card

volume of the two largest u. S. banks, and this for a card
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only accepted in Sears' store. See Fig. 3.6.

This gives Sears a unique data base of credit history and

customer relationships i.e. they have a distribution network.

Nevertheless, Sears wanted to pursue other channels in the

financial service industry and wanted permission to open up

"family banks", which could take deposits, but only lend to

consumers.

Fig. 3.6 credit card volQ\18 1983
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Sears opened a banking department as early as 1899, which

took deposits and paid interest on deposits, but these

activities were folded in 1903 (Time, 1984 p. 86). In 1969

Sears acquired two savings and loans associations in

California, which they combined into what is now Sears

Savings Bank. These banks were sold in 1987 and Sears now

relies solely on their financial centres in their retail

outlets. As the reach for a national "family banking" was

stalled by the legislators, Sears changed strategy. In

1984/85 it introduced the "Discover Card", Which unlike the

"Sears Card" will be accepted outside the Sears stores.

According to Sears, "Discovery Card" will, in addition to its

conventional credit card function, but also offer deposit

taking and cash withdrawals from ATM (Automatic Teller

Machines) and cash management services. These services will
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be offered by the different entities in the Sears Financial

Network.

The card is intended to link together the different units of

Sears Financial Network so that the client can perform all

his financial transactions with a plastic card. "Discover is

the clue that will put together our banking, insurance,

brokerage and real estate products", claims E. Brennan, CEO

of Sears (Ellis, 1985). Sears has already bought a facility

in Delaware - Sears Greenwood Trust Co - which provides the

cardholders with more than 5.000 ATM nationwide, a figure

Sears intends to increase (Byrne, 1986). This seems to be a

continuation of the strategy to introduce nationwide

commercial banking through the combination of Sears' customer

base, a large lending base and marketing skills, in order to

establish a strong core deposit base. Ellis (1986) reports

that 4.7 million cards had been issued, and that 380 thousand

merchants had accepted the card. The usage of the card at

Sears had so far been good, but among outside merchants the

card had not become as active as anticipated. A successful

launch of the Discover Card will be needed, as Sears'

different financial subsidiaries are not too profitable.

(Wiener, 1986 see also Table 3.7). The Sears Financial

Network generates a large number of new accounts, but

apparantly, the coordination between the

Table 3.7 sears I profitability

Millions USD 1985 1982 1985 1982

Earninqs Revenues

Merchandise 766 432 Merchandise 26,552 20.667
Allstate Insurance 605 475 Allstate Insuran 10,379 7,459
Coldwell Banker 86 52 Coldwell Banker 949 470
sears WOrld Trade (11) - sears WOrld Trade 236 -
TCYI!AJJ.9 1,303 861 TOTAL 40,715 30,020

SOUrce: Wall street Journal, Tuesday April 22, 1986 p. 6.

29
Includes cozporate results and inter-group transactions.
sears WOrld Trade was started in 1983.
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units, intended to create the cross-selling synergy, is less

than perfect. Discover Card might change this but, as stated

above, this is still an open question.

Sears' confidence in the Financial Network Centre seems to be

unbroken. Sears sold its California Savings Banks to

Citibank, and will in the future service the market through

their Centres in the retail outlets, through direct mail and

the "Discover Card".

3.6.4 Sears Mortgage Business

Through Homart Development and especially through Coldwell

Banker, Sears generates mortgage business. Coldwell Banker is

the second largest real estate broker in the u.S. being the

choice of approximately every tenth home changing owner in

the country (Weiner, 1986). These mortgages can then be

pooled together and used for mortgage backed securities that

can be placed on the market by Dean & witter. See Fig. 3.7.

. .

COldwell Banker I

sears - Dean & witter
HaDart Deve10pDent -

Function:
originates mortqaqes administers sells mortgage -

mortgage pools J::lacked securities
generates
consumer credits

Fig 3 7 sears' oraanization of its financial inteJ:mediaries
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Fig. 3.8 Sears' Financial Intermediary Spectra
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Sears' comparative advantage seems to be:

- Their strong customer base, for which they

credit histories. This might make credit

expensive then for most other firms.

Their retail network and strong position in mortgage

origination. These can be used to create a financial

supermarket, and possibly to open up national banking through

deposit-taking plastic cards, which would give them access to

a base of "core deposits" to fund their own consumer credit

operations. They have the possibility to overcome national

segmentation through their national network.

-Ability to exploit alleged synergies between lending money

and selling insurance policies.

3.7 Summary and Conclusions

We have seen that the U.S. bank market is segmented through

regulation, both in its geographical and in its product

scope. Until recently, the market was also constrained as

regards the price banks were allowed to pay for demand

deposits. We have also seen how several manufacturing and

retailing firms have entered the financial intermediation

industry. Some of them have become major players in this

field. In certain cases these regulations seem to have been

one of the driving forces, for M & R-linked financial

intermediation.

General Motors, Ford, Chrysler and General Electric all

finance automotives. Sears and Roebuck are deep into consumer
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financin and insurance,

supermarkets, possibly drawing

of middle-class Americans'
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creating

upon their

financial

their financial

intimate knowledge

records, attained

through years of consumer lending.

General Electric Credit Corp has built up a large volume of

industrial loans through tax-based financial leasing, which

utilizes the parent's large profits to deduct the investment

tax credits associated with the purchase of capital goods in

the u.s. Even with the implementation of the tax bill in the

U.S., GECC has a future. It has diversified its activities

significantly over the last years, and it now conducts

merchant banking, investment banking and commercial banking

activities.

Moreover, General Motors Acceptance Corporation seems to be

increasing its scope of activities. The inclusion of a

mortgage service business in the GECC portfolio, and

statements by GM's CEO all indicate this. Taken together,

these stylized facts seem to indicate that M&R-linked

financial intermediation is a growing part of the u.s.
financial intermediation industry.

GECC, Sears and GMAC all seem to invest in their ability to

secure the loans they originate as part of their business.

(GMAC) or as part of an independent diversification strategy

towards the financial sector.

As for the explanation of the existence of M&R-linked

financial intermediation, it is interesting to note that the

two firms studied rely primarily on the capital and money

market for their funding. We believe that access to borrowed

money outside the bank system is a prerequisite for any large

scale M&R-linked financial intermediation to occur. It is

interesting to note that we have studied two extremes when it

comes to firm liquidity: General Electric, which is very

strong financially, and General Motors, whose financial

situation is weaker.
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We know that financial intermediaries perform three main

activities: (1) evaluating and extending credit, (2) trading

and arbitraging markets, and (3) accepting different risks in

order to transform assets. We believe that we can see two

distinct advantages that GE and GM may have with respect to

(1) and (3).

As far as evaluation is concerned, it has been mentioned that

General Electric Credit Corporation has a competitive

advantage over traditional financial intermediaries when it

comes to evaluating companies operating in middle-sized

industries known to General Electric. This knowledge might

reduce the risks inherent in the credit evaluation and might

enable GECC to charge lower margins than its competitors.

The same might be true for General Motors, if they are in a

better position to evaluate the creditworthiness of their car

buyers than the ordinary financial intermediary. We do not

see any particular reason why this should be the case.

From Rosenblum and Pavel we got a hypothesis of why

manufacturing firms might be better absorbers of risk than

traditional financial intermediaries. If financial

intermediaries through operations in the money and capital

market can immunize risk inherent in e.g. long-term fixed

interest rate financing which other financial intermediaries

through regulations are prevented from doing, they have a

competitive edge over the financial intermediaries. This is

also true if the manufacturing firms, create interest rate

exposure and currency exposures in their operations. They are

able to immunize or hedge these by extending loans or

borrowing.

The argument that corporate banks can lend money cheaper than

the "pure" financial intermediaries, due to their good credit

ratings, is a little dubious. Financial intermediaries have

access to the discount window of the central banks in case of
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liquidity problems. It can even be argued that the monetary

authorities have to bailout very large banks with solvency

problems. The experiences financial markets made in

connection with the Herstadt crisis, the faltering of Penn

Square and the problems in connection with Continental

Illinois seem to indicate that this is true.

Consequently, it is not impossible that banks can lower their

capital in a manner not feasible for manufacturing firms'

financial subsidiaries. It follows from this that the firm

will have to charge higher interest rates than ordinary

financial intermediaries to cover its cost, ceteris paribus.

It is in our opinion unlikely that it is pure funding

advantages which motivate the manufacturing and retail linked

financial intermediation, unless the markets perceive the

parents as lenders of last resort.

We can imagine that Sears has a better advantage in getting a

well diversified loan portfolio, as they have a vehicle for

funding which is nationwide - the Discover Card - as well as

loan offices throughout the u.S. This should make them better

abel to diversify their assets over regions, compared to

banks, which might have loan offices nationwide but in

general cannot accept demand deposits on a nationwide basis.

The division between the commercial and investment banking

activities does not seem to be a major factor behind the

occurrence of M & R-linked financial intermediation.

Nevertheless, it should have been easier for the U.S. firms

to get financial advice from their banks as to how to

circumvent the banking system, since the investment banks

will not lose any business when giving such advice, unlike

universal banks.

It is important to note that taxes seem to stimulate a

considerable amount of leasing related business. Investment

tax credits are said to have helped GE to become one of the

largest 'big-ticket financiers' in the u.S. There is still a

need for an explanation of why GE absorbs the risk itself,
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instead of letting outside firms handle the operations.

From the perspective of our study, this Chapter has given us

several important insights. First, it has given us a

demonstration of the broad range of activities which could be

conducted by non-financial firms. Second, it has given us

some possible explanations which go beyond those suggested in

Sweden. It has also demonstrated the importance of noting the

regulatory framework within which the actors in the financial

service industry have to work. In the next chapter, we will

try to use the insights from this pre-study when formulating

hypotheses and directions for the case studies we will

conduct in Sweden.



CHAPTER 4

Hypotheses and Research Process

4.1 Introduction

Having studied manufacturing and retail-based financial

intermediation in the U.S. and after the discussion of what

could constitute the economic functions of financial

intermediaries as well as the economic significance of the

firm's financial decision, we are prepared to generate

hypotheses about why Swedish manUfacturing firms might want

to perform financial service activities. The aim is to follow

up the questions and relate them to the Swedish context.

We will proceed in the following manner: our findings in the

U.S. will be contrasted with the different types of economic

functions suggested in the microeconomic literature: the

asset and liability service, the 'two sided nature' of

financial intermediation, and finally the 'pure' financial

service. Furthermore, we will discuss in what manner

regUlations and taxes might affect external financial

activities of firms in -Sweden and in what manner such

activities would be conceivable. We will formulate our

hypotheses and also specify which questions we will pursue

when conducting our case studies in order to be able to

formulate new hypotheses.

We go on to describe the three different studies aimed at

110
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answering the research question formulated. Each individual

study is related to the questions it is supposed to answer.

Further, the design of the studies will be discussed. The

chapter concludes with some remarks about the interlinkage

between the different empirical parts.

4.2 Asset services

The asset service explanation for financial intermediation

which will be considered is asymmetric information in

combination with 'adverse selection' or 'moral hazard',

economies of scope, and lack of lending capital. We will

discuss each of these in the subsections 4.2.1 to 4.2.3, and

hypotheses and areas of interest for the case studies will be

specified.

4.2.1 Asymmetric information

We have seen that asymmetric information in combination with

'adverse selection' made it difficult to assess the riskiness

of proposed projects. 'Moral hazard' -problems also made it

difficult to observe the final outcome of a project,

monitoring the borrower. This means that the financial

intermediary will have to perform two functions: assess the

creditworthiness of prospective clients and the outcome of

proj ects, and simultaneously signal to the market that the

projects are 'good'.

Some distinctions have to be made when studying asymmetric

and non-financial firms' financial intermediary activities.

Besides having a supply of funds, information about the

prospective buyer is the key feature in lending money. As the

firms we want to study are active in the real economy, they

have private information about people and firms they do

business with and industries they are active in, and often

some capacity to forecast macroeconomic variables.

Ingves (1984), studying trade credit, states that frictions

in the financial markets constitute the foundation for
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intermediary activities. The author claims that trade credit

can be perceived as a way to increase demand for the firm's

products. The firm will be able to offer the client better

borrowing rates "because of different information about the

probability of default, different types of security,

different attitudes to risk and different opportunity to

diversify." (p. 163) Besides these arguments Ingves

investigates two special cases: (1) where pre- and post

payment reduces seller or buyer uncer-t.a i nt.y r and (2) when

continuous relationships in combination with transaction cost

make trade credit a cheaper alternative than direct payments.

Ingves neither explicitly explains the different attitudes to

risk - the violation of Fama's third assumption (see section

2.2.1 above), nor does he explain why the firm's ability to

diversify differs, Le. why there exists unequal access to

financial markets.

Nevertheless, Ingves' work gives us a good framework to study

the relationship between parties in business deals.

Fig. 4.1 Some possible financial relationships between

business oarties
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Any party can finance the other and there is a priori no way

to determine which unit provides the other with financing by

basically arguing that there exists asymmetr Lc information.
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If both parties have the same information about each other's

credit standing, it will be impossible to determine which of

the parties will provide the financing.

This is important as asymmetric information might explain why

an unrelated financial intermediary might have a cost

disadvantage in financing one of the parties, but some other

factor has to explain which firm attains credit (unless only

one of the firms involved has superior information).

We suppose that credit will be given by the firms which have

access to the capital markets and therefore do not have to

finance themselves in the banking system. They will provide

credit to customers for which a bank would otherwise have to

conduct the necessary and costly credit analysis.

If the firm has good knowledge about its own or related

industries, it might have a better ability than financial

intermediaries to analyze the riskiness of loans30 to these

industries, i.e. it is not necessary to have direct business

links with the firm to possess information relevant for

credit analyses.

In the U.S. it has been suggested that General Electric has a

superior knowledge of some mid-tier industries of which banks

have no specialist knowledge. This superior knowledge, gained

through the everyday business transactions with these firms,

would enable the firm to assess the creditworthiness of the

firms more cost efficiently than banks in the U.S.

This is a situation which could arise in Sweden for the same

reasons as in the U.S.A. Mid-tier Swedish firms do not have

access to international capital markets and many of them are

30 It should be noted that the advantage of asymmetric
information might very well be offset by the negative effect
of creating a loan portfolio of claims with little
diversification over industries, geographic regions, etc. At
worst, the loan portfolio's return will be positively
correlated with operating income.
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too small to issue Swedish CP-programs. Therefore, a large

Swedish firm having access both to international markets and

a good knowledge of either the customer as such or the

industry in which customer is active might have a better

ability to lend him money.

H1 3 1: We hypothesize that large Swedish manufacturing firms

lend money to other, smaller firms, active in industries of

which the lender has specific industry knowledge, based upon

this superior knowledge.

Sears has, through its credit card and lending business, a

long-standing knowledge about the credit behavior of large

segments of the u.S. population, and capitalize on this.

Furthermore, their lending activities will be diversified

over larger geographical areas than the state chartered

banks.

We do not consider that there are any commercial

opportunities for Swedish firms in consumer lending based on

the same type of credit knowledge-advantages as Sears has.

First, we have restricted ourselves to the study of

manufacturing firms, who, if they sell consumer durables only

sell their product a couple of times during their customers'

life time, at the very most. Second, credit cards were not in

wide use in Sweden before the 70s and the Swedish universal

banks generally maintain credit card operations. These

operations are also often used when administering specific

retailers credit cards, e.g. the NK department store card.

Some retailers, like IKEA furniture and interiors, administer

their own credit card operations, but have only done so for a

comparatively short period of time. It is therefore unlikely

31 H(number) stands for hypothesis, D(number) stands
direction of study when conducting the case studies.
concept of 'Direction' will be discussed later in
chapter.

for
The

this
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that we will find this kind of activity in Sweden32.

·We will therefore not make an attempt to study financial

activities in Sweden which are based upon long consumer

credit records built up by non-financial firms.

4.2.2 Economies of Scope

It has in the U.S. been conjectured that redundant computer

capacity of large engineering-based firms has been one of

their sources of competitive advantage when competing in the

financial service industry. As many large engineering based

firms in Sweden need large computers in order to be able to

make complex engineering and CAD-calculations, this might be

a source of competitive advantage in Sweden too. Access to

cheap computer capacity is an advantage both for analytical

purposes, Le., the handling of large financial portfolios

and position-taking, or for the handling of routine financial

operations geared towards the mass-markets. As this capacity

will probably be priced on a marginal cost basis, a cost

advantage for engineering firms vis-a-vis banking firms could

arise.

H2: We hypothesize that the use of computer capacity from

other parts of the firm than the financial department

constitutes a major competitive advantage for manufacturing

firms vis-a-vis the banking sector.

A further type of economy of scope seem to be inherent in the

fact that the customer is at the point of sale when he might

need financing for the purchase. There are two possible

reasons why the selling firm might want to give him

financing: if he leaves the sales outlet, he might change his

mind, which should be of importance especially for products

with a high emotional content in the purchasing decision.

Furthermore, if the financing is provided by the same person

32 When editing the final version of this text, this
statement might have been proven wrong. The cooperative
retailer 'KF' in June 1990 bought their own bank: JP-bank.
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selling the product, the joint production costs of

originating the loan and selling the product(s) might be

lower than if the origination and the sale were realized by

different entities.

The problem is that it is difficult to assess whether a

purchase benefits from 'cheap' financing or from irrational

motives during the process of purchasing, which might vanish

if the client leaves the sales outlet.

There are several problems associated with these economies of

joint production. We are not able to specify in what manner

these economies arise and it is difficult to ask general

questions about whether 'economies of joint production

exist'. Such an approach would, we expect, only generate

general answers not giving us further leads into where the

economies of joint production might rest.

For other economies of scope than the sharing of computers,

for which we have concrete empirical support:

D1: We will pursue the question of joint production in the

case studies in order to identify concrete areas where

economies of joint production might arise.

4.2.3 Lack of Lending capital

We have seen ho, Campbell and Kracaw (1980), among others,

argued that the lending capital might not be allocated in an

optimal manner. A trade journal (Euromoney, 1985) has argued

that a lack of lending capital exists. This is due to

problems with uncertainty of banks' capital adequacy after

the problems they encountered with their loans to the Third

World. This uncertainty supposedly made it necessary to find

new intermediaries which could be the non-financial firms.

To us, this argument is not convincing in a Swedish context.

First, those intermediaries which have adequate capital to

support their activity would signal this by pUblishing
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information about their credit standing. The problems

therefore concern only segments of the banking industry. The

second argument is related to the first and concerns the

Swedish banks, who have a good rating standing, some of them

having sold off their problem-ridden Third World loans to

other investors. Some of the Swedish banks maintain the best

credit rating possible and to us it seems as if the lack of

capital adequacy of banks is not relevant, at least not in a

Swedish context.

The problem of the stability of the international banking

system on the other hand has been discussed avidly. We will

therefore, especially when considering our sUb-goal Ib, why

Swedish firms are establishing foreign financial

intermediaries, study to what extent firms are performing

financial intermediation to non-Swedish agents otherwise

unrelated to the firm.

D2, We want to discover if the international units lend money

to non-Swedish agents otherwise unrelated to the firm.

4.3 Liability services

4.3.1 Payment Service

In our empirical studies, we have so far not encountered many

liability services performed by non-financial firms. This can

partly be explained by the linkage between deposit-taking

service and payments service and regulations imposed upon

deposit taking institutions.

The Sears' 'Discover Card' is partially a deposit instrument

which gives the holder of the card the ability to pay for his

or her own purchases in Sears' sales outlets as well as in

other stores accepting this card. Deposits earn interest and

the card resembles the Swedish 'Bankkort' which is connected

to the card holder's demand deposit account, and can be used

with credit connected to it or to pay with at the point of

sale. Unlike the Discover Card, the 'Bankkort' does not pay a
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bonus for all transaction conducted with the card.

Furthermore, the acceptance of demand deposits would in

Sweden require governmental approval, which is not likely to

be given. Ways to circumvent the regulation are difficult to

conceive, as the regulatory body, 'Bankinspektionen', seem to

define its legal authority quite widely.

In addition, the Swedish payment system functions well, with

two competing girosystems and an electronic clearing system

for larger amounts. General Electric's participation in a

clearing system in California would therefore not generate

the same amount of interest in Sweden. The 'Discover Card I

will also be more difficult for Swedish firms to copy: in the

first place, there exists no kind of credit card operation

like the 'Sears Card' to base the operations upon and,

furthermore, there exists a similar product in Sweden. It is

likely that a new entrant would have large problems as a late

entrant into the this market. Therefore:

·We will not study any payment services performed by Swedish

firms.

4.3.2 Storage of money service

When the intermediation process was primarily bank-driven,

demand deposits as well as money where the only stores of

value with high liquidity. The securitization process has

created a new situation where the securities issued by the

firm become a store of value, but unlike money they pay

interest and, therefore, there is no 'float' gains to be made

for firms issuing IOU: s. The storage of money function is

inherent in the concept of negotiable IOU:s.

4.4 The 'two-sided' nature of financial intermediation

We have seen that the process of financial intermediation

could have a two sided nature, e.g the banking firm not only

intermediates and carries credit risk, but occasionally also
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carries some risk of financial nature, i. e., price risk of

IOU:s. This price risk could be interest rate risk in one

country, but also exchange rate risk, i.e., that the exchange

rate between different countries might change.

Why the banking firm might earn money by mismatching assets

and liabilities is not evident. In section 2.5.3 above, we

have seen that this could be due to the possibility that a

risk premium is paid for carrying financial risk, a risk

premium that would be added to the expected value of the

financial variable. Another possibility would be that those

financial intermediaries that call themselves banks, through

their governmental backing are able to carry this risk and

offer below market rate interests to their depositors who

know that they do not need to fully compensate themselves for

the interest-rate risk the financial intermediary carries.

We perceive two possible reasons why non-financial firms

would have advantages when performing 'two sided' financial

intermediation activities. The first is connected to the

segmentation of the Swedish capital market, and the second

is, given that real-financial linkages exist, that firms are

better bearers of certain financial risks than are financial

institutions. We will consider these issues in the two

following sections.

A precondition for the firm to be the sole beneficiary of its

ability to absorb or take upon itself financial risk is that

the extent to which it is exposed is not transparent to the

market. We will use the state contingent claims framework to

describe in what manner transparency is the key to the

appropriability of the economic value of the claim structure.

In sub-section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 we discuss in what manner

segmentation and 'real-financial' linkages might create a

situation where the non-financial firm might be able to

absorb financial risk.
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4.4.1 The firm's decision in an incomplete financial market

In order to describe an economy with uncertainty, Debrue

(1959) and Arrow (1964) divide the future into states, where

the production of commodities, and thereby consumption, is

distinguished according to the state of the world in which

they are produced. The different states are distinguished by

factors affecting production and factors that might affect

the utility different investors perceive when consuming the

produced goods.

An economy in equilibrium will, therefore, have to clear

markets for immediate consumption and the market for state

contingent claims. If future state-contingent claims are

dependent upon the pay-off of securities issued by firms, the

securities market will also have to clear the prices for

state contingent claims.

The portfolio choice will depend upon the investor's state

probabilities, initial endowments and utility functions in a

similar manner as in a normal equilibrium. The utility

function must be specified for separate states.

This simple description of an economy can be extended to any

economy. We need to ask if whether there exists a Pareto

optimal allocation of claims to the streams of profits

originating from the different farms. Whether Pareto optimal

allocation can be reached depends upon whether the security

market is complete or not.

If the security market is complete, the securities can be

combined in such a manner that the combination of assets pays

only in one state. Such combinations are called Arrow-Debrue

securities or simple state contingent claims. If markets are

perfect and complete, Miller and Modigliani's proposition of

the irrelevance of the firm's financial decision holds. Any

inoptimal financial policy of firms might be arbitraged away

by the creation of a portfolio of offsetting state-contingent

claims. More interesting is the role of the firm's financial
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decision in an incomplete market.

Hypotheses and Directions

In incomplete financial markets, not all state contingent

claims that are needed to complete the market can be created.

In such situations there might exist other combinations of

state-contingent payments which would better suit

consumers/investors. Ross (1976) shows that there is a

possibility that the state contingent cash flows of firms can

be used. options can be written against these, which in turn

might complete markets.

Another alternative would be if the firm issued securities

which could complete the market. Amershi (quoted in strong

and Walker, 1987) argues that the firm ca~not appropriate the

value of its ability to complete the market. The argument is

that even if there are restrictions on the sale of shares,

the market can appropriate the value of completing the

financial market by issuing state-contingent claims on the

basis of the firm having a certain net cash flow.

This brings us back to what states are. The state space

describes all events that have economic significance for at

least one actor. Writing a state contingent claim is

equivalent to carrying risk. states are real events, the

outcome - the dollar payment - will be contingent upon a real

event. Other variables such as unexpected inflation or

unexpected changes in monetary variables or industrial

activities might be variables in the state space. If the

firm, in such situations, has payments which due to

incompleteness in the financial markets are demanded, but

where no supply exists, the firm might issue claims upon

these states and thereby reap some economic gain. The problem

is that only the firms know the outcome of different states.

This is the same kind of asymmetric information problem as

the one in section 2.5.1.2, and we have also seen that

financial markets do not seem to price private information.

This implies that private information could be the basis for

the firm's financial activities.
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Firms' financial departments have the opportunity to add new

state contingent claims to the financial markets as they are

able to analyze the effects of different states upon cash

flows. In this setting, firms' financial intermediaries

become organizational tools in order to create an optimal

financial structure of the firm. The key to the firm's

financial intermediation activity will be its risk bearing

capability in combination with the inability of markets to

assess the effect of certain states on the firm's cash flow.

There are two basic situations where the inability to analyze

the firm's state-contingent cash flow would give the firm an

economic benefit: either when markets are segmented and/or

when there are real-financial linkages. The firms will have

to reduce uncertainty, by increasing the analysis of their

future expected cash flows. That means that budgets, with

management's predictions of future cash flows, in this

context have a specific dimension: they reduce uncertainty.

More specifically, they enable treasury managers to transform

uncertainty into risk and therefore to handle it, in state

space. It gives the firms' management a tool to analyze what

people outside of the firms regards as uncertain, investors

cannot assess the likelihood of an outcome in a specific

state, uncertainty I prevails. For insiders, this uncertainty

is assessable and therefore transformed into risk. We argue

that in a situation with asymmetric information this ability

to transform uncertainty into risk will have an economic

value as long as it helps firms to complete markets, by

issuing state-contingent claims.

4.4.2 Segmentation

Segmentation between and within national markets gives firms

the possibility to earn money if they are able to circumvent

the regulation (Kane, 1984). The firm takes on financial

risk. In comparison with pure arbitrage, where the financial

intermediary purchases a financial asset and immediately

resells it, this kind of financial risk is characterized by
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the provision of financial risk. There are two possibilities,

either that there are regulations which creates segmenta

within a financial market, i.e. different agents are sUbject

to different regulations, or there are regulations segmenting

national markets from each other. In both cases, non

financial firms might be able to circumvent the regulations

creating the segmentation.

4.4.2.1 Segmentation between different national financial

markets

Further arguments for marekt segmentation are found in the

literature of corporate finance. Lessard and Shapiro (1984)

and Lessard (1987) identify three basic areas for global

financial management3: (1) minimizing taxes; (2) managing

currency and political risk; (3) and exploiting financial

market distortions.

Walters (1984) also perceives a segmentation of the

international banking market by regulations in a study of

international banking.

Heywood (1986) describes how the interest rate for eligible

bills in the London Discount Market could be lower than the

inter-bank lending rates for sterling for the same periods.

(p. 125) These circumstances can be used by the firm to

arbitrage the markets, as they produce eligible trade bills,

an activity 'pure' financial intermediaries cannot directly

participate in.

Another type of interest rate differential has existed

between the u.S $-Commercial Paper (CP) market and the

Euromoney $-Commercial Paper market (MaCauley and Hargraves,

1987). In this case, firms can issue CP:s in one market and

buy in the other without covering any of the costs for

3 Lessard (1987) adds two other areas;
"to provide a yardstick for j udqLnq current and prospective
operations; to raise funds required for these operations"
(p , 147)
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capital

financial

and liquidity requirements

intermediaries. Today, the

often

rates

imposed upon

seem to be

converging.

It seems quite clear to us that non-financial firms might

have advantages that enable them to perform financial

services in a more efficient manner than traditional

financial intermediaries. Sears can diversify its consumer

loan portfolio over several states, as can General Electric

and General Motors. Normal U.S. banks would have to set up

lending offices, but refinancing in the form of deposits

would have to be made in their home states. In the

international context, several regulations exist which might

make it advantageous to be a non-financial firm. The

origination of discountable bills which made arbitrage

possible in the British markets was one example of this.

03: We want to identify areas were the firm could circumvent

regulations segmenting national financial markets from each

other, as well as identifying regulations within national

financial markets.

4.4.2.2 within different financial markets

In early works about captive financial intermediaries,

Andrews (1964) somewhat reluctantly suggests that the reason

for captive finance companies lies in the fact that they

increase the borrowing capacity of the firm. This is the

result of their ability to lever their capital to a greater

extent then their parents would be able to.

Lewellen (1972) shows normatively how this could not be true,

as the legal separation of two cash flows from each other

would only increase the risk of the parent firm going

bankrupt4. The captive financial subsidiaries primarily

4 As the inflows of the finance companies are assumed to
be matched by their lending, the negative effect of the loss
of pooling of two possibly not totally correlated cash flows
will only affect the parent firm's riskiness.
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refinance the trade-related loans given by the parent firm.

Separating the short term loans and giving the captive the

legal title to the debt means that the captive can refinance

the loans with their own commercial papers. The parent

company thereby rids itself of short term assets which are

fairly risk-free. The total variability of the parent

company's future cash flows is therefore bound to rise. The

riskiness of the firm increases. Unless the financial market

cannot correctly assess the combined deal, the captive firm

cannot increase the borrowing capacity of the parent firm.

otherwise, the captive's better borrowing rates will be

offset by higher borrowing rates for the debt remaining in

the parent firm.

This issue is an early statement of what later has been known

as the 'me first'-behavior of investors purchasing

instruments of a firm. If other lenders have provided the

firm with loans without any covenants restricting the

issuance of new bonds, then the new lenders can attain a

better right to the firms's assets in case of financial

distress than the 'old' bondholders. This will make financing

cheaper for the owner of the firm, and will constitute a

wealth transfer from the 'old' bondholders to the owners of

the firm5. The empirical evidence for this kind of behavior

has been fairly scant, with the notable exception of one

study of the effect of the formation of captive finance

companies on the wealth of stock and bond holders (Kim,

McConnell and Greenwood, 1977). The idea is the same as that

of Lewellen, i.e., short term receivables refinanced by the

captive f~rm are less risky than other assets, and that by

singling out these assets, the riskiness of the assets left

with the parent company increases. The value of the bonds

issued by the parent company thereby decreases and a wealth

transfer takes place, favoring the owners of the parent

company.

5 See Fama (1978) for a review of the literature.
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These results are, on the other hand, contradicted by

simulations made by Sondhi, Fried and Ronen (1988), where the

authors simulate the debt capacity of a firm with and without

a finance subsidiary. They work under the assumption that the

cash flows for the finance company and the parent company are

uncorrelated and the formers cash flow totally risk free.

Under these circumstances, there were only small advantages

for the firm's shareholders when separating the cash flows

into different pools. These advantages would accrue primarily

to top credit firms. We still think that this is not the case

as the increasing riskiness would, in a dynamic context,

increase the cost of lending and also of hiring personnel

etc, when it becomes apparent that the parent-company is more

risky6.

Andrews introduces another possibility, without developing

it. He claims that some of the operational agreements between

the parent and its legally separate captive are structured in

such a manner that they enables long term financiers to lend

money to the group.

This is related to restrictions on the lowest interest paying

capacity the borrowing institution is allowed to have in

order to be allowed to borrow from these institutions. Some

large institutions are through regulation only allowed to

invest in papers issued by borrowers whose financial ratios

show some characteristic, e.g the interest rate paying

capability in relation to the incoming cash flow. If these

criteria are upheld, the firm will be able to borrow from

these institutions. In this setting, firms would found

captive finance companies in order to be able to refund their

trade related loans in market segments otherwise unattainable

6 The results of Kim, McConnell and Greenwood's study
has since this was written been modified by Malitz (1989) who
with refined methods for the same sample found very small
wealth transfers between bond holders and stock owners after
the announcement of the foundation of a captive finance
company. What he did observe was a marked increase in the
firm's overall value which seems to indicate some other kind
of advantage when forming a captive finance company.
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for them. Thereby, the captive can show interest paying

capacity ratios in line with regulations some institutions

have to abide by. Sondhi, Fried and Ronen also mention this

possibility, but in their paper the bond covenants of the

parent company and finance company are not published, so the

inherent logic is not revealed.

4.4.3 Real-financial linkages

If real-financial linkages exist, then the financial decision

becomes relevant. Such linkages could arise because of long

term wage contracts (Wihlborg, 1980), specific liquidity

function of investors or sticky prices due to oligiopolistic

competition (Krugman, 1987). Sondhi, Fried and Rohnen (1988)

suggest the existence of long term nominal contracts of

labour and supplier as one possible source of covariance

between the value of financial and operational cash flows. We

will postpone the treatment of how such a real financial

linkage might arise and its possible significance for the

firm until chapter 6. We will only observe that an incomplete

financial market and private information within the firm's

real financial linkages would enable the firm's treasury to

issue state contingent claims which might complete the

market. A relevant question therefore becomes whether the

Swedish markets are incomplete or not.

4.4.3.1 In the Swedish context

Swedish financial markets were until July 1989 segmented from

other markets through a regulation introduced during the war.

This regulation prohibited Swedes from making portfolio

investments abroad and created a situation where Swedes have

had no opportunity to hedge their future consumption against

a devaluation of the Swedish krona. It is therefore possible

that Swedish firms preffered to carry exchange rate risk

during this period, so that their shareholders could create a

consumption hedge for the same risk. The firms, though, had

to publish the sensitivity of their cash flows to changes in

the exchange rates. It was otherwise unlikely that investors

would know in what manner they should create their hedges.
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There is a further complication connected with this kind of

hedging activity. The creation of the portfolio of shares

also implies that the investor would carry large amounts of

stock market risk, a risk for which there were no instruments

in Sweden against which to hedge in the studied period.

The other type of argument is more interesting, L, e. that

firms have an inherent capacity to carry financial risk due

to their operations and a connection between real activity

and prices of financial instruments. It is interesting,

because it is an explanation that fits some of the claims

made in the u.S. case.

Rosenbluhm and Pavel suggested (see section 3.5.3 above) that

one of the reasons for the competitiveness of GMAC was its

superior ability to carry interest rate risk. They did not

elaborate in what manner this capacity arises.

Under these circumstances, firms would have to consider the

way they structure their financial claims, and one

possibility would be to carry long term interest rate risk.

This can be done by either rolling long interest rate

portfolios, with all difficult tax consequences associated

with a portfol io of assets that are 'sold I but where the

position created is supposed to be extend for a longer period

of time. Possibly, it could also be done by lending fixed

interest rate money.

To summarize, we have the general assumption, that non

financial intermediaries might be better risk absorbers than

financial intermediaries. We also have two possible

explanations for why this could be so: first, firms assume

that they could complete an incomplete market with the help

of securities issued on the basis of their cash flows; firms

in general are better risk absorbers than I pure I financial

intermediaries, given an economy with real financial linkages

in the economy, and can supply the financial markets with

specific state-contingent securities. Or the firms can
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circumvent some regulation segmenting a market, thereby

attaining a risk premium.

This gives us two specific hypotheses:

H3: We hypothesize that the segmentation and the

incompleteness of the financial markets in Sweden creates a

situation were firms can take upon financial risk and receive

a risk premium. This increases the financial risk of the

firm. This hypothesis has a corollary: no real-financial

linkages exist and the hypothesis can only be investigated

under this assumption.

H4: We hypothesize that firms through their operational

activities are able to bear financial risk and that the

external financial activities decrease the total financial

risk of the firm. This hypothesis has as a corollary that

real financial linkages exist and can only be investigated

under this assumption.

Unfortunately, we will not be able to test these hypotheses

in a formal manner. First, H3 and H4 are not mutually

exclusive, being different by definition. Second, when

measuring the change in financial risk over time, we might

observe an increase (supporting H3) which can be offset by

increasing operative risks (supporting H4). Furthermore, a

formal test would require a quantitative study of a large

number of Swedish firms and the development of their

financial risk over time. As we will see (chapter 6 below),

this is an intricate and time consuming question.

An alternative would be to test either H3 or H4 as joint

hypotheses simply assuming that either real-financial

linkages exist or not. Such a procedure is not unknown to the

field of finance: many tests of phenomena in the capital

markets are made under the assumption of a specific asset

pricing model being valid. In our opinion, this requires that

one of the I joint' hypotheses is fairly well established
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within the field. In our case, there is no general agreement

upon the macro-setting and its implications for real

financial linkages. We therefore refrain from stating the

problem as a joint hypotheses testing.

Instead, we restrict or study to an analysis of the

development of a firm's financial exposure over time. Here we

have a situation where the empirical content of the issue

takes priority over the formal testing of our hypotheses.

D4: We will, in the case study, study the change in the

financial and operative risk of a firm where we for the

operational risk assume that industry structure affects the

pricing of the firm's products in such a manner that

fluctuations of the real exchange rates will not be passed

through totally to the customer.

4.4.4 Taxes

Taxes are price distortions imposed on economic agents by

governments. These distortions will lead to the pursuit of

tax minimizing deals. General Electric's financial

intermediary General Electric Credit Corporation (GECC), is

said to have financed large parts of the aircraft used in

commercial aviation in the u.s. and large parts of the U.S

railway fleets. This is reported to have been done by the use

of investment tax credits which could be off~et against the

parent firm's profits. The question is why these activities

should be performed by financial intermediaries controlled by

the parent firm and not as investor leases.

Brick, Fung and SUbrahmanyam (1987) show how these deals in

the u.s. context only have to be conducted through a

manufacturing- or retail-linked financial intermediary if

nominal interest rates are low.

They conclude their study:

our analysis suggests that tax considerations alone
would not eat'pletely detennine the choice of direct
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versus indirect leases and, thus, fail to fully
explain the existence of inteJ:medi.aries in the
equipuent leasing market. This is especially the
case when interest rates are high as they have been
in the 1980s.

• •• in a world with default risk, ec:onanies of
scale may exist in structuring specialized fixed
loan contracts such as an equi);lllellt lease. Hence,
equilibrium lease rates should reflect not only tax
considerations but also the cost of managing cash
flows in a world with interest rate lmcertainty and
default risk"

(p. 59)

Without prior knowledge about the legislation governing the

tax treatment and deduction of equipment leased, we cannot

state any a priori expectation about the situation in Sweden.

These issues are difficult to model as they require thorough

knowledge about the tax laws and a good tax lawyer's

ingenuity in order to be detected.

05: to study to what extent leasing is performed and for

whom. In the case studies, we study to what extent tax

benefits enhance the ability of Swedish firms to extend

financing. We also examine why leasing is performed by the

firm itself instead of as an 'investor-lease'.

4.5 'Pure' Financial service

We have seen that some of the large firms in the u.S. have

started to market their own CP-programs and also that they

have participated in management buy-outs, to the extent that

General Electric has bought its own investment bank. Most of

these activities seem to be related to the issuing of the

company's own securities and the handling of the companies

own trading of stocks and other financial instruments. We do

not know how much of the activity of these acquired financial

firms is supported by parent companies in some way. It would

be surprising, however, if there existed any other advantages

of joint production besides the common use of econometric and

forecasting abilities and joint use of computer capacity.
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Good empirical evidence or a theory for why firms conduct

pure financial service activities seem not to exist.

06: We will in the case studies, look for economies of scope

between core activities and 'pure' financial service

activities of manufacturing firms. Furthermore, we want to

get descriptions of which 'pure' financial service activities

are conducted by some Swedish manufacturing firms.

The hypotheses and research directions are summarized below:

Hypothesis

H1

H2

H3

H4

Larger firms lend to smaller firms due to
asymmetric information;
Computer capacity can be used by the
financial departments when lending;
Firms can circumvent regulations in
segmented markets and gain by doing so;
The operational activities give the firms
a natural hedge in their financial
operations;

Research directions

01

02

03

04

05

06

Economies of joint production in
financial intermediation;
00 international financial units lend
money to third party?
Identify areas where regulations can be
circumvented;
Study changes in the financial risk of
a firm;
The extent to which leasing is performed
on the basis of tax advantages;
Economies of scope with 'pure' financial
service.

4.6 The research approach

We will conduct this work as a multimethod study, using

several methods and different sources of data. A discussion

of the synergies inherent with the use of a multimethod will

be discussed and the implications for the validity of the

results has to be spelled out. The advantage and drawbacks of

the different methods used will thereafter be discussed.

Thereafter, questions of demarcation will be discussed in the
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context of case study-methodology discussion.

Our initial attempt to limit the scope and generate ideas

about the sUbject has left us with a mixture of different

types of questions. Consequently, the result of this work

will be a mix of description, suggestions of hypotheses to be

tested and, hopefully, the corroberations of some hypotheses

established in the previous section.

The questions posed has been divided into two types:

hypotheses and research directions. This is due to a

qualitative difference between the categories. The hypotheses

studied can be said to be supported by received theory as

well as empirical observations and seem to be falsifiable.

The second type comprises suggestions that are either not

supported by received theory or not observed empirically.

Those will be treated as research directions.

The validity of the result will of course be primarily be

determined by the method used as well as the 'construct

validity' of any measures we apply when testing our

hypotheses or when exploring the research directions.

Nevertheless, we argue that there are synergies of validity

when using a multimethod approach.

This is related to what Cambell and Fiske (1959) discuss when

they study the testing of individual differences in

psychological variables, not observable directly. To them the

'construct validity' of the measured variables as to the

individual characterisitic to be observed can be tested by

using several traits to measure the theoretical notion. The

authors also argue that multi-methods can be used to measure

the same variable (p. 103). This approach has been named

'triangulation', a term borrowed from navigation. Put simply:

in order to obtain information about a specific phenomenon,

one could use different perspectives, and gradually obtaining

more exact information about the study obj ect. Our study,

though, is not aimed at using different methods to study the
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same questions. Instead it has become a multimethod study,

corresponding to the different level of questions we want to

answer. Nevertheless, some of the data will overlap and we

obtain, partially, some of the advantages of a multimethod

approach by this design. These advantages will be outlined

below.

The results obtained in the different studies will help us

interpret the results of the individiual parts. We will

conduct three basic research efforts: gather some publicly

available data in order to complement our descriptive

findings in the survey, we will conduct some case studies on

firms treasury operations, and we will mail a survey to a set

of Swedish firms.

External data will enable us to check the statements made in

the case studies for internal consistency, thereby increasing

their reliability. Furthermore, it makes it easier to check

upon survey data or, if necessary, to complement it. The

content validity of the case studies' and survey's

descriptive parts will increase. The descriptions in the

cases, on the other hand, will possibly help us to interpret

the findings in the survey.

In order to gain the positive synergic effects of contrasting

results from the different parts, we will conduct the major

analysis of both the case studies, the survey and the

collected, complementary public data in the final chapter. We

now turn our attention to the different methods used.

4.6.1 The survey

Some of these hypotheses can be explored with the help of a

survey, sent to large Swedish manufacturing and

transportation companies. In this way information not

otherwise available to us is obtained (Alreck and Settle,

1985 p. 3). Through the standardization of the survey we can

reach a substantial amount of firms in Sweden which we could

not obtain otherwise trough interviews etc., i.e. the survey
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method is of importance when we collect descriptive data

about our set as well as when we want to test hypotheses.

Obviously, questions need to be put in such a manner that the

respondent answers the questions that were intended (having

high 'construct validity'), but also have to be fairly easy

to answer and the amount of information which has to be

provided or compiled by the firm has to be fairly low in

order for the survey to attain satisfactory return rates

(having high 'content validity').

For those questions for which we can collect data, the survey

provides us with a tool for testing hypotheses and it will

help us with the collection of descriptive data. A discussion

of the details of the survey's construction will be given

when we report the survey findings in part c.

The survey has some methodological disadvantages: not

everyone will answer, i.e. we might get a distorted picture

when seeking to describe the entire set of firms. The

truthfulness of the answers is also difficult to assess from

the outset; i. e. we might run into "big foot in a sample"

problems.

The respondents know that they are involved in a publ Lc

survey, and that the results of the study might affect their

own activities, albeit in the long term. This is a problem of

internal validity of all types of study where we might

encounter strategic behaviour from the respondents.

4.6.2 The case method

Many researchers in different fields use this method,

studying, in detail, one or several obj ects. The historic

method (see e.g. Torstendahl (1971» is basically a

longitudinal study of certain aspects or objects of reality.

The study of what happens after e.g. a specific economic

shock in a certain country, could be considered a case study.

Work in economic history is often used in theoretical
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discussions. One example would be the kind of importance the

banking structure has in the economy. Temin (1968) or

Friedman and Schwartz (1963) both argue against received

theory by using historical examples. Macroeconomics therefore

occasionally uses case studies as a methodological tool.

The above types of case studies could be described as

longitudinal and historic in their perspective. Some of them

seem to consider the study obj ect and its development as

important in itself, (in our view primarilly 'pure I historic

studies) or they related them to theory and possibly try to

falsify it or at least to raise questions about their

specifications, e.g. Friedman and Schwartz (op. cit.).

Other types of case studies are longitudinal and

contemporary. Typical expamples in this vein are clinical

psychology's case-reports or in the field of management

study, participatory or clinical case studies (see e.g.

Normann, 1975).

The problem with case studies as a methodology is that their

use cannot be discussed without discussing the context they

are to be used in, as well as the researcher's views of the

demarcation of scientific from non-scientific endeavors. A

common critique has been that case studies can not create

knowledge.

An immediate response to such statements is that as long as

the object or phenomenon to be studied is important in

itself, case studies create knowledge. The problem araises

when theory is to be related to the single case. This can be

seen as a problem of demarcation: two principle standpoints

are discerneable. Either method is used as demarcation for

what is to be considered as scientific knowledge; or

different methods are seen as constituting parts in a

scientific process where theory-building constitutes one of

the parts.
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If the former view is adhered to, the question becomes

whether the 'case method' can be viewed as a one for testing

a hypothesis. Hagg and Hedlund (1979, pp. 138-140) claim that

this is possible. A one-case event: e.g. Popper's well-known

black swan can falsify the theory of 'all swanes being

white'. Unfortunately, social science differs from science in

that we are seldom able to control all background variables,

and that we are less able to obtain clear-cut causal

relations between the assumed cause and the assumed outcome.

The question is whether one can observe the causality while

it is occuring.

In our opinion, the key issue in this debate is the ability

delimit a case study. When we are not able to rely on the law

of large numbers to cancel out random variation, as is the

case in statistical inference, we must be absolutely certain

that we control all aspects and contingencies when we use the

case method to falsify a theory. As we in our particular case

have no clear-cut theory to start with, it will become

difficult to use case studies to falsify the hypotheses

specified.

If knowledge is viewed as being built up by a chain of

research activities - theory building, theory testing and

appl ication of theory - the 'case method I can be appl ied

differently. It can be treated as 'building explanation'

(Valdelin, 1973 or Yin, 1981). An alternative application

would be to use case-studies to apply theory to specific

problems. The requirement of the latter, in our view, should

be that the application is fairly accurate according to

theory, i.e. internally consistent.

The role of the case study in theory building should be

discussed more in detail. It is principally a question of

internal validity of the observations and conclusions drawn7.

Miles (1979) severely criticizes the use of the case method

7 Unlike the previous discussion of cases capacity to
test theory, which concerns cases' external validity.
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when studying organizations as they could not be expected to

"transcend storytelling" (p. 600). There are two basic

problems: first, it is difficult to systemize the collected

data into specified models where unmotivated field workers do

not know how to handle the data analysis; second, a problem

arises when respondents object to the case study results and

try to rewrite history.

yin (1981) tries to answer Miles' criticisms by claiming that

case studies are not 'one-source' studies and that the study

can be structured in a manner that includes several

independent data-points. He also wants the researcher to have

"some sense of what the case study is all about" (p , 61) in

order for the researcher to identify meaningful events. This

is at odds with the notion that the case study researcher

should approach the studied object without any preconceptions

about the phenomenon he studies.

yin instead wants the researcher, when he tries to explain

something with case studies, to use different alternative

explanations as regards the possible reason for the firm to

behave in a certain manner. In these cases the researcher

tries to observe the causaltity (Hagg and Hedlund, 1979) and

does so in detail and over time. In our opinion, at least a

'Hume '-kind of casuality can be obtained for the specific

case which will help in theory building.

As long as the case study not is intended to test theory, we

adhere to the view that there is no need to control for all

contingencies. We decide to go one step further and formally

pre-structure the case studies in terms of research

directions, thereby limiting the amount of data to be

handled.

As yin noted, another way to increase the internal validity

of the case method, is to use mUltiple information points. We

will therefore try to obtain as many independent data points

as possible in our case studies.
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A more severe problem, as Miles suggests, could be that the

firms want to distort the picture of the case. The only

possible defence for this is to study well-reputed firms,

looking primarily for cases where one could expect to find

ethical practices. This will naturally decrease the

generalizability of the study, only providing us with

explanations which are acceptable in a societal sense. We

nevertheless feel that as the purpose of the case study is

more to build evidence and attain possible explanations, this

diminishing power of the study could be accepted in order to

avoid problems with firms rewriting history.

A further control which could be built in is a contrasting

case; firms not having the studied practice are studied and

cross-case comparisons are made.

Nevertheless, the case method should enable us to gain new

insights. Recently e.g. Jensen et. al. (1989) promote the use

of I clinical', case based research in finance, in order to

both 'enrich professional knowledge' (p.4) and 'stimulate new

high-quality empirical and theoretical research' (ibid.). We

hope that part A and B will make contributions in these

dIrections.

4.6.3 Data collection of external data

To the extent that we can find pUblished data about the

extent of financial holdings etc. of Swedish firms extend

data will be used. Such data is mostly produced for some

specific reason and it is unlikely that the data will contain

exactly the type of information needed.

4.7 The studies

We above have defined a set of questions which have to be

answered by the empirical studies. The questions will also

determine the kind of companies we intend to study. In

section 4.7.1 - 4.7.3 we will discuss which questions the
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different studies are designed to answer and the preferred

choice of firms to study.

The case studies will be divided into two parts, the first

consisting of studies of three firms, and the second, Part B,

consisting of a study of the changing financial risk of one

firm, complemented with a fairly elaborate discussion of how

financial risk could be measured.

These studies are somewhat different in their scope, but they

are connected by a common theme. In Fig. 4.2, we have

depicted three dimensions of a firm. Basically, it

constitutes the direction the theory of firm took following

Knight's (1921) essay on risk, uncertainty and profit, as

discussed above. This is not a model of the firm. Instead, as

we already have stated in chapter 2, two of these directions

have been used to describe the firm, and one has been used to

describe the non-significance of the firm, unless other

factors are added to the model of the firm.

We know from Arrow and Debrue I s work that a firm I s future

cash flows can be described in the time and state space.

Uncertainty is linked to the question of what the firm's cash

flow will be in a specific state. The essence of Knight's

work is that the ability to make good projections of this

uncertain future will enable the entrepreneur to earn above

economic rent. We previously showed how this could be true in

a world with asymmetric information and incomplete markets,

and also made the remark that this would result in the firm

trying to establish systems to predict the future outcome: to

create information systems to get insights into the financial

situation at various stages as well as the actual financial

situation. It is also possible that the treasurer would want

to implement new systems in order to decrease uncertainty and

enable him/her to handle new risks.

Furthermore, it seems reasonable to claim that if firms, in

some aspects are transaction cost-efficient decision makers
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and producers, a hierarchy will exist within the firm. People

on different hierarchial levels will have to interact and be

evaluated. From the treasurer's point of view, this will be

of interest in at least two areas: first the people in the

industrial units will through their industrial activities

affect the financial riskiness of the firm, and should

therefore have to take responsibility for their actions. On

the other hand, given that there are opportunities to sell

state contingent claims" the treasurer would like to handle

these issues. Second, the treasurer needs the input from the

industrial units when obtaining the data needed to transform

uncertainty into risk. We would presumably be able to find

some interaction between these factors. The prime target for

the study of the different dimensions is described in Fig.

4.2

Fig 4.2 Operationalization of the dimensions

Risk

Transaction efficent
decisionmaking

What we have presented here is a way to analyze the case

studies, to link them to the theory of the firm. It is

neither an attempt to present a 'new' theory of the firm, nor

is it a normative statement.

The way the financial activities affect the business risk

will be the main theme of the second part, Part B. In Part A

we will discuss among other things the uncertainty reducing

devices and the interaction of the control systems with the
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hierarchical decision-making within a firm. Some of these

topics will recur in the survey. We will not try to fill

these dimensions with any normative contents of what the

preferential way of organizing treasury activities is, nor

will we discuss the optimal systems for reducing uncertainty,

but we will propose one approach to how to measure the

uncertainty.

4.7.1 Part A: The financial departments - case studies.

The financial departments we study conduct different kinds of

financial activities. The studies aim at giving us further

information about the possible synergy effects linking the

'pure' financial service, financial intermediation activities

and the operational side of the firm's operations.

Furthermore, we will see in what manner the treasury units

interact within the firm and in what way the treasury

department tries to reduce uncertainty.

Arbitrage, segmented markets and tax arguments (03, 05) will

be studied in order to get a more detailed picture of what

might entice the firm into conducting financial activities.

We would like to search for any joint costs and synergies

between operations and long term financing of the firms (01).

The case studies will give a historic view of the development

of the financial activities and link them to changes in the

financial environment. We will also study why the firms have

formed financial intermediaries abroad (02). Furthermore, we

want to study what synergies there are between the 'pure'

financial service activity of the firms and their core

activity (06)

When selecting the firms we would like them to fulfill

certain criteria. We wish to study companies with a broad

range of financial activities and those with a more limited

range. Furthermore, we would like to study firms having a

lending portfolio directed to its customers and to entities

otherwise unrelated to the firm. As discussed above, it is
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important to study firms which have a reputation for having

their financial operations in good order, so as to avoid the

problems mentioned by Miles (1979) with companies wanting to

'rewrite history'. This lessens our ability to make

generalizable statements based upon the case studies, but we

believe that there remains a problem of 'positive adverse

selection' connected with case studies. Only those firms who

know that their activities are acceptable will agree to take

part in a case study.

It would also be useful to study a firm with a low degree of

external financial activities and a good reputation. This

'controlling' case would enable us to detect any particular

differences from the firms with a financial department acting

as a financial intermediator compared to one without these

activities.

It is evident from this description that we will not be able

to satisfy all criteria when selecting the firms we want to

study, especially as the study requires a large degree of

cooperation with the firms, and the number of firms willing

to engage in this kind of activity is probably fairly low.

4.7.2 Part B: The real linkages risk handling with a

externally active financial department

In the case study, we want to measure the change of the

firms' financial exposure over time (D4). The handling of the

issue of how the financial activities affect the financial

portfolio of the firms requires both theoretical

considerations as well as a detailed empirical study. The

riskiness of a firm's operative cash flows is not well

handled in the financial literature: often the authors lump

the risks together under a general description as 'economic'

or 'operative' exposure, but refrain from modeling the impact

from a specific macroeconomic perspective.

In chapter 6, we discuss how real-financial linkage might

affect the firm's financial decision and create a yardstick
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of a firm's financial exposure given a certain macroeconomic

setting. The empirical findings are presented in chapter 7.

A caveat is necessary: the results which we attain will not

give more than an indication of whether it is possible to

reduce the financial risk of the firm while conducting

financial intermediary activities towards external entities.

4.7.3 Part C: A survey

The survey will be sent to the 50 largest Swedish

manufacturing and transportation firms in order to test, the

hypotheses 1-2 and explore some issues related to hypotesis

3/4 mentioned above. It will, furthermore, give us insights

into the way the firm organizes its financial departments,

what financial instruments are used when conducting financial

operations, and in what manner the banking sector supports

the firms with some liquidity enhancing functions. We will

also attain information about in what manner 'over'-liquidity

explains the outwardly-bound financial activities of the

manufacturing firms in Sweden. Furthermore, it will give us

some quantitative data as to the extent of financial

intermediation conducted by non-financial firms in Sweden.

The survey will be supplemented with the collection of pUblic

material in order for us to give a description of the volumes

the firms intermediate.



Part A

In this part, we give a description of the regulatory

framework within which Swedish firms had to work during the

studied period. Furthermore, the results from three case

studies on three Swedish firms' treasury departments are

reported. Empirically, we will in this section concentrate

upon I) the Directions D1-D3, D5 and D6 II) the organization

of the Treasury's activities and III) the interaction between

the financial systems and internal management systems.

From the case studies, we also will gain an insight into how

the firms use the new financial instruments and how risks are

shifted between market participants.



CHAPTERS

The Financial Activities
of Three Swedish Firms

5.1 Introduction

This is the first of two parts reporting the case studies

performed at three Swedish firms' treasury units. We studied

these units during the period 1986-1989, and we concentrated

on the situation during the end of 1989. Part B reports the

results from the 04 of the case studies, but is treated

separately for two reasons: first, the set of firms is

different and, second, and paramount, the case studies

require the development of a yardstick which will be reported

in this context.

We will in this chapter report our findings as regards

directions 01-03 and 05 and 06, but a brief description of

the regulatory framework for some financial intermediaries

and producing firms will be given in the Swedish context. The

exchange rate regulation in force during the studied period

is also discussed. Tax aspects of company taxation will also

be reviewed briefly. These discussions are supplied in order

to facilitate understanding of the cases. Our findings are

presented for each of the companies, one by one. The chapter

will be concluded by a summary of our findings and our

conclusions will be drawn.

5.2 Regulations and Taxes

It is important to be aware of the regulatory and tax

framework within which Swedish firms have to conduct their

146
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financial activities. It is of course only possible to give a

short overview of those regulations we perceive to be of

importance. First, we will in this section discuss the

exchange rate regulations and the regulation of financial

intermediaries. Furthermore, the taxsituation of Swedish

multinationals will be discussed.

5.2.1 The exchange rate system

The maintenance of exchange rate restrictions after the

introduction of convertability of currencies and the

increasing liberalization of both national and international

financial markets has to a certain extent become

idiosyncratic.

The Swedish exchange rate has been pegged to the value of a

trade weighted basket of currencies since the early

seventies. The exchange rate is allowed to fluctuate within a

band of the so-called 'kron-index', and the Central Bank has

to intervene if the exchange rate threatens to leave

permissible values. The combination of fixed exchange rate

regime with exchange rate regulation means that there are

three basic methods to defend the pegged value of the SEK.

(1) The Swedish Central Bank could sell or purchase the

krona, thereby increasing or decreasing its foreign currency

reserves, (2) the Swedish government could use a change in

its fiscal policy in such a manner that the market's

expectations about the SEK exchange rate are altered, and (3)

the Central Bank can intervene in the domestic capital

markets and change the interest rate in such a manner that

the exchange rate goals are upheld. According to a government

commission investigating the effects of the exchange rate

regulations, the latter method has been the means the Central

Bank used when the Swedish economy had balance of trade

problems (SOU 1985:52, pp. 263-264). To some extent, the real

interest rates were perceived as higher in Sweden compared to

the interest rates in other industrial countries.
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The Swedish capital markets, the commission remarks, is not

totally segmented from the international markets. There are

possibilities for multinational firms and others to create

substituting capital movements (p. 266). The authors did not

elaborate on how these links might be established.

Oxelheim (1988) in a statistical study of the financial

integration between Sweden and the non-Swedish capital

markets, found evidence of an increasing integration of the

Swedish interest rates' correlation with foreign interest

rates for the studied period (1979-84), but that the real

interest rates seemed to be less correlated over time (pp ,

340-341). The author does not elaborate on how this is

achieved, but the Swedish exchange rate regulations must have

made it easier to maintain a different interest rate level in

Sweden compared to other countries.

5.2.2 Exchange rate regulations8

After the outbreak of war on a European scale in 1940, the

Swedish government imposed severe restrictions on financial

cross-border flows. These restrictions were based upon '1939

ars beredskapslag' a wartime law that since then has been

extended by the Swedish parliament. These restrictions have

affected most aspects of financial industry. We will here

discuss those restrictions we believe are of importance in

the present context.

Swedes9 are forbidden to make portfolio investments abroad,

i.e they cannot make purchases of financial instruments

denominated in currencies other than SEK. Nor are they

allowed to maintain demand or time deposit accounts abroad.

8 The Swedish exchange rate regulations were in effect
lifted in July 1989.

9 Formally, persons having their residence in Sweden are
classified as 'valutainlanning' and are sUbject to the above
mentioned currency regulations. Firms incorporated in Sweden
are 'valutainlanningar'. Swedes will in this context be used
interchangeably with the expression 'valutainlanning'. This
segment is based upon SOU 1985:52, pp. 31-41.
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Payments in foreign currencies are generally permissible for

trade-related transactions as long as their terms of trade

are in line with normal industry standards.

Foreign direct investments (FOI) could be made by Swedes but

they were SUbject to the regulatory approval of the Swedish

Central Bank, which during the period studied only made

inquiries into whether there was an investment made, not

probing whether it was of interest for Sweden or not. FOI's

normally had to be financed by borrowing abroad; initially

these loans had to have a maturity of at least five years

before they were repaid. At the end of the studied period

these restrictions were lifted. From March 1987 firms were

allowed to take loans with a maturity of one year or half a

year.

Swedish firms controlling subsidiaries abroad were, according

to the 'Hoganas-villkoren' , not allowed to retain more money

with the foreign subsidiaries than is necessary for the

normal operations of the firm or for the expansion of the

SUbsidiary's business.

Swedish firms were not allowed to borrow moneyuntil 1976,

abroad to finance their activities. Firms and some

municipalities were later encouraged to finance their

activities with loans from abroad. Foreigners are not allowed

to own SEK denominated fixed income securities, but can, to a

limited extent, own Swedish shares of incorporated

companies10.

10 In 1916, a law, 'Inskrankningslagen' forbade
foreigners to purchase real estate in Sweden. In order to
prevent foreigners controlling real estate via firms
incorporated in Sweden, the law also forbade firms to own
real estate in Sweden, unless they in their act of
incorporation included a paragraph which maximized the
foreign holding of votes and capital to a certain fraction of
the equity. In 1934, the maximum voting power foreigners were
allowed to have was set at 20 per cent and the maximum amount
of the equity foreigners were allowed to hold was set at 40
per cent of the total share value. In practice, firms created
two different series of shares, one which foreigners were
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Swedish banks can apply for 'currency bank' status at the

Central Bank and would then be allowed to trade in non

Swedish currencies. They are also allowed to borrow money

abroad on behalf of their Swedish clients. The Swedish firms

who conduct cross-border financial transactions must go

through a currency bank. Some of the control tasks of the

Central Bank were also delegated to the 'currency banks'. The

'currency banks' are basically only allowed to conduct

business for clients, and have to keep their currency

exposure within fairly tight limits.

5.2.3 Regulations of financial intermediaries

Swedish financial intermediaries are regulated by the Swedish

Parliament, 'Riksdagen'. The Swedish securities and Exchange

commission, 'Bankinspektionen', then oversees that the banks

adhere to these regulations. Lately, the Bank Inspectorate,

on less than obvious constitutional grounds, has started to

issue 'advice' to the banking sector, which it more or less

seems to consider binding for the banking sector. The Swedish

Central Bank also has a regulatory function v Ls -u-vLs the

banking system. It gives banks a charter to conduct exchange

rate related transactions and payments ('valutabanker'), and

oversees that the exchange rate regulations are followed.

Furthermore, the Central Bank's policy committee decides

which level of deposits banks have to deposit at the Central

Bank escrow accounts in order to secure its liabilities.

We will in this context only discuss regulations of the

commercial banks' lending activities and regulations

regarding finance companies. There are several different

organizational forms for financial intermediaries in Sweden

besides these two, but the regulations discussed could be

considered the model for most other regulations regarding

financial intermediaries.

'free' to purchase and one I restricted', which only Swedes
were allowed to purchase (Rodhe, 1978, pp. 145-149).
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5.2.3.1 Commercial banks

Swedish banks are given a charter, 'oktroj' by the Swedish

government, which probes whether the new venture will

contribute to ' the common good' or not; these charters are

generally granted. Unlike the situation in the U.S.A., banks

in Sweden are universal banks, but unlike the banks in West

Germany they are not allowed to have any holdings of

industrial companies' shares or of real estate11 (SOU

1984:27, p. 132). There are no geographic boundaries to the

activities of a Swedish commercial bank.

Commercial banks' lending was during the studied period

affected by at least four different regulations in such a

manner that the regulations might affect the prices

commercial banks charge for their loans. Of these, one was

abandoned in 1983. Commercial banks were until then forced to

invest in government bonds. The so-called liquidity quotas

determined the level of government bonds banks had to invest

in, in relation to the total level of business the bank

conducted. Furthermore, banks must deposita percentage of

all liabilities on a non-interest bearing escrow account at

the Central Bank. At present, an amount corresponding to four

per cent of its total liabilities has to be deposited.

A bank also has to maintain ten per cent of its assets

invested in liquid assets (' kassareserv' ). This is only of

economic interest if the banking firm perceives the assets in

which it has to invest in as restrictive, Le., that the

bank, given a free portfolio choice, would choose a lower

level of investments in assets which are classified as liquid

by the regulators12.

Finally, there are capital adequacy requirements for the

commercial banks. Commercial banks' placements are classified

11 Swedish banks are allowed to own the building in which
they have operations.

12 See SOU 1988:29 p. 246 for a list of these assets.
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in four different categories. These categories are linked to

a percentage of equity which has to support the placement.

The iowest risk category does not need any capital to support

the activity; the next level requires one per cent of

capital, the following four per cent and the most risky

engagements require eight per cent capital to cover the

riskiness of the activity.

The equity used to cover the riskiness of a placement must

yield a return, and the bank therefore has to charge a

premium over its refinancing costs when performing this kind

of activity. The same goes for the money the bank has to

deposit at the Central Bank, which does not pay any interest.

It increases the refinancing costs compared to the

refinancing costs of other actors, but not for all kinds of

funds; only banks can accept demand deposits and the cost

incurred due to these deposits is probably borne by the

depositor in the form of lower interest rates paid on

deposits than otherwise would have been the case.

5.2.3.2 Finance companies

Finance companies are supervized by the Bank Inspectorate

which keeps a register of authorized finance companies. It

has been discussed in what manner the finance companies have

been treated by the regulators in comparison to the banks. In

our opinion, this issue is not clear; some regUlatory

differences are positive for the finance companies in

comparison with those for the banks while others are

negative. Finance companies were not forced to deposit money

at the Central Bank until 1987. This might have given them a

competitive edge vis-a-vis the banks for certain types of

financial activity.

Furthermore, the finance companies have not been subject to a

system of differentiated risk-adjusted capital adequacy

regulations. Instead, they are SUbject to restrictions on the

total level of activities which can be supported by equity,

without risk differentiation considerations being made. They
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are also allowed to perform some activities which the

commercial banks are not allowed to engage in, like leasing,

credit card operations and factoring. On the other hand,

finance companies in Sweden are not allowed to issue

negotiable IOUs in the capital markets (SOU 1988:29, p. 356);

they have to issue other types of non-negotiable instruments,

which are traded at slightly lower prices than comparable

issues of bank IOUs. To what extent the difference is to be

explained by lower liquidity of the papers, 'marknadsbevis' ,

by higher risks in the operations of finance companies, or by

a combination of both factors is unknown to the author.

5.2.3.3 Producing firms' financial activities

There exists no particular body of regulations applying to

the financial activities of non-financial firms. We have

found some passages that

financial activities of

regulations for other types

affect the outwardly directed

non-financial firms in the

of financial intermediary.

In order to accept demand deposits, the firm needs a charter,

which it cannot get. There has been some debate about the

mixing of real activity and the accepting of demand deposits.

A firm can own both banks and other non-financial firms l 3.

Furthermore, firms have to get authorizations to act as

finance companies unless their only external financial

activity is to finance the sales of the firm's own products,

or if the company performing the sales supporting financing

is part of a group marketing the equipment sold, and does not

refinance itself from the 'public'. These changes were

implemented with the amended law regulating finance companies

from 198014, which consequently has been in force for most of

13 In SOU 1988:29, Part 2, p. 159-161 these issues are
discussed at some length, but the only kind of restriction
the commission wants to impose is that insurance companies
should be prohibited from owning financial intermediaries.
Furthermore, the committee wants to restrict the total per
cent of voting power a single owner is allowed to control to
10 per cent. When this is written, it is unclear whether
these proposals will become law.

14 FiL: lagen (1980:2) om finansbolag.
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the studied period (SOU 1988:29 Part 1, pp. 358-360).

consequently, there is currently a possibility for non

financial firms to acquire most sorts of financial

intermediaries, including stockbroking firms, banks, finance

companies and financial service companies. Due to the need

for a government charter, we are less certain that producing

firms will attain these if they would like to form deposit

taking institutions. The government commission studying the

structure of the Swedish financial industry made some remarks

indicating that official support for this kind of activity is

lukewarm. (SOU 1988:29, Part 1, pp. 159-161)

5.2.4 Taxes

A company that creates an organization which involves non

domestic legal entities will have its income taxed according

to different nations I taxlaws. This creates problems as to

how the income of the firm will be taxed and it might affect

the legal structure of the group I s units as well as the

direction of flows of funds within the group.

Furthermore, there might be some advantages in the area of

leasing for manufacturing firms to handle these transactions

as compared to financial units. This issue will only be

discussed in the case studies, in accordance with direction

515.

15 We marginally encountered airplane leasing in our
cases, but no ship financing. There have lately been
substantial activities within this area. The main tax
advantage, until November 1989, seems to have been that the
lessor was able to make substantial deductions against his
operative profits when signing a contract to purchase a
vessel or an aircraft. We will not treat ship financing, as
these in general took place after the time period of interest
to us. Furthermore, they are constructed in such a manner
that the financier of the vessel becomes, at least to a
certain extent, the owner of the vessel. Aircraft leasing
activities have not been picked up by our survey to a large
extent, mostly because they have generally been conducted by
several parties in special legal entities.
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All major Swedish firms are involved in international

activities, which are often conducted by foreign

subsidiaries; the Swedish companies are consequently affected

by three different sets of tax laws. First, the Swedish tax

laws with regard to the taxation of income accruing from

Sweden and income accruing from abroad which is directed to

the Swedish unit. Second, the taxlaws in those countries in

which the firm has subsidiaries, and finally, the tax

treaties between countries in which the company has

operations.

We can in this context not discuss in details matters

regarding in what manner taxes affect the legal structure as

well as operative decisions of Swedish firms, but we will

give a brief overview of the problems associated with taxes.

Swedish groups are not taxed as a unit. Instead, taxes are

paid by each single legal unit of the group. If this

principle was strictly adhered to, situations might arise

where some units of a group pay taxes while the group as such

is making a loss.

The structure of the foreign operations will

affected both by the national tax laws and

naturally be

tax treaties

between countries in which the firm has its operations.

In principle, Swedish taxlaws regarding internal pricing

between group companies adhere to DECO-standards, with a

requirement of arm's-length pricing. The Swedish tax

authorities do accept that too much tax is paid in Sweden due

to unrealistic pricing between group companies (§43 1 morn

KL). On the other hand, there is a complex set of court cases

which defines the reach of Swedish tax authorities when

correcting the pricing of internal transactions between

Swedish and foreign units when it is perceived that the

Swedish unit has reported too low results due to the pricing

of internal transactions made between group units. When

reviewing these cases, Arvidsson (1988) states that Swedish
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units in general have not been allowed to pay too high

interest rates on loans for money borrowed by foreign units

of the group, nor are Swedish units allowed to charge an

interest rate which lies below the going rate when lending

money to units abroad. In some cases, such transactions have

been accepted by the tax-courts when it has been clear that

the firm as a whole would have paid the same amount of taxes

if these transactions had not been performed.

The tax authorities have even argued that the level of debt

to equity ratio could be too low for Swedish subsidiaries of

foreign companies and that interest paid to the parent

company to some extent constitutes a taxable dividend

payment. This view was not upheld by the taxcourts in the

Mobil oil test case (p. 123).

From the point of view of the treasury departments, the tax

laws will affect the pricing of internal financial

transactions between the units. These prices should normally

be in line with market rates. When conducting business with

non-group companies the firm will not be restricted by such

problems, the interest rates paid or received will not

concern the tax authorities.

Swedish firms have several possibilities to postpone the

taxation of income through the allocation of profits to

openly reported untaxed reserves, which can later be

dissolved when the firm loses money. Tax carry forward for

losses in Sweden exist, but the advantage of these open

reserves are that they can be considered to facilitate tax

carry backwards. The firm can, if it makes money, set aside

the profit until it encounters a loss. The basic instrument

for creating untaxed reserves in Sweden has been the

undervaluation of stock where the book value of the firm I s

stock can be reduced by up to 60 per cent (later 50 per

cent). Another opportunity to postpone taxation is to

allocate profits into a profit-regulation fund, where the

firm could create an untaxed reserve corresponding to a
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maximum of 20 per cent of the total wages and salaries paid

during the tax year. The firm could also make larger

depreciations of its buildings and machine value than would

be economically warranted; depreciations would be shown in

the P/L-account as separate items together with all other

transactions regarding untaxed reserves. Furthermore, the

firm could deposit money in investment funds, an escrow

account at the Swedish Central Bank. Deposits made to these

accounts can be used for certain types of investments when

the government, mainly in order to stimulate business

activity, releases the funds (Lodin et. al., 1984).

Thereby, and through growth in operations, it has been shown

that Swedish firms have historically paid less in income tax

than the nominal rate (SOU 1989:34, pp. 158-161 and pp. 437

451) .

5.2.5 concluding remarks

It is evident from the description above, that the Swedish

capital and financial markets are somewhat different to the

U.S., studied above. There seems to be reason to expect that

the financial activities of the Swedish MNC could be used in

a manner that increases the integration of the Swedish

capital markets with the international. How this could be

done, we a priori cannot tell. Furthermore, there might exist

advantages emanating from the regulations imposed upon the

banks' activities, which require some kind of costly deposit

of money or capital requirement. As we have seen in the U.S.

case, these regulations are not necessarily sufficient to

create a competitive edge for producing companies when

competing in the financial industry. It can be argued that

the existence of a lender of last resort has made it possible

for banks to maintain a higher leverage than non-financial

firms. This is also likely to be the case in Sweden.

We hope that we in this section have been able to provide the

reader with sufficient background to understand those

segments below that refer to some aspect of the regulatory
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and structural framework of the Swedish financial industry.

5.3 The Study

In this section, we will discuss the way we actualy conducted

the research and what kind of firms we contacted and the

outcome of this process.

5.3.1 The choice of firms and the outcome

In the previous chapter a few criteria for the selection of

the firms we wanted to study were set up: they should

represent both firms with a broad range of financial

activities and those not having such a broad range.

Furthermore, we would like to study firms with a lending

portfolio directed both towards customers as well as to

agents otherwise unrelated to the firm. Finally, we wanted to

study a control case, which has a low degree of outwardly

directed financial activities.

During 1985 and 1986, newspaper reports of financial

intermediary activities of firms were collected, which gave a

picture of some of the most active financial departments. In

order to attain knowledge about the reputability of firms I

financial units, interviews were made with an industry

analyst, academics in the field and a treasury consultant.

This gave a list of possible firms. The chief financial

officers of some of these firms were contacted during the

autumn of 1986, and four firms agreed to participate: One

large firm with extensive 'pure' financial service activities

and good liquidity, a large firm with less 'pure' financial

service activities but advanced external financial

activities, a firm with low liquidity but with some external

financial activities, and the control case, with a well

reputed financial department but with few external financial

activities.

During early 1987, two of the firms backed out of the study:

the largest firm decided to reorganize its financial

activities, an endeavour completed fairly recently and did
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not consider it possible to participate in the study during

the reorganization. The controlling case company started to

study whether to set up a finance company of its own, and,

simultaneously, the firm acquired a major competitor.

Management capacity was therefore strained due to the process

of integrating the acquired firm.

Finding a replacement for the large firm provided difficult.

Another firm with similar characteristics was contacted but

declined to participate due to the fact that it regarded the

complexity of its operation as prohibitive for a study of

operational and financial exposure. We were, on the other

hand, able to assure the participation of one firm that had a

reputable financial department, but with less emphasis on

'pure' financial service activities.

We also had a problem finding firms that had few external

financial linkages and reputable financial departments, and

the search for a controlling case had to be given up. As will

be seen in Part C, this to an extent can be explained by the

fact that quite a few firms were pondering whether they

should perform external financial activities or already had

this kind of activities at the time of the study.

The set of companies to be studied, all with reputable

financial units, consists of one firm with a good level of

liquidity and a broad span of financial activities, and two

firms, with a tighter liquidity situation and better focused

financial activities. The strength of the balance sheets is

often measured by the 'solidity', here defined as equity + 50

per cent of untaxed reserves divided by total assets. The

development of this measure for the three studied firms is

shown in Fig. 5.1

The set of companies lacks firms performing a wider range of

'pure' financial service towards unrelated agents, but some

of the firms' activities are of this kind, as will be

described below. The lack of a firm with a broad range of
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activities in this section of the 'spectrum of financial

activities' is a disadvantage to the sixth study direction.

5.3.2 The process

We conducted this part of the research as an interview study.

The first interview was conducted with the CFO of the firm

with the purpose of attaining a description of the

organization of the financial department.
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The different organization of the firms' treasury units made

it impossible to design any structured interview guidelines

for officers below the CFO level. A second interview of the

CFO was pre-structured, see Appendix 5.1, but although this

interview guideline contains the issues to be raised during

the interview it was not sent out. This in order for us to

attain as unbiased answers as possible from the person

interviewed. The other interviews were made without a

guideline, but with letters sent in advance specifying what

kind of data was needed and containing a general description

of the purpose of the interview. For longer interviews, memos

were written and occasionally clarifications were given

during telephone conversations. Some of the interviews have

been complemented with written material, and in writing the
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cases some outside sources have been used, but only after the

firm management has validated its correctness and also, in

one instance, complemented the description with further

details. The final descriptions were reviewed for errors and

misunderstandings by the finance departments.

5.4 ESAB

Gothenburg-based ESAB is today the world's largest world

welding and cutting firm. It has, since the early eighties,

followed a strategy of becoming the largest producer of

welding and cutting related products, and has done so with a

determination to become a low cost producer. For a company

profile and historic data of the development of ESAB's

operative business see chapter 7 below.

The description of the treasury operations is partial in the

sense that we do not describe all activities of the treasury

unit. We have concentrated upon the reasearch directions and

the organization of the treasury units with regard to their

interaction with the industrial units and the division of

responsiblity between the units. Initially, we will describe

the overall development in the treasury department during the

period 1979-1987, and describe the organization at the end of

1988. We will go on to discuss the development of new systems

and follow the different research directions. The description

will be concluded with a summary of the external activities

of the firm.

The description in this section is based upon interviews (see

Appendix 5.2) and some material from ESAB's 1979-1986 annual

reports.

5.4.1 Historical development of the financial activities

ESAB ran into financial problems as one of its main customer

segments, the North European shipbuilding industry, stagnated

and to a large extent ceased to exist, see Fig. 5.2 for

details. The financial problems were preceded by an
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international expansion of the firm's activities. The firm

had changed its character and as the financial problems in

1980 became apparent, ESAB got a new CEO who started a

process of streamlining operations.

Fig. 5.2 ESAB's financial ratios
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5.4.1.1 Reorganization

When ESAB's financial situation deteriorated in 1980 it was

seen as necessary that the firm should streamline among other

things the treasury function. An assistant treasurer was

hired in November 1983 and in the autumn of 1984, Karin

Kronstam (KK) joined ESAB, as Group treasurer reporting to

the Managing Director of the firm. KK came from the

municipality of Gothenburg, and was responsible for its

treasury operations. During the late 70s, the Swedish

Government operated with large budget deficits, and in order

not to crowd out small borrowers from the domestic financial

markets, the three major municipalities, among others, were

forced to borrow money abroad. The municipality of Gothenburg

made use of this opportunity and KK consequently already had

experience from foreign capital markets when she joined ESAB.

Several new systems and some new treasury units have been
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created since the reorganization of the treasury department

was initiated. The organization of the firm's treasury

department is shown in Fig. 5.3.
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The function and the creation of these units will be

described below.

Four financial officers have joined the treasury group since

then, all handling new activities and new systems. In 1986,

KK was appointed Vice President Finance and in 1987 she

became a member of the management board of the firm,

emphasizing the increased importance of the firm's treasury

activities.

During this period several changes were made in ESAB's

financial routines, and we will describe the situation at the

end of 1987:
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5.4.1.2 New systems

Cash management has been a prime objective for the department

and several proj ects have been concluded in order for the

firm to reduce its working capital.

The new system

mentioned below,

parent company

department.

to

but

was

track the company's receivables is

the first system developed for the

later handed over to the finance

In Sweden, ESAB introduced central cash-management for the

Swedish SUbsidiaries, a Group account was opened with one of

the Swedish banks, where cash was funnelled to a central

account. In all countries, cash pools for the different

countries' units were established. The different units were

linked together to a European Group bank account established

at a Luxembourg affiliate to a Swedish bank, as long as the

local regulations allow for larger transfer of money between

non-national bank accounts. This also was combined with a

'unit over-draft' facility, which enables ESAB to withdraw a

pre-set amount in a number currencies.

In spring 1985, ESAB carried out an investigation of the

Group's currency exposure. This led to a new strategy of

handling the currency exposure, a new hedging policy and also

a new system for calculating exchange rate exposure. One

system to track the parent company's receivables was

developed further and an entirely new system to track the

receivables of the Group companies was introduced. This gave

the treasury department increased possibilities to track the

different entities' nominal exposure. The work to establish a

system to measure total exchange rate exposure was done with

the help of an outside consultant. This measure is a stock

oriented measure while the data from the system keeping track

of the Group's receivables generates flow-oriented data. The

changes in policy these studies triggered will be discussed

in section 5.4.3 below.
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A method for calculating the interest rate positions of the

firm has been introduced, but a system integrating interest

and exchange rate risk has not yet been installed, mainly

because at the time of the interviews it wasthought perceived

that such systems command too high a price in the market to

warrant a purchase.

Furthermore, the

reorganized. Export

political and credit

and for regions of

reduce its credit

customers.

way export credits were granted was

credits are given after an analysis of

risk and limits are set for each country

countries. In this way ESAB wants to

exposure to different countries and

In January 1986, a central netting system was introduced,

located in Gothenburg, and the different firms were included

in the system. After a year, all SUbsidiaries, except the

Austrian, Portugal, united Arab Erimate and Brazilian, had

joined the system. The netting system, as such, reduced the

float for transactions for the Group. This was estimated to

have reduced the financial costs within the Group by 2.5 to

MSEK 3. 0 per annum. Furthermore, the system increases the

precision of the liquidity planning, decreasing the need for

liquidity.

ESAB also tried to rationalize the handling of its bank

relations, where the previous system with many small bank

loans was changed. The loans were often originated by the

subsidiaries acquired by ESAB. The financing is arranged by

the finance department and it emphasizes large loans, also

establishing a multitude of bank relations. Most loans in

foreign currencies were repaid and replaced with borrowing in

the capital markets.

ESAB's total net cost of financing has decreased from four

per cent of the total turnover to 1.1 per cent in 1988 and

0.9 per cent in 1989. The turnover of capital has been
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constant during this period. One per cent of the decrease is

attributable to a decrease in the interest rates, and the

remainder is due to increased efficiency in working capital

management, most of it in the financial area.

5.4.2 Segmented national markets: (D3)

ESAB in 1985 started to be active in the money-, currency

and capital markets. The assistant treasurer who is

responsible for, among other things, trading and arbitrage

activities has been supplied with the necessary trading

systems.

ESAB, the parent company, has the right to hedge the volume

of trade it exports. The volume the firm can hedge is the

amount the firm sells abroad, and this creates a situation

where the firm might have an export-related volume which it

can hedge. The parent company invoices its sales between its

foreign subsidiaries in the local currency, and consequently

almost the entire export is exposed according to the Central

Bank definition of what is exposed. The subsidiaries

themselves can, on the other hand, handle their exposure

according to local regulations, which mostly accept hedging

activities of the local subsidiaries. Some parts of the hedge

allotment allowed for by the Central Bank are therefore, on a

Group level, free for the firm to make dispositions for.

These dispositions are made by the firm's treasury

department. This has occasionally given the firm the

opportunity to lock in a covered interest rate differential,

between the Swedish lending rate and the foreign borrowing

rate plus the hedging cost16. At the end of 1984, ESAB had

MSEK 65 outstanding as a covered interest rate arbitrage; in

1985 this amount was MSEK 124 and in 1986 the amount was MSEK

16 These covered interest rate arbitrage cannot be
arbitraged away - it does not have a money machine character
- as it requires that the arbitrageur has the right to
conduct the business in the first place. Therefore, this kind
of arbitrage opportunity could prevail over time, although as
we will see later, with a smaller and smaller spread that can
be locked in.
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5.4.3 Financial policy

A change in financial policy was triggered by the study of

the firm's exchange rate exposure; the firm changed its

financial exposure of USO/OEM well before a major shift in

the exchange rate's long term trend. The exchange of bank

loans for lending in capital markets was described above.

The firm is allowed to borrow money abroad to finance its

activities. When turning to the securities markets, ESAB

initially used an underwritten Euro-Note facility. Nowadays

the firm maintains a Euro-Commercial-Paper (ECP) program

through which it borrows short term USO, but ESAB transfers

both its interest rate base as well as currency denomination

through swaps. The firm makes these swaps in order to profit

from what it perceives to be the most favorable interest

rates, given its expectation of the future development of the

currency's value. The swaps are made with banks, not directly

with firms.

There is a problem connected with the transformation of short

term borrowing into long term lending. If investors in the

short term dollar markets for some reason did not purchase

ESAB's short term IOU's at acceptable prices, the firm would

get liquidity problems. This could be triggered by many

events: a major crisis of the financial system with a

corresponding flight to high quality papers; a perceived

decline in ESAB's creditworthiness; or political decisions

that make cross-border transfers of money impossible, etc. In

order to secure ESAB's liquidity in situations when ESAB

cannot sell its IOUs, ESAB purchases credit commitments from

banks for the short and medium term.

The assistant treasurer also engages in short term position

taking activities, where he takes short term positions in the

markets, following a specific view of the future development

of financial variables. These activities are perceived as
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profitable, although marginally so, but it is felt to be of

importance for ESAB to maintain a presence in markets to

detect trends in financial prices.

The main problem with attaining profitability with short term

trade is, according to KK, the transaction costs. Each 'round

trip' costs an estimated SEK 2, 000, which either requires

large price movement or large amounts staked in order for the

deals to be profitable. Nevertheless, short term position

activities are perceived as necessary for the financial

department to make the right long term decisions.

KK considers it possible to find currencies that give a lower

cost of funding over the duration of a loan. The firm

purchases currency analysis from outside sources but makes a

final analysis of its own. The MD is involved in the

decision-making as he makes decisions on the overall

financial structure. The maximum volume of positions are

determined after the Managing Director has given his

approval. The stock of loans will not be changed due to a

belief about the future development of specific exchange

rates positions are taken on the margin with additional

loans. These activities have mostly been profitable.

The daily operations are governed by limits where the

assistant treasurer is given a limit and KK can approve deals

above this limit up to a certain amount, after which the

Managing Director has to give his approval. The MD regulary

informs the board about the extent of these activities. The

MD also approves a detailed description of what kind of

financial papers the treasury units are allowed to invest

liquidity in. The activities in Sweden are controlled by one

financial officer in Gothenburg and the activities in the

Netherlands by another officer in utrecht.

5.4.4 Leasing and lending: (D5)

ESAB is involved in leasing on two levels: the firm finances

some of its investment by leasing the equipment; and the firm
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arranges leasing of its own equipment for its customers in

some countries. Some loans are made to customers in the Third

World.

5.4.4.1 Leasing of equipment

The parent company of the Group did lose money for several

years during the beginning of the 1980s, and was therefore

able to offset tax on profits arising in the Swedish units,

due to remaining taxcredit which can be carried forward.

ESAB started to lease equipment in 1983. Previously, the firm

occasionally financed major investments by issuing bills of

exchange which were guaranteed by the supplier of the

equipment and had a long term to maturity. The financial

officer responsible for leasing issues, Asa Widerstrom, has

described the activities.

Between 1983 and 1987, six separate deals were made, of which

MSEK 28 could be specified. Furthermore, one sale and lease

back of machinery has been conducted and some leasing

agreements have also been signed. These agreements are so

closely linked to the suppliers operations that they could be

considered to be in a grey area between leasing and service

agreement.

The agreements have a duration of between 12 quarters and up

to 28 quarters of a year with a tendency to become longer

over the studied period. Further characteristics of the

agreements are their floating interest rate base, originally

linked to the Swedish discount rate, in later agreements to

the Swedish T-Bill rate. The latter is considered to be

closer linked to the interest rate levels in Sweden. A

further change in the contractual structure is that equipment

nowadays might be purchased from the lessor, something

previously not possible. The leasing deals have been

conducted because they have given ESAB the most favorable

financing of its equipment. The investor leases are primarily

based upon the ability to postpone taxation of income for the

lessor. Investors can use the depreciation of the leased
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equipment to offset profit.
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5.4.4.2 Arranging leasing of equipment to ESAB's customers

In several countries, ESAB offers their customers leasing in

order to finance their purchases of ESAB equipment. In the

U.S.A 50 per cent of the leasing equipment sold is leased to

the customer. In Europe, switzerland, France, Sweden and, to

a certain extent, West Germany leasing is used primarily as a

marketing tool. In Spain, the customers were financed with

Bills of Exchange which were guaranteed by ESAB Iberica. The

leasing deals have not been financed by ESAB, and ESAB has

not paid the finance companies any subsidies in order for the

finance company to be able to offer specially favorable

financing. The West German market manager perceived the

leasing agreement as favorable when selling the equipment, as

the customer can arrange the financing almost immediately.

According to the treasury department, the early successes of

leasing in West Germany have not recurred. Customers have in

later years not favoured this form of financing. Leasing was

considered to be of interest in countries with high interest

rates. This was explained by the fact that high interest

rates are often accompanied by a shortage of loanable funds

in these countries, and that leasing might be a good way to

increase the sales of the product.

5.4.4.3 Lending to Third World countries

ESAB makes an exception for Third World countries, where ESAB

can not only originate the loans, but also actually lend

money to customers in order to help them purchase the

equipment. within the group three persons under KK's

supervision arranges these deals. Since 1985, and until late

1989 the total volume of loans granted was approximately MSEK

400. Mostly, the Group does not want to keep loans, i.e. give

a supplier credit. Instead, the export financing unit tries

to either sell of the risks, i.e. credit insurance, or lets

other financial units to give the loan. Annually

approximately MSEK 400 of loans are arranged by the unit, but

only about a quarter of this amount is given as supplier
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The loans are granted by the Group treasury unit, unless the

loans are extended as bills of exchange with a long maturity

or have a shorter duration than six months. In those cases

the industrial units grant the loans. The cost of the credit

enhancement is included in the tendered price of the product.

The size of the projects range from MSEK 1-2 to factories for

several hundred million SEK.

The function of the unit is threefold: it advises, it

conducts financial engineering and it sets limits. For loans

of shorter maturity or loans given in the form of bills of

exchange, the industrial units are responsible. The export

finance units then give advice and make these units aware of

favourable financing alternatives. When the firm is engaged

in larger projects, financial solutions are needed and the

units try to find favourable financing for the projects: some

solutions have also been the first in Sweden, e.g. when ESAB

used ECU-based financing for a factory sold to a COMECON

country, a financial solution the unit was instrumental in

providing.

Finally, the export financing unit also establishes limits in

several dimensions. On the macro-level the political risk of

different countries are determined, as well as of different

regions in the world. This analysis results in two types of

limits; first political risk limits, one on country level,

establishing the total amount the entire Group can borrow to

firms established in one country, secondly, some regional

limits are established, where the maximum amount that can be

lent to customers in a group of countries is established.

Second, a traditional credit analysis is conducted, and as

most of these export projects are made to countries were ESAB

has no representation, the analysis is conducted by the

export department.
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5.4.5 The international units: (02)

During 1987, ESAB founded a finance company in the

Netherlands, and it found its organizational form early in

1988. Initially, the activities were directed from Sweden

with the company in the Netherlands. Later the firm was

staffed with senior management and back office personnel.

ESAB's treasury department decided that it needed a non

Swedish finance subsidiary because the currency regulation

made some transactions more complicated if they were done by

a Swedish unit, and second, double tax treatments between

some European countries and the rest of the world are more

favorable than Sweden's vis-a-vis the rest of the world.

Another advantage with the formation of a finance company was

its accounting principles. Unlike a manufacturing firm,

finance companies are allowed value its financial assets at

market value (market to market evaluation). Thereby, more

complex deals can be undertook without distorting the

reported results of the parent company.

The unit conducts two tasks: first, it finances the

operations of ESAB's sUbsidiaries, and second it handles the

liquidity of those Group companies that are able to

participate in the cash-pool arrangements. The choice of the

Netherlands as a base for the finance company was contingent

on several factors:

• ESAB's volumes are to small to support a finance company in

Belgium which possibly has the most attractive tax situation

for the treasury operations. Holland has no minimum manning

requirements for firms starting finance companies in the

Netherlands, and consequently the minimum volume of business

required is smaller.

The Dutch authorities are in a position where they, at

their discretion, can apply certain tax rules for companies

which want to start financially active units in Holland. ESAB

was able to negotiate an agreement with the tax authorities
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that, given constraints upon the level of the operative

result from the financial units located in the Netherlands,

gave ESAB the ability to transfer any financial profits

without withholding taxes to the Swedish parent company, ESAB

AB, which owns the holding company. This is, given ESAB's

present domestic tax situation, considered to be favorable.

If the tax situation in Sweden for the parent company

changes, ESAB might consider relocating its financial unit in

another country. At the time of the second interview, it was

said that if the exchange rate regulations were removed, ESAB

would consider to move the financial unit to Sweden. This is,

among other things, due to the organizational problems that

arise from having several financial active units. This is

complicated and requires a great degree of coordination

between the units. Still, this decision will be influenced by

the tax situation.

The Dutch financial unit is not a profit centre. The

financing arranged at the financial units are made as a

service to the operative units and profits arose from

arbitrage deals conducted during 1987, but where the profits

are reported as they are realized. A spread covering

operational cost is charged and the rest of the cost-saving

is paased on to the industrial units.

5.4.6 The link to the industrial units

ESAB's treasury units act as service centres for the Group's

industrial units. A stronger centralization of financial

responsibility was in our view difficult to attain, as most

units were acquired recently and the situation for the newly

acquired units was fairly turbulent during the process of

integration in the new firm. The units are quoted prices from

the treasury department or the coordination centre, prices

they have to accept unless they can find a better offer in

the market. The financial structure of the units' balance

sheets are their responsibility: they carry the

responsibility for the profitability of their units. They are
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evaluated against their return on equity

return on net capital employed.

(ROE) and the

5.4.7 Areas of joint production: (01+06)

For ESAB, which has some, but not a broad range of financial

activities, there are some areas of joint production to be

specified.

The leasing activities are based upon the notion that they

constitute sales support for the selling units, but ESAB does

not provide the purchaser with more favorable terms than

other financial intermediaries can offer. Nor does ESAB

accept any credit risk for the purchasing firm. The advantage

is that the client can get financing immediately. From the

point of view of the finance company providing the leasing

contract, ESAB helps them in originating business. It is only

in Third World countries that ESAB has financed the purchase

of equipment of its customers.

There were only limited placements made at the end of the

studied period, when ESAB's liquidity situation improved.

Direct lending activities have been performed to a limited

extent. The personnel's experience from ESAB's industrial

operations is limited, they nevertheless comducted the credit

evaluation, indicating that it is standard credit evaluations

that are conducted, and that no asymmetric information

advantage seem to exist, except that the evaluator can draw

upon any knowledge about the client. As ESAB in general has

no sUbsidiary in these countries, however, they are not very

close to the customer.

One possible scope economy would be that the treasury

department, in its efforts to increase efficiency in handling

working capital, created systems which gave it a good

understanding of its risk position. In case the position was

sold with a positive risk premia, ESAB could sell its risks

with a profit.
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5.4.8 Taxes

As the above descriptions show, tax considerations are

important when deciding where to locate activities, and

occasionally also when deciding if some financial activity

should be conducted or not. ESAB Bridging constitutes a good

example of this. When ESAB set up their financial unit in

Holland, they wanted to set up a leasing company as they

considered the tax rules for leasing financing to be

favorable, but before ESAB Bridging became operational, the

tax laws were changed in an unfavorable direction for the

venture. The unit is therefore to be folded.

5.4.9 ESAB's spectrum of financial activities

In Fig. 5.4 we summarize our view of the outwardly-bound

financial activities of ESAB.

Fig. 5.4 ESAB's spectrum of financial service. 1986
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ESAB is primarily operating at the left end of the financial

intermediation part of the spectra. Some 'pure' financial

services are performed.

ESAB conducts arbitrage and trading activities, some leasing

activities are originated at the market companies, but ESAB

does not carry any loans on its books, except to some Third

World country customers. The trading activities are based

upon the need to handle the firm's exposure and supported by

the financial systems. There is reason to believe that the

provision of financing might constitute a sales incentive for

ESAB, and they mainly obtain this advantage by helping the

finance companies to originate financial business.

The finance company in the Netherlands is a borrowing vehicle

which enables ESAB to minimize its tax payments related to
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financial activities worldwide. It also provides ESAB with a

vehicle to conduct some exchange rate related transactions

otherwise not possible to conduct from Sweden.

5.5 Swedish Match1 7

We will give a comparatively long review of the history and

industrial activities of Swedish Match1 8 , as is not provided

elsewhere in this dissertation. Otherwise, the same structure

will be followed as in the section above.

5.5.1 Historical Development

In this context, we will give a description of both the

development of Swedish Match's industrial activities as well

as the development of the firm's financial activities with an

emphasis on its recent activities.

5.5.1.1 Industrial development

Swedish Match19 (SM) is a consumer-oriented diversified firm.

Its core activity was historically the manufacturing and

marketing of matches, as well as machinery for the production

of matches. The firm is the market leader in the area of

matches world wide. within the matches business area, the

firm has been vertically integrated backwards, with holdings

of forests, the production of the machinery needed for

17 Swedish Match was in 1988 purchased by Stora, the
largest paper and pulp producer in Sweden. A lar;ge part of
the firm has since then been integrated 1n Stora's
activities, and some activities have been kept within the
firm and are presently, December 1989, for sale. In
principle, Stora kept those parts of SM that in some way is
related to its business.

18 Swedish Match was founded in 1917 as Svenska
Tandsticks aktiebolaget.

19 The history of Swedish Match has been very
turbulent, and it has consequently received a lot of academic
attention. The early internationalization of Swedish Match
has been described by Lindgren (1979). This description has
for the period before 1980 drawn upon Lindell (1986) and
material from interviews conducted with operative managers
and annual reports from 1981-1987.
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producing matches and also a large interest in the chlorate

industry. Early on, SM started to manufacture chipboards from

the remainders of the match production.

SM was primarily a manufacturer of matches but its worldwide

network of match factories was reduced after three events.

First, after the financial collapse of AB Krueger och Toll

the firm lost some of its production units in the ensuing

restructuring. Second, after the second world war, SM lost

most of its factories and concessions in the Eastern bloc.

During the late sixties, quite a few of the firm's match

factories in the Third World were nationalized, and the firm

decided to diversify into three other areas: heavy

manufacturing industry (Amco AB), packaging (Akerlund &

Rausing), and doors (Ji-Te Ab: later Svenska Dorr and now

SweDoor). The firm was divisionalized, creating a staff

function for corporate HQ.

The profits from the match production were used to finance

this diversification. The building industry was singled out

for a couple of structural reasons: the Swedish building

material industry was fragmented and consisted of several

small companies. Furthermore, the Swedish government had

started a large program to build one million new apartments,

and the industry could expect quick growth20. Furthermore, SM

already manufactured the chipboards used in the production of

kitchen cabinets as well as in doors.

Between 1968 and 1974, the firm acquired 17 companies in the

building materials industry. Nine of these companies were

localized in the Common Market and eight in Sweden. The

expansion into the EEC was based upon the belief that the

national building standards in the EEC were to be harmonized

but this did not occur, thereby preventing Swedish Match from

reaping any economies of scale in its European production.

The oil price increase in 1973-74 triggered a slowdown in

20 The growth of the building
Sweden in the period 1968-73 was 400%,

material industry in
(Lindell, 1986 p. 14)
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the EEC, primarily

large losses.
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and simultaneously some of the firms in

KubeL AG in West Germany, operated with

In 1977, the crisis of the building division led to a change

in the CEO's office: Mr Gunnar Dahlsten was elected as CEO.

Swedish Match sold off all assets not absolutely necessary

for the company's future activities in order to rebuild

financial strength. This included share holdings in

Wilkingson Match Ltd and GUllspang.

The financial control system was further developed and profit

centres were established down to the level of individual

companies. Top management's control over the divisions was

further strengthened. The divisions were renamed 'groups,21

and boards were established for each of them. The basic logic

was to keep a closer scrutiny of investment decisions, but

not to interfere in the operations of the divisions. SM' s

policy was to view the firms as independent units and top

management's role more as the role of a board, accepting

major endeavors initiated by Group management. The divisions

were divided into two groups: with or without preference. The

latter ones were to be sold or devested.

During the period 1978-1984 45 companies with a total

turnover of MSEK 2.950 and with 8,350 employees were sold.

Simultaneously 40 companies were acquired with a total

turnover of MSEK 3.700 and with 8,900 employees.

Since 1982, Swedish Match's composition of divisions has been

the same. All major changes of Swedish Match's industrial

activities could be described under the individual division's

21 As a matter of fact, the divisions [we will call the
different business areas 'Divisions' in spite of Swedish
Match's policy of calling them 'Groups'] are primarily
responsible for the return on total capital used, not for the
financial structure of their balance sheets. In the business
reporting system currency decisions are attributed to the
different divisions, but are in reality decided by the firms
treasury department. More of this further on.
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headings, with the exception of the sale of the real estate

to Hufudstaden and the subsequent sale of SM I s shares in

Hufudstaden.

In 1982, the reorganized Swedish Match had the following

business areas (op.cit. pp. 21-22):

-Tarkett (wood-, PVC- and textile flooring)

-Match (matches, lighters and forestry)

-Packaging (of non-liquid products)

-Doors

-Kitchens

-Alby Klorat (chemicals)

-Real estate

In 1984, the real estate was sold to Hufvudstaden AB against

the purchasing company's stock in value of MSEK 650. This

sale was seen as a means to finance further acquisitions.

To describe Swedish Match's strategy two comments might

suffice. In 1984, Hans Larsson became CEO for Swedish Match,

and in the 1985 annual report he characterizes the divisions

in the following manner:

"A general characteristic of all business areas shows that
the emphasis in Swedish Match activities is placed on
mature products manufactured primarily using established
based technologies. Many products have a relatively low
degree of refinement in production channels. A substantial
part of their value added lies in distribution channels
from factory to customer. This is particularly true of the
home improvement group .

... Economies of scale derived from strong market positions
are a requirement for the achievement of satisfactory
profitability in mature markets."

This emphasis

industries is

Swedish Match

industry.

on market- and cost-leadership in mature

probably a common heritage from the days when

was a large oligopolist in the mature match

As a consequence of this strategy, Swedish Match in 1987 let

Tarkett purchase a large European competitor, Pegulan AG,
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West Germany in order to increase its market share in several

European countries where SM's own market share was perceived

to be too small. Further, Wilkinson Sword Ltd, Great Britain

was purchased to increase market shares in the Match

division's businesses.

5.5.1.2 Development of financial activities22.

Swedish Match has a long history of association to financial

activities. The most well-known activities were those of AB

Kreuger & Toll and Imco (International Match corporation,

USA) which together with STAB constituted the Kreuger Group.

Kreuger and Toll and Imco extended loans to governments

against concessions for match monopolies. These extensive

lending activities in combination with the stock market crash

and the accompanying recession were the prime causes of the

financial debacle of the Kreuger Group. STAB changed hands

after the bankruptcy of Kreuger.

In 1973, SM moved parts of its headquarters, including the

treasury department, to Brussels, as a part of its

international expansion. Simultaneously, some parts were

moved to Stockholm, the rest remaining in Jonkoping.

Coordination problems forced the firm to centralize its

activities to Stockholm in 1977.

The firm's liquidity was strained after the problems in the

buildings material division, and it is depicted in Fig. 5.5,

below.

In January 1985, Hans Larsson was elected new CEO for Swedish

Match, previously having worked in the area of Finance. Hans

Larsson recruited Peo Lindholm (PL) as head of the treasury

department from Svenska Handelsbanken in 1982. They knew each

other, from working together in Skandinaviska Enkilda Banken,

22 The sub-sections below are based upon interviews with
financial officers of Swedish Match, see Appendix 5.2, annual
reports 1979-1987 and published articles by Lindholm (1987)
and Ohlson and Lagerborg (1988) and Herolf and Wissen (1988
and 1989).
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and from working at 'Svenska Varv I, the state-owned Group

controlling most Swedish shipyards at the end of the 70s. At

Svenska VarY, PL had been head of the treasury, and had been

one of the pioneers opening up the Euromarket for Swedish

corporate borrowers in the second half of the 70s.

Fig. 5.5 Swedish Match's Financial Ratio
1981-1987
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The relationship between Hans Larsson and PL and Hans

Larsson's previous experience as controller was seen as

important by PL; the top management of the firm had an

understanding of financial matters, understood the importance

of the reporting system and the interlinkage between the

financial activities and the reporting system. Furthermore,

it was important when the firm started to take financial

positions in the market, and PL actively tried to increase

the CEO's understanding of the financial matters.

When PL came to Swedish Match, the reorganization of the

financial department had already started: cash pools were

created in several countries and the department had been

'modernized'. The cash-pool system was created in order to

make the cash management 'cost-efficient'.

Furthermore, a netting system was created by the firm, which

it managed from Stockholm. The firm in autumn 1985 founded a
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'Coordination Centre' in Brussels, Swedish Match Finance

International S.A. The unit had a dual roal, both executing

the policy portfolio created by the treasury department and

acting as a 'business area finance'. In 1987 a minor leasing

company was formed which primarily was to conduct operational

leasing of a newly developed product.

Stockholm the treasury

minor leasing company.

separate units,

department was

In 1987,

dispersed

the treasury

with three

of Swedish Match was geographicaly

see Fig. 5.6. In

localized, owning a

Fig. 5.6 Swedish Match's treasury organization in 1987
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5.5.1.3 The control system's development

The control system vis-a-vis the subsidiaries is important,

as it makes the treasury's part of the balance sheet

unimportant to the managers of the industrial activities of

the firm. Thereby, the entire financial balance sheet of the

firm's different units is the responsibility of the treasury

department. See Fig. 5.7.
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Fig. 5.7 Swedish Match's evaluation system.
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Divisions are responsible for the capital, here defined as

other Assets plus Accounts Payable: { =A - B}.

The Financial units are responsible for the handling of the

liquidity and the structure of the 'Interest-Bearing Debt &

Equity: { = C+D}.

Swedish Match gains two things by dividing up the

responsibility of the assets in the manner described above.

First, the industrial side is responsible for those items it

can control, i.e., all assets plus its own account payables,

but less the cash.

According to the Vice President Finance, the industrial units

must be made responsible for handling the exchange rates.

This is because they are close to the decision of how to

price the firm's product in the different markets, as well as

in what country they are to be manufactured and from where to

source the imports. Lifting the exchange rate risk from the

industrial units, would lead to unfavorable decisions from

the Group's point of view.

On the other hand, the treasury units did regard it as unwise

for the divisions to be left with the decision to predict

what was going to happen with the exchange rates. Their
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competence was believed to be more industrial than financial,

and therefore the units were supposed to be responsible for

exchange rate decisions, but the decision was then to be

reviewed by Group management. This dilemma is resolved with

internal forward contracts. The divisions enter into hedging

contracts with the 'Coordination Centre' in Brussels. These

contracts are real, as they will result in real payments made

between the industrial units and the Coordination Centre.

The decision of the currency exposure Swedish Match as a

Group should have was made at the treasury department, the

decisions were then executed by SMFI. The business area

finance, which is a part of the financial department, was

also allowed to conduct externally oriented financial

activities, under an elaborate control system.

The industrial units send in cash flow reports and decide

what level of hedge they want their foreign denominated

currency inflow and outflows to have. Nevertheless, Group

management is in a situation were they, by aggregating

information about the division's expected cash flows

denominated in different currencies and by aggregating the

hedges the division have required, can calculate the total

financial exposure of the firm. At the time of the

interviews, the central treasury department suggested to the

board or Hans Larsson what level of hedge the Group should

have, i.e. if it wanted to insure the net exposure in foreign

cash flows or not. This decision, together with other

decisions on the composition of borrowing and financial

structure of the firm, was incorporated into a 'policy

portfolio' .

The 'Business Area Finance' in Brussels was given an option:

conduct the financial activities in accordance with the

'policy portfolio' or create another, better portfolio. The

basis for SMFI's profits is therefore the difference between

the market value of the policy portfolio and the market value

of the portfolio created by the financial unit.
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of arbitrage opportunities

well as intra-national

The profit or loss that accrued due to that the central

treasury departments covers or does not cover the exposure of

the divisions internal forward contracts in the markets

affecting the operative profits. Effectively this changes the

hedging exposure of Swedish Match as a group.

The treasury unit pays the industrial units, whatever they

are entitled to according to their internal forward

contracts.

5.5.2 Segmented national markets: (D3)

From Swedish Match several types

were reported, international as

arbitrage.

5.5.2.1 International arbitrage

At the time of the intervie.w there existed covered interest

arbitrage opportunities that the firm could profit from. The

same logic applies here as in section 5.4.2 above. The CFO

made some remarks about these opportunities: first, that the

spread had decreased over time, initially 70-80 basis

points23. This spread had decreased to the extent that at the

time of the interview was one rarely offered this kind of

arbitrage opportunity. When the spread was about 25 basis

points, this activity generated approx. MSEK 2.5 per annum,

which would mean that the average arbitrage volume would have

been about SEK 1 billion. This arbitrage paid for the entire

treasury department of SM. Furthermore, this arbitrage gave.

the firm's financial analysts an opportunity to learn to know

the markets, knowledge which they later used when looking for

'inconsistencies' in the pricing in the financial markets.

5.5.2.2 Intra-national arbitrage

Another type of arbitrage is possible in countries where non-

23 Basis points is the u~ual trading description of .01
per cent, i.e., a per cent difference in lending and
borrowing interest rates would constitute a 100 basis point spread.
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financial business is subsidized by interest rates lower than

the financial interest rates. Such opportunities existed both

within as well as outside Europe. When conducting this kind

of arbitrage it is of importance that the arbitrage has no

negative effects on those variables on which the local

subsidiary manager is evaluated. As we have seen above, the

local Swedish Match manager will not be affected by this kind

of activity.

The importance of this kind of arbitrage was not specified in

this context.

5.5.3 Financial policy

The basic notion is that the firm can use its balance sheet

and its operational exposure in a manner that reduces the

reported financial costs after tax. This includes, for

example, the handling of translation exposure as well as the

external financial activities mentioned later. Borrowing is

primarily to be conducted in the capital and money markets.

The basic technique for funding SM's activities is described

below.

The board of SM was involved in taking the major decisions as

to the degree of financial risk the treasury department was

allowed to take upon itself.

The firm developed a risk measurement system which combines

the transaction-, accounting- and the financial exposure into

one measure. The goal for the firm's exposure management was

according to the CFO, that the firm maximizes the net income

of the firm after tax.

At the time of the first interviews, the control system was

not fully developed, but it has since then been further

refined by Swedish Match and its workings are described in

Herolf and Wissen's (1989) article. The policy portfolio has

been turned into a so-called 'zero risk portfolio', which

takes the firm's transaction exposure as the basis for the
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calculation. In this portfolio, there should not be any

interest rate risk, no currency risk and there is no

liquidity risk. For Swedish Match, the basis of this

portfolio is a cash flow projection for the coming twelve

months, i.e. the operative exposure will be covered for this

period. The risks SM has when it has netted the financial

exposure against the operative exposure of its industrial

units are then measured over two dimensions: currency risk

and interest rate risk. The interest rate risk is divided

into two types of interest rate risk: the risk that the yield

curve moves in parallel shifts and the risk that the slope of

the yield curve changes.

The financial unit is allowed to incur financial risk which

could result in a maximum loss, given a worst case scenario.

The treasury department is given figures to calculate the

worst case scenarios with. They were, for the currency risk a

movement of 7.5 per cent devaluation of the Swedish krona and

for the parallel yield curve, movements of 2 per cent. For

the firm's portfolio, the effect of changes in line with the

worst case scenario calculated and the total amount lost

compared with the limits. The risk is calculated in such a

manner that international diversification is considered, with

experience based co-variances between different financial

prices.

5.5.4 Leasing: (D5)

Swedish Match is only engaged in leasing activities to a

limited extent: some financial leasing is done and to a

limited extent operative leasing is conducted. The leasing

operations are conducted at Swedish Match Kredit AB, a

leasing company with a volume of MSEK 28.6 in 1987.

5.5.4.1 Financial leasing

Swedish Match in 1986 had entered into some financial leasing

contracts, owning a small stake in one special entity leasing

airplanes to the customers of SAAB. The amounts were still

nominal, mostly because Swedish Match, at the time, still has
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no need to find extra tax deductions. PL expected that the

firm would conduct more leasing business than at present but

wanted to handle so large volumes that it motivated the

employment of several financial officers. This was in order

to attain a critical mass of competence within the unit

handling leasing.

5.5.4.2 Operative leasing to customers

Some of the divisions like Akerlund & Rausing were to lease

equipment to customers. This leasing is connected with

service agreements where A&R are to deliver the material

which is used as input to manufacture packages or package a

product. This kind of leasing will give the lessor

possibilities to postpone taxes, and the leasee will probably

get more favorable financing than with a straight loan.

5.5.5 Economies of scope for 'pure' financial service (D6)

There are no 'pure' financial services performed, besides the

arbitrage activities conducted.

5.5.6 The international units: (D2)

The unit in Belgium is the firm's Coordination Centre.

Coordination Centres are units whose sole purpose should be

to perform HQ-related activities, which are to be considered

to be internal in their scope24. We will give a general

description of the function of a Coordination centre, based

on Belgian material. We go on to describe what the management

perceived to be the main advantages of having a Coordination

Centre and why it is localated to Brussels.

5.5.6.1 Coordination Centres in Belgium: the legal context25

The legal status 'Coordination Centre' was created by a

24 We are aware of special legislation for this kind of
entity in Belgium, West Germany and in the Netherlands.
Luxembourg is also expected to issue provisions for this kind
of activities shortly.

25 This section is based upon (Meyers, 1985 and Bank
Brussels Lambert, 1987)
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'Royal Decree 187', dated December 1982. The regulations have

been changed several times since then, and there still remain

some unclear areas of how to interpret these laws. This is

primarily due to the nature of these regulations, as they

have to be compatible with EEC-regulations about non

sUbsidizing the industry at the same time as they are

supposed to attract MNC:s to Belgium. Furthermore, some of

the statutes have made it possible to avoid taxes which have

led to a change in the method by which the profitability of

Coordination Centres is calculated. We will describe the

rules as they were perceived in May 1987 (Bank Brussels

Lambert), with the caveat that the situation is turbulent and

may have changed since then.

There are some minimum requirements for attaining the status

of Coordination Centre in Belgium:

·The firm has to be a multinational firm with an annual

turnover of at least BFR 10 billion and a consolidated

capital outside Belgium of at least BFR 500 million, and it

must have had subsidiaries in at least five different

countries besides Belgium;

·The firm must employ an equivalent of at least 10 full time

employees.

·Coordination Centres cannot be holding companies, and must

be either a Belgian company or a Belgian branch of a foreign

company recognized as legal entity where it has its legal

domicile.

·Normally, Coordination Centres cannot issue loans

represented by fixed income securities with maturity periods

longer than one year. Exemptions may be granted provided that

the fixed income securities are issued outside Belgium and in

currencies other than the Belgian.

Coordination Centres can only perform activities which are

'preparatory or auxiliary services' for the Group they

represent. It is not allowed to act against third party. The

catalogue of permitted activities includes: financial
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activities including treasury and cash management and lending

activities; accounting, legal and fiscal activities,

personnel-related matters like training or administration;

data processing, insurance and reinsurance, scientific

research, and some routine administrative industrial and

commercial activities.

In order to encourage corporations to localize parts of their

internal activities to Belgium, tax benefits are given to

Coordination Centres, some of them listed below:

'The Coordination Centre's taxable income is notionally fixed

in relation to its operating costs, excluding financial and

personnel costs. The income is then calculated as a

percentage of the firm's operative cost, normally between 5

and 8 per cent; apparently sub j ect to negotiations between

the MNC and the Belgian authorities.

'The Coordination Centre does not pay any withholding taxes

on dividend or interest payments, nor are royalties paid by

the Coordination Centre. Nor are any withholding taxes paid

on interest received by the Coordination Centre for bank

deposits .

•Foreign executives and researchers may be considered non

residents by the tax authorities, and thereby only pay income

taxes on their income from real estate in Belgium and on

salaries earned in Belgium. Furthermore, fringe benefits up

to quite substantial amounts can be paid by the firm, without

the non-resident having to pay taxes for them.

There are some drawbacks with a Coordination Centre, the most

important being its inability to deduct withholding taxes

paid by the Coordination Centre. Meyers (pp. 475-476) claims

that there are ways to direct costs in such a manner that

these withholding tax-disadvantages can be equalled out.

5.5.6.2 Swedish Match's Coordination Centre in Belgium

Swedish Match has a company in Brussels with a status as a

Coordination Centre, Swedish Match Finance International S.A.

(SMFI), in Brussels and it is primarily engaged in financial
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activities as an internal bank and a borrowing vehicle. The

President of the firm was Karl-Olaf Ohlson (KOO), who worked

as a banker internationally and was also a controller of one

of the larger firms in the Group before he got involved in

the financial units. The activities of the Coordination

Centre are shown schematically in Fig. 5.6 above.

A. Activities

SWMI is responsible for the borrowing of money, and the

unit handles approximately 80 per cent of the firm's debts.

At the time of the interview, the firm borrowed by issuing

short term commercial papers, constantly rolling these over.

The firm for liquidity reasons was also able to draw from a

revolving underwritten facility (RUF).

The firm borrows money from the capital market, but at the

time of the interview, the firm also had approximately 50 per

cent of the short term borrowing covered by some kind of

credit commitment, in case the short term instruments, for

some reason, did not find takers at acceptable prices.

It was cheaper to borrow USD with commercial papers, swap

into other currencies and maturities, avoiding the liquidity

risk by purchasing credit commitments, than to finance by

directly borrowing the type of money the firm in the end

wanted to attain. The purchase of credit commitments was

fairly cheap as long as the commitment was backed by a bank

from one of the financial centres where banks do not face any

capital adequacy requirements for credit commitments.

The typical price quoted by some international banks, at the

time of the interview was 1/16 % p.a. on the facility for a

credit commitment to the firm.

The preferred combination of currencies, maturities and

interest rate basis is then created by swaps. The firm draws

on all instruments available in the market, but does not use

large volumes of futures.
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Coordination Centres are26 not allowed to act as direct

lenders in the Belgian markets, and are probably not allowed

to market their securities themselves, even if this was an

activity which KOO would like to engage the firm in.

·The international units manage their netting and hedging

activities with SMFI as a counterpart. These deals were made

at arm's length prices, which are always available from the

market.

·Arbitrage activities are also conducted. These activities

are mainly connected with some risk, and positions are open

for more than a day. The general idea is that the firm will

be able to spot inconsistencies in the markets as regards the

pricing of financial instruments and be able to find segments

on the yield curve which enable the firm to refinance its

activities favourably. No details were given as to how these

activities are conducted.

B. Governance

In a strict sense, the SMFI takes positions in the markets,

and is given 1 imits by the Group's board and the treasury

department. The technical solution to the problem of how to

measure the 'business area finance's' own contribution, is

very interesting. The unit is a profit centre and return is

not measured against the equity the firm invested in SMFI.

The above-mentioned imaginary policy portfolio which

constitutes the central treasury department's view of the

optimal financial structure for the firm is set up for SMFI.

It is then allowed, within limits, to alter this structure in

order to attain a more favourable composition of the debt. At

the end of a measurement period, the return is calculated by

26 As mentioned above, the unclear wording in the legal
statutes regarding Coordination Centres has created large
grey areas where it is unclear what a Coordination Centre is
allowed to do. The authorities have the means to intervene if
they perceive the activity to be too far from 'internal'
activities.
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comparing the net present value of the policy portfolio with

the actual portfolio.

C. Legal structure

SMFI is owned by Swedish

Netherlands, but controlled

department.

Match's sUbsidiary in the

by the corporate treasury

o. Advantage with Belgium

The manager of Swedish Match's Coordination Centre in

Brussels perceives some major advantages for the firm:

The firm is outside of the realm of the Swedish exchange rate

regulations and is therefore in a situation where it can, on

behalf of the non-Swedish units perform some operations

otherwise not possible in Sweden.

The tax advantage the Coordination Centre can achieve is also

important. This makes it more profitable to coordinate the

financial activities of the Group from this unit than from

the treasury department. The disadvantage of not being able

to deduct withholding taxes paid by the unit can be

circumvented. According to PL, there are other possible

advantages for the firm's global tax situation, given that

the correct dispositions are made.

The tax situation for the personnel was also considered as

favourable by KOO.

5.5.7 Areas of joint production: (01)

Swedish Match only has small amounts lent to other agents.

There are no 'pure' financial services conducted, except for

those activities which are conducted at the Coordination

centre, basically arbitrage and position-taking:

-KOO saw the name recognition which was achieved as a

possibility to increase the firm's borrowing capacity;

. Furthermore, the hedging activities create a base of

knowledge about the markets 'micro' -structure that enables
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the firm to take favourable positions;

·The capital base of Swedish Match is a necessary condition

for performing arbitrage activities.

·The international network has been mentioned above. This

network also gave information about inconsistencies in the

local capital markets which many banks are either unable to

spot as they are not represented in the countr y27, or due to

regulations are unable to act upon.

5.5.8 Swedish Match's spectrum of financial activities

In Fig. 5.8 we depict our picture of Swedish Match's

outwardly-bound financial activities.

Fig. 5.8 SM's spectrum of financial activities 1987

Time
·origination
of leasing

•arbitrage

SM is basically operating at the left end of the financial

activities spectrum, but conducts some 'pure' financial

intermediation, like leasing and arbitrage. The firm

refinances its activities with the help of the Belgian

Coordination Centre, and uses its network of different

subsidiaries in several ways:

It gets a financial portfolio of loans from its industrial

units which it can make use of in different financial

transactions, where the central financial unit can make use

of its financial competence at lower costs financially.

It can use its operations to spot arbitrage and trading

opportunities both inter- as well as intra-nationally.

The financial unit in Belgium lowers the Group's taxpayments,

27 It should be stressed that Swedish Match has one of
the most extensive networks of firm units abroad, compared to
the rest of Swedish industry.
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and simultaneously lowers the financing costs, as well as

being a part of the solution to the problem of centralizing

financial activities, while keeping the responsibility of

exchange rate at the industrial units.

5.6 Company X28

Company X is a major Swedish related diversified

manufacturing firm with production units in Sweden as well as

abroad. The industrial units operate mainly in a global

oligopolistic environment where the firm is one of the major

players29.

5.6.1 Historical Development

In late 1977, the treasury department was staffed with

approx. 5 financial officers and back office personnel: it

conducted export financing, handled currency issues and

corporate finance issues. The treasurer reported to a Senior

Vice President in charge of 'Finance and Administration'.

Later a new Vice President in charge of 'Finance and

Administration' was appointed. He initiated a change in the

direction of the treasury's activities in addition to their

28 This segment is based on internal company materials,
annual reports 1980-1987, Company X company magazine (1986
1989) and interviews with officers specified in Appendix 5.1.

29 The company has participated in the study and has
provided all the material needed, but has expressed the wish
to have the final report publ i shed in a manner where the
firm's name does not appear. The company has therefore been
renamed 'Company X'. The information about the firm's
organization is more general than in the other cases. Some
details about when units were formed etc, which would have
made it easier to identify the firm, have been excluded from
the report. Some volumes and figures have been given in
approximate numbers, the author has been given the exact
figures, but exact figures which are publicly available have
been avoided, as they would facilitate an identification of
the firm. The altered figures are approximately the same as
the real figures. No information in the case has been given
which does not correspond to the real situation, but some
details about the organization have been left out; these
exclusions, though, are considered minor and irrelevant to
the issues discussed in this description.
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expansion.

196

The treasury operations slowly became more specialized but

the main outwardly-directed activities were project financing

and export financing issues. At the beginning of the

eighties, the firm formed a separate unit for project

financing, 'Company X Treasury unit 2', which was relocated

to the business areas.

Later, Company X transformed parts of the treasury operations

into a corporation, 'Company X Treasury Vehicle 2 AB' which

reinvoices the different Group units. A separate company,

'Company X treasury vehicle 1 AB' had previously been formed,

and handled the Group's customer-related leasing activities,

when the company started to lease 'big ticket items'

delivered by Company X to its customers.

In the mid eighties, a new Group treasurer was appointed, who

before he joined Company X had worked in senior positions in

industry as well as in the banking sector. Under his

auspices, a major change in the treasury activities of the

company started, with more outwardly directed financial

activities. Company X transformed parts of the treasury

activities into a profit centre.

After reorganization, the treasury consisted of the internal

bank 'Company X Treasury unit I'; a separate company,

'Company X Treasury Vehicle 2 AB' running the reinvoicing

system; the operations of 'Company X treasury vehicle I' and

'Company X Treasury unit 2', the project financing

department.

S imultaneously , efforts to attain a more effective working

capital management for the Group gained momentum when Company

X encountered a dip in earnings connected to problems in one

of the firm's business areas. A major working capital program

was initiated in order to decrease the working capital of the

firm. As a part of this project, Company X created a system
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for netting which decreased the working capital needed, as

well as reduced the float for the Group's payments.

The following year, Company X opened up a 'Coordination

Centre' in Belgium. The 'Coordination Centre' will be

discussed in detail below, together with the organization of

the activities.

The treasury's activities required a centralization of the

financial activities within the Group. This was initially

achived mainly by a 'service attitude' towards the industrial

units. The treasury tried to help and guide the industrial

units and slowly to coerce them into giving up their

financial autonomy. The units initally had responsibility for

their financial costs and consequently their interest in the

activities sometimes impeded on the treasury's abil i ty to

structure the financial operations in an optimal way. In the

late 80s the Group changed its internal governance system,

and also the variables against which the industrial units'

management was evaluated. The new variables were more

operatively oriented: operative profits, ROC with a bUdget

interest used for interest paid, and operative cash flow. In

the internal company magazine these changes were clearly

endorsed by the Vice President in charge of 'Economy and

Finance' to increase the treasury's ability to make use of

the opportunities in the financial markets.

The treasurer also perceived this as an advantage, giving his

unit the ability to be more active. He stressed, however,

that from the point of view of these firms, industrial units

benefited from the specialization as they were given the same

prices as the treasury when any activities were made between

the units. Nevertheless, the treasurer viewed as necessary

the period of decentralization of financial responsibility

which had preceded the increasing centralization of treasury

activities. The interest for financial matters had to be

decentralized, as the treasury had no power to implement its

ideas unless it could provide evidence of their
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profitability. Today, cash mangement programs as well as the

centralization of the treasury activities can be pursued in a

much more vigilant manner, as proven by the usefulness of the

present operations.

5.6.2. Organization

We will describe the organization as it was at the end of the

eighties. No major changes have been conducted in the

structure of the business with a few exceptions: the internal

bank has been transformed into a separate legal entity, the

direct responsibility for the cash pools having changed, and

a dual corporate trading desk has been integrated into one,

localized at the Coordination Centre. Moreover, the unit is

now responsible for the cash-management units.

In the late eighties, the treasury was organized as pictured

in Fig. 5.9.

At this time, approximately 30 persons were employed by the

treasury. We will describe the activities of the different

units below, a discussion pf the governance structure

sUfficing here. The general financial policies are decided by

the ' Finance Committee', where the head of the Treasurer

makes policy suggestions. This body sets up overall limits on

risk exposure as regards financial risks and the amount of

stock to be carried in the portfolio. It classifies, in

general terms, different agents in risk classes and sets

maximum amounts to be lent to an agent assigned to a specific

risk class.

These policies are given an operational content by the head

of the business area. Together with a member of the

management board and the President of the Coordination Centre

in Belgium guidelines for this unit are established, within

the framework of those established by the 'Finance

Committee I.
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5.6.3 The overall financial policy

The firm has a global treasury view, and tries to handle the

firm's financial activities from the view of the Group's

financial exposure. The firm has been able to hedge its

balance sheet exposure since it started to engage in the

foreign capital markets. Today this is done by a combination

of forward contracts and currency basket loans, imit~ting the

exposed equity. This exposure amounts to SEK 2.5 billion of

net equity abroad. The Group treasurer sees the balance sheet

exposure as the relevant measure to hedge.

The goal of the treasury's activities is to

profitability of Company X after tax. The

therfore prepared to take moderate financial

upon perceived inconsistencies in pricing in

markets. These activities will be discussed

increase the

treasury is

risk and act

the financial

below when we

discuss the activities of the internal bank. The general

policy has been to build up profits gradually over a business

year, staking fairly small amounts initially and as profits

are generated staking an increasing amount of money. The

prime reason for this has been that the treasury should avoid
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having a negative impact upon profitabilty of the Group. In

order not to lose any money the industrial units have earned.

The riskiness of the operations in early 1990 had decreased

significantly, due to both the changing opportunities in the

wake of the abolition of the exchange rate regulations as

well as changing expectations about the future development of

the value of assets in the financial markets.

The tax situation of the firm is also of importance when

structuring the global treasury operation. As the firm's

operative units are nowadays evaluated primarily on their

operative income before financial charges, the treasury

department's activities will not affect the measures which

the different companies are evaluated against. This enables

the treasury department to take optimal decisions worldwide

without considering the effect these decisions have upon the

operative units results, except at a global level.

The cost of funding advantages of the global treasury

management was not considered as important as the above

mentioned factors. Nevertheless, Company X, like the two

firms described above, uses the international capital markets

to finance the activities of the Group. Borrowing takes place

on the short end, primarily using commercial paper issued in

the Euromarkets as well as through private placements, and

where the final positions are created by swaps. A facility of

several hundred million USD is provided by a consortium of

banks requiring a fee of 0.075 per cent per annum of the firm

to provide liquidity in case of emergency, and other sources

of liquidity are available on request. Another facility is

given by Swedish banks for Swedish commercial papers.

The firm does not market the commercial papers itself;

instead the papers are marketed by market makers among the

banks. The prime reason for this has been that the financing

provided by banks has been cheaper then the cost of rating

and marketing commercial paper programs of the present size,

but the firm is pondering upon whether it could market its
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own commerical papers in the future or not.

The Swedish Cases

The least important advantage Of the global treasury

management was the possibility to conduct arbitrage

activities. These will be described below in the section

describing research direction 03.

5.6.4 The internal bank

The internal bank was initially called •Company X Treasury

Unit 2' The internal bank was active in the Swedish context

and handled the Group's Swedish liquidity acting as an

internal bank for Swedish units. By the creation of the

Company X treasury vehicle 3 s. ~. (VEHICLE3), see section

5.6.8 below, the non-Swedish netting was moved to this unit.

The internal bank conducts the arbitrage activities in

Sweden, borrowing and lending activities in Sweden on the

short end, and hedging activities for the Swedish units. The

turnover has been substantial, SEK 11 billion in 1984, and

SEK 35 billion in 1985 (Company X internal magazine, 1986)

and constituted 10 per cent of Group profits. Since then the

treasury has contributed approximately 10 per cent of toe

Group's total profits, with small fluctutations.

The basic notion has been to borrow money abroad and place it
in the Swedish capital market thereby attaining a significant

margin between the borrowing and lending rate. The ensuin9

exchange rate exposure is partiallY offset by the cash-flows

generated from abroad, but also by blending different

currencies in a currency cocktail that decreases the variance

in the value of the loans expressed in SEK-terms.

The internal bank's activities WQre transferred to a separate

company in 1988 - Company X treasury vehicle 4. The formation

of a separate company was motivated by several factors.

First, when Company X condupts trading activities in

financial papers, they do it as a sideline, and they are

therefore not able to make any reservations for possible

losses in the value of the papers, unless they have already
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occurred. With a company, which has trading in financial

instruments as its main business, this opportunity is given.

Furthermore, it was thought to be easier to recruit officers

if they were heads of separate companies, rather than

departmental officers.

As mentioned above, the Company X Treasury Vehicle 4 in the

late eighties let the Belgian unit conduct all trade on its

behalf. This was done for three reasons. First, the exchange

rate regulation made it possible to transfer these activities

outside Sweden. Second, the element of competition that had

been inherent in having dual dealing desks had previously

been seen as providing creative pressure to find new business

opportunities. At the time, this competition was not regarded

as warranting a dual expense of approxomiately MSEK 2 per

annum.

Furthermore, the tax situation in Sweden for financial

markets has been marked by turnover taxes being imposed,

raised and lowered, in an unpredictable manner. As this has

made dealing activities in Sweden more expensive, and the

markets less liquid, the interest from Company X to be

present in the market has decreased, especially as the level

off uncertainty about the tax situation was considered to

remain high. Therefore, Company X let all dealings be

performed by VEHICLE3, in Company X Treasury's name, i.e. on

an agent basis. The Group treasurer is now also head of the

Company X treasury vehicle 4.

Company X's external financial activities are directed into

several areas: leasing, arbitrage, trading, placement of

liquidity as well as some project financing activities.

Company X has a good financial standing (see Fig. 5.10 for

the Group's approximate financial ratios). We will now turn

to our research directions.
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5.6.4 Segmented national markets: (03)

Company X reported that the firm conducted the above

mentioned covered arbitrage activities. The volumes are not

shown on the balance sheet, which the company according to

Swedish GAAP, 'FARs rekommendationer', does not have to do as

long as both the instruments purchased and the loans made are

deposited at the same financial institution. The

profitability of these operations is, of course, dependent on

the spread which has been decreasing over the years.

Initially, the spread was approx. 65 basis points but it

decreased to approx. 15 bibs. Many Swedish firms pUblish the

covered arbitrage volumes in a footnote, which Company X also

does, see Table 5.1. Assuming that the firm in 1986 on

average held MSEK 1000 with a spread of 25 basis points, this

would have constituted a contribution to the profit of MSEK

2.530, which would have given the treasury department a

fairly good return to cover the cost of having a dealing

room.

Fig. 5.10 Company X's Financial Ratios
1980-1987
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30 Given that the arbitrage is taxed at the Coordination
Centre, and that the taxes, as reported above, are based on a
certain percentage of parts of the Coordinations Centre's
operative costs.
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other arbitrage opportunities were said to exist, and

confronted with possible arbitrage opportunities, the

treasurer said that the firm had acted upon opportunites to

discount eligible bills in West Germany as well as in Great

Britain at a below market interest rate and to place the

money in the money market. Furthermore, as far as the firm

had encountered subsidized interest rates in Europe or

elsewhere, the firm has borrowed the money and placed the

proceeds in the money markets.

Table 5.1 Company X's approximate netted amounts of

financial assets

Year 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Amount MSEK 500,0 750,0 1.000,0 2.000,0 1. 000. 0

Source: Annual Reports 1984-1988

5.6.5 Leasing: (05)

We will give a detailed description of the firm's leasing

business -from the firms described, Company X is the only one

which has significant outwardly directed leasing activities.

Company X's leasing activities are divided between a Swedish

unit and several international units: in Sweden Company X

treasury vehicle 1 AB, in the U.S.A. leasing is conducted by

Company X-Leasing Corp. This company is a subsidiary of

Company X Inc, also in U.S.A. Company X has also started a

subsidiary in spain, directly owned by Company X AB, but when

the first interviews were made it had not started to conduct

any business31.

31 This unit was later sold when the Spanish authorities
changed the leasing law in a direction unfavourable to
manUfacturing linked financial leasing. Company X then had
the choice of conducting business with customers unrelated to
the company I s core activities or divesting. The operations
had been profitable and the firm attained a satisfactory
profit from its investment.
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5.6.5.1 Company X Leasing Corp U.S.A

The leasing company was established in order to finance one

business area's customers in the U.S.A. Activities of

significance started in 1983 when the firm booked

approximately usn 3.5 million in new leasing contracts, the

following year 4.5 usn million and in 1985 0.6 usn million.

The activities were reduced that year, as the u.s. business

could not use the investment tax credits which constituted

the basis for the business, and in 1986, the Company X

Leasing Corp did not do any business. The U. S. Government

abolished the investment tax credit in 1987. Company X Inc.

still originates the contracts, but now competes on the same

terms as other finance companies.

Company X Inc. has also originated customer-related financing

of some 'big ticket items' for other business areas

activities in the U.S-market, but these have been financed by

other finance companies.

5.6.5.2 Company X treasury vehicle 1 AB (VEHICLE1)

At the fringe of the company, leasing activities had been

conducted by a small company, which as part of a barter

agreement between Company X and a COMECON country sold some

equipment which had difficulties in finding customers. In

order to increase sales of these products, leasing was

offered to the customers. These activities had been going on

for a time unknown to the manager of the leasing company,

when they were moved to the treasury department in 1980. They

were only of marginal importance, totally a stock of MSEK 4

was transferred, and as a consequence, a separate leasing

company was formed: 'Company X Treasury Vehicle 1 AB'. This

company was later used as an organizational tool when Company

X entered into the leasing business in a major way.

The manager who heads the leasing company previously worked

for a finance company, and has been employed by Company X

since the mid seventies. In the late seventies, he was asked

to investigate the possibilities for Company X to enter the
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leasing business. He found that the margins paid to the

leasing companies were substantial and Company X decided to

start acting as a lessor of 'big ticket items' delivered by

Company X.

The different subsidiaries were informed about the

opportunity to offer the prospective clients a lease contract

for larger projects. In the late seventies, the first deal

was made in France for a fairly large undertaking. The deal

was fairly complex, as it constituted cross-border financing

where the customer was in a fairly bad financial state; when

the Swedish Export Credit agency, EKN, provided export

guarantees, the financing could be conducted. The cost of the

credit enhancement was paid by the customer.

A. Financial leasing

Most of the activities until the interviews were made have

been financial leasing agreements, where the leasee acquires

the product leased at the end of the period. The products

leased have been those of the firm, sold by the firm's

business areas. The firm or the business area selling the

product will often keep some of the residual credit risk,

thereby ensuring that the selling unit also is concerned with

making a fair credit evaluation of its prospective clients.

This is possible as the units generally know who the

prospective client is and his/her financial standing.

A further area where VEHICLE1 is active is the provision of

sales support to a small SUbsidiary of one of the business

areas. The company came under attack from a competitor, and

MSEK 12 was granted as a credit line to various customers. At

the end of 1986, MSEK 8 of this had been used.

Furthermore, Company X leased all the company cars to its

Swedish subsidiaries. At that time, the leasee could deduct

50 per cent of the VAT on the leasing fee. This reduces the

cost for the cars by about 5-10 per cent of the cars'

purchasing price while the Group can keep the deductions of
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the cars. As the firm at the time leased more than 200 cars,

they automatically obtained large volumes.

The total volume of leasing conducted by VEHICLE1 during six

years in the eighties is shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Company X treasury vehicle 1 AB: Volumes and

Flows for six vears durina the 80s

MSEK Year 1 2 3 4 5 6

stock, ultimo Dec.
Financial leasing 29.5 29.5 25.1 53.0 52.3 41.8
Car leasing 10.7 17.2
Credit lines 12.0

Total 29.5 29.5 25.1 53.0 63.0 71.0

Flows
Invoiced amounts 6.3 8.4 11. 6 12.5 16.7 22.2
Credit lines 0.5
Sales of equipment 1.3 1.2 3.2 3.9

Total 6.3 8.4 12.9 13.7 19.9 26.6

B. operational leasing

VEHICLE1 had plans to extend into operational leasing at the

time of the interview; because Company X now has a new

product, that it regards as unique, and where it wants to

keep control over the equipment. Therefore, customers will be

able to lease the equipment without being able to purchase

it. The customer will either be offered an opportunity to

return the equipment or the operator and Company X will sign

a profit sharing agreement. The concept was introduced in the

mid eighties but at the time of the interview, no agreements

had been signed.

5.6.5.3 The background of the persons involved

The head of VEHICLE1 had no previous industrial experience

before joining the treasury department at Company X. He has

recruited the leasing company's personnel and does not

require the employees to have experience from Company X' s

operations as customer knowledge is localized at the business
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area level. Instead, the ability to communicate with people

in these units is given priority over knowledge about the

leasing business, the unit now has the financial knowhow and

can train people in this respect.

5.6.5.4 Perceived advantages for the leasing business

The following advantages were stated:

·There exists a possibility to make depreciations for the

purchased equipment, which is or will be leased before the

money for leasing payments is made. Consequently, tax

payments are moved intertemporally and this has a positive

value if the firm has no other possibilities to shift taxes

over time (see section 5.2.4 above for details) .

. Previously, firms could use money from their escrow accounts

at the Central Bank, 'investment funds', otherwise not

earning interest for them, when acting as a lessor. This

statute was changed in 1985.

These reasons are an advantage for the corporate sector, but

they could also be attained by the corporations if they let a

finance company arrange the deal for them, only booking the

activity on the company's accounts. As the margins within the

financial leasing business have decreased rapidly in the

recent years, VEHICLE1 needs other advantages~ and according

to its manager they are:

·Initially, Company X used its own available funds to finance

the leasing deals, charging the customer an interest rate

between its borrowing and lending rate. Now Company X borrows

to finance the deals, but it borrows at more favourable rates

than the traditional finance companies. VEHICLE1 has a fairly

good picture of the funding costs of finance companies,

through the placement activities of the internal bank.

VEHICLE1's size of the operations is so large that it needs

fairly small margins to compensate for the fixed costs.

VEHICLE1 has shown profits since it was established.
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In operational leasing, proximity to the customer, knowledge

of the industry and the fact that the marketing department

can resell the equipment if it is returned makes it more

likely that VEHICLE1 has a competitive edge vis-a-vis

traditional finance companies.

5.6.6 Economies of scope for 'pure' financial service (06)

Export & Import Financing (UNIT2) is a part of the Business

Area finance. Its activities are external as well as

internal; in the latter case, the question is more why the

firm performs these activities itself instead of using more

traditional financial institutions for this task.

The unit primarily engineers financial solutions for sales of

projects to COMECON- and Third World countries. The credits

are then granted by Company X or financial institutions. Five

people were employed at the unit, four of them financial

officers, with one, stationed at the treasury department of

HQ, handling backoffice work. The officers are stationed with

the business areas, as they primarily have to keep contact

with the business area in order to be able to provide

feasible solutions to their problems. On the other hand, they

need a larger pool of financial knowledge to draw from, and

therefore, although stationed at the business units, are part

of UNIT2. The unit performs three basic tasks: finding

financing, evaluating projects and selling risk.

5.6.6.1 Business volume

UNIT2 conducts an increasing amount of business. See Table

5.3
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Table 5.3 UNIT2: Business volume and number of deals 1983

86

Year 1983 1984 1985 1986

Volume (MSEK) 160 110 710 rd.420
Number of
deals; 20 34 41 40
Avg size (MSEK) 8.0 3.2 17.3 10.5

The upfront fee needed to cover the cost of the department

was in 1986 approx. 0.4% per cent of the total volume

handled.

5.6.6.2 Project evaluation

UNIT2 evaluates the projects from two standpoints: commercial

and political risk. Technical risk is evaluated for the

business area, but UNIT2 requires that a technical

feasibility study is conducted in order to get involved in a

project.

The credit evaluation is either done by the business area or

the market company, whoever has the best position to evaluate

the prospective customer. The knowledge about the customer is

occasionally so intimate that no credit evaluation is

perceived to be necessary.

The political risk assessment is made by UNIT2, which also

tries to insure against the political risk of the deal, or to

get credit guarantees from government agencies. This policy

is due to the fact that the business areas do not want to

carry this risk, which they otherwise would have to do. The

political risk of a project is therefore either covered by

goverment credit guarantees or sold off in the market for

political risk. projects that cannot carry the insurance

premium will presumably not be carried through.

5.6.6.3 Background of personnel

The financial officers employed

externally and consequently they

are in general recruited

do not have a background
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from within Company X: the closeness to information about the

customer is attained by the decentralizing of the officers to

the Business Areas. The head of the department at the time of

the interview has a background from industry, in Sweden as

well as from several postings abroad for different firms and

government agencies. He joined Company X in the early

eighties and became head of UNIT2 in the mid-eighties.

5.6.6.4 Areas of joint production economy

Beside economies of scope when the credit evaluation is made,

the firm perceives one further advantage. It is in a

different situation compared to a project financing

department of a commercial bank.

They bid for financial solutions to a supplier who in turn

bids for a project, with a financial package. Their hit

rati032 will be a function of the number of financing that

will be accepted by firms that bid for a project [G] and the

hit ratio of these firms [H]. By definition, G*H$H, and

consequently the firm doing the bidding, will have a higher

or equal hit ratio than the banks will. All things being

equal, the firm will be cheaper per financing than banks.

5.6.7 Areas of joint production: (01)

The manager of the Coordination Centre, saw the possibility

of generating a large amount of different 'exotic' currencies

as an advantage when dealing in the currency markets. The

firm had one leg in a trade 'naturally' and could take

positions on the basis of transactions costs for buying one

of the currencies in a deal involving two currencies. A

normal actor would not be able to do so, which gives the firm

an advantage over financial intermediaries. As many exotic

currencies are traded in markets that are not very liquid,

this is important since the spreads between the bid and ask

price could be substantial.

32 Number of financing actually performed over financing
offered.
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Furthermore, the presence of people in different countries

gives the firm an informational advantage, as the people at

the locations are more likely to obtain information about

changes in e.g. exchange rates. The manager of the

Coordination Centre gave recent examples on how this had

helped Company X to make substantial savings. Information

about the local financial markets are given approximately

once a month by the person handling the financial issues at

the local firm.

5.6.8 The international units: (02)

Company XI S international unit is located in Belgium. The

firm's operations started in the second half of the 80s and

the firm is equipped with an 9 digit SEK-equivalent equity.

The firm initially handles the non-Swedish activities.

5.6.8.1 Activities

The unit was started in the mid-eighties and is responsible

for:

•The handling of the Groups I internal' currency risk, i. e.

the financial flows between the Swedish units and their

foreign counterparts. VEHICLE3 gives the selling subsidiaries

exchange rates vis-a-vis the SEK which are revised monthly,

by VEHICLE3. These activities capture approximately. 75 per

cent of the internal flows .

. The Group's internal flows are netted, which results in

approximately 30 to 40 per cent of the total flows of approx.

SEK 3 billion per annum, i.e., there is a total reduction in

the annual flow of approximately SEK 1 billion.

·VEHICLE3 acts as a bank vis-a-vis the non-Swedish

subsidiaries and can refinance their activities, but the

units were initially not forced to use VEHICLE3. With the

further centralization of financial activities the units now

have to use the unit .

. Furthermore, VEHICLE3 organizes a cash pool system where the

local cash flows of the firm are placed. These have been

established in some major European countries. These have the

Group companies and VEHICLE3 as counterparts.
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·The Belgian unit can take positions in the financial

markets. It must not hedge the exposure for which it signs

internal contracts. Instead, it can leave these exposures

uncovered or increase the exposure.

·The unit also borrows money for other units, and is

therefore equipped with a substantial equity33 and this gives

the firm a good base to conduct lending from. The manager of

the unit perceives it as possible to lever the equity

approximately eight to nine times.

5.6.8.2 Governance

The unit is controlled by limits set up by VEHICLE3's board

which the head of the Group treasurer as well as the Vice

President in charge of 'Economy and Finance' are members of.

5.6.8.3 Perceived advantage with a finance company

While the exchange rate regulations mentioned above were

upheld, Company XiS financial activities were impeded, and

the formation of a financial arm outside Sweden was partially

determined by the exchange rate regulations, some

transactions were not possible to conduct in Sweden on behalf

of non-Swedish units.

A further

financial

money in

possible.

advantage is the tax situation for the units. A

unit wants to take positions and lend and borrow

an environment where taxes are as neutral as

There is also a problem for a company of Company XiS size in

the small Swedish financial community. The parent company

often obtains large payments in exotic currencies; that these

payments are made to Company X is known in the markets and

the currency traders will bias their two-way quotations

against the selling bank of a currency when they know that

33 The parent company is, due to currency regulations,
unable to give any guarantees for this kind of borrowing
activity and the amount must therefore be transferred legally
to the unit.
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there is large net supply of this, if the currency is traded

in an otherwise unliquid market. This was exemplified with

the situation in stockholm in the early 80s, when the firm's

bank connection had to sell large amounts of a specific

currency and did so on the Swedish market. The bias in the

quotations was so substantial that the bank started to sell

the currency on the European market, and purchase it on the

Swedish market, at a profit, i.e. the bid price in Europe was

lower than the ask price in Stockholm.

This has two effects; first, it forces the firm to use a bank

to sell its exotic currencies, in order to get two-way

quotations from the 'inter-bank market' instead of the one

way quotations offered by the 'corporate' dealing tables of

the banks. Second, it gives the firm a worse deal than if it

was more 'unknown' to the market.

In Belgium, the market's knowledge about Company X's cash

flows is not as intimate as in Stockholm, and consequently

VEHICLE3 faces less biased bids in Europe. As Company X

generates 24 different currencies, this aspect becomes

important. Furthermore, the Coordination Centre gets two-way

quotations, i.e. they do not have to use a bank, charging a

commission when selling a large amount of currencies. An

internal bank in Sweden would still have to trade with the

corporate desk.

5.6.8.4 Perceived advantage with Brussels as a location

The tax situation in Belgium was the most favorable for

Company X. Furthermore, it was perceived that the location

had an attractive currency regUlation, i.e. none for

Coordination Centres. Good telecommunications and general

transportation together with a favourable price level in

Belgium were also mentioned as influencing the choice.

5.6.9 Company XiS spectrum of financial activities

Company X has the broadest activities of those companies

studied. It has some external activities and many others
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directed towards the Group company. There are 'pure'

arbitrage activities as well as advisory internal financial

consultants in the area of project financing, trading

activities, direct loans, some at least during parts of the

studied period, of a longer duration.

The firm conducts leasing activities, mainly towards its own

customers. It has several treasury vehicles, all with

different scopes and two of them with a clearly external

scope.

The treasury company has made substantial deals in the

Swedish capital market. Although the financial portfolio gap

at times has been long, we do not consider the portfolio to

be created for long term holding, the positions regularly

being reconsidered.

We have depicted the treasury department's scope of financial

activities at the end of the eighties in Fig. 5.11 below.

Fig. 5.11 Company X's spectrum of financial activities in

1986
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5.7 Analysis and Concluding Remarks

In this Part we have studied three well-reputed Swedish

manufacturing firms' treasury departments and activities. We

have done so with the intention of describing their

organization as such and studying their treasury vehicles and

the development of the financial reporting systems over time.

The interaction between the treasury vehicle and the

industrial units is also touched upon. These relations seem

to influence the scope of the activities which the treasury

vehicles can conduct.
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We also report our

directions, one by one.

regards the interaction

the banking system.
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findings as regards the research

We will report some observations as

between the treasury departments and

The conclusions and remarks are based on the material

reported in connection with the cases, and we will discuss

the limitations of the generalizabilty and the reliability at

the end of the chapter, but we already want to remind our

readers that this Part will later be used in an

'Triangulation Approach': the conclusions that can be drawn

after we have reported the results of the other two parts of

the research project will be reported in the final chapter.

5.7.1 Organization

We have described the treasury organization of the three

firms of various size in considerable detail. As a general

remark, these firms seem to fit into a more 'Continental'

model of development of the treasury function. In Robins and

stoubaugh's terminology, the firms seem to move from a

'domestic', first stage development into a third stage with

an integration of international issues, but with a partially

decentralized structure with regional responsibility. We can

see how the studied firms operate with organizationally

fairly complex treasury units, and without any international

departments being developed (stage II organization).

The organization is partially globalized, the view is global,

but the centralization of cash management, etc is not in all

respects conducted outside Europe. This reminds us of the

last stage the firms described in Robin and Stoubaugh's

study. This study is made for very large firms which are in

this context smaller. They still seem to show the

characteristics of these larger firms but without a dual

structure. The firms integrate their exposure measurement

worldwide and also integrate interest and exchange rate risk,

some do this for the entire porfolio, others on a transaction
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basis. The exposure management is still defined partially in

translation and partially in translation exposure terms for

all firms.

We will discuss the specialization of the units, the spatial

distribution of the treasury operations as well as the

interaction between the industrial units and the treasury

operations.

5.7.1.1 Specialization of the treasury activities

We have seen how all the firms have started to decrease the

working capital needed to run their operations, and that they

as a part of their working capital programs have started to

run cash management programs.

A. New systems

In all firms, these activities were preceded by a liquidity

crisis, in Company X a minor crisis in one of its business

areas, but which led to a dip in the earnings. These programs

have also been described as successful and the firm's working

capital situation has also increased. If this is a more

general behaviour among Swedish firms, the centralization of

cash to one unit would result in the parent company in Sweden

attaining more cash. The 'over-liquidity' argument might

hence be caused by better cash management. In this context

the liquidity argument is 'myopic': the Groups are not 'over

liquid' but manage their liquidity better. A combination of

increased Group liquidity and centralized cash management

might also create this impression of 'over' -1 iquid parent

companies.

At least in our firms, we have observed this pattern. ESAB

has strained its liquidity in order to expand into a market

leader position, Swedish Match made several large purchases

and Company X has over the studied period made several

purchases that require large cash outlays. It seems more to

have been a trend towards the centralization of cash to one

or a few points in the Group's organization, motivated by an
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increasing cost of capital. In one of the firms, Company X,

the introduction of a separate treasury vehicle was preceded

by the creation of a formal internal bank.

The firms have attained a more detailed knowledge of the

future cash flows of the firm through these systems. They

have also made more complex studies of the total exposure of

the firm. ESAB, Swedish Match and Company X all have a view

where the exposure to at least some extent is related to the

reported profits and where translation exposure is

consequently considered.

B. Treasury vehicles

The studied firms have all performed some of the activities

within special purpose treasury vehicles.

Of the studied companies leasing was conducted primarily by

Company X, also Swedish Match was also in the process of

starting primarily operational leasing activities, and ESAB

originates leasing. These activities are in some instances

performed by separate vehicles.

The firms coordinate their financial operations from

Coordination Centres, which both handle internal as well as

external activities. Initially the scope was mainly European

but the firms have gradually integrated larger parts of their

operations into these Coordination Centres. ESAB as well as

Company X had integrated operations except in high inflation

countries were the money has to be handled locally.

Internally, the Coordination Centres handle cash management

issues as well as the internal hedging activities. They act

as borrowing vehicles for the firms, but also conduct some

trading and arbitrage activities. In Swedish Match, and

lately in Company X, all actual dealing is conducted by these

units. We perceive a tendency to centralize the entire

dealing activity to one location.

The prime reason mentioned for forming these units has been
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the exchange rate regulation, which has made it impossible

for the corporate treasury department to conduct those

treasury operations which the units were allowed to conduct

abroad but which the parent company, sUbject to Swedish

regulations was unable to conduct. Therefore, the Group

either had to have these activities decentralized at each

non-Swedish unit or to start their own non-Swedish

Coordination Centres abroad.

Our interpretation is that once the firms decided to decrease

the need for working capital and initiated cash management

programs they started to try to pool together cash in order

to be able to net the internal flows. This had two positive

effects upon working capital: it decreased the need for funds

as the flows internally decreased: and the subsidiaries'

payment discipline increases, which made it easier to predict

the liquidity needed.

In order to gain these advantages in their European units,

the firms had to centralize the cash flows. Initially this

was done on country levels, the firms created cash pools in

countries where the firm had several units. with the help of

the Coordination Centre or a finance company, the firm was

then able to create a European pool of cash which it could

use to centralize the transactions and pool the cash.

Thereby, the firm could decrease its transactions costs, as

well as holding lower level of liquidity at operations. It

should be noted that the cash remained in the accounts of the

different national cash pools and was not centralized to one

central account, except in ESAB where major cash amounts were

deposited at the European account, for those units in

countries that allowed their domestic firms to send money

abroad to such an account.

Together with the handling of the netting and the cash

management of the European countries, the Coordination Centre

also handles the hedging of the unit's exposure, how this is

handled organizationally will be discussed in section 5.7.1.3
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The Coordination Centres also have a role as corporate banks

vis-A-vis many of the Groups' subsidiaries. The basic idea is

that the subsidiaries that are active on the local market

usually borrow from banks to finance their activities. If the

parent company, on the other hand, borrows money from a bank

or from the capital markets, they attain better borrowing

rates. Therefore, it is advantageous for the parent company

to borrow as large amounts as possible and then lend them to

the sUbsidiaries. This is in fact done.

In addition to these activities, the firm must be able to

borrow and lend money without paying any taxes for the

financial activities. Most countries do require that the firm

deduct or pay a withholding tax on interest paid when the

receiver is localized outside the country. As the loans are

made between legal entities, although in a Group, the firm's

internal bank will be treated as a normal lender vis-A-vis

the Group units, and hence the borrowing unit would have to

pay withholding taxes when it pays the Coordination Centre

interest.

As we have discussed in 5.2.4 above, this creates situations

where the firm will be taxed for basically internal

transactions, which on a group level would be 'washed out'.

In order for the firms to be able to create borrowing

vehicles, the firms have to find an environment where the

internal transactions are 'tax-neutral'. The Coordination

Centres or the finance company in the Netherlands are,

through their special tax status, in a situation where the

tax-situation is such that it can act as an internal bank

without negative tax consequences for the Group. This is a

further reason for the firms to form Coordination Centres.

We have also seen how the Coordination Centres are engaged in
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trading activities. In both Company X and in Swedish Match

the person heading the Coordination Centre activities had

long experience from some operative unit and knew fairly well

the cash flows that the firm can attain. In combination with

the bUdgets, cash flow reports and projections as a base, the

firm knows the transaction exposure of the firm.

In ESAB, the main dealing activity has been conducted at the

HQ, but late in the studied period the Coordination Centre

started a dual dealing desk. Company X also had dual dealing

function for a fairly long period, and the firm maintained

this as they wanted to create a situation with internal

competition, where both units were competing against each

other. Later on, the firm moved all actual dealing to the

units in the Coordination Centre mainly because it did not

perceive the gains from internal competition warranting an

extra expense of MSEK 2, especially as parts of the Swedish

capital markets had become less liquid due to a turnover tax

imposed upon trade in the capital market. The tax situation

was seen to be uncertain for a long period of time, and

trading was therefore moved to Belgium.

Swedish Match conducted its trading activities from the

coordination centre under an elaborate system of guidelines

set up up by the treasury unit.

In Sweden, Company X started a treasury company (VEHICLE 4)

which conducted some of the Swedish cash management

activities and the also some of the trading activities. The

transformation of the internal bank into a separate company

was motivated by two factors: first, the need to get

personnel which was easier if they were to work in a separate

company, and, second, with a company which has trading in

marketable securities as its main line of business, the firm

is able to make reservations for expected losses on these

securities, a right it would not have if the trading was

conducted within the parent company.
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D. Summary

To summarize, we have encountered in this study: three

Coordination Centres, various constructions of cash pools or

European Group accounts in order to increase the efficiency

in European cash management, two leasing companies, and a

treasury company in Sweden all performing a specialized

treasury task, some of them abroad. The geographical split

between the units seems primarily to be primarily created by

a need to arrange European cash management in an environment

where Swedish exchange rate regulations hindered the

treasury's activities.

These units also perform other tasks; in-house banking,

dealing and netting. The units were localized in those

countries wich give the firms the most tax-neutral locations:

Belgium and the Netherlands; these countries offer the best

sets of double taxation treaties and a special waiver with

regard to payments of withholding taxes. The infrastructure,

tax situation for personnel and manning requirements seem to

influence the choice between those countries which provide a

tax-neutral environment.

Company X perceived as a further advantage with a non-Swedish

unit that the local markets had less information about the

firm's cash-flow, to use a related concept; that the psychic

distance between the firm and the financial markets

increases, and that they therefore got less biased bids in

the markets. Furthermore, the two-way quotations were seen as

an advantage.

The formation of companies the Swedish treasury departments

seems to be motivated by the need for qualified personnel, as

well as requiring that the firm receives the same tax

treatment as ordinary finance companies.

5.7.1.2 Decentralization-Centralization

One aspect of organization is the governance of hierarchies.

Such issues are also affected by and affect the treasury
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operations. We will first study how the treasury activities

are governed within the firm, and we will, furthermore,

describe some aspects of how the treasury operations are

affected by the management evaluations system of the firms.

Finally, we will see how the creation of an internal market

within the firm has solved some of the problems connected

with the centralization of currency exposure management.

A. The governance structure

All firms have created a system to set limits for the extent

of financial risk which the firms can engage in. In ESAB,

which has the most transparent organization, there are limits

set which ultimately were set by the Managing Director and

there is a hierarchy of limits with the MD, the Group

treasurer and the assistant treasurer given authority to

approve deals. The same structure was used in Swedish Match,

but instead of letting the Board review the limits, the

limits were actually set and in terms of a worst case

scenario. Company X uses a similar system without a worst

case scenarios, but it uses a special 'Finance committee'

with representatives of the management board as well as of

the firm's board of outside directors. This committee

formally approve limits and can meet more often than the

entire board.

In the firms studied the owners' representatives are kept

well informed about the activities and are given the

opportunity to determine the level of financial risk that the

firms engage in. The systems controlling the treasurers'

activities are at times fairly elaborate.

B. The evaluation system

The firms' systems for evaluating the performance of the

industrial unit managers seem to have a fairly strong effect

upon the ability of the firm to engage in financial

activities. In ESAB, the different industrial units are

evaluated on the basis of their profit, after financial

costs. Managers, quite naturally, want to control financial
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decisions. The corporate treasurer has to provide the firms

with the financing they want to have at market prices. The

treasury unit is therefore not a profit centre, but a service

centre.

Swedish Match has had a different evaluation system since the

beginning of the 1970s. Managers are evaluated from the point

of view of the return on total capital used minus cash plus

the net of accounts receivables and accounts payable. The

Treasurer has therefore had direct control over the financial

structure of the subsidiaries financial structure, which

proved important when the firm wanted to structure the firm's

financing from a global point of view.

Company X initially had a system of principally evaluating

their industrial units on the basis of the results after

financial costs and income and the units were therefore

interested in having some degree of control over the

financial structure of the unit's balance sheet. This was

then changed, explicitly in order to relieve the units of

their financial burden and the industrial units are now

evaluated on the basis of the operative income before

deductions for interest rates and variables and other market

oriented measurerments. The result is that the centralization

of financial decisions to the Group's treasury units has

increased. This has enabled the treasurers to make decisions

on a global basis, without having to consider the effects on

reported profits for the units. Furthermore, it has made it

possible for the firm to get total control over the cash

flows of the firm's units.

We have here only sketched the observed interlinkage between

the evaluation system and the degrees of freedom the treasury

enjoys. It seems as if, at least for these firms, that the

evaluation system has had an impact upon the operations of

the treasury, and possibly that the perceived need of the

treasury can be a force changing the structure of the

evaluation system, an observation of interest to those who
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want to structure such systems.

The Swedish Cases

C. Internal hedging contracts

The evaluation of the managers, and the implicit

responsibility for the financial variables has also had an

effect on the organization of the activities in another

respect. In two of the firms, the treasury department issues

hedging contracts vis-A-vis the industrial units. These

contracts can then be secured in the market or left open. The

final exposure of the Group is thereby determined by the

specialists at the treasury, but responsibility for the

effects of the exchange rate on local business is still

placed with the firm's industrial units, where it definitely

should be placed, according one of the CFO. ESAB on the other

hand centralizes most of the exposure by letting the pareny

company invoicing its non-Swedish subsidiaries in SEK at

predetermined exchange rates. The exchange risk is therafter

handled by the treasury units. Here local management are

responsible for the remaining exchange rate risk. They are

also evaluated on the basis on ROE.

Internal contracts are an interesting application of an

internal market within a firm. It makes it possible for the

firm to shift responsibility in two ways. The industrial

units maintain responsibility of the exchange rate's effects

upon the operative income and costs, while the treasury is

given the opportunity to be better predictors of the future

development of the exchange rates than the industrial units,

and will only be able to profit from the activities if they

really are better at forecasting the future exchange rates

than the industrial units.

Before we turn our attention to the research directions as

regards financial intermediary activities of the firm we want

to summarize our discussion of the organization of the

treasury department with a few remarks. We know that the firm

has different ways to get information about the uncertain

outcome by internal systems both reporting internally the
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sales and results of the different units. What we also know

is that the firm is a hierarchical institution, where

authority is distributed within the firm. For a description

of the firm from chapter 4 above, see Fig. 5.12 below.

In this context we have studied both the bold arrows and

their interaction. The firm's financial decisions have to be

handled within the firms hierarchy. Furthermore, the firm has

created new systems to manage cash-flow within the firms

hierachy, central ising it. But the data which the treasury

department requires is not only ex post data, but also data

which reduces their uncertainty about size of the future

financial flows, and budgets for cash as well as for currency

denomination of cash flows are required.

These systems reduce the uncertainty of the future, and

enable the firm to conduct cash management as well as dealing

activities in the financial markets.

They will also affect the result of the managers responsible

for the industrial activities of the firm, if they are

measured by performance measures that are in their turn

affected by the structure of the financial positions.

Therefore the firms seem to be moving in a direction towards

relieving the industrial units of their responsibility for

the financial decisions. They cannot relieve the industrial

units of the responsibility for the exchange rate composition

of their operative flows, so instead of totally centralizing

these issues, they have centralized them, but simultaneously

created an internal market that enables the operative units

to create their own currency exposure. Together with reports

about the future currency composition of the cash flow, the

firms can create their own financial positions.

This concerns the risk of the firm and how it is handled.

There are two things to be said about this. First the firm

creates from different cash management, exchange rate

exposure measurement systems and internal hedge market a
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picture of its financial risk, reducing uncertainty. We will

in Part B look at the way in which risk is affected by the

treasury department's activities, the unfilled arrow in the

figure above.

Fig. 5.12 Interaction between the firm's dimensions
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5.7.2 The research directions

At this stage we will start to study the external financial

activities of the three firms. The structure of this section

is based upon the different research directions we have

followed when conducting the case studies.

5.7.2.1 01: Economies of joint production

We have searched for perceived economies

as regards the lending activities

of joint production

and the arbitrage
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A. Lending

Of the highest ranked financial officers interviewed in the

three firms, one had a background from the civil service, one

as a treasurer of one of the larger municipalities; two had

mixed banking and industry careers, but none of these

officers had worked in industrial line positions in the firms

they were active in. ESAB engages in some lending to Third

World countries, and here the question is one more of

sovereign or political risk, and ESAB has no competitive

advantage. At the time of the interview, Swedish Match only

marginally engaged in lending activities.

Company X's lending activities are directed more towards its

customers, but the project financing was mainly facilitiation

of financing, so-called financial engineering, although to

some extent credit risk remained with the firm. Here we once

again see the link between the internal evaluation systems

and financial activities. Instead of centralizing industrial

and customer know-how to the financial department, the firm

decentralizes the project evaluation to the business area,

and furthermore, lets the business area initiate the lending

activity. The business area carries all the remaining credit

risk, ensuring a proper evaluation by the unit having the

know-how. Knowledge about the clients was also said to be

good, occasionally so good that a formal credit analysis was

not warranted.

As we did not encounter very significant

activities within our studied firms, the

shared computer capacity is not relevant.

direct lending

argument about

B. Dealing

There were several advantages perceived when the firms were

dealing in the financial markets. Company X mentioned that

they generated several exotic currencies and that was an

advantage when they were dealing in the financial markets. A
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position in a certain currency made it possible for the firm

to take a position against any other currency, with one leg

paid.

A less subtle advantage was the network of financial officers

responsible for handling cash or other financial matters in

many countries. Some Swedish banks have fairly broad

networks, but these networks are dwarfed by the network of

Company X and Swedish Match. Through the representatives, the

financial officers obtain information about the current

business conditions and expectations in the countries, and

consider that they had been given good advice.

It is difficult to assess the value of this network without

intimate knowledge about the operations of Swedish banks and

their respective coststructures, but it seems plausible that

banks at least have to purchase reports and compile them or

make their own country analysis in order to be active in more

exotic countries' activities, which would be costly.

5.7.2.2 02: If the international units lend money to non

Swedish agents

The studied firms did lend money to non-Swedish customers,

but these activities were either performed as leasing

activities or they were conducted by the parent company. The

financial arms of the firms studied were Coordination

Centres, which cannot lend money, and finance companies in

Sweden. The direct lending to primarily the Third World was

directed by the treasury departments and did not involve the

Coordination Centres.

5.7.2.3 03: Regulation induced activities

All firms did use non-used tranche of the permissible

'hedge'-contingent to lock in a spread in the interest paid

on Swedish investor grade bonds and the cost of borrowing in

the foreign markets plus the cost for a hedge.

We cannot determine from this case study why this arbitrage
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opportunity has arisen, but we can clearly see why it might

exist for a long period of time. As we described above, the

firms are only allowed to hedge a limited amount. As long as

the real interest rates are higher in Sweden than elsewhere,

as they seem to be (see section 5.2.1-5.2.2) the usual

Fisherian relationships cannot be upheld.

The amounts are fairly sUbstantial, but these activities are

not described as particularly essential to the profitability

of the treasury operations. Nevertheless it is basically a

"free lunch", and therefore the firms engage in these

activities, which pay for at least a major part of the

treasury operation's operative costs.

Further arbitrage opportunities seem to exist. According to

the head of Swedish Match's Coordination Centre there exist

in some countries with administered interest rates exists

separate interest rates for borrwoing with the purpose of

conduct financial and industrial activities. Industrial firms

can arbitrage these markets, something a 'pure' financial

intermediary would have difficulty in doing. Company X has

pursued several types of arbitrage opportunities. Once again,

in this context it is essential that the treasury department

can conduct these activities without interfering with the

measurement of the performance of the industrial units.

5.7.2.4 D5: Leasing

All three firms performed some leasing activities during the

studied period: Swedish Match mainly engaged in some

operational leasing and minor amounts of financial leasing.

ESAB mainly leases its own equipment, but also originates

leasing contracts for their customers in various countries.

Company X is more actively engaged with outwardly-directed

leasing of its equipment to its customers as well as leasing

of its own equipment to others. There seem to be two basic

types of rationale for leasing to be performed by the unit

itself: sales incentives and tax purposes.
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A. Taxes

The Swedish regulation of leasing had some advantages which

gave the firm the opportunity to make deductions for the

equipment, i. e. to postpone taxation until later (see

section 5.2.4 above). This could be advantageous for a firm,

but it does not necessitate the formation of a leasing

company. Such leasing agreements could be written directly by

the company with the entire financing being performed by a

'pure' financial intermediary. other reasons have to be found

for the firm to form a leasing company and perform the

origination as well as the actual financing. One reason

mentioned by the head of the leasing company at Company X was

that the finance companies margins were perceived as large

before industrial firms entered the business. When the

margins shrunk, the treasury's leasing companies could stay

competitive, as long as the volumes were large enough in

order for the firm to be more cost efficient than if they had

let the finance companies to arrange the deals.

Some advantages had ceased to exist at the time of the

interview, i.e. the firms during a period could make use of

money set aside in escrow accounts at the Swedish Central

Bank when they financed a leasing deal.

When conducting a leasing

an advantage, the leasing

deductions against its

subsidiaries leasing the

of the VAT on the leasing

deal with group units the firm got

company could make use of the over

profits, and simultaneously the

equipment could deduct 50 per cent

payments.

Internationally, we have seen that Company X is willing to

lease equipment to its customers if there are tax advantages.

until the investment tax credit was abolished in the U.S.,

the firm leased their equipment to customers, but lately they

have mainly originated leasingcontracts, not actually

performing the leasing deals themselves.

The same company had a leasing company in Spain that was
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closed when the taxadvantages were removed. It was seen as

better than starting to arrange leasing for agents not

purchasing the firm I s products. ESAB encountered a similar

situation, and also gave up plans to start a leasing company

in the Netherlands.

B. Funding advantage

There was said to be a funding advantage for Company X, as it

was able to borrow below the rates at which the finance

companies borrowed their money. Nevertheless, in our view

this might be true, but this would only constitute an

advantage as long as the firm would not increase its debt

without increasing the weighted average cost of capital for

the entire Group.

C. operative leasing

Two of the firms started projects towards operative leasing

at the time of the interviews, i.e. the firm provided

equipment with some kind of operational responsibility

towards the lessor.

In both cases, it was products which the firm wanted

protected and which were regarded as fairly unique. Two

further advantages were mentioned in this context: first, the

firm could keep control over the equipment, the ownership of

the equipment was in the hands of the firm, which presumably

prevents the development of a second-hand market of the

equipment. Second, if a customer defaults on his leasing

contract and the firm has to take back its equipment, Company

X can use its own sales organization to sell the equipment.

The firm thereby probably attains lower credit losses than an

ordinary finance company which has to get the products sold,

presumably at a fairly large cost.

D. Origination as a sales incentive

All firms originated leasing and used leasing as a way to

increase sales. It is interesting to note that initially,

although on a small scale, leasing was seen as a means to
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sell a product where it was difficult to find takers, the

result of a barter agreement with one of Company X's

customers. The firms believed it is possible to increase the

sales of the product by originating leasing contracts. From a

cost point of view, it is presumably a question of

distribution advantages, where the tied-in sales of leasing

financing are cheaper than the combined cost of distribution

when both product and financing are sold at separate venues.

The tie-in aspect of leasing seems to be robust as this

service is offered also by those companies explicitly having

no use of any further depreciation to postpone taxation. The

provision of credit was seen as important by ESAB in

countries with high interest rates, as this would have

indicated a credit squeeze in the country.

5.7.2.5 06: Pure financial service

We have, in section 5.3.1, indicated that we failed to study

a firm with a broad span of 'pure' financial services. To

our knowledge there are only two manufacturing firms in

Sweden providing this kind of service, at least to jUdge from

the material pUblicly available: Volvo and Asea34. Both these

have a broad span of pure financial service companies in

their financial divisions. As we have not been able to study

these firms, we are basically unable to make any statements

about pure financial service operations.

We can only make one empirically founded remark about the

internalization of project financing activities: the fact

that a firm creates its own solutions for more complex

project financing. A cost advantage vis-A-vis the banks might

arise from the fact that the firms get a hit ratio for their

proposed financing which is greater or equal to that of the

typical bank, Le. the bank will first have to become the

bank that is included in a firm's tender for a project, while

34 The study was initiated a couple of months before the
formation of a joint venture between Asea and the Swiss
corporation BBC.
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the internal department will automatically be included.

Unlike the case of normal vertical integration, the firm will

be able to check the quality of its project financing

department's work as the financial terms of the various

tenders will be transparent and any disadvantages stemming

from poor work on the financing will be detected by

management immediately.

5.7.3 Interaction with the banking system

There are some aspects of the way the firm funds its dealings

in the capital markets that should be discussed as they have

bearing on the macro level creation of credit: all three

firms borrow money primarily in the USD market by issuing

short-term commercial papers. By swapping the short term

money against other parties' loans the firm can create the

same kind of payment streams as if it was borrowing long term

money, with the favoured interest rate base and currency

denomination.

Although the firms through these activities

money from the banking system, they still

banking system. The banking system interacts

in two ways:

do not borrow

rely upon the

with the firms

First, the swaps are usually arranged by a bank and the bank

thereby guarantees the performance of the swapping partners.

If one of the partners involved defaults on a loan, the

lender of this money will lose the defaulted part of the

loans. This does not involve the bank, but if the bank has

arranged the swapping contract, i.e. basically taken the

interest serving part of the loan on its books and then

swapped this loan against the payment streams of another type

of loan, then the bank has taken upon itself some market

risk. If financial prices have changed at the time of default

of one of the parties, then the bank will have to see that

the payment streams originally agreed upon are paid to the

other party, see Fig. 5.13. This means that the banks are
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still exposed to market risk, if there is a risk of default

for one of the parties involved.

Second, if the party borrowing the short term money is unable

to sell its commercial papers, the firm runs into liquidity

problems. In order to assure liquidity in such a situation

the firm purchases so-called credit facilities. These

constitute a promise by the banks to borrow money if the firm

demands it. The terms of borrowing are pre-determined and the

firm has to pay an annual fee for the unused parts of the

committed amount.

Fig. 5.13 New interaction between firm and bank
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the USD-commercial paper market. Furthermore, the firms rely

on the banks when evaluating the creditworthiness of their

swapping partners and are presumably prepared to pay for this

evaluation of the swapping agent. What we seem to observe is

not a total detachment of the studied firms from the banking

system, no total disintermediation, but a partial one, where

the parties specialize in different activities. Furthermore,

the distribution of the commercial papers is in general

handled by the banks, but Company X has also arranged some

private placement, issuing direct loans to investors abroad,

so the disintermediation of the distribution of the loans

seem to be ongoing.

The background of the financial officers indicates this, as

two of them have been pioneers in lending on the

international capital markets. Both KK and PL have long

experience in borrowing in these markets and are well

experienced in this respect. The head of Company X's treasury

operations had not directly worked with borrowing on the

foreign capital markets, but from hiliS senior position in a

financial intermediary was well informed about the

possibilities open in the markets.

5.7.4 Validity and Reliability

We have reported our findings here from three case studies

performed on companies with a reputation for having well

organized financial activities.

5.7.4.1 Generalizability

Our findings here are not to be considered as evidence of any

hypothesis stated at the outset. They are merely a step, in

our opinion a significant step, towards stating hypotheses

about the firms' treasury departments. These results will be

combined with the results from the survey and the public

information we gathered. We might then be able to say that a

direction has been established and it is more likely to be a

fruitful path to continue to study along. We have therefore

not falsified any of the directions which in our case studies
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have seemed to be uninteresting. This is as we

three observations, which is not enough to

hypothesis.

only have

test any

5.7.4.2 The reliability

As to the reliability of the description as regards the three

firms, a few things are to be said. We have followed the

Yin's recommendations in how to conduct a case study, by

applying a multitude of data sources which could be cross

checked. The interviews of several officers, the collection

of external data and the collection of internal data in two

of the firms has enabled us to increase the precision of the

interview study.

Furthermore, very detailed financial data from two of the

firms as regards the financial positions has been gathered

and evaluated, see below, and these have made us able to

cross-check the volumes and the statements made in this

interview study.

We therefore believe that the description presented above has

a fairly high reliability and provide a good picture of the

firm's financial activities, along our study directions.

Our research design has faltered in two respects: first, we

were not able to find a controlling case. In retrospect this

is also not too surprising, as the firm which is the

controlling case might perceive it as a fairly uninteresting

role they might be accused of neglecting something

important. As they would not conduct the studied activities

they have no interest in a further development in the field.

In our case, the interest for the activity seems to have

picked up after the case study was initiated.

That we did not get a controlling case is important for the

discussion of financial intermediation and to some extent the

organization of the treasury department. We might have gained

insights into what aspects are of more interest when a firm
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conducts financial intermediary activities towards its

customers as well as insights into why firms make use of

treasury vehicles. This might have made it possible to

further strengthen our conjectures about the relevant

research directions.

Second, we have not been able to conduct a study of a firm

engaged in externally directed 'pure' financial activities,

and we are therefore not able to make any statements about

this research direction.

In this study we have not been able to capture all the

details about how arbitrage activities are conducted and

exactly in what manner taxes affect the direction of flows

and the competetiveness of the manufacturing firms compared

to other actors in the financial markets. We will now turn to

how the treasury departments handle the business risk.



Part B

In this part we pursue the case study direction 4, in order

to discover in what manner the total financial risk of the

firm is changed by the firm's financial activities. This is

related to the question of whether firm's are able to accept

financial risk due to their operations (Hypothesis 4) or

whether firms only react upon segmentation in financial

markets which distort prices (Hypothesis 3). In order to

measure operational risk we specify a yardstick according to

which we want to measure both financial and operative risk.

The latter will be measured as if there are deviations from

the so-called Fisherian parity conditions. The dimensions of

a measure integrating both financial and oerative risk will

be discussed in Chapter 6 together with the yardstick used

and its limitations. In the following chapter we will present

the case, and discuss the results.





CHAPTER 6

The Yardstick

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4 we discussed the possibility that manufacturing

firms - active in both the good and the financial markets

might be able to absorb financial risk. They would therefore

be able to create some value added for its owners. Two

possibilities where perceived: either the owners are unable

to take positions in the financial markets by themselves

(Hypothesis 3) or the firm is able to reduce its risk by

absorbing financial risk (Hypothesis 4). The latter

hypothesis requires that some kind of real-financial linkage

exists, making firms' financial decisions interesting to its

owners. In both cases, an inability to assess the effects

upon the firms' profits over different states is a necessary

condition. Otherwise, the owners themselves could take the

financial positions they prefer, with the firm's stock.

We stated at the outset that, for the time being, we are

unable to test the hypotheses, as we are not able to

determine whether there exists any real-financial linkages.

We could have treated hypothesis 4 as joint hypotheses of the

existence of a real-financial linkage and firms conducting

financial activities on the basis of this real- financial

linkage. As a one-case study cannot test such a hypothesis,

we chose to handle these issues as a more limited research

direction.

In this part we follow this research direction. First, we

discuss the existence of real financial linkage with an

emphasis on real financial linkages affecting the exchange
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rates. Second, the measurement of financial risk given the

chosen real-financial linkage will be discussed. We go on to

describe a crude measure of the contractual exposure of a

firm and construct a crude yardstick of the non-contractual

exposure of firms' cash-flow to exchange rate changes, given

the chosen model of real-financial linkages. The chapter will

be concluded with a description of how the two measurers are

brought together. In the following chapter these measures

will be applied to a specific company.

6.2 Real-financial linkages; possible causes

Besides the real interest rate, there are several possible

linkages between the real economy and financial prices. Here

we briefly discuss three of these possible linkages: real

interest rates linked to the business cycle, inflation and

nominal contracts and finally purchasing power parity

distortions.

6.2.1 Real interest rates and the business cycle

The effect monetary variables have upon the real sector has

always been debated. For classical economists like Mill money

did not matter, as he did not have to integrate a financial

side into his models: gold or silver was used as money base

and there existed a real-side demand for precious metals, the

price of money was determined in the good market (Siebke and

Willms (1974, pp. 34,35)).

Economists did not consider money to have any influence upon

the real side activities. Money was only a veil which

depicted the workings of the real side of the economy.

Therefore, the quantity of money only influenced the nominal

prices and not real prices and real activity. The

neoclassical economist, though, did model the effect a change

in the monetary base would have upon demand for money and

supply of money. Wicksell (1898) dynamically modelled the

impact changes in the monetary base had on interest rates,

national income and prices of good and made a distinction
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between the real interest rate and the nominal interest rate.

The increase in the monetary base would force down the

nominal interest rate thereby increasing the national income,

but this change was only imaginary as the increases in good

prices accompanying the increased national income keep the

real national income constant. Irwin Fisher would later

integrate this in to his 'Fisherian relations'

Keynes might have considered that money, or rather the

monetary base M, has an influence on the real activity. He

introduced a speculative holding of money into the demand

function of money (liquidity preference), based upon the

notion that prospective investors would anticipate a change

in the interest rate and therefore, at times, want to hold

money instead of interest earning assets. The interest rate

is determined by the interaction between money demand and

supply, the latter determined by the Central Bank, and

thereby also partially controlled by the Central Bank35.

One of Keynes' contributions was the introduction of the

speculative holding of money. This speculative holding added

a further component to the money demand function, besides the

transaction demand for money. This speculative holding has in

later interpretations of Keynes' work (see Siebke and Willms

(1974) been seen as a result of the expectations about a

change in the value of money. If there are expectations that

the interest rate will fall, investors are supposed to hold

money and then invest them in fixed interest securities. The

change in the monetary base will then affect the interest

rate change. The interest rate, in turn, will affect the

capacity utilization in the economy and the national income

will be affected.

firm's

capacity

in the

dependent on

the change

value of the

If the profitability of a firm is

utilization or the national income,

monetary base will also change the

35 This is true as long as the demand for money is not
perfectly elastic.
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operating profits. Therefore, there exists a linkage between

the financial structure's sensibility to the monetary outcome

and the operative profit's sensibility to the same outcome.

The value of the firms equity:

Eq =~op[ y ] - 0 [i)

where

(6.1)

Eq - the equity of the firm

~op - the profits from operations, dependent upon:

y = the national income

0 - the market value of the firm's debt

i = the market interest rate

We know that in a Keynesian process:

oY 6i
> 0; < 0

oM oM

where

M =the monetary base, controlled by the monetary
authority

Consequently the following occurs if the monetary base M is

altered by the Central Bank:

If Mt.. i4t ~ "Eq..t-: the market value of the fixed interest

debt issued rises if interest rates rises:

If Mt=> y t ~ ~Eq1) the increased national income results in

higher capacity utilization and increased profits.

The final impact upon the value of the firm's equity will

depend upon whether the financial losses due to the change in

the monetary base are compensated by the increase in the

operational profits.
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Likewise, if M~q, i l' => IEqt: i. e. the value of fixed

interest debt decreases when the interest rate increase but

the lower real activity will decrease capacity utilization:

MJ,~ y-!t~ "Eq~. Once again the final effect upon the profit

is uncertain.

It is obvious that if the firm refinances itself with some

fixed income debt, it will be less sensitive to changes in

the interest rate than will a financial intermediary, which

carries only financial instruments in its portfolio of assets

and liabilities.

If there is a premium for carrying interest rate risk, i.e.

for transforming short term money into long term money, firms

whose operational profits are interest rate elastic could

structure their financing in such a way that it carries

interest rate risk, and could do so bye. g. purchasing

financial assets or by lending fixed interest money to the

customers.

Recent evidence (Fama and French, 1989) seem to corroborate

the view that the return on stocks and bonds is correlated to

general business conditions. In effect, the results of the

study indicate that the expected return on bonds and shares

is higher when economic conditions are bad, and lower when

conditions are good. This too seems to indicate some kind of

real financial linkage to the pr1c1ng in the financial

markets. The monetary base thereby becomes a determinant of

the real activity in the economy. This also means that real

activity and the interest rate might co-vary with one

another. The question is to what extent. Blanchard and

Fischer (1989) conclude their treatment of the issue, with

the jUdgment that money per se matters, but only to a minor

extent. In order for money to be of great importance to real

activity, other factors have to be included in the models

than just ordinary money demand, derived from holding of

money or transaction costs in connection with visiting the
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banking system36 (pp. 192-193).

6.2.2 Inflation and nominal contracting

Several authors have studied the relationship between the

value of the firm and inflation. Fama and Schwert (1977) find

that there is a negative relationship between the stock

market's valuation of the firm and unexpected inflation.

French, Ruback and Schwert (1983) study whether this negative

relationship can be explained by nominal contracting, and

conclude that it cannot be explained in these terms. Bernard

(1986), on the other hand, finds that unexpected inflations

affecting the value of the firm could partially be explained

by nominal contracting, but also that proxies for the

operational exposure to inflation partially could account for

the inflation's negative impact on the value of the firm.

Geske and Roll (1983) explain this relationship from a

theoretical standpoint. They claim that the value of the firm

could be negatively related to positive changes in the rate

of expansion of the monetary aggregates, which in turn depend

on exogenous changes in real activity. Therefore, a negative

change in real expected activity would lead to a lower value

of the firm, and this would be correlated to an increase in

interest rates.

Nevertheless, this effect is also small and neither inflation

nor any correlation between the business cycle and the real

interest rate seem to have a major impact on the firm's

value. Lately, however, academics have paid much attention to

other kinds of real financial linkage models: those in the

currency markets.

6.2.3 Deviations from the purchasing power parity

The original version of PPP, often attributed to Cassel,

states that the equilibrium exchange rate between domestic

and foreign currencies equals the ratio between domestic and

36 Of course, the causality could go the other way: real
activity affecting real interest rate.
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(6.2)

The Yardstick

A price index for the domestic country with
base-year 0 at time t;

A price index for the foreign country with
base-year 0 at time t.

The relative version of the purchasing power parity states

that the proportional changes in the ratio of domestic and

foreign prices will equal proportionate changes in the equi

librium exchange rate between the domestic and the foreign

currencies.

edf,t+1 1+Pd,t+1
*

1+Pf,t+1
(6.3)

edf,t l+Pd,t l+Pd,t

where
Pd,t The domestic price index with base-year 0 at

time t
Pf,t The foreign price index with base-year 0 at

the time t

For a more detailed description of these relationships, see

e. g. Oxelheim (1987) appendix III.2. The condition for the

PPP to hold has been stated in various ways by different

authors. It is not my intention to review the extensive

literature about PPP, but rather to highlight some of the

problems associated with the concept, and some implications

of deviations from the PPP.

Before discussing the different ways deviations from PPP can

arise, the fundamental question of the indices to be used

should be mentioned. The construction of a well-behaved

national price index requires that all consumers in one

currency area have homogeneous and homothetic utility func

tions37

37 See Adler and Dumas (1983), appendix 1 for a discussion.
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Shapiro (1983) and Oxelheim (1987) stress that the index to

be used is a function of which question that is asked. The

relevant index in our context could either be that of the

firm, if separation38 holds, or that of the owners of the

firm if separation does not hold.

There exist several possible reasons for PPP not to hold.

Solnik (1978) states that PPP holds if (1) financial markets

are perfect, (2) goods markets are perfect, and (3) there is

a single consumption good common to everyone. Solnik brings

forward several possible explanations for PPP not to hold:

a. The existence of a multi-good world. If inflation is

measured in different ways in separate countries, i. e.,

different weights for the goods are used in order to

calculate the price-levels in each country, then deviations

from PPP would occur.

b. Goods market imperfection. If the goods market is non

perfect, i. e., prices do not adjust immediately to changes

in the economic conditions, e. g., due to difficulties to

adjust production or due to the prevailing market structure,

then PPP does not necessarily hold.

The latter explanation is not accepted by Shapiro (1983), who

has the following preconditions for PPP to hold. (1) perfect

certainty, (2) uniform price-changes, (3) identical consump

tion preferences, (4) all goods tradeable, and finally, (5)

no transaction costs or barriers to trade.

By definition, the financial and goods markets are in con-

38 Separation is related to the notion of spanned
financial markets discussed above in chapter 2. When markets
are spanned any state contingent claim can be created, and
financial decisions, can be separated from the owners of the
firm, given some further assumptions.
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stant equilibrium39. Deviations from PPP are at least partly

explained by the use of different indices when calculating

consumer price index, CPl. A study by Kravis et. al. cited by

Shapiro (p. 239), seem partially to explain the deviations

from PPP with the different consumption indices used in

different countries. The deviations were reduced when the

same weights were used to calculate the PPP. Nevertheless,

the deviations were observed, albeit smaller than before the

corrections. Part of the remaining difference, according to

Shapiro, can be explained by changes in relative prices

within a country. The remaining deviations from PPP, are not

large enough to be exploited by arbitragers, and hence,

Shapiro claims, the markets are in equilibrium.

We nevertheless think that Shapiro's argumentation seems to

neglect the fact that the law of one price apparently does

not hold. For PPP to hold, the basic argument is that goods

market arbitrage would change the good price level and/or the

exchange rate until PPP holds. If this were not the case, the

mechanisms to bring PPP back to its equilibrium level would

not immediately work. Hence, we would get a situation where

gradual adjustments in the goods market's prices force

investors to overreact when pricing financial assets

(Dornbusch, 1976).

As long as a perfect goods market exists, uncertainty,

according to solnik, cannot cause either the absolute version

nor for the relative version of PPP to break down.

The source of deviations from PPP is important from the

perspective of the decision maker in the firm. If these

deviations result from imperfections in the goods market,

which led to real exchange rate deviations, then the choice

of currency becomes important to the firm. The importance of

Shapiro's argument, also demonstrated in Cornell and Shapiro

(1983), is that if the PPP deviations only results from

39 Disequilibrium here is defined as the existence of a
profitable arbitrage opportunity
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difficulties of measuring consumer prices across countries

when relative price changes within the countries, then PPP

deviations are more of a firm-specific problem, than an

exchange rate problem.

It should be noted that several different models for deter

mining the exchange rates in an economy exist. It is not our

purpose to review the literature; it should only be noted

that, in our view, there exist at least five strands of

models: (1) the traditional arbitrage relationships

determining the prices of financial variables; (2)

macroeconomic 'open economies' models, which take into

account elasticities of trade and which takes the capital

account as given; (3) the monetary approach where PPP is

assumed to hold, and where money supply, interest rates and

real income affect the exchange rate; (4) the portfolio

balance approach, where the assets in different countries are

imperfect substitutes - having different risk characteristics

- and where the demand functions are derived for aggregates

of national investors; and (5), a combination of portfolio

balance theory and finance, where the demand functions are

derived from: individual investors' utility functions, time

and risk-preferences.

We will not review these theoretical approaches, but instead

will mention the important distinction between models of

exchange rate determination that assume that financial prices

instantly mirror the situation in the good market and models

that do not make this assumption. The latter models assume

that either exchange rates or real interest rates deviate

from the values predicted by the Fisherian relationships.

Unless this is true, there is no need what so ever to

consider financial risks, as financial decisions are

irrelevant as long as prices paid in financial markets are

made at market price40. All risk originates from the real

40 only nominal contracts would be exposed to financial
risk. Partial segmentation would create a situation according
to hypothesis 4.
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There seem to be mounting evidence that deviations from PPP

occurs. The question of whether exchange rates deviate from

PPP-levels is difficult to study, as exchange rate changes

could be induced by changing demand among consumers, patterns

which are difficult to test empirically. Nevertheless, there

seems to be growing disapproval of the traditional models in

the wake of the large swings, especially in the USD/JPY- and

USD/DEM-exchange rates.

Frankel in 1986, quoted in Frankel and Meese (1987, pp. 124

125) studied the purchasing power parity between the U.S.A.

and the united Kingdom for the period between 1869 to 1984,

and found a statistically significant tendency for the real

exchange rate to regress to PPP in the material. The speed of

the adjustment, according to his material, was 14 per cent a

year. This tendency had not been picked up in earlier tests

made by other researchers, a phenomenon Frankel and Meese

attribute to low power of tests which are conducted on fairly

short time series.

Besides segmentation and regulations which can always create

distortions in financial prices, other explanations have been

brought forward primarily to explain deviations from PPP.

Examples include the 'peso-problem model', when trust is

destroyed in a currency forcing a monetary authority to

change the exchange rate, and the 'speculative bubbles model'

(see Dornbusch (1982) for a short description) other

explanations brought forward are 'overshooting models': a

slow adjustment of goods prices forces investors in financial

assets to compensate themselves for an expected change in

real prices, forcing down the price of foreign financial

assets resulting in an 'overshooting' change in exchange

rates. This model still has to endogenously explain why

prices in the goods markets are sticky. Further work in this

area has used the international industrial organization as an

explanatory factor for slow adjustment to change in real
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exchanges rates in the good market. This is also consistent

with the observed increase of multinational industries active

in more organized markets. Industries are becoming multi

domestic and even global, and they have to handle the effect

of exchange rate changes on several markets. This could

create a situation where their reaction to PPP-deviations are

affected by the industry's structure and firms' international

scope. In this work we hold the view that industrial

organization affects the adjustment process of exchange rates

in the wake of a shock in the economy. A brief review of the

discussion in the area also some empirical studies will be

treated.

6.2.3.1 Industrial organization

Industrial organization models try to describe competition in

industries with different sets of competitors and/or

suppliers. Several researchers have studied how industry

structures affect the determination of exchange rates.

Naslund (1983) uses standard industrial organization models

to discuss the firm's reaction to a devaluation. Flood (1985)

uses comparative static analysis, while Dornbusch (1987) uses

game theory models of industrial organization. Recent

attempts to model 'marking to market' pricing behaviour and

subsequent empirical studies will aleo be discussed.

A. Single firm's reaction

Naslund (1983, p , 28-29) studies oligopolistic competition

when the exchange rate changes. He describes the case

graphically, see Fig. 6.1. The central problem with

oligopolistic competition is that if a industry participant

lowers its price, then all the firms will react by cutting

their prices. A price increase, on the other hand, is less

likely to lead to a reaction from competitors, and would

decrease sales.

After a devaluation of a

ensuing cost advantage for

does not necessarily follow

competitor's currency, and the

the competitor in LC terms, it

that the competitor will change
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the LC prices.

Fig. 6.1 The oligopoly after a devaluation
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Source: op cit, p. 28

Naslund conducts the analysis for a permanent shift in the

real exchange rate. A decrease in price will decrease the

size of the above economic rent earned by the industry.

Consequently, for a segment below C, the firm would not

consider lowering prices, even if the new firm marginal cost

curve fell below C.

If a firm maximizes sales, as suggested by Baumol (1967) then

another type of behaviour would accrue. Naslund in this case

finds that after a devaluation a firm will keep the quantity

exported constant, holding the Lc-price constant. The HC

price, on the other hand, will be increased with the size of

the devaluation. (p. 32).

B. Comparative statistics with industrial organization

Flood's (1985) analysis takes a perfect market as its

starting point, but uses di fferent nations and currencies.

Building on work by Kindleberger, Flood derives the effects

of unexpected fluctuations in the exchange rate on the firm's
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profit and output. The comparative static analysis does not

consider uncertainty and it considers the change in the

exchange rate to be permanent, not transitory. Having studied

the perfect competition model, the author also analyses the

same problem, now imposing (1) monopol istic competition or

(2) price discrimination upon the market.

Perfect competition: in this setting, with a I inear cost

function, the supply curve of the domestic industry will

shift downward when the domestic currency depreciates. The

downward shift, for a given devaluation, will be an in

creasing function of the proportion of the supply originating

in the domestic country. Furthermore, the downward shift will

be an increasing function of the elasticity of supply for the

domestic firms, as well as a decreasing function of the

elasticity of supply of foreign firms.

Flood also shows that the demand curve will shift downward

when there is a domestic currency devaluation. This downward

shift is an increasing function of the elasticity of demand

of the domestic consumers, and the proportion of demand

originating in the domestic country. The final outcome of a

devaluation with perfect competition depends upon the

industry's size in both nations. Furthermore, after a change

in the exchange rates the supply and demand elasticities will

affect the outcome.

When the perfect competition assumption is dropped, further

restrictive assumptions have to be made, and Flood assumes

linear demand curves, and that all costs are all incurred

domestically. The reaction of demand and supply will now

depend first on the industry's ability to pass-on price

changes to its customers, as well as on the price elasticity

of the consumers. I f the analysis is extended to several

countries, the comparative statics would have to be even more

restrictive, or they would yield no real predictions on what

happened in the industry after an exchange rate change.
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A more promising avenue to pursue seems to be the game theory

approach to market interaction.

C. Dornbusch's game theory models

Dornbusch (1987) uses a game theory approach to analyze the

problem of pass-through in industries with non-perfect

competition. As Flood, Dornbusch also disregards cost

exposure to exchange rate fluctuations when analyzing the

impact of industry structure on the pass-through of exchange

rate movements. Exposure on the cost side is reduced to the

labour input, a domestic currency cost exposure, assuming

that all other costs are equal for competitors, regardless of

nationality.

When HC (home currency) appreciation reduces the foreign

labour cost, market equilibrium is disturbed and a price and

output adjustment will take place. Dornbusch identifies three

factors that determine the impact of appreciation: (1) degree

of market segmentation, (2) degree of substitution between

domestic and foreign variants of a product and (3) market

organization. Dornbusch then derives the adjustments for a

Cournot type of market interaction, and for a Salop

production differentiation model.

In a Cournot market all firms maximize profits taking the

sales of other firms as given. With foreign and domestic

competitors in the model an analytical solution for the

industry's price and quantity reactions are found. When the

home currency, HC, appreciates, foreign firms increase their

output while domestic firms contract theirs. Industry price

declines; the elasticity of domestic prices to changes in the

exchange rate is determined by two factors; the relative

number of foreign firms and the ratio of marginal cost to the

price charged by foreign firms. As both determinants turn out

to be fractions, the HC appreciation will lower prices less

than proportionally. The more competitive the industry, and

the larger the share of imports to total sales, the steeper

the decline in the HC price will be after an appreciation.
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Dornbusch also presents some special cases. The one extreme

is the small country and Dornbusch considers it as a limiting

case. The author considers the small country case,

characterized by a large number of foreign firms relative to

the number of domestic firms, as a price taker. The other

limiting case is considered to be an industry where exchanger

ate changes has no impact on domestic prices. There are few

firms in the industry, and most of these are domestic. In

this case, the foreign firms absorb the HC-appreciation

primarily in the form of extra profits rater than through

increased sales.

The export price will, of course, be affected be an HC

appreciation. As the marginal revenue decreases, exports form

the country which has appreciated its currency will shrink.

The HC-price of exports will decline, given that the foreign

market is modelled in the same manner as the domestic market.

Dornbusch also modelled the changes in prices given Salop's

model of competition. This model is often used to model the

interaction in industries with monopolistic competition. Here

consumers perceive the different producers' brands as

slightly differentiated, and are reluctant to switch between

products unless prices are decreased somewhat. This is

modelled as brands being placed on a circle's perimeter where

the distance between the brands symbolize the loss a consumer

would perceive when he switches between his favorite brand to

another. The ordering of the brands along the perimeter will

therefore be of importance for the choice of the consumer.

No conclusive results will be obtainable when modelling this

in an international context unless assumptions are made about

the foreign and domestic brands' localization on the circle.

Dornbusch assumes an even number of brands and that domestic

and foreign brands alternate along the circle with equal

distance. Producers are assumed to have constant unit costs

and there are no fixed costs. Given these fairly strong
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assumptions, analytical solutions of the exchange rate

elasticities of prices, and export and import volumes are

obtained. These elasticities show that the less firms there

are in the industry the smaller the change in relative prices

will be after a change in the exchange rate.

Dornbusch's models show how strategic interaction and not

only the spatial configuration of industry affects the pass

through of an exchange rate change to customers. The same

could be said to be true about Flood's analysis. A major

disadvantage with these models are that they impose fairly

strict assumptions to get closed form solutions. These

assumptions, primarily the linearity of cost, are probably to

restrictive for these models to be used on the firm level.

But there is another feature with these models: they all

assume that PPP deviations are permanent, basically

reflecting a fundamental change in the exchange rates. The

issue is therefore more geared to the pass-through of real

exchange rate shifts, while we are more concerned with

temporary deviations in the PPP, characteristically

reflecting some real financial linkage, which the pass

through analysis not does, as it is a change in the

fundamental value creating the change and which effects the

import and export prices and volumes.

D. 'pricing to market'

The cited industrial organization models are static: the firm

can adjust to the change and the exchange rate in expectation

remains at the new level. Consequently, the exchange rate

adjustment is taken as permanent. When studying this problem

in a dynamic context, with temporary exchange rate

adjustments, Krugman (1988) developed the pricing to market

concept. We will first study the empirical evidence brought

forward for 'pricing to markets I and then discuss how the

phenomenon can arise. The basic idea with pricing to market

is that after an exchange rate shift, and contrary to the

situation with incomplete pass-through, the firm will apply

different prices to different markets.
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pricing to market - empirical evidence: Dornbusch (op cit)

noted that price adjustments after an exchange rate shock

differed across industry sectors. Krugman (op cit) empiri

cally shows that West German exporters do not adjust their

prices in the same manner over all sectors. The study was

made for single-digit SITC export to two areas: the U. S. A.

and the rest of the world, during the period from 1980-83.

During this period the DEM fell with 29 per cent in nominal

terms against the USD. The German price index of export of

manufactured goods to the U.S.A. only decreased by

approximately 1 per cent, while the prices for exports to the

rest of the world fell by 14 per cent. When breaking the data

down to different manufactured goods sectors, the data

clearly shows that in SITC 7 machinery and transport

equipment - export prices to the U.S.A rose by 5 per cent,

while prices decreased by 12 per cent for exports to the rest

of the world. For the SITC 5 (chemicals and related

products), SITC 6 (basic manufactures) and SITC 8

(miscellaneous manufactured goods), there were no dramatic

differences. Krugman also found evidence of pricing to market

when studying U.S. import statistics. He concludes that

evidence exists of pricing to market, and that pricing to

market is not an universal phenomenon (p. 55,56).

The normal supply and demand model could explain why the

price of imports in the U.S.A. does not fall far enough to

compensate for dollar appreciation, as the marginal cost is

pushed up for the entire industry when U. S. demand, and

therefore total world demand increases. It is essential to

note that the large size of the U.S. market raises prices not

only in the country whose currency is appreciated, but in

all world markets. The pricing to market observation notes

that prices outside the U.S. market do not adjust in order to

compensate for this change. The simple supply and demand

model cannot fully explain the phenomenon.

Knetter (1989) studied the same problem, but he used a
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technique borrowed from industrial organization, to estimate

the marginal cost of the industry. Consequently, he could

test whether the incomplete pass-through resulted from in

creasing marginal cost as demand increased, or whether the

observed price differences were the result of pricing to

markets phenomenons.

Knetter also tested how the pass-through was related to the

marginal cost for six u.s industries, with between six and

ten export destinations. The results did not indicate any

pricing to market behaviour for u.s. firms. The author also

tested eight West German industries with export destinations

ranging between four and eight countries. For these data

Knetter found significant pricing to market behaviours which

"appear to rule out the constant elasticity hypothesis for

each product" (p. 207). The only conceivable explanation the

author could arrive at for the pattern of pricing behaviour

found in the data was that the U. s. market is large and

competitive with large sources of alternative supplies within

the economy - importers to this market are forced to stabil

ize their export price in USD. The u.s. exporter, on the

other hand, does not encounter a similar situation when

exporting and, is therefore less prone to stabilize prices in

local currency terms.

Further evidence of pricing to market behaviour was provided

by Schembri (1989), who studied the pricing behaviour of a

Canadian industry supplying basically 90 per cent of its

output in the u.s. and domestically. The author models the

industry's pricing behaviour as if it behaved as a

monopolist, setting prices to equate marginal revenue between

markets and equal to marginal cost. By assuming that the

production function has a specific form and by observing

factor prices as well as output and prices charged, the mark

ups for the U. S. and Canadian markets were estimated, and

these showed evidence of pricing to market behaviour over

time.
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Dornbusch's, Krugman I s and Schembri's results indicate that

the observed incomplete pass-through of the USD appreciation

vis-a-vis its trading partners is partially explained by

sectorial differences in pricing behaviour. Knetter, on the

other hand, found that despite testing of the constant

elasticity hypothesis on three digit level STIC data, the

'pricing to market I occurred for West German exports for

good, even for products as standardized as potassium

chloride. He attributed this to a more competitive

environment in the U.S.A. Consequently, his study indicates

that the incomplete pass-through is not caused by increasing

marginal costs due to rising demand, but instead seems to be

caused by a less than perfect competitive environment. This

is important - the competitive environment causes a slower

than expected pass-through of exchange rate deviations, which

can change the behaviour of firms if they expect exchange

rate changes to be temporary. Krugman (op cit) has modelled

this behaviour.

Pricing to markets, modelled in the dynamic setting: the

pricing to market concept, according to Krugman is best

explained in a dynamic model of imperfect competition, where

costs of increased supply, reputation and product

differentiation considerations play a significant role.

Krugman analyses the circumstances under which pricing to

market occurs for three different industry structures: (1)

perfect competition, (2) monopoly and (3) oligopoly. He

concludes that these models cannot satisfactorily explain the

pattern in price adjustments that he observed (pricing to

market behaviour in the machinery and transport equipment

industry, but not in other manufacturing industries).

Krugman further examines how an analysis of monopolistic

competition can explain the observed patterns. According to

the analysis, the predicted behaviour will totally depend

upon the shape of the demand curve: specifically, the

elasticity of demand must increase in the price (p. 60) in

order for monopolists to 'price to the market', given
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constant marginal costs denominated in the non-U.S. currency.

The same analysis is conducted for a two-firm oligopoly,

where one firm has its domicile in the U.S.A. and the other

outside the U. S .A. Both types have constant marginal costs

and competition is assumed to be of the Cournot type.

Elasticity of demand is assumed to be constant. Krugman

concludes that it is necessary to invoke some kind of

friction for the U.S. firm to compete outside its home

market, in order to attain pricing to market results within

this setting. The result, consequently, is a product of two

assumptions, perfect sUbstitutability between the two firms'

products and the assumption of Cournot competition.

Instead, Krugman introduces dynamic models as explanations

for the pricing to market phenomenon. The static models,

discussed above, take the stability of the exchange rate

change for granted. Firms, therefore, act as if the change

would continue for ever. If firms expected the deviation to

be temporary, then they would not react in accordance with

these static models. Instead, Krugman offers one supply side

argument and two demand side arguments for the existence of

pricing to markets, given temporary exchange rate deviations.

The supply-side argument is simple: a firm facing what is

perceived as a temporary favorable exchange rate at almost

peak capacity will not undertake any major capacity expanding

investments. The result will depend on what kind of adjust

ment process firms expect.

Another possibility brought forward by Krugman is a lagging

change in demand, but the modelling of the problem is not

conclusive, since the outcome will depend on the functional

form of the demand. By introducing reputation, which is not

dependent on the functional form of the demand, Krugman can

get a closed solution. The price reputation of a good, i. e.,

consumers expect the good to be priced within a certain range

and expect this price to be kept for a longer period of time,

is assumed to be important for the consumer when choosing
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sales outlets. If the firm increases its price, the product

will be priced out of its reputed level. This would explain

why the firm would not pass a temporary increase in marginal

cost - i. e., a depreciation of the local currency -onto the

customers. The reason a firm would not always pass on a

decrease in marginal cost to the customer would be similar.

The firm only temporary will be able to lower the price, but

would get a too low reputed price which it would later have

to increase. The cost for doing so might be larger then the

revenue earned by lowering the price. In order to be fully

passed over to the customer, a fall in marginal cost must be

below the short-run marginal revenue curve, otherwise an

appreciation will result in a windfall profit for the

exporter.

It is difficult to assess the strength of these models, but

it appears fairly evident that some of the empirically

observed pricing behaviours are not consistent with standard

theory. Knetter's results, though, seem to contradict parts

of Krugman's findings; Knetter observes pricing to market be

haviour for several categories of manufactured goods when

exporting to the U.S.A. but not the reverse situation, which

could be expected if Krugman's model was correct.

From our perspective, pricing to market has two aspects;

first, it would constitute one reason for us to observe

'sticky prices' and consequently PPP-deviations; secondly,

pricing to market would be necessary to incorporate into

firms' pricing behaviour for different markets, when

measuring the firm's operative exposure to exchange rate

exposure. We also can see that the models which incorporate

industry structure into the analysis of firms' behaviour in

the wake of an exchange rate shock, are often contingent on

the shape of the demand function, whose functional form is

difficult to determine by statistical analysis.

E. Discussion

It is clear that there exist several possible real-financial
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linkages which might affect the firm's financial decisions.

Linkages between real interest rates and the business cycle

are possible, but some gains might accrue for the firms due

to inflation and nominal contracts. These were deemed to be

too small to be significant, however.

For large Swedish firms in particular the last of the

discussed real-financial linkages are of interest. Sweden is

a small open economy, and its large firms are quite

international in their scope; some firms generate more than

90 per cent of their revenue from abroad. On the other hand,

Swedish firms, as we discussed in Chapter 1, have started to

develop production structures which are international.

consequently, large Swedish firms do not generally fit the

'exporting firm'-label, their scope is more international

than firms in the general models, which seem to be modelled

more on firms without an international production structure.

This must have implications for the manner in which the

firm's financial exposure should be measured.

The discussion of the different pass-through and 'pricing to

market' models seem to assign two dimensions of an industry

an important role when prices are set: the international

scope, i.e. the spatial distribution of firms and the

industry structure of the industry. Naslund has shown the

importance of the industry structure for the firm's pricing

decision in the wake of an exchange rate change. Traditional

pass-through analysis has shown the importance of the

international scope and Flood and Dornbusch have tried to

integrate this with more complex models of industrial

structure. We will try to construct our yardstick of the

operative cash flows real financial exposure with this in

mind. But we will try to incorporate the cost structure into

it, given the international production structure of many

firms.

Before discussing the construction of yardsticks, we will

briefly state our view of what risk is relevant to measure. A
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fundamental requirement for firms' financial decisions to

become relevant is the existence of asymmetric information

about how future states affect firms' results. We assume that

firms' owners cannot assess these outcomes. Therefore, a

fundamental requirement of 'capital asset pricing' models or

'arbitrage pricing theory' is not upheld; consequently, we

cannot use measures based upon these concepts, something

often suggested in the corporate finance literature. Instead,

we argue that total risk measures should be used.

Aside from the information asymmetry problems, other reasons

have been presented by Shapiro and Titman (1986), as to why

the firm should consider total risk. They argue that even if

the stock market was only interested in the 'systematic' risk

of the firm, hedging the total risk would be of importance.

Shapiro and Titman argue, that unless the firm concentrates

upon hedging the total risk, the firm's operative cash flow

would be affected in a negative way.

First, the firm's management might endorse projects with

higher risk than those that the firm's other stakeholders

would endorse. This would be especially true in situations

where bankruptcy became likely. Owners would then start to

treat the equity as an option, and hence perceive increased

riskiness as positive, as the higher volatility increase the

likelihood of receiving a positive return.

Managers, on their side, also get their decisions distracted

by riskiness. In situations of financial distress, managers

are likely to continue operations for longer periods than are

economically justifiable; otherwise they anyhow lose their

jobs.

Further arguments are that managers will claim more in pay if

they work in risky operations; managers cannot diversify the

firm's specific risk of their incomes, unlike the

shareholders. competition for employees will force firms to
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A final argument brought forward by Shapiro and Titman is

that a firm that is in financial distress will have problems

to take advantage of tax credits and write-offs.

We also have to make some assumptions about what risk we

consider to be financial and what risk is considered to be

real. This distinction is important, as it implies the realm

of financial issues that should be of concern to the

financial officers and consequently their responsibility for

protecting the firm against macroeconomic uncertainty.

We have discussed how real exchange rate changes might

reflect changing productivity or changing international

demand for the country's products. Such changes could be

considered stable, and, in our opinion, firms should account

for these possibilities when making their production location

decisions, and if there are menu costs for serving a market,

also when deciding what markets to serve. We think that, the

financial officers might support the decision-makers with

predictions about the future development of these fundamental

values; but, in our opinion, the responsibility lies with the

industrial side and the firm's beliefs about the long term

fundamental exchange rates development are reflected in its

spatial configuration.

The responsibility of the financial officer, in our opinion,

lies not in finding the optimal product locations etc, but in

handling the consequences of financial variables that get out

of line with the fundamental relationships, i.e. the effects

of non-fundamental PPP-deviations and deviations in the real

interest rate across currencies. According to this view, the

financial risk of non-fundamental shifts in financial

parameters is handled by the financial department;

fundamental shifts of financial variables are the concern of

the operational side of the firm.
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6.3 Measuring 'economic' exposure

Given this view, the economic exposure of firms can be

measured in different ways, and we will now turn to how this

can be done.

There is an alternative measure of exchange rate exposure.

We have above seen that the analytical solutions have not

yielded totally operative solutions the models are to

rudimentary, especially in the way the cost structure is

modelled. Another method suggested in the literature is a

statistical approach. We argue that the chosen measure must

be consistent with the micro and macro foundations used.

statistical methods to measure the economic exposure argues

that the correlation between profits, or market value of the

firm and the unexpected deviations in the exchange rate is

the appropriate measure. Adler and Dumas (1984) in their

second measure of exchange rate exposure, make the assumption

that the real exchange rate and the firm's value are moving

according to a joint normal probability distribution. As a

consequence, the standard multi-variate regression

coefficient with firm value as dependent variable becomes the

measure of exposure. Multi-factor models using financial

variables as independent variables have been put forward by

Oxelheim and Wihlborg (1987). A recent example of how to use

statistical methods when analysing the exposure of aU. s.

firm I s only sUbsidiary has been demonstrated in Garner and

Shapiro (1988).

The problem with this approach is that the microeconomic

setting we use, is not reflected in the measure; we assume

that there are different price reactions when real exchange

rates change. For example, for a certain industry's

structures we assume that export prices in HC-terms are

lowered after an appreciation of the HC, but not after a

depreciation. statistical measures hitherto established would

try to fit these reactions to one linear equation, thereby

blurring the results. One could of course work with two
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equations or dummies for positive and negative changes in the

exchange rates, but this still leaves us with the problem of

turbulence. When firms change their structure by acquisition,

divesture or merger the basis for a statistical analysis is

altered. It might be problematic to measure the firm's

exposure with statistical measures on an aggregated level,

regardless of what kind of micro- or macroeconomic foundation

is assumed. Therefore, it is arguable that the conceptual

measurers are particularly valuable when the structure of the

firm changes during the studied period. This is particularly

true for our study, considering that we, as discussed in

Chapter 1 above, have seen a change in the degree of

internationalization of Swedish firms and that our study

object, large Swedish firms, are also among those most likely

to have conducted acquisitions in the recent past.

We will instead measure the firm's profitability by a

conceptual approach, where we will use some simplifying

assumptions about the firm's reaction to an unexpected

exchange rate change while trying to establish in what manner

such a change will trigger any changes in the firm's price

reaction. But we will initially divide the problem into two

separate problems: the measurement of nominal and non-nominal

exposure, or with Lessard's (1980) terminology the

contractual and non-contractual exposure (see Fig. 6.2 for a

description).

Cash flows denominated in non-SEK currencies are called

contractually exposed cash flows when the LC payment is

contractually predetermined as to the date of payment and its

size. The size of the foreign payment is predetermined (LC

volume), and the effects of exchange rate changes or the

effect of interest rates on the value of the agreement, can

be established fairly accurately.
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The type of contractual commitments determines the type of

exposure. The most common exposure measure estimates the

exposure of obligations and rights which are determined by

their local currency value (both price and volume are

predetermined). These are analytically the easiest to handle.

This kind of exposure will be treated in section 6.4 below.

This type of exposure can be characterized as nominal, and it

is the only type of exposure which would matter in a world

without real-financial linkages.

Between contractual and non-contractual exposure there is

what Lessard calls quasi-contractual exposure. The firm has

either committed itself to purchase/sell at an established

price without determining the volume, or vice-versa. We argue

that although these contracts might be binding, the ability

to change volume or price gives the committed party such

leverage that major losses cannot be incurred by this kind of

exposure, and we will treat this kind of exposure as non

contractual (or volume) exposure.

When cash-flows only are expected and neither the local price

of the good sold nor the volume to be sold is contractually

predetermined, then the firm, its competitors and customers

might change their supply and demand in response to a real

change in the exchange rates. Such changes might result in

shifts in the volume of local cash flow to be converted into
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the home currency. Consequently, when the home currency value

of the firm's cash flow is calculated after the real exchange

rate distortion, it is not only the conversion effect that

has to be calculated, but also the volume effect, Le. to

what extent the local currency volume to be converted is

affected by the exchange rate change.

Summing up, the home currency volume of future cash flows

will be affected in two dimensions: the exchange rate between

local and home currency and the changes in the local currency

volume to be converted. This kind of exposure is dependent on

the existence of some kind of real-financial linkage, which

we will discuss in more detail when we construct our measure

of non-contractual exposure. Nonetheless, the way in which

the contractual exposure is to be measured will be

determined.

6.4 Measuring the contractual exposure

The sensitivity of contractual cash flows will be calculated

with the help of Kaufold and Smirlock's measure. This measure

will address the sensitivity of the contractual cash flow.

Adjustments will be made for those options purchased or

written with the help of the option pricing the o r y41. Some

remarks about contingent claims has to be made. Contingent

claims, are assets where a variable can fluctuate or occur,

and by contractual agreement, change the payment stream

connected to the asset. Contingent claims include floating

rate loans, loans with caps, option contracts, warrants etc.

6.4.1 Contingent claims

If there are significant amounts of such assets, they could

create valuation problems as their contractual structure,

unlike for 'fixed income securities'~ is not predetermined. A

41 Currency options came into use in late part of the period,
the reluctance to use currency options where said to be due to an
aSYmmetric tax-treatment of gains and losses on options which was
removed at the end of the period.
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large literature has evolved around the valuation of these

kind of assets; focusing on the valuation of options.

We apply the following rules when evaluating non-straight

fixed interest rate loans;

1. In the domestic case a floating interest rate does not

pose any problem. Floating interest rate loans denominated in

the HC are presumed to be floating with a perfect 'fit' to

inflation and hence are not exposed. For floating rate loans

denominated in currencies other than the HC, the interest

paid will vary and consequently the LC volume paid also

varies.

2. As these changes are partially offset by a change in the

LC/HC-exchange rate we must account for the changes in the

interest rate for LC-denominated loans with floating interest

rates. The result, in home currency terms, will be a dampened

effect of a change in local interest rate.

3. If interest call options constitute major assets or

liabilities they will be priced in accordance with Black's

(1976) formula. Similarly, currency call options are priced

with Garman and Kohlhagen's (1983) option pricing model. We

will include this our calculations if we encounter

significant amounts.

4. Before calculating the contractual exposure, swaps will be

included in the books, in such a manner that the underlying

loan is changed for the loan which is swapped, or if a

synthetic swap was used, the payment streams of both swaps

will be introduced into the calculations.

6.4.2 Exchange rate exposure

In order to measure the exchange rate exposure of contrac

tually determined cash flows, we should establish a cash flow

report for exchange positions. A currency book establishes

the firm's obligations and rights to a specific amount of
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currency at different time-periods. Our currency book will be

established for obligations, rights and the resulting net. We

will establish this for one year periods. Forward and futures

contracts will be included as the obligation to purchase the

local currency at the day they are to be delivered. The date

of the future commitment or obligation should be entered for

each currency, as well as for the currency against which the

exchange rate is quoted. At the time of evaluation, the net

position for each exchange rate should be estimated at the

going spot market rate. This would be the net home currency

exposure to fluctuations in the exchange rate, without

considering expected future changes due to interest rate

differentials.

6.4.3 Interest rate exposure

The interest rate exposure can be calculated for commit

ments/obligations for each currency by using a duration

measure. The best measures of interest rate risk are measures

that give the price elasticity of the financial obligation to

changes in the interest rate. Such measures are called

'Duration '-measures and they basLcaf.Ly break up the indivi

dual bond's payment stream over time and then evaluate each

discrete payment, as if the payment was a zero-coupon bond

being repaid at that particular time.

This is a fairly straightforward evaluation technique, but it

requires some assumptions about the way the term structure of

the interest rate will move in the future: i. e., the way the

slope and the level will change in the future. This is a

drawback, as the measure will only be exact for movements of

the term structure which exactly replicates the assumed

movement. According to Bierwag, Kaufman and Toews (1983) this

should not be a major problem as the difference between the

calculated elasticity and the real elasticity has not been

too great.
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Macaulay's duration measure42:

272

m nCn mAm
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D= (6.4)
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n=1 (1+i)n (1+i)m

where

C coupon payment in period n
A principal payment at maturity (m)
i yield to maturity
M date of last payment

(Bierwag, Kaufman and Toews, 1983 p. 16)

Duration measures evaluates the price sensitivity of the bond

to small changes in the interest rate:

dP
P

-Ddi (6.5)

This measure also evaluates the weighted average time to
maturity for the bond, but this is not intentionaliy so - it

is the consequence of the assumption that the term structure

is flat and will only move in parallel shifts43.

The measure has two drawbacks: first, 'it is only exact for

small changes in the interest rate, i. e., it must be

recalculated after each change in the interest rate.
Secondly, the measure uses time to maturity to weight the

payments, and the duration therefore changes over time. These

disadvantages are not significant for us, as we not are
discussing portfolio composition issues, but are interested

in the firm's exposure at discrete intervals.

42 A good description of the possibilities inherent in the
use of duration measures is given in Bierwag (1987). Morris (1974
and 1976) has used duration measures to decide in what manner the
firm optimally should structure its balance sheet. This has been
within an all-domestic firm and without any reference to any real
financial linkages.

43 There is one fundamental implication of a flat term
structure: that the market as such does not have any specific
time preference for consumption.
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We will use Macaulay's measure even if more complex models

could be used. Alternative measures all make some kind of

assumption about the future behaviour of the term structure

of interest rates, and the assumptions behind Macaulay's

measure seem to be the most straightforward, being based on

the least biased assumptions about the normal curvature and

behaviour of the term structure.

The problem with duration measures is that unless further

assumptions are made, they can only be used in national

markets .

6.4.4 A combined measure of interest and exchange rates'

contractual exposure

Kaufold and Smirlock (1986) analyze the exposure of foreign

currency denominated contractual cash flows, in order to

develop a method to hedge these flows with domestic future

contracts. We will here describe how the exposure of a series

of foreign payments can be described as exposed, leaving the

hedge method aside. The formula (6.6) below shows the value

of a foreign payment to be made to the firm in the future:

where

t (6.6)

the value of the payment at time period 0:
the foreign payment denoted in local currency:
time of payment:
the risk adjusted local currency interest
rate:
the spot exchange rate.

This payment can be viewed as a zero-coupon bond denominated

in the local currency. The value of this payment will depend

upon the change in the exchange rate, eO, which occurs until

the money is available, and follows any change in the

interest rate, r f, in the foreign country. The size of this

change will depend upon the local interest rate at the time
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of payment, the exchange rate, and consequently the

covariance between these two.

The problem is basically describable as a duration problem,

and making the same assumptions as those inherent in

Macaulley's duration measure; we get:

(6.8)

(6.7)

f
C

o t
t e

dVO
Vo

where

f 1
0

n
1:

V t=l f t
o (1 + r )

The per cent change in the value of the payment will depend

on the duration - in this case, time of payment - and the

correlation between the exchange rate and the local interest

rate.

(6.9)

The absolute change in the value of the foreign payments,

expressed in the firm I s home currency, combining (6.7) and

(6.9) and mUltiplying with Vo:

dV 0= V O· de - V • b . f (de) ,o (6.10a)

This gives us an absolute sensitivity of the cash flow to

exchange rate changes, given that the term structure is flat

and will remain so, and given that the historic variance

between eO and r f also remains constant for the studied

period of time.

This measure can be used when nominal exposures are

calculated, where the LC-amount os predetermined, but the

measure has to be adjusted in two respects. Floating interest

rates can not be measured in this way as the size of the LC

payment will vary with the interest rate, which is assumed to

vary with an exchange rate change. Furthermore, as we have
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assumed a linear return of an 'overshooting' exchange rate to

its equilibrium value the exchange rate's path to equilibrium

has to be integrated into the calculations. This can only be

done for a specific change in the exchange rate. Therefore,

the measure of sensitivity to a change in the exchange rate

contract will be calculated for a specific exchange rate

shock, given a linear return of the 'overshooting' exchange

rate to its equilibrium value.

/delta e
= Vo-delta e - VoD

f I f(delta e),
delta i

(6.10b)

dVo is only calculated for t (time index, discrete time

(1,2,3,4,5), corresponding to the 5 year horizon of the

analysis) and the linear return of the exchange rates

absolute deviation form PPP to the equilibrium value is

modelled by, delta e-Ot. (Ot is a factor which takes the

value (0.9,0.7,0.5,0.3,.0.1) and accounts for the exchange

rates linear return to its equilibrium value when the

exchange rate is the year's average exchange rate).

We consequently do not obtain the contractual agreements I

elasticity ot exchange rate changes. The expression 6. lOb

gives us the changes in contractual agreements' value

measured under the assumptions made in Kaufold and Smirlock's

measure and the additional assumptions made. The choice of

time-horizon will be discussed below. In order to make the

measure comparable over time we weight it with the value of

debt. This constitutes the elasticity of the contractual

exposure to changes in the exchange rate, given a direction

and the size of the changes. This will be contrasted with the

non-contractual exposures of the firm, which we now turn our

attention to.

6.5 Measuring non-contractual exposure

We will first briefly discuss more established measures of

what often is coined 'economic' exposure. We then discuss the

construction of our yardstick, assumed financial relations;
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in addition to the kind of behaviour we expect firms to have

both in regard to their spatial configuration and their price

reaction after a change in the exchange rate. We are not able

to bridge the gap between micro and macro analysis. Instead

we will use two simplifying concepts derived from our

previous discussion and from Flood and Lessard's (1986)

measure: a currency habitat either for the local market or

the global market. In our case, determined by the industry's

international scope. Furthermore, likely reaction functions

of firms in different types of industries. As we have not

bridged the micro-macro gap with an analytical solution, we

coin the end product a 'yardstick', recognizing its limited

scope.

6.5.1 Measuring 'economic' exposure

The analytical models of how industry affects the pass

through of changes in real exchange rate changes, were deemed

to be to abstract to be operational on the firm level. Many

authors have modelled the exposure of the firm with more

conceptual models.

Conceptual approaches have been suggested by several authors.

The two-sided nature of the problem, that cost as well as

revenues being denominated to the local currency of markets

with different degrees of internationalization and strategic

interaction between actors. Cornell and Shapiro (1983),

Lessard and Lightstone (1986) Flood and Lessard (1986), and

Hekman (1988) have made contributions which are attributable

to this school of thought.

Due to the complex nature of the problem, explicit modelling

of new equilibrium values are avoided. Instead, the authors

concentrate upon the interaction between the studied company

and international competitors. All discuss the firm's

exchange rate exposure within a context of interaction

between competitors in both the input and the output market.

The inclusion of strategic interactions in both markets has

had the consequence that the models are less formalized. In
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our opinion, Flood and Lessard (1986) have come furthest in

operationalizing the calculation of exposure, and we will

limit ourselves to discussing their approach.

Flood and Lessard divide a firm's financial exposure into two

categories: conversion exposure and the competitive exposure.

The conversion exposure constitutes the change of value when

an amount denominated in a local currency is exchange into

the home currency. This constitutes the changing value of

foreign cash-flows when an exchange rate change occurs. (See

discussion above.)

The competitive effect constitutes local cash-flow volumes

changes caused by the exchange rate shift. This effect, as we

have previously seen, depends upon the spatial structure of

the industry, its generic industrial organization, and

consumer and supplier price elasticities. Instead of trying,

as Flood did (op cit), to model the pass-through of an

exchange rate change into a complex economy, the authors

introduce a simplifying concept: the currency habitat. The

currency habitat is operationally defined as the currency in

which the price of the good has been most stable44•

consequently, the authors avoid the problem of analytically

determining what exchange rate that is the most stable.

Having determined the currency habitat, the authors seem to

assume that the price will be kept constant when expressed in

this exchange rate.

An exchange rate change would affect the profits of the firm.

Flood andtessard suggest that this effect should be

calculated with the contribution margin as a basis. This

probably indicates that the authors want fixed costs to

remain constant, and this makes sense as long as production

cost's exchange rate composition, either exactly matches

44 The authors still offer the readers guidance as to
what factors will influence the currency habitat of a good.
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those of the revenues - ex ante as well as ex post45 or that

all production costs are denominated in the home currency,

i. e. centralized production like to some extent, Japanese

car manufacturers in their earlier days. Firms with more

complex production structures should also monitor the effects

the exchange rate change has upon its cost side.

We still recognize that this measure in too crude for our

purposes, but it offers a bridge between analytical models

and the firm level. The concept of a currency habitat is

operational as it provides a way to avoid the painstaking and

often inconclusive analysis of how firms and customers will

react upon an exchange rate change: the concept becomes the

link between micro- and macroeconomic analysis.

In this model, the authors only categorize firms along two

dimensions: the geographical scope of markets (domestic and

global), and the marginal pricing factor (producer's cost or

consumer's demand) to determine the habitat of cost and

price. The question of how industry structure influences the

firm's action is left out.

Furthermore, the volume effect would depend not only on the

currency habitat of the specific product, but also on the

price elasticity of the buyers. Consequently, it is difficult

to construct a model that includes the interaction between

different markets, the reaction functions of the specific

firm and its competitors, the elasticity of demand in the

output market, and the elasticity of supply in factor

markets.

The quantity impact will have to be calculated separately and

Flood and Lessard choose to measure this with the contribu

tion margin as a basis, i. e., the per centage change in the

contribution margin results from the real currency rate

change. The LC net margin will change with two factors, local

45 Meaning that each country should have its own produc
tion, which would apply for certain industries e. g. hotel chains.
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price charged and with volume sold. The LC gross margin will

only change with the price charged for the good. HC net

margin might change with alterations in the HC/LC- exchange

rate, the LC price charged, and the volume sold. Flood and

Lessard do not provide a reaction function for the firm when

it faces a changing exchange rate.

6.5.2 Assumed financial relationships

As stated above, we have decided to model financial

sensitivity in a world with sticky goods prices, PPP

deviations (' overshooting' ) , constant real interest rates.

We will describe the adjustment period and its functional

form used to model the adjustment of an overshooting exchange

rate.

An exchange rate deviating from the PPP-level is here

considered to be a real exchange rate deviation. From the

perspective of the firm, a real exchange rate change alters

its competitive situation, possibly in both the factor and

the goods market. Real exchange rate deviations can have two

basically different causes: either a fundamental change has

occurred in the economy, e.g., higher productivity compared

to the country's main trading partners, a discovery of a

major natural resource, or some technological breakthrough.

Such events would presumably affect the countries' terms of

trade and the equilibrium exchange rate levels.

Instead of fundamental changes, we will consider exchange

rate deviations as resulting from inflationary/deflationary

policies that, due to slow adjustments in the goods market,

will create an overshooting of exchange rate with a slow

adjustment to PPP levels in the financial market. The slow

adjustment can result from many factors, but we will consider

the cause to be firms pricing to the market.

The real interest rate will be assumed to be stable, in order

to avoid modelling the relationship between inflation, real

interest rates and exchange rates in an economy where prices
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adjust slowly in the goods market.

In this environment, the exchange rate will slowly adjust to

its PPP-level from levels that are either too high or too

low. We will assume that this adjustment process will take

five years and be linear. The time period is consistent with

results reported in Frankel and Meese (1987, referred to

above), and the longest period of PPP-deviation mentioned by

Chew and stern (1988, p. vi)46.

We will use historic variance when calculating the

interaction between the interest rate and the exchange

rate47• If Central Banks, as we have argued, can affect

exchange rate in the medium term, the use of historic

variance implies that they will maintain their policies in

sUbsequent periods. We would therefore like to introduce the

concept of policy risk. Given the behaviour of monetary

authorities, we might create 'hedged' positions when

calculating the exposure of the firm which in reality are

only hedged as long as the monetary authorities behave in the

expected manner. A change in policy would destroy the basis

for the analysis and consequently create a possible loss or

gain.

That a position to some extent remains unhedged might seem

illogical, but is actually unavoidable. The motivation for

46 Different forms of temporary deviations from PPP
could of course be envisaged, but they are then built upon
other assumptions about why the exchange rate deviates than
the one used in our measure; speculative bubbles would create
an increasing deviation followed by an immediate adjustment
and other models would create other temporal characteristics
of PPP-deviations.

47 We are not arguing that the firm should use a
portfolio approach (see e.g. Makin (1978» for handling
exchange rate risk. First, the approach has to be connected
to the interest costs in the economy, which this kind of
model not is, see instead Schilbread (1988) for this being
included. The problem of the historic variance approach, in
this context, is that it will include both temporary and
fundamental changes.
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holding wealth, i. e., taking a position, is to consume later

in life. The consumption pattern will be dependent on the

purchasing power of money which, in turn, will be related to

total production, inflation, exchange rates and the time

value of money. To create a perfect hedge for these variables

is not possible: even in a complete market setting there will

always be a residual total wealth risk. When hedging future

consumption, the investor will consequently have to leave

some contingencies unhedged.

In our context, two contingencies remain unforeseen, a change

in real interest rate, i. e. a change in the time value of

money, and a change in monetary authorities' behaviour. The

consequences of trusting monetary authorities becomes

apparent the day the authorities change their policies, e.

g., the Swedish maxi devaluation of the SEK:s value against

the trade weighted currency basket in 1982.

6.5.3 'Muddling through'

Before attacking the influence of industry and the

international scope of the goods markets on the pricing

decision after an overshooting real exchange rate deviation,

we will briefly discuss in what manner the firm might change

its operations after such an exchange rate change.

6.5.3.1 The production scope

In the case of an "overshooting" adjustment process, the

firm's spatial-configuration is unlikely to shift. If the

firm has the capacity to switch production between units,

this will probably be done. Also, a shift between different

suppliers etc. might be undertaken, but these are changes in

the firm's peripheral activities, and the main strategy is

likely to be a 'muddle through' approach. Consequently, we

will not recalculate the optimal spatial production

configuration after a real exchange rate change.

As a response to a favorable exchange rate deviation a

capacity expansion is even less likely., In such a situation,
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the firm would have to recoup the entire cost of the factory

over a fairly short period of time. Such an investment would

have an extremely short pay-off time, especially considering

the lead time for the expansion and the successive

deterioration of the competitiveness, as the exchange rate

adjusts over time towards its equilibrium value.

6.5.3.2 The sourcing scope

While the real exchange rate cannot be controlled by a firm's

management, the firm can adjust its localization of its

production in accordance with the new set of production costs

which will prevail after the exchange rate change48. An

adjustment after an "overshooting" deviation from PPP is

likely to result in a less radical adjustment, than an

adjustment after a fundamental, and, hence, "permanent" shift

in the real exchange rate. This will depend on the following

factors: nature of the relationship between the firm and its

supplier, switching costs, long-term contract, the

competitive situation in the supplying industry, and

technical complexity. These factors affect the firm's ability

to react quickly to a PPP-deviation. These issues will be

discussed with the purchasing officers and we will determine

from which suppliers the firm would switch from, given a

short term exchange rate swing.

6.5.3.3 The market scope

Given that the 'overshooting' deviation from PPP is

considered temporary, we assume that the firm will not

establish any new sales sUbsidiaries, and will only react in

those markets already being served. This implicitly assumes

that the cost of building a market organization is too large

to motivate to building up this organization just to profit

48 Kogut and Kulatilaka (1988) argue that flexibility in
production might be built into the spatial structure of the
firm, in such a way that the firm gets an industrial hedge
against real exchange rate deviation, and the authors further
argue that firms will do so as long as the option value of
the hedge exceeds the decreasing cost efficiency in
production due to slack.
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from a temporary exchange rate disequilibria.
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6.5.3.4 The role of the fixed cost when adjusting to an
unexpected PPP-deviation

A common theme when analyzing the firm's adjustment to a

temporary deviation of the exchange rate has been the non

linearity of costs. A firm will be unwilling to increase its

production capacity or to increase overhead costs as a

response to a temporary shift in real exchange rates.

consequently, fixed costs matter: the firm's main reaction to

a temporary real exchange rate change will possibly be to

change the price and to leave both production capacity and

marketing channels unchanged.

A concluding remark: we have been able to limit the firm's

reaction to a temporary exchange rate deviation to the price

and consequently the volume decision of the firm by

distinguishing between a real temporary and a real

fundamental exchange rate deviation. The pricing decision, we

argue, is influenced by the industrial organization within

which the respective business units act, and also the

industry's international dimension.

6.5.4 Integrating the international dimension into the
industry structure

We above conclude that there are two fundamental dimensions

to our problem: first, the degree of internationalization and

second, the industry structure in the market (s) where the

firm is active.

We classify the firms' degree of internationalization

according to three categories: First, markets can be local;

participants do not sell to foreign markets or all firms are

exporters and do not face foreign competition. Furthermore,

they do not face any foreign competition in their national

market. Second, firms can be multi-domestic: firms being

international but pricing in accordance to the needs of each

national market it participate in depending upon the

different markets industrial structure, i. e. 'pricing to
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markets'. Finally,

national markets as

set equally

determined

market49.

over all

by the

firms can be 'global' and treat all

if they where one single market, prices

markets, but price reactions still being

industrial organization of the global

The pricing decision of the firm will depend upon the

industry structure the firm is active in. Industrial

organization theory describes the firms behaviour in markets

where strategic interaction between competitors exist. These

models, in general have no international dimension, i.e. they

are constructed for local firms. For multi-domestic markets,

at least one of the competitors will now be foreign and the

strategic interaction might be affected by this. Finally, for

the global market, the entire set of competitors in the world

will be the relevant set of firms and the global industry

structure will be the relevant when determining the exchange

rate exposure.

It should be noted that we do not address two problems that

emerge. First, as noted by Naslund (1983), the use of a

portfolio strategy based upon the so-called BeG-matrix or

other portfolio strategies might affect the firm's pricing

and volume decisions. We will not consider these problems for

two interrelated reasons. Our study unit is the 'business

unit' and at that level these problems are of less interest

than at the top management level. Furthermore, to the extent

that there are investment opportunities that the firm wants

49 This is a fairly narrow definition of global firms.
It has been argued, see Porter (1980, pp. 278-281), that
several sources of global competitive advantage which
basically range over most functional areas exist, but we
argue that these advantages must result in a pricing of the
product which is coordinated over all the markets the firm is
active in, and where this coordination is determined by the
global industry structure. In our context, the price will be
uniform over different markets, but we could perceive
situations, as those discussed by Hamel and Prahalad (1988,
p. 5-39) where firms cross-subsidize operations between
different markets. This aspect will not be included in our
measure.
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to pursue, it will be presumed that the firms can finance any

viable new investment. This is also consistent with the

increasingly active capital markets, which make the 'firm as

an internal capital market,50 less interesting. Consequently,

we will consider firms which are able to finance all proposed

activities and therefore, do not have to pursue a cash-flow

based portfolio strategy. Thus, we do not need to consider

the firms' portfolio strategy when modelling the firm's

reaction functions to exchange rate changes.

Second, the aspect of multi-point competition will not be

considered51. This problem is not associated with financial

flows between business units, but rather results from

industrial interrelation between business units, which we not

include into our framework and therefore choose to disregard.

6.5.5 Industry structure and firms' reaction functions

In this section, we specify some reaction functions for some

types of industrial organization. In order to measure the

competitive effect, we have to decide on the behaviour of

firms when a deviation from PPP occurs. Given the complexity

of the matter, we will have to postulate a behaviour for each

industry structure, when some fixed costs exist and volume

contractions or extensions are costly to make. We will

specify likely reaction functions for the following industry

structures: (1) oligopoly; (2) process industry and price

leaders.

6.5.5.1 Monopolistic competition and oligopoly

We have in the case of oligopoly seen how the all-exporting

50 Naturally, not treating this issue is consistent with
our delimitations made in section 1.5.3 above.

51 MUlti-point competition means that the firm meets the
same competitor in several business areas. An example would
be when Siemens meets General Electric in both the auto
electronics industry as well as in the nuclear technology
field. It is theoretically possible that the firms would let
their pricing decisions in one field be affected by the
competitive situation in the other.
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firm after a permanent depreciation of the HC exchange rate

might keep its exporting price constant instead of lowering

the LC-export price. In this way, the firm's margin would

increase. The reason for the stickiness would be found in the

risk of triggering a price war.

For a temporary depreciation in the HC exchange rate a

lowering of the LC price is even less likely, the cost

advantage will be transitory and the industry will end up at

a lower level of income when the exchange rate is back at its

equilibrium level. Therefore, in the wake of a real temporary

PPP deviation, firms classified as members of an oligopoly

will be considered as keeping their LC-prices. The situation

after a temporary appreciation, the firm might want to

increase its LC-price, in order to maintain its profit

margins. such a behaviour is only likely if this would

trigger a general price increase among industry participants.

We deem this to be likely in industries where the party whose

HC-currency has appreciated is the price leader, see section

6.5.5.3 below. Otherwise, we will assume that the firms will

accept lower margins during the period the exchange rate

returns to its fundamental value, keeping LC-prices constant.

6.5.5.2 Process industry

We think that special rules will apply for industries, where

manUfacturing is made in continuous processes and the

manUfacturing cost has a large component of fixed cost.

Regardless of industry structure, the decision rule will be

to maximize sales. Naslund (1983, p. 32) analyzed the

reactions of a sales maximizing firm, on the basis of

Baumol's model of the firm. Firms acting according to this

model of the firm, will keep LC-prices constant after a

depreciation of HC. Its domestic price however will increase,

The volume sold cannot change as the firm is already selling

at peak capacity. Such industries will be assumed to keep LC

prices constant in order to maintain maximum production.
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6.5.5.3 Price leaders and price takers

In markets where one competitor has a large part of the

market this firm often behaves as the price leader and sets

the price at which all participants sell. Price takers will

increase the sales volume until MC=MR. The price leader then

sells the remaining volume demanded at this price. From an

exposure perspective, we have two alternatives; the price

leader is a local firm or the price leader is a non-local

firm. In the first case, the non-local firm will have to

adjust its price to the local firm, i.e., local price, is, by

definition, kept constant. If the price-leader is a non

local firm the situation becomes somewhat more complex. A

price leader maximizes profits given the demand and the

supply curve of the price takers. The supply curve will

depend upon the composition of the price taker, and in what

manner the supply curve of the price takers is affected by

the exchange rate change. We, therefore, in this situation,

cannot decide what the expected behaviour of the local price

is and will assume that the price will be kept stable in

terms of the price leaders home currency, unless managers of

the firm not tells us otherwise, i.e the price leaders home

currency will be considered the price habitat and we will

presume that the price leader will keep home currency price

stable after a real exchange rate shift52. Price takers, on

the other hand, will have to fix their own prices to those

determined by the price leader. It is worth noting that as a

consequence, purely local competitors will be influenced by a

exchange rate outside the market they act in when they act on

a market where the price taker is foreign.

52 QUE!sti~ fim !MMl1ement is in this context fairly
straight forward, as the price leader actually himseU
detenn:i.nes the pnce.
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Table 6.1 A prioR~ behaviour with unexpected chames
in excnana~betWeeriHe iiiid IP

Business areas industrial ~the IC-price when
oJ:gaDization settiIq e ( V ) char¥;Jes

e> 0 ~ rc pz1.ce
-~listic e < 0 keeP rc price
OCql8tition

-Price leader, DOt local stable ~rices in
-Others 1.mCIer tems 0 the
the price price leaders baDe
l.IIIbrella currency (currency habitat)

-Stable e > 0 keep tc price
oligopoly e < 0 "

-Process e> 0 decrease tc psice
Industry e < 0 keep Ie price

6.5.6.1 Local market

We consider local markets as either a market where the firm

is only competing with local competitors selling to local

customers54, or an industry concentrated to one country, both

types having production costs with a large component of local

content. A foreign firm might be the owner of such a company

and the exchange rate exposure for this firm will be

considered to be the value of the firm expressed in the home

currency of the proprietor. As we are studying the effects of

temporary changes in real exchange rates, we can estimate the

effects by the changing value of the repatriated profits; At

the end of the adjustment period the remaining profits will

be worth what they were initially expected to be.

6.5.6.2 Multi-domestic competition

53 If the firm is not operating at maximum capacity. In
that case their will be no change in LC-price but an
increase in the HC price.

54It will further be assumed that the demand will be
fairly independent of exchange rate fluctuations
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The analysis will be conducted within the local market~ the

market decision will be taken in the local market. The

relative change in the exchange rate will be used as a base

variable. The analysis in the local market will be conducted

in four steps:

1. Establish whether the firm is acting an global or multi

domestic market~

2. Determine the firm's industry structure and the firm'

likely reaction function to a exchange rate change~

3. Determine the currency habitat of the local market~

4. Determine the effect of a price change in LC terms of an

exchange rate deviation.

The issues are interrelated, but we will first have to

establish whether the industry is a global industry or not.

If the firm considers the industry structure as being multi

domestic, then we will consider each market separately.

6.5.6.3 Industry structures' reaction functions with global
competition

The global firm faces competitors who coordinate their

pricing activities over several markets, but do not

necessarily maximize revenues from each market. These

competitive patterns are complex but we will make a further

assumption: that the pricing in a global market will depend

upon the industry structure and the exchange rate between the

global actors home countries. The key exchange rate will be

the exchange rate between the global competitors, if these

change, the prices in all markets might change, depending on

what industry structure the global firm is working within.

other currencies will enter the analysis in the following

way: if their value shifts, then the LC-price will also

change in accordance to the 'global' price, possibly

affecting the volume sold locally.

We now have two types of exchange rates to track: first, the

local and second, the exchange rate between the main
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competitor countries55. When these exchange rates are

determined, Table 6.1 above could be appl ied to the price

reaction, but for the global industries currency habitat;

changes in the global price, expressed in the currency

habitat currency, consequently change the prices in all local

markets.

6.5.7 The sensitivity of non-contractual cash flows

Once we have determined the industry structure and the degree

of internationalization of the firm's market(s), we will have

to calculate the exposure for the operational cash flows.

This will require data of the firm's sales in different

countries, a prognosis of future sales, and finally, an

estimate of the sensitivity of the customers to price

changes.

The calculation of the duration of operational flows will be

accomplished in two steps. First, the local market's

sensitivity to unexpected real exchange rate changes and to

unexpected inflation will be estimated, given industry

structure and the degree of internationalization of the

markets.

Second, our adjusted 'Kaufold and Smirlock's measure' will be

used in order to bring together the different local cash

flows' sensitivity to the real exchange rate deviations into

one measure. This enables us to compare the non-contractual

exposure with the contractual exposure. The following

55 For instance a manufacturer of luxury motorbikes
might consider the USO/YEN- , USO/OEM- and OEM/YEN-exchange
rates as the important exchange rates to analyze when
deciding what will affect prices in local markets. Between
these exchange rates a currency habitat has to be established
and the global industry structure will determine in what way
the firm reacts to changes in the currency habitat exchange
rate. Nevertheless, BMW for example will still be exposed in
SEK even if the currency habitat exchange rate is stable, as
prices are kept constant in the currency habitat currency and
therefore a fluctuation in the SEK/OEM-exchange rate will
resul t in price changes in the Swedish market, possibly
leasding to changes in volumes sold and consequently in the
volume of SEK to be converted into OEM.
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function will be applied in the analysis:

Variables:

The Yardstick

t:

e:

E [ • ] :

Time index, discrete time, {1,2,3,4,5), 5
year horizon of the analysis.

Inflation at t.

Exchange rate between local currency and home
currency, defined as the number of home
currency units one unit of the local currency
buys. (yearly average)

The expectation operator.

Local net cash flow without
reinvested money, but with
carried back.

deduction for
depreciations

QlC(P,1,t):

1 :

Local volume sold, a function of price,
price sensitivity of demand and
inflation sensitivity of sales.

Price sensitivity of demand, the change in
volume sold with a per centage in the price.

t: Inflation sensitivity of demand:
in the volume sold with a one
change in expected inflations

the change
percentage

n:

10:

LC:

A factor which takes the value (0.9, 0.7,
0.5, 0.3, 0,1) and accounts for the exchange
rate's five years linear return to the PPP
level after the real exchange rate has
overshot.

Price reaction function, dependent on the
currency habitat of the local market and on
the industry organization on the relevant
level: local or global.

The variable is a logical operator stating
whether prices will change and if so in local
or in home currency terms in case of a real
exchange rate change.

Currency habitat for the studied good in
local market.

Local operational production cost and menu
cost in cash flow terms. No depreciations are
included; neither are proceeds from
investments made after the occurrence of the
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real exchange rate change. 5 6

The local cash flow will then be determined by (6.11)

CF = Q (P,T,~) Pee ,10) - LC
lc lc h

(6.11)

The expected cash flows will therefore be:

E[CF ] = E[Q ] • Pee ,10) - LC(E[Q ]),
lc lc h lc

(6.12)

What will happen when the firm in the local market face a

unexpected change in the real exchange rate is depicted in

(6.13).

deltacFl c \ E[CF l c] - CF
Ie

(6.13)lce t t

The conversion effect of a change in the exchange rate is

determined in accordance with (6.14).

dQ (Plc,t ' T, ~) = E[Qlc] ·dP/P • T + E[Qlc] ·dI/I· e , (6.14)

The following variable shows the price reaction function, given

that the exchange rate of the currency habitat, eh, is changed:

The currency habitat is included in this

measure and will take care of the competitive

in the real exchange rate and inflation.

(6.15)

local sensitivity

effect of a change

Finally, the cash proceed, (6.13), will be discounted at the HC

interest rate for the five years the exchange rate is assumed to

revert linearly to its fundamental value.

56 This is sensible, as the investment must not be
undertaken if the exchange rate will make them unprofitable.
only investments made prior to exchange rate fluctuation are
considered.
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(6.16 )

Th.e Yardstick

where ei

j

exchange rate for a LC at i: year of the
adjustment process.

the exchange rate for which the calculation is
made

This provides us with the firms exchange rate exposure for an

individual LC currency. As Smirlock and Kaufold' s measure

aims at transforming the financial risk into HC-risk we will

have to do the same with the non-contractual exposure. We do

that by summing (6.16) over all LC.

J
TNCE = 1: NCE

j=l j
(6.17)

where TNCE total exposure given a change in HC real-exchange
rate.

J = total number of LC the firm handles.

6.6 total financial risk

The final step will be to combine the currencies' exposure

into one single measure. This will consists of two measures,

(6.10b) and (6.17) and can only measure the firm's exposure

to a change in the value of the HC. The sum of these two will

be the residual risk left. This statistic and its two

components will help us analyze whether the firm's financial

activities increase or decrease the financial risk, given our

assumptions about the functioning of the financial and good

markets are correct.

The formulas for the firm's adoption to a real exchange rate

deviation are not linear; reactions might depend upon the

direction of changes in either the real exchange rate or in

inflation. This problem has been handled by a spread sheet

analysis; here the manufacturing structure can be connected

to the output decisions that result from changes in the
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exchange rate. A currency by currency analysis is conducted.



CHAPTER 7

ESAB's financial
and operational exposure

7.1 Introduction

In order to attain data about the development of an

individual firm's financial exposure we applied the measure

described in the previous chapter. The results of this as

regards ESAB (Elektriska Svetsnings Aktiebolaget) will be

reported here. The report contains information about the firm

on the group level, but the calculations and information is

gathered from both the firms top management (financial data)

and from industrial managers. The design of the study and the

manner data was gathered is discussed in this initial

section. Some of the resulting analysis of the industrial

activities is described in section 7.2. The following

section, explains in more detail how the financial analysis

was conducted. The results are reported and commented in

section 7.4. The aim of the study is to see in what manner

the firm has handled the I risk' dimension of the firm (see

Fig. 7.1), whether risk has increased or decreased over time.

We measured the development of total financial risk in ESAB

for the period of 1980-1986. The study is an application of

the yardstick described in the previous chapter, i.e.

measuring financial risk according to a particular view of

295
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financial risk, not necessarily the view of ESAB's treasury

management57

Fig. 7.1 The studied dimension

Risk

The study was conducted in two steps. First, the operational

exposure was determined, followed by the financial exposure.

These steps were conducted consecutively. We perceived the

measurement of the firm's operational exposure as more

jUdgmental than the financial exposure, the latter being

largely contractual to its nature. Therefore, this study was

postponed until the operational study was conducted.

A case study was written, using data from different sources:

the firm's annual reports, pUblished information about the

firm and most importantly, from interviews with the firm's

business area mangament and internal material. Much of the

data used was provided by the officers interviewed, as much

of the data needed is not published or otherwise available.

Primarily, the business units' controllers and market

57 As reported in chapter 5 above, ESAB to some extent
uses a translation based exposure measure. the author's and
management's exposure are therefore likely to differ.
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managers were contacted. Follow-up interviews were

occationally made with the business unit's purchasing

officers in order to attain more information about the cost

structure of the firm. On three occasions the business unit's

general manager participated instead of or complementary to

the market manager, while the market managers of two

divisions not were interviewed. At the German business unit

the 'kaufmannische Leiter' was interviewed. Furthermore, an

officer in charge of export activities of the firm was

interviewed. The officers interviewed in this study are

specified in Appendix 7.1.

An interview guideline was sent to the controller as well as

to the market manager specifying the questions we wanted

answers to, and a description ot the research proj ect is

given. The guidelines are to be found in Appendix 7.2.-3.

After the interview, an interview memo was written and

details and data were often checked on telephone.

Occasionally, follow up interviews were made. Some data was

also provided later by the interviewed officer.

In order to get a test of the reliability of the corporate

managers' description of the compet.Itive situation on the

local market an interview was conducted with a market manager

in a local subsidiary in west Germany. A questionaire was

sent to the local management and i~ included in Appendix 7.4.

The report was written and presented to the firm's treasury

management for discussion, as a basis for the calculation of

the operational exposure.

We gathered financial data from the l,.edgers of the firm as

well as from the annual reports and internal material used

when the annual reports were establishg~. The data used will

be described in section 7,4 where we also specify additional

assumptions made when making the caLeuLatiLona • The final

result was reviewed by the firm's treasury managment.
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The study of the exposure is documented in its totality in a

report presented to the firm's financial management. We will

here only pUblish the first part of the report describing the

firm's overall situation, its development over the studied

period and the production structure of the firm. We will also

look into the question of whether the firm is acting in a

global industry in the sense discussed in chapter 6 above.

For reasons of confidentiality the discussion of the

different business areas will be withheld58.

7.2.1 Introduction

ESAB is presently the world's largest company selling welding

related products. It has reached this position through a

strategy of purchasing the welding divisions of many of its

European competitors. ESAB offers cutting machines,

consumables for welding and welding machines handheld,

semiautomatic, and automatic.

As an introduction to the case, a short review of ESAB' s

history until 1980 is given. We go on to give a broad

description of major events during the period 1980 to 1986.

7.2.2 ESAB's history until 1980

Oscar Kjellberg founded ESAB in 1904 as a company

specializing in the repair of leaky boilers on ships.

Experimentation with various welding techniques resulted in

the development of the coated electrode. Coating the

electrode prevents oxygen from mixing with the melted

58 The sections withheld contain informaton about the
cost structure of the firm, its business units' strategies as
well as an assessment of competitors. The information has
been made available to the thesis committee as well as the
faculty's thesis opponent. This make the replication of the
study more difficult, but is a necessary step in order for us
to be able to obtain the information in the first place. We
will, in order to facilitate replication, indicate what kind
of information that was used.
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material, and the resulting welding joint is stronger than

the joints produced with traditional arc welding.

Patents were already granted in 1906, but the method was not

used extensively for shipbuilding purposes until it was

accepted by the major classification societies 'Lloyd's

Register of Shipping' and 'Det Norske Veritas'. These formal

approvals were not granted until after the end of the war in

1919.

ESAB, nevertheless, started its internationalization earlier.

See Appendix 7.5 for a description of the inter

nationalization process. ESAB first established a sUbsidiary

in Great Britain, Anglo-Swedish Electric Welding Co, Ltd. in

1912. Thereafter, the firm established operations in Belgium,

1914, and in Germany, 1921. By then, it widened the scope of

the products it offered to welding machines and later to

cutting machines. Further, in order to assure the proper

application of its products, ESAB started to provide

customers with training of its staff at in-house training

centres.

Following these initial investments, the internationalization

is best described in three periods. The first during the 30s

and early 40s, when ESAB penetrated the Nordic countries and

major shipbuilding nations. The second period started in

early 50s, when ESAB left its European focus and made some

overseas investments e. g. Brazil, Canada. Some of these

overseas ventures seem to have been very successful.

In the early seventies, ESAB started to expand by

acquisition. It went into the U.S.-market and also made its

first investments in Asia, Africa and Australia. ESAB also

started to increase its presence in the larger European

markets, West Germany, Italy, Great Britain and Spain. In

the beginning of the 70s, ESAB was a prime supplier of

welding equipment to the shipbuilding industry. At the

outset of the 80s three adverse trends faced ESAB's
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management: (1) the structural change in the shipbuilding

industry, (2) the decreasing world consumption of steel, and,

finally, (3) a trend towards substitution of welding with

ooated electrodes with continuous electrode welding

(MIG/MAG) .

Before describing the events during 1980, we will briefly

describe the effects these macro- and industry trends had on

ESAB's strategic situation.

7,2.2.1 The structural change in the shipbuilding industry

The shipbuilding industr y59 was in the 30s, 40s and 50s

primarily an European industry. 80-90% of world output was

European with the U.K. as a dominant force. In the mid 50s a

new force, see Appendix 7.6, emerged: Japan. Its share of

world orders grew during the 60s and 70s, so that in 1980,

52% of new orders were given to Japanese shipyards, while

only 23% were given to European shipyards. Some European

shipyards survived with the help of state subsidies and by

adding value to ships by building more specialized vessels.

From ESAB' s point of view, the decrease in the number of

ships builtin Europe meant that the amount of electrodes

needed to join steel plates to ship hulls in their main

geographic market decreased rapidly. Also, the demand for

large power sources and cutting machines, primarily used by

the shipyards, decreased rapidly.

By 1914 ESAB had already a license to produce coated

~lectrodes to Mitsubishi Zosen Kaisha Ltd, and the Japanese

shipyards seem to have had good suppliers of electrodes

domestically. An entry into the Japanese market has not to

our knowledge been undertaken. ESAB, consequently, could not

compensate the lost consumables volumes in Europe with sales

in the new shipbuilding nations.

59 This section draws partially on Dong and Porter
(1986) .
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7.2.2.2 Decreasing steel consumption

The world consumption of steel has decreased. Thinner steel

plates are being used, other materials e.g. composites

replace steel and the trend towards smaller cars, are among

the factors explaining the lower consumption of steel during

the 70s and 80s. All of these trends have contributed to the

decrease in the amount of welding consumables needed. This is

a trend that ESAB has been aware of, and they foresaw early

on an increasing overcapacity problem within the consumables

industry. This trend was further enhanced by a third change

in the market place.

7.2.2.3 The substitution of manual welding with coated
electrodes to welding with continuous wire

The innovation inherent in Oskar Kjellberg's covered

electrode consists of the coating of the electrode with a

coat of chemicals. This coat will, when it is heated, gasify

and protect the melting steel from the surrounding air,

thereby decreasing the amount of oxidation within the welded

joint. Today several alternative methods exist for welding.

The MAG-(Metal Active Gas) and MIG-method (Metal Inert Gas),

are increasingly used instead of welding with coated

electrodes.

This has had two effects upon ESAB. First, continuous welding

means that less of the electrode is wasted, and hence that

the amount of electrodes, measured in tons demanded,

decreases even further. Second, the wire used instead of the

coated electrode is fairly easy to manufacture relative to a

coated electrode, and therefore the value added in each ton

of wire is lower than for the same amount of coated

electrodes.

Consequently, the industry producing coated electrodes would

need to be restructured. ESAB was one of the few European

firms heavily committed to only the welding industry. This

made the restructuring of the industry a pivotal point in its

strategy for the eighties.
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7.2.3. ESAB in the Period of 1980 to 1986 - changing the

welding industry

7.2.3.1 Introduction

In 1980 ESAB got a new CEO, Bengt Eskilsson, who undertook a

major review of ESAB's strategy. The strategy reformulation

started from a couple of observations. First, the trends

mentioned above where recognized. Second, ESAB noted that

many of the firms in the European welding business were less

committed to the industry than ESAB. These firms were often

large steel-, or gas manufacturers who had divisions which

were active in the welding business.

Bengt Eskilsson brought the major consumable industry leaders

together and asked them for their estimates of the future

demand for welding consumables and then presented ESAB's and

a major European consulting firm's own estimates. The

estimates of the rest of the industry were distinctly more

optimistic than those made by ESAB and the consultants.

This effort was made in order to convince firms with a low

commitment to sell their divisions to ESAB, and thereby, in

effect, letting ESAB head the restructuring of the European

consumables industry. After the industry leaders pondered

over this suggestion, and had seen that ESAB's and the

consultant's estimates were almost on the mark, ESAB was more

successful in buying market share.

ESAB followed a strategy of growth by acquisition within the

European market and substantial acquisitions were made. The

company consequently, changed the structure of the

consumabels industry and now faces competitors who seem to be

fairly committed to the industry.

7.2.3.2 Major structural changes during the 1980s

1980: ESAB acquired 50% of the shares in ESAB Iberica S.A, an

electrode manufacturer, a move which was intended to increase
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its presence in Spain, one

nations. ESAB Iberica S.A.

licensee of ESAB.

of Europe's maj or shipbuilding

was at that time the largest

1981: ESAB acquired Various Fabrieken B.V. in the Netherlands

which increased ESAB' s market position in the Netherlands

within the area of consumables. ESAB further acquired BOC's

gas-cutting division, and merged it with ESAB-Kebe to ESAB

Hancock GmbH.

1982: ESAB had to acquire a further 25 per cent of ESAB

Iberica S.A. ESAB also bought BOC's British gas-cutting

division and renamed it ESAB-Hancock Cutting Machines.

The largest deal in 1982 was the purchase of Guest, Keen and

Nettlewood's (GKN) welding division which had activities in

Great Britain, Western Germany, France, Holland, Belgium and

Switzerland. Thereby ESAB got the brands Arcos, Lincoln and

Brinal.

1983: during this year ESAB increased its minority holding of

Werner Eichholzer AG, switzerland, to a majority holding.

ESAB further acquired BOC's welding division with the brands

Murex and Saffire, renaming the division Murex Welding

Products Ltd. BOC keeps its operations in the U. S . A, South

Africa and Australia. Production is localized to Waltham

Cross, Hertfordshire, England.

1984: ESAB acquires the remaining 49% of Autogenwerk Rhona

GmbH - which produces gas welding equipment. Armco's welding

operations in Brazil are purchased, and a welding machine

factory is established. "Mechanized Welding Centres" (MWC)are

opened, one in Italy and two in the U.S.A.

The second cornerstone among ESAB's operative goals was to

make production more cost efficient and rational.

Consequently, ESAB closes factories in:
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·Brazil -Armco's consumables operations are concentrated to
Belo Horizonto.

·sweden -a wire mill in Laxa.

·Finland -a wire factory in Helsinki

·Mexico - an electrode factory in Mexico.

·Great Britain - an electrode plant in Gillingham.

·Norway - an electrode establishment in Larvik.

·France - operations concentrated to Pontoise in France

·Italy - operations in Italy concentrated to Mesero

ESAB, in cooperation with Swedish IBM, started to develop a

computer based network, COSMOS. The system allows for

centralized production with a commitment of the factories to

deliver to the ordering local market company within 48 hours

after placing their order on the network.

The major effect of this system, in terms of reduced

inventory materialized in 1987 when inventories decreased by

MSEK 110. Previously, ESAB had problems in convincing some of

the market companies to use the system. Therefore, we will

not consider the effect of COSMOS on the firm's exposure.

ESAB closed all acquired factories producing machines, except

the Mexican and the Brazilian units.

1985: in 1984, ESAB signed a letter of intent to purchase

Phil ip' s European welding division. ESAB takes control of

operations in March 1985 thereby adding a further MSEK 390 to

sales. Philip's units were localized in Great Britain,

France, the Netherlands, Spain and West Germany. These units

were renamed Filarc. Electrode factories in Scotland and in

the Netherlands were closed. Production previOUSly sourced

from a joint venture in France was routed to other factories.

force in the consumables

rationalization of the

strengthening the high-

By then,

industry

acquired

ESAB had become a major

and the integration and

units while simUltaneously
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tech business areas became the main strategic thrust of the

company.

1986: The gas welding business, less than four per cent of

ESABI S sales, is spun off to a j oint venture with AGA, a

major Swedish gas-company. The factories producing covered

electrodes in Finland and Portugal are closed, and the units

in France are further rationalized. The restructuring of

ESAB's manufacturing structure was more or less concluded.

Some minor changes in the structure were left - the closure

of a minor operation in Uppsala, one in Great Britain and a

further one in Karberga, Sweden.

1987 and onwards: ESAB will try to build market share in

those European countries were it perceives its share to be

comparatively small.

The above description of the changing structure of ESAB is

depicted graphically in Appendices 7.8-7.10. The sales of

ESAB, as reported in the annual reports for the same period

are depicted in Appendix 7.11.

7.2.3.3 ESAB's strategy after market penetration

After describing the route of ESAB' s acquisition tour, a

description of ESAB's stated strategy as it appeared in the

annual report 1983 will be given. This has also been

confirmed with internal documents and discussions with

managers.

ESAB describes its present strategy as a strategy where it

wants to obtain a market dominating position and

operationally this means that ESAB wants to increase market

penetration.

Simultaneously, ESAB wants to become less dependent upon

products with low value added, primarily standard types of

consumables, and more active in areas within the welding

business where the products contain more value added. Such
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areas are welding machines and sophisticated electrodes. It

is a clear goal to increase the share of price insensitive

products by increasing the technical know-how embedded in the

products sold.

The rationale behind acquisitions made, was to buy market

share, i. e. brands60, keeping the image of the brand, and

trying to become a low cost producer by rationalizing

production, logistics and marketing. Instead of producing

different electrodes, ESAB wanted to produce certain high

value-added electrodes at one central factory, thereby

reaping economies of scale. ESAB will nevertheless sell these

electrodes under different brand names.

If ESAB follow the normal 'Electrolux' -strategy as regards

their multi-brand policy, they will slowly drop some of the

national brands.

The mUltiple brand policy is motivated by the belief that a

takeover of a firm should be done in a manner that affects

the customers' perception of the firm as little as possible.

this being the only way to maintain the purchased market

share after the acquisition. An awareness of the overall firm

identity is then discussed. 61

acquired several factories,

those acquired as well as

ESAB. Furthermore, ESAB

electrodes and kept local

reported in more detail in

During the studied period, ESAB

sUbsequently closing several of

some previously operated by

centralized production of certain

production of others. This will be

60 ESAB firmly believes that consumables brands are like
household brands, and that besides technical differences
between brands an affection value is perceived by customers
using a particular brand.

61 ESAB has now renamed itself to the 'ESAB Group' where
the different brands are given a distinct profile vis-a-vis
customers, but also increasing the precence of ESAB's name in
the market.
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section 4. Large efforts have been made in order to increase

the volume of non-consumables business, and ESAB therefore

made some acquisitions which increased its presence in these

markets.

ESAB restated its strategy in their 1986 annual report. The

firm's goals were stated as:

"(I) growth in volU118 and market share in the ma.in
market which should be achi8l78d tmough a powerful
marketinq. An active acquisition policy will support
this strategy.
(2) to enter markets with a fUture growth
potential.
(3) to be the technoloqical and 0CIIIII8rCial. leader
in the fUture weldilq- and cuttiD] industry
(4) to further Clevelop its existiD] products."

7.2.4 ESAB's value chain

It is clear from the description of the development during

this decade that ESAB in a powerful manner has implemented

the first parts of its strategy. We will analyze ESAB's

strategy in value chain- and business portfolio terms in

order to increase our understanding of ESAB's overall

behaviour. We go on to study what global competitors ESAB

might face. The analysis of each separate business unit will

then follow.

Fig. 7.2 The value added with different welding methods
Manual Metal Arc (MMA)-j gaswelding
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7.2.4.1 Manual welding's value added chain

In order to understand ESAB' s behaviour, strategically as

well as operationally, an understanding of the dynamics in

and between ESAB's value chains has to be attained. As

regards the manual welding techniques, this chain constitutes

a business in the later stages of the product life cycle. The

total volumes demanded shrinks rapidly, at times between 7

10% a year and it is not clear when, if at all, the demand

will plateau out to a stable level.

By centralizing production of electrodes with a relatively

high value added at the same time as increasing efficiency of

logistics with the help of COSMOS, ESAB hopes to decrease

their costs further relative to their competitors. 62

This is the business area that will earn the cash-flows for

future expansions and investments in other areas. It is

62 This is described in Harvard Business School Case
(1987) # 0-188-005, "ESAB AB: Toughing it out". President and
Fellows of Harvard College.
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likely that the largest investments are made in this area and

that the future strategy will be to reap as large profits as

possible from the oligopolistic market for consumables. This

will probably be done by keepinq prices up while costs are

decreased. As long as ESAD is the most cost efficient

producer, they will be able to keep prices at levels that

defend volumes.

7.2.4.2 Semi- and automatic welding's value added chain

ESAB seem to want to use some ot the cash flow generated from

the consumables industry to invest in the business areas

where it can identify future qrowth opportunities; in the

second value chain, the semi- and automatic welding

techniques. This area is marked by the technical

sophistication in the machinery and the control systems and

the relatively simple technology embedded in some of the

consumables.

Consequently, ESAB views this area as a future 'star'.

Machinery, power sources, welding automates and robotics

needed for semi- and automatic welding are considered to be

the price insensitive segments where ESAB wants to be. The

belief is that customers, perceiving a high degree of added

value, will be prepared to pay a price premium for this

equipment. A further factor influencing the profitability in

the segment is that the industry has a different structure

than the consumables industry. with fewe~ large competitors
I

ESAB might be able to create a market-dominating position.

The industry lacks global

competitive advantages in its

therefore be able to reap

centralized production.

competitors and ESAB has a

large market network. It might

economies of scale from its

Consumables for continuous welding are today partially

sourced from external suppliers and ESAD uses its marketing

organization to sell these. Robotics are primarily purchased

from ASEA Brown Boweri (ABB). ASEA is a major stakeholder in
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ESAB as well as being one of the two owners of ABB. In a

sense, ESAB could be said to be quasi-integrated into

robotics through its linkage to ABB. Nevertheless, some

robotics are purchased from external sources.

It could be argued that ESAB is deeply committed towards

expansion in this product area, with staying power as long as

the cash flows from the consumables operations suffice to

support the expansion into this industry. The industry

structure is fairly oligopolistic for products with a fairly

mature technology while it is still industry in its formative

stages when it comes to robotics.

7.2.4.3. cutting division

ESAB until 1987 had a separate business area situated in West

Germany and Great Britain manufacturing cutting machines. The

cutting divsision is run from West Germany and in Europe it

is seen as a European business.

7.2.5 ESAB's business portfolio

7.2.5.1 Product portfolio

ESAB is, in our view, not in one industry but in at least

three: traditional welding, more sophisticated welding

equipment and the cutting industry. ESAB seem to define its

industry in accordance with its customers, 1. e. anyone in

the need of joining or bonding metal together or to cut it

apart: "the welding industry". This defines ESAB activities

from the last part of its value chains: marketing.

This market orientation is rational for ESAB. Our definition,

however, takes competitors and their revalry as the starting

point - it is more intersting to localize those business

areas with a distinct set of competitors. This could be done

either by the value chains or by the different products. As

the value chain in this particular case is too general, we

choose product groups as the unit of analysis. But the cash

flows between product areas can only be understood given the
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value chain analysis in section 7.2.3.3.

We identify the following product areas:

SiDple OODsaDables
ClCIIplicated ClOns\IIIaJ)les
Power stations
SSDi-autallatic welctiDq Machines
AutaDatic weldiDq Macbines
cutting Machines

ESAB's Financial Risk

7.2.5.2 ESAB's portfolio strategy

We believe, in very general terms, that ESAB's portfolio

strategy is to funnel cash from the simple consumables to the

automatic welding-business area. The cutting machines, the

semi-automatic Welding Machines and the complicated

electrodes will be able to reinvest profits in their

respective operations. This should have implications for the

staying power of ESAB in the simple consumables and the

automatic welding machines-business area.

7.2.6 ESAB's business area organization

At the beginning of the studied period, ESAB was organized in

two divisions, consumables and machines. The consumables

division was responsible for the development, manufacturing

and sales of consumables needed for welding. The machine

division was responsible for the development, manufacturing

and marketing of machines and factory equipment. The unit in

Rhona -gas welding equipment-, the unit in Massing -welding

robotics - and the unit in Karben -gas cutting equipment

were the embryos for what in the future would become separate

divisions.

Consumables division

The division was divided into a division for handheld

consumables and a division for automatic welding consumables.

ESAB stopped reporting separate figures for these divisions

in 1985 and since then has reported consumables as one

division.
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Machine division

In 1981, the machine units were divided into four divisions:

the division for standard machines, the division for welding

automation, the division for welding engineering, and a

division for gas-cutting. In 1983, no figures were reported

for Welding Engineering's activities. The division had become

a sub-division within the consumables division and also

handled licensees. Furthermore, the machine divisions were

organized under one management, which was to coordinate the

sub-divisionis activities.

separate figures were reported in the same year for the gas

activities within ESAB. This area had increased its

significance, primarily due to the purchase of BOC's welding

activities. Presumably these activities had been fairly small

prior to this acquisition.

By 1986, the gas division was sold to Gas Control Equipment,

a joint venture together with AGA, a major gas company. The

joint venture is still consolidated with ESAB's group

accounts.

In 1987, ESAB reorganized the machine divisions. The units

handling computer controlled equipment, robotics, semi

automatic welding maChines, gas- and laser-cutting equipment

were joined into a new division called automation.

Export areas

After the large acquisitions 1984, export-activities were

reorganized into export areas. These were formed for regions

were ESAB did not have any controlling interest in local

firms. These regions were:

• Export region Eastern Europe with management in Gothenburg,

Sweden.

• Export region Far East with management in Sydney, Australia

• Export region Middle East, Africa and Latin America with
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management in London, Great Britain.

ESAB's Financial Risk

Fig. 7.3 ESAB's business area organization in 1986
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Welding
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joint venture
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The division of the analysis in accordance with the business

area organization of ESAB seems to be logical. When analyzing

a firm's financial exposure the proper scope has to be

chosen. ESAB has chosen a product scope for its business

units.

ESAB faces a different set of competitors in each product

area, and the firm seems to be concentrating on its European

business. With this scope of analysis, multipoint competition

arises but the decentralized business unit organization makes

this less of a problem.

Group management is localized together with Division C at the

headquarters at Hisingen in Gothenburg. Division Sand H have

their headquarters at Laxli, a small town situated between

stockholm and Gothenburg. cutting machines' HQ is localized

in Karben, south east of Frankfurt/Main, West Germany.

7.2.7 ESAB's global competitors

The consumables industry and the industry for welding

machines are in our opinion not yet a global industry in the

sense that the industry is dominated by large firms having a
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significant presence in all important markets. ESAB,

nevertheless, have met some large firms with a global

presence. These firms are arguably still of minor importance

to the competitive situation in ESAB's main competitive

arena.

One competitor is Lincoln Electric, a large u.s. firm which

has some sale in Europe. Kobe Steel's market share in Europe

can be studied. Although the firm is fairly large it has not

yet gained large market share in Europe. Appendix 7.7 shows

the largest competitors in Western Europe. It should also be

noted that ESAB I S sales to a large extent originate from

Europe. In 1985, 77 per cent of its sales were generated in

Europe. The sales outside Europe are to a large extent

accounted for by Brazil and sales of arc-welding robotics in

the u.s.

In 1986, the world market for welding products, consumables,

welding and cutting machines was estimated to be

approximately MSEK 80 thousand whereof Europe accounts for

approximately 16 percent. This implies that we have a

situation which in a "triad" context gives a constellation of

companies according to Fig. 7.4

It is clear that the links between the markets in terms of

goods sold in markets sourced from firms active in other

markets are weak. It has not been established whether this is

due to a "mutual hostage"-situation or natural barriers such

as technical differences between markets or, alternatively,

to too high transportation costs relative to the value added.

We will in the following analysis consider Lincoln and Kobe

Steel as normal competitors which are treated like any other

competitor. They are the largest competitors, with Kobe

selling for approximately MSEK 2000 on and Lincoln having a

total turnover approximately SEK 3000 (1986 figures).

The industry structure is basically mUltidomestic, with

regional competition and some strong local actors. Some of
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the products are restricted to small regions - a country or a

smaller group of countries - due to the low value added in

relation to the transport costs.

Fig. 7.4 The global welding industry arena

7.2.8 Summary of general analysis

ESAB has progressed from being a primarily North European

company to its currenct position as the largest producer of

welding related products. It offers a broad range of products

and operates in at least three industries, where value chains

are used to define industries. ESAB has through some major

acquisitions, bought market share in several countries and

has in Europe become a very strong actor.

ESAB faces no large global competitor whose pricing and

market decisions seem to be made on a worldwide basis. Two

regional welding companies do exist. Lincoln Electric, a u.s.
based firm, and Kobe Steel, a Japanese firm. We do not regard

it as likely that these firms will transform the industry

into a global industry before 1991.

In the value chain of manually controlled welding, the

decline in total volume expected to continue. ESAB has bought

market share and will try to reap local scale economies by

keeping several brand but centralizing production. The market

structure is predominantly local or, when the product can be

transported on longer hauls due to higher value added

embedded in the product, the market can be multi-domestic.
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The market for semi- or automatic welding products is seen as

a future growth market. ESAB wants to increase its market

shares in order to reap scale economies in production and

distribution. welding robotio. seem to be an emerging

industry where the ultimate players still have to be

identified. Given ESAB's commitment to the welding industry

it is likely that they will want to attain large market

shares in this field.

Due to scope economies in distribution, the cutting division

fits into ESAB' s general structure as a related company.

cutting sells to the same kina of clients as the rest of

ESAB, but is somewhat peripheral to the core business. We

therefore conclude that it will be less likely to lose money

in order to uphold volumes.

ESAB has a product oriented business organization, which in

1986 consisted of five units. One for consumables, one for

13tanciard welding machines, one for automatic welding and

welding robotics, one for cutting machines and a joint

venture with gas-related welding equipment.

7.3 The financial exposure

The financial position of the firm has been determined with

the help of data provided from the treasury department. The

data has been given for the entire group, i.e. it has mainly

been provided from the material used when compiling the

Group's balance sheet. For two years (1985 and 1986) we

collected the individual companies' reports of their balance

sheet structure. A summary of the most important written

sources used when compiling tne report is given in Appendix

7.12.

This data gave us information about the regular loans taken

by the different companies, and their amortization. For one

year, 1980, this specification was missing, but the parent
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company's financial structure of the loans can be deduced by

using the values from 1979 and 1981 as well as a list of

changes in the financial dispositions made during 1981, both

provided by the firm. This was not the case for the

subsidiaries.

Furthermore, information was provided about the checking

accounts of various entitites, but these were not included as

they mainly finance working capital, which will only be

rolled over by the firm and are therefore considered not to

be affected if the firm encounters a temporary changes in
exchange rate.

We were also given information about the size of bonds

outstanding as well as placements made by the firm. We were,

moreover, given information about the swaps outstanding, an

activity started up only in 1985. No options were

encountered. We were also given information about the size of

outstanding hedging contracts was also obtained. We have

calculated the correlation between changes in domestic

interest rates and changes in the SEK/LC, for the period of

1973-1979, on annual basis. These correlations were used when

we calculated the interest rates after the exchange rate

shift.

This data was brought into a spread-sheet program, and

analyzed according to the procedures described in the

previous chapter. It has been necessary to impose some

further assuptions during the work.

We have calculated the financial exposure for 1979, 1983 and

1986. During the latter year ESAB issues marketable

securities and had entered into swap transactions. During an

interview with the Treasurer, the swaps outstanding at the

end of 1985 and 1986 were specified. Forward contracts

connected to these has been considered and for trade related

flows when of longer duration than a year. 'Currency

coctail'-loans have gotten their payments streams distributed
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to the two largest currencies according to the weights used

by the lending bank, (Nibleaus, 1983). A simlar method has

been used for distributing ECU denominated loans or swaps,

when we established the currency book. (Data from

Schilbread, 1988).

We have considered the effects upon the cash-flow from

changes in the interest rates and for floating foreign loans,

before translating the foreign cash-flows into SEK.

We have used the correlationkoefficient between the annual

interest rate changes measured in per cent in the specific

country and the percentage change in its exchange rate vis-a

vis the Swedish krona. The data was taken from International

Financial statitisc, 1973-1979, end-of year figures of

average interest rates and average exchange rates. We used

market series when available and for interest rates used

primarily the yield of government bonds63. For exchange rate

changes in SEK we used the MERM-effeictive exchange rate

series. The same set of data was used when we calculated the

expected exchange rates for the period of 1987-1991. These

exchange rates were calculated as if the international Fisher

parity relation holds.

7.4 The total exposure

ESAB's treasury management has been provided with the

financial data, on a currency by currency basis, but here we

have aggregated the data for a depreciationa and a

appreciation of the SEK value, across the board, by 7 per

cent. These figures have been weigthed with the SEK value of

financial streams from loans and placements during the

following five years after the exchange rate shock. The

exchange rate was supposed to adjust linearily to its

equilibrium value after the shock, as indicated above.

63 For some countries were interest rates not are measured we
used changes in the inflation rate as proxy for interest rates.
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Two types of figures are given, one where the financial

exposure is stated, and one where the operational exposure is

added to the financial exposure. The latter shows the total

financial exposure, and the first constitutes the duration

measure of the financial assets and liabilities, adjusted for

the effects of floating interest rates loans, given the seven

percent change in the value of the SEK, see Fig. 7.5.

It is quite clear that the operational exposure dominates

over the financial exposure. We note that the change in

financial practices of the firm, reported in the chapter

above, do not seem to have changed its financial risk, as we

have measured it. Instead they seem motivated by cost

efficiency in funding. No significant changes in the duration

of the portfolio have been observed. It should also be noted

that our measure of the financial risk underestimates the

size of the financial risk, in comparison with accounting

measures of exchange risk. Our measure only considers the

changes the flow exposure, while accounting measures

consider the stock exposure, without considering whether

exchange rate changes are permanent or temporary deviations

from PPP. If such measures are applied, the size of the

financial exposure becomes considerably larger. As we

reported above, ESAB uses 'translation exposure' as a part of

its risk calculations.

A remark on the reliability and internal validity of the case

ought to be made. The compilations and estimations inherent

in the report will certainly not be flawless, but in our

opinion they constitute a fairly good picture of the firm's

exposure. We have obtained detailed information about the

firm, its strategy, its competitors, cost structures and the

development of the firm in general. Data has in accordance

with yin's suggestions been collected from several sources:

interviews, internal material as business reporting or

strategic plans as well as externally published and audited

pUblications. Furthermore, some external published articles

and cases have been collected. Given the multiplicity of
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independent sources we are inclined to assess the internal

validity of the case as sUfficently high for us to draw

conclusions from this case.

Fig 7.5 Exchange rate exposure
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A further indication of the internal validity is given by the

control interview with one of the subsidiary market managers.

The responses of the market manager for ESAB GmbH indicate a

good correlation between the view of the general manager of

sub-division standard machines and the German market manager.

The head of the sub-division mentioned four out of six

competitors mentioned by German market manager. The market

manager of 'division Consumables' mentioned three out of the

four competitors the German market manager considered to be

the 'worst' competitors, but also included one which the

German manager did not consider significant. All in all,
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these results indicate a rather good correspondence with the

central units' market perception and the perception of local

management64.

As to the validity of our measure it can only be noted,

besides the description given above, that the interviews and

with the managers and the material provided did not falsify

the notion of multi-domestic competition with different price

levels across national markets. This can as well be explained

by different costs of distribution in different markets or

with different demand elasticities to changes in price across

countries. As a good picture of the price sensitivity across

markets has not been attained, we do not want to make any

statements as to why multi-domestic competition seem to

prevail in some of ESAB's industry segments. Moreover, some

of the assumptions of a 'muddle through strategy' have been

observed during the interviews and in the written material.

The measure, which hinges upon such a behaviour does not,

therefore, seem to be invalidated by our observations in this

specific case.

64 We did not interview any representative of 'sub-division
Automations' market company in West Germany.





Part C

In this part, we describe the financial intermediation

activities of large privately-owned large non-corporative

Swedish manufacturing firms at the end of 1986. (part of

Research Question I). The organization of the firm's treasury

units and the division of labour between the treasury units

and the industrial units are discussed. In this context,

financial policy in terms of in what markets firms tend to

refinance themselves is discussed. We will also examine

whether there are any differences in this respect between

firms with more specialized treasury vehicles and those with

a more simple organization.

Furthermore, we will also study the way the financial

activities are organized in large Swedish firms at the end of

the period studied.

Finally, we have studied hypotheses H1-H3/H4, in order to

find explanations for why manufacturing-linked financial

intermediation occurs.





CHAPTER 8

The Financial Activities
and Organization of

Swedish Manufacturing Firms

8.1 Introduction65

In this chapter we report the results from a survey mailed to

the fifty largest private, non-corporative Swedish

manufacturing transport and construction firms. The survey

was directed to the treasury departments of these firms. Some

data was also collected from publicly available information

to complement the findings made in the survey. The chapter is

structed in the following manner: first, the purpose, design

of the survey and the set of firms involved in the survey

will be discussed, after which the survey collection process

and the non-response will be discussed. Following this, the

results will be presented, Interwoven with these results,

some pUblicly available data is presented. The sources of

this information are described in section 8.3.4. The results

about the treasury's organization, division of

responsibility and spatial structure are stated in section

8.4.1-8.4.3. as well as the funding appproach and instruments

used by the firms. In section 8.4.4, we describe our findings

on the lending and leasing activities of the firms after

having treated some of the possible explanations as to why

manufacturing firms might have an advantage when conducting

lending and leasing activities. The chapter is concluded with

65 We want to thank Sten Wikander and various colleagues
at Institute of International Business for the help with
reviewing the draft of the questionnaire. The responsibility
for any errors remains with the author.
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a short comment, but the main results are presented together

with the analysis of the results in the two previous parts

8.2 Aim of the survey

In this chapter, we describe the financial intermediation

activities of privately owned large non-corporative Swedish

manufacturing firms at the end of 1987 (part of Research

Question I). Furthermore, we study some aspects of how the

the financial activities were organized in large Swedish

firms at the end of the studied period. We also want to test

the hypotheses HI-H3, as a part of finding explanations for

why financial intermediation occurs. The hypotheses were

discussed in chapter 4, but will be recapitulated for the

convenience of the reader: HI states that the large firms

lend money to other smaller firms active in industries of

which the lender has specific industry knowledge, based upon

this superior knowledge; H2 states the use of computer

capacity from other parts of the firm than the financial

department constitutes a major competitive advantage for

manufacturing firms vis-a-vis the banking sector; H3/H4

states that the firms might conduct arbitrage and trading on

the basis of segmentation induced by regulation.

We also asked some questions in the survey which are aimed at

obtaining evidence supporting the directions about the

interest rate risk-bearing characteristic of the firm's

lending portfolios.

8.3 The design

We sent out the survey to a small set of Swedish firms, and

tried to construct a survey which fitted large Swedish firms.

We discuss here the set of firms, the construction of the

questionnaire, and the process of collecting the answers, The

pattern of responses/non-responses is analysed and the

complementary data we used for the descriptive parts of this

chapter are described.
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8.3.1 The set of firms

The set consists of the fifty largest Swedish manufacturing

transport and construction firms with group headquarters in

Sweden ranked according to their 1987 turnover by "Veckans

Affarer66", a major Swedish business weekly. Firms were to

have group headquarters in Sweden and be the top company of

the group to be included, see Appendix 8.1 for a list of the

firms in our set. The reason for including these firms is

that we want legal conditions to be roughly the same for the

firms studied, therefore excluding cooperative firms, and

firms not owned by a Swedish firm. We also excluded the

retail industry from our set as they were perceived as having

different economies than the manufacturing firms, after an

interview with a large retailing firm conducted in early

1987.

One firm was included as it could be considered the finance

arm of a larger firm, due to a combined majority holding by

the firm and a firm linked to the holding firm. This firm

refused to cooperate and the firm was excluded from the

sample. Another firm, acquired a large retailer at the

beginning of 1988 and no longer considered itself to be a

manufacturing firm. It, too, was excluded from the survey.

The survey was sent to the CFO:s or treasurers of the firms,

identified after contacts with the firms' PR-departments.

Telephone calls were made in order to increase the response

rate. During these calls, two surveys were answered with the

author filling in the survey, the rest of the surveys were

returned by mail. Answers to the surveys were complemented by

data from annual reports and telephone interviews. This data

concerns the total turnover of the finance arms and their

country of residence.

66 Veckans affarer nr 18/19, 5 of May 1988.
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8.3.2 The design

When constructing a survey, a balance has to be struck

between the depth of the questions to be answered and the

likely willingness to answer the questions of the responding

person. Furthermore, the total workload the survey

constitutes has to be considered in order to avoid an

unnecessarily high number of non-reponses, especially

considering that we sent the surveys to the top management of

large firms.

A first draft of the survey was therefore reviewed first by

academics, then by a former CFO of one of the largest Swedish

firms.

On the basis of their comments, the survey was shortened and

divided into three parts, thereby enabling the CFO to

delegate parts of the workload to others. The number of

questions was kept at an absolute minimum and the workload

was kept down as much as possible by avoiding too detailed

questions which would require the respondent to check up on

records, etc.

In order to increase the response rates, feedback on the

results of the survey was promised to the respondents. The

survey was printed and sent as three small booklets, together

with a separate leaf with definitions of words used in the

survey67. The survey was sent together with a covering

letter, where the research project was described. The first

and most extensive booklet was to be filled out by the CFO or

the treasurer, the second by the person in charge of the

firm's lending activities and the third one by the person in

charge of the firm's leasing operations. The survey, list of

definitions and the covering letter are found in Appendix

67 This was deemed necessary as terminology often becomes
blurred and phrases might mean very different things to
different actors. Furthermore, some terms are of a character
that need an operationalization, i.e. arbitrage and position
taking.
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8.2. We will discuss the structure of each in the following

three subsections.

8.3.2.1 Part 1 - organization and general policy

The first part deals with:

A. The overall organization of the firm and activities

performed by the firm's different units;

B. Some questions as to what financial instruments are used

to create the firm's financi~l positions, and what kind of

arbitrage and trading activities the firm engages itself

in.

The first part was to be answered by the chief financial

officer (CFO) of the firm.

A. Organization

The first question in this part of the survey gives the CFO

seven different organizational charts to choose among, where

the one closest to the firm's organization is to be selected.

Basically, three entities were varied, treasury department,

internal bank, and finance cOmpany. They were combined into

organizational charts, where the respondent had to mark the

organizational chart most resembling the firm's treasury

organization, at the end of 1986. If the organizational chart

contained a finance company, the name of the company, the

date of incorporation, and total assets were to be included

in the chart. Furthermore, the prime activity of the company

was to be stated in an open-ended question.

Following this, the responsibility, if applicable, for 23

different financial activities wa/S to be distributed among

the firm's different units, financial and non-financial. In

this way, we are informed about what activities that are

carried out and by what unit.

B. Funding and instruments

The next part concerns the structure qf the firm's financing,

the liquidity and standby lines of credit, instruments and
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arbitrage and position-taking activities of the firm. We also

inquire what instruments the firm is using.

C. Arbitrage and trading

We imposed a fairly strict definition of arbitrage, stating

that the positions were only to be open for a maximum of a

day, for the deal to be called an arbitrage. Trading, is,

consequently, the complementary activity, where positions are

open for longer periods than a day.

We also wanted the firms to distinguish between three types

of arbitrage. The taxonomy given is:

·Central Bank arbitrage: arbitrage based upon mis-pricing of

Central Banks, e.g., when discounting bills of exchange;

·Intranational arbitrage: when money- or capital markets

within a country due to regulations or restrictions have

opportunities for arbitrage;

oInternational arbitrage: when opportunities for arbitrage

occur between different international markets due to

regulations imposed by one or more of the regulatory bodies;

oTriangle arbitrage: when opportunities for arbitrage occur

in markets which are not caused by regulation.

These activities were also to be ranked according to their

importance for the operation's profitability, if conducted.

The same taxonomy was applied for describing the trading

activities, with the exception that triangle arbitrage was

not included in the set. The importance for the firm's

results was also to be stated in this question.

8.3.2.2 Part 2- lending activities

This part was to be filled out by those firms which lend

money to agents, and establish loan documentation when doing

so. This last requirement we imposed in order avoid studying

ordinary trade credits.
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The first question stated concerns the volume of loans that

has been granted to the firm's own customers, suppl iers or

third parties at the end of 1985, 1986 and 1987. Furthermore,

questions are put about the background of loan officers and

whose computer capacity the lending unit uses. Finally, the

maturity of the loans are to be stated in percentiles and the

period for which the interest rates are fixed is to be stated

within three broad ranges of maturities.

8.3.2.3 Part 3- leasing activities

This part was to be ansewered by firms acting as lessors,

either to clients, unrelated parties or to other group

companies. The questions are the same as in part 2, with two

exceptions. First, instead of the volume of leasing to the

firm's suppliers, the officer has to state what volume of

equipment the firm is leasing to other firms in the group.

Furthermore, only five ranges of the percentage of the

leasing contracts that have interest rate adjustments clauses

are given to select from, without specifying the maturity of

the contracts in this question.

8.3.3 Response rate analysis

The survey was mailed in March 1988, and the respondents were

asked to respond until May 27. At that stage, the reponse

rate was considered far too low, and all non-responding firms

were called and asked to participate. Some firms received an

new set of surveys. In August and september those firms still

not having answered or declined to participate were once

again contacted and after this, we stopped contacting non

respondents.

8.3.3.1 The non-responses, an analysis

The survey has been answered by 34 firms. 12 firms did not

want to participate and two firms were excluded from the

sample for reasons stated above. This gives us a response

rate of 70.8 per cent.
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There seems to be a certain pattern in the non-responding

firm's when ranked according to size. The 'midI-tier firms

seem to have been less incl ined to answer the survey. The

size of the firms, to a certain extent, seems to explain the

response pattern. See Table 8.1

Table 8.1 Response pattern in three tiers grouped according

to size

Top 16 Mid 16 Low 16 Total

Responding 15 8 11 34
Non-responding 1 8 5 14

Response rate 93.8% 50.0% 68.8% 70.8%

A probit analysis was run on the response data, with the

firm's ranking according to size as explanatory variable and

the response as the dependent variable. The rank variable was

significant at the 1 per cent level (t-value 3.4964), but the

parameter was small (0.01159). The result seem to indicate

that there is a small but statistically significant positive

increase in the likelihood of a response with increasing

rank.

Furthermore, observation of the responses reveals that one

type of industry has no responses, but in all other

industries at least one of the actors seems to have answered

the survey. It is also evident that firms having been

purchased by another firm after 1987, have not responded to

the same extent as other firms.

We have complemented our survey with data about those firms

which did not respond, gathering data from published sources

or interviews. This enabled us to identify which of the non

responding firms that in 1987 had at least one legally

separate finance company owned directly by the parent company

in the group. Consequently, we obtained data on finance

companies for the entire set of firms to which the survey was

mailed. We therefore ran a further probit analysis with the
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response as explanatory variable and a variable indicating if

the firm has a finance company or not. This variable is

significant at the 1 per cent variable (t=3 . 1552), and the

estimate is 1.068 indicating a 1.06 per cent higher

likelihood that a firm answers the survey if they have a

finance company.

The non-response therefore seems to be partially explained by

the fact that the survey is felt to be less relevant for

firms not having more than one financial unit, and therefore

is not answered. It also seems as if the response rate to

some extent is explained by the size of the firm, possible in

a U-shaped manner, where the mid-tier firms, for some reason,

have been less prone to answer the questionnaire. We do not

find any obvious reason for this. The subsequent growth of

the numbers of treasury vehicles and finance companies among

the firms studied seems to indicate that some of the firms,

at that time, were reorganizing their treasury departments,

and might therefore have been unwilling to anser the

questions. Industry might have had an effect on the response

pattern, but it is difficult to analyze, as the number of

firms in each industry is small.

All in all, we perceive the responses as representative for

the set of firms we have approached.

8.3.4 Published data

We have used data from annual reports and some public

information from government agencies to complement the

questionnaire's result. We will only specify here which

sources we have used.

8.3.4.1 The annual reports

Data regarding the total volume of covered arbitrage loans

has been collected for the entire set of 48 firms from annual

reports. As the Swedish FAR (Swedish equivalent of FASB) only

recommends pUblication of the volume of arbitrage loans, Form

F-20 reports filed with the SEC have been collected for those
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firms not reporting arbitrage loans and which indicate that

they file such an report to the SEC68• This was done as u.s.
GAAP requires the disclosure of the these volumes.

For those firms which did not responding to the survey, a

study was made of the annual reports to find any finance

companies. These units' annual reports, if they have their

legal domicile in Sweden, have been collected from the

companies or the 'bolagsbyran,69. This was also done in those

few instances were firms responding to the survey stated that

they have a finance company in Sweden, but did not indicate

its volume in their response.

8.3.4.2 Public information from non-Swedish authorities

An effort was also made to obtain information about the

finance companies in those countries where Swedish firms are

most inclined to form their non-Swedish finance subsidiaries,

Belgium and the Netherlands.

A. The Netherlands

The Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency's Reference list of

Foreign Companies (1988) in the Netherlands does list Swedish

companies with establishments in the Netherlands, but does

not in all cases specify their activities. The names of the

subsidiaries do not indicate if they perform any kind of

financial activity.

B. Belgium

The Flanders Investment Office -Scandinavia provided us with

a list of approved applications for attaining the status as a

'Coordination Centre', where Swedish firms getting this

approval could be identified.

68 In one instance a SEC report has not been obtained.

69 A government agency where all incorporated companies
in Sweden file their annual reports.
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The results are presented under three headings: organization,

Instruments & Funding Policies and Financial Intermediation.

Some data from our entire population of 48 firms will be

reported under the first and the last headings.

Under I Organization' we discuss the type of organization

used, the formation of separate entities and the

centralization decentralization of certain tasks to the

financial and industrial units. Under the heading

'Instruments and Policies' we study whether the firms take

advantage of the new financial instruments and contracting

techniques available, and, if so, in what manner. We also

study whether the firms using a treasury vehicle with

inbound activities differ in their funding policies.

In the last section, we discuss the volumes of the financial

intermediary activities and give a description of the

financial intermediation activities performed by the the

responding firms. Furthermore, we describe the lending and

leasing activities and discuss the results as regards our

hypotheses H1-H3/H4.

8.4.1 organization

Initially, we will discuss the organization of the treasury

unit, the formation of treasury vehicles, and go on to

discuss in what manner the responsibility fo financial issues

is handled between the treasury units and the industrial

units.

8.4.1.1 Type of organization

The firms had to select from a list of seven alternatives the

kind of organization of the treasury unit they perceived to

be most representative of their own.

All forms of organization of the financial activities were

represented in the sample, see Fig. 8.1, but the straight
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organization with only a financial department was the single

largest category with 11 firms (one-third) using this type of

organization, but two-thirds of the firms (23) had a more

complicated organizational structure.

Fig 8.1 Type of Organization
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Before reporting the results from our survey we want to

report the study we made of pUblic material, as regards the

formation of treasury vehicles. This was done for two

reasons. First, the survey only gave the firm two treasury

vehicles to check, and a few firms on the survey remarked

that they had several treasury vehicles. Furthermore, we know

that some of the non-responding firms had formed treasury

vehicles, and as we only had 14 non-responses, the amount of

work was limited. In the case of uncertainty as to whether a

unit could be considered as a treasury vehicle we have

contacted the firm, which has clarified most issues.

In total, 21 firms [43.7% of the entire set] had formed at

least one legally separate entity. We found 39 separate

treasury vehicles owned by the parent-company, or in four

instances was part-owned by the firm, with the remal.nl.ng

holding of two associated companies ('sfarbolag'). As this is

written, the entire ovner-shIp has in these instances been

transferred to the firm. The legal domicile of the treasury

vehicles is shown in Fig. 8.2.
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As many as 14 (41.2%) firms reported that they had an

internal bank at the end of 1987, and 16 (47.1%) firms

reported that they controlled at least one subsidiary which

acted as a financial intermediary. The number of reported

subsidiaries were 28, see Fig. 8.2. These firms were

incorporated primarily in Sweden and in Europe, only one firm

reported that they had a financial sUbsidiary in the U.S.A.70

Fig. 8.2 Financial Subsidiaries
Country of Incorporation

Legal domicile
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Belgium
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We can here see that some of the units are of a more

'internal' nature, inwardly-bound: the Coordination Centres

and possibly the cash pools. In those instances, when the

entire treasury department has been separated legally from

the firm, we do not know if the units are inwardly- or

70 It should be noted that this figure is at the low
end; the survey only leaves room for data for two financial
companies, some major Swedish corporations have approx. 20
financial units spread around the world. Furthermore, we have
only studied treasury vehicles that are formed by the group
company, some firms let their business areas run the finance
arms or even let them form Coordination centres abroad.
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outwardly-bound. The rest of the finance companies could be

described as treasury vehicles for outwardly-bound

activities. This distinction will at times be made when we

discuss the function of the different units.

Fig. 8.3 Main activity
Main Activity
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10 12

It can also be noted that some of the vehiCles are highly

specialized. From Fig. 8.3, we see that ten of the reported

firms are leasing vehicles and eight Coordination Centres,

but, on the other extreme, one firm moved its entire

financial operations into a separate legal entity, which is

about as general in scope as possible.

We have studied some company-specific characteristics which

can be associated with the formation of internal banks,

inwardly- or outwardly-bound treasury vehicles. Based upon

the experience of the U.S case studies, we can imagine that

the size of the operation is of importance when one forms

separate treasury vehicles. Furthermore, we know from the

studies of U.S firms' treasury organization, that the firms

require a certain level of international sales to form

special treasury units. We have also encountered the
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statement that 'overt-liquidity could be one variable

explaining the formation of treasury vehicles. We will not

test this hypothesis, as it is too closely linked to the

question of what the appropriate level of liquidity is, but

we will show some descriptive statistics related to the

concept of liquidity. Finally, we will study whether the

complexity in the financial units internal organization is

linked to the size of the firms' total sales abroad, as

indicated by Robins and stobaugh's 1970-study.

A. Size and 'overt-liquidity

We run two probit models with the existence of a finance

company and an internal bank as dependent variable and a

constant and the turnover as explanatory variables, the

results are reported in Table 8.2.

Table 8.2 size. liguic!i.ty md the famaticn of :intemal. banks md finance
ClCIlIlIUlies

Dlp~aMtmy O-~

N n Medel !.'ejected at71

34 34 ~ -0.8655** + 0.0554*"10 5% 1sIIe1
'1\.1m:M!lr 34 34 DWIII;: -0.8378** + 0.0394* '10 1% 1sIIe1

Liqrldity 34 31 ~ 0.5129 - 0.0321IiD2 2.5% 1sIIe1
34 31 IBANlC= 0.1209 - 0.0152L1Q BlI' at 5%

CJB : 1987 tum::MD: in billicn SEK;
I.JQ : 1987 cash md DIUDtable secmi.ties/1987 tum::MD:;
FIND: finn baviJq mep not baviJq a fimnce c:x:mpany;
Im\NK: finn baviJq mep not bavi.rg an :intemal. bmk;
N : IUIi:ler of respc:Illtilq fi.nIB far the survey;
n : IUIi:ler of c:ases far 1IIU.ch JD:)del was estiJJated;
* : '!be coefficient is significant at the 1D per cent 1eIIel.;
** 5 per oent 1eIIel.;
*** 1 per oent 1sIIe1.

Analysis: we see that larger firms are more likely to have

finance companies, and that the likelihood of having a

finance company increases by 0.05 per cent with each billion

SEK in 1987 turn-over the firm reported. This coefficient is

71 This hypothesis states that neither the variable(s)
coeefficients are non-significant, taken together.
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significant at the 5 per cent level. The likelihood of having

an internal bank increases with turnover, at a 10 per cent

significance level, but there the effect is smaller than for

finance companies. Nevertheless, the material gives us reason

to fairly confidently specify the size of the firm as a

factor determining whether the firm forms separate finance

companies or internal departments to handle some treasury

activities.

The above data seem to reject the notion that the liquidity

of the firm is associated with the formation of internal

banks or finance companies. The coefficients are negative,

but not significant, on the 10 per cent level. As we do not

know what 'over'-liquidity is, we cannot be too specific, we

only note that our measure seems rather to have a negative

influence on the formation of treasury units: internal banks

or finance companies.

We found above that the treasury units could be described in

two categories: special purpose external vehicles and

inwardly-bound treasury vehicles or units. We have formed a

variable, TUNIT which collapses those units which are either

internal banks or Coordination Centres. A total of 14 firms

has at least one of these treasury units. We have tested the

same type of variables for those 10 firms reporting that they

have a leasing vehicle. The results of the probit analysis is

reported in Table 10 3 below.

Table 8.3 size. liguidity am the foJ:mlti.cn of tm!Isuly vehicle am
leasim cxm:mrl.es

~ o - hypot:besi.s
V'ari.abl.e N n HXIel. mjected at

34 34 '1UIl'1= -0.7436** + O.032S*(J6 2.5% l8II8l
'1Um:M:Ir 34 33 I.EAEC= -0.9251** + 0.0110 <is RJt at 5%

Liq.ddity 34 30 '1UIl'1= 0.4781 - 0.01.04LlQ RJt at 5%
34 30 I.EAEC= -0.6494* - O.OO1.3LlQ RJt at 5%
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CHI : 1987 t:uI::mII8r in hi 1 lien SE:K;
L1Q : 1987 cash zmd IIBJ:ket:ab1.e securi.ti.es,l1987 t:uI::mII8r;
'lUn'l': finn baviJg reap IIDt baviJg a internal 1::Imk or a Q)ardimt;len
centre;
IEAS::: fi.m baYiJq reap IIDt baYiJq aD :intBmft1 balk;
N : nIIi:ler of~ f:iDB far t:IIB sum!Y;
n : nIIi:ler of C8S8S for 1It1icIl m:dBl. 1IIIS estimated;
• : '!be CDlffici.mt is sign:i.f:iamt at t:IIB 10 per cent level;
.. 5 per cent level;
... 1 per cent level.

Analysis: for the formation of the treasury vehicle we once

again observe a size dependence, but statistically less

certain than for finance companies, the coefficient of the

turnover variable is significant on the ten per cent level

but the null hypothesis for the equation as such is only

rejected at the 25 per cent level72. The liquidity does not

seem to have any effect upon the formation of a treasury

unit, the coefficient is small and negative, and is not

significant.

Among the responding firms, ten had a leasing company and we

ran a probit anlysis with the same independent variables as

in the other cases (see Table 8.4 for the results). Neither

size nor liquidity seem to affect the formation of a leasing

vehicle~ other reasons must exist.

B. Foreign sales

We further tested if there was any correlation between the

formation of an internal bank or finance company and a large

share of foreign sales. If Swedish firms are in stage 3 of

the organization of the firm's treasury operations, this

would indicate a more complex structure of the firm's

operations. The high foreign turnover is conjectured to

indicate a higher degree of complexity in foreign operations

and consequently may present an explanation for the complex

operations. The results are reported in Table 8.4

72

We have tested at the ranges 1.0, 2.5 and 5.0 per cent.
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Table 8.4 PerceIlbI::Je of sales a1:lI:cllId mid f'm:1n!Iti.al of finlllnce <XI!Jl!!!I1Y mid
i.nt:emal bmk

EHpl anatcny o - hypothesis
variable N n M::lael rejected at

%of tum- 34 31 ~-1.0858 + 1.S/I1lQ'W'" at S% 1eYe1.
CMiII:' abraId 34 34 IBMIlC: 0.8378 - 1.25191a'1D ... at S% 1eYe1.

34 31 F'DID:>-2.7117 + 0.0112**aB +1.8894*KFw at tbe S% leY8l.
34 31 Im\NR::: 0.2459 + 0.03S7*CH3 - 1.6568*KFw at 2.S% 1eYe1.

CH3 : 1987 t:uI:D:IIIer in billiCll BElt;
lCIR): 1987 sales Qltsi.~ of sweaen over 1987 total t:uI:D:IIIer;
FIND: finn~ :resp not havi.rg a finm::le cx:apmy;
:IlmNK: finn~ :reap not havi.rg an i.nt:emal bmk;
N : IUli:ler of zep:alltilq fiJ:ms far tbe survey;
n : IUli:ler of CIISEIS for 1drl.c:b DCdel was est:iJIated;
* : 'Ihe CXl&ffici.ent is signifi.amt at tbe 10 per cent lSII81;
** 5 per cent lSII81;
*** 1 per cent lSII81.

Analysis: the effect of foreign turnover is somewhat

difficult to assess. There is a fairly large coefficient for

both internal banks and finance companies, but they are not

significant. Interestingly enough, the signs are different;

positive for the finance company equation, indicating that a

firm with large foreign operations seems inclined to form

finance companies: The opposite is true in the equation for

the internal bank, there the foreign turnover variable

obtains a negative coefficient. Too far-reaching conclusions

cannot be drawn from these observations, as the the total

model statistically is not too significant.

We tried to get more elaborate model of the factors

influencing the formation of treasury vehicles and units and

therefore ran a model where we tried to determine the effect

of turnover on the formation of treasury vehicles, as well as

any effect from the share of foreign turnover. The results

are reported in Table 8.4.

Analysis: the model seem to be most significant for financial

companies, where the foreign turnover coefficient is
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positive, fairly large as well as significant at the 10 per

cent level. It indicates an increasing probability that a

firm forms a finance company if it has a large percentage of

its sales outside of Sweden. The opposite seems to be true

for internal banks,. where the coefficient is negative. This

coefficient is significant at the 10 per cent level,

indicating that the probability of forming an internal bank

decreases with an increasing turnover abroad. This model

seems better at explaining the existence of an internal bank,

the hypothesis that both coefficients are nill is rejected at

5 resp 2.5 level which is better or equal to the models which

only included the turnover or percentage of sales abroad. We

can observe a pattern where size has a positive influence on

the formation of treasury vehicles, but the percentage of

foreing sales seem to differentiate between the formation of

internal banks and finance companies. The latter seems to be

formed by firms having higher percentages of sales orginating

from abroad, and the latter by firms having a more domestic

scope.

C. Complexity

From early u. S. experience we have seen that large u. S.

firms I international treasury operations evolve over three

different stages: a simple level where only some financial

officers handle international issues at the treasury/finance

department: a more centralized one where the issues are

handled centrally at a level below the CFO/group treasurer's

and finally, a third stage where the firm I s international

issues are handled in a decentralized manner under different

guidelines. The applicability of this reasoning to Swedish

firms has been discussed previously, but we ran a crude test

of the complexity of the treasury operations of the firm

against the international sales of the firms. We formed a

variable where the level of complexity was represented by the

number of treasury units identified in the survey, COMPLX. We

then run a logit model with COMPLX as dependent variable and

foreign turnover in absolute terms as the explanatory

variable. The results are given in Table 8.5
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.
DIp' """"my o - hypothesis
variable N n H:ldel rejected at 1%

'l\.1I::rI:M!r 34 31 a:MPL(3)=2.76671*** l-o.01761~+ 1.6263C:2
a1:lI."cled -o.008596RJII

:&all : 1987 t:um:::MIr a1:lI."cled in hi" ;00 SE2C;
a:MPL: the D.IIi:Ier of t:reBsmy wbi.cles plus intsmaJ 1:enk, if EIId.stmt.

(c:aIed as 1; 2 or 3 with the latter C""tdrlrglbits with mre tblm
bJo lbits)

N : D.IIi:Ier of rer:pntirg films far the survey;
n : D.IIi:Ier of CBSeS far midlllDtal. 1IIIS estiDated;
* : 'l!Ie CI:leffic:d.ent is signifiamt at the 10 per C8lt 1SII81;
** 5 per C8lt 1SII81;
*** 1 per C8lt 1SII81.

Analysis: the coefficients are weighted against the highest

score (in our case=3) and are difficult to assess. The model

as such seems to be significant, the null hypothesis being

rejected at the 1 per cent level, but the result is less

clear. First, there is a problem with the coding of the

variable, as the complexity is measured as a trictomous

variable, but the number of treasury vehicles, particularly

among the larger firms, could be greater. Therefore, the

results have to be interpreted with some caution. We do not

observe any large coefficients here, but the ones we find are

negatively correlated with FOMS, and as this variable is

expressed in kronor terms and we found a significant impact

of total turnover over the formation of treasury vehicles,

the data seems to indicate that foreign turnover does not

significantly affect the complexity of treasury operations,

or we have latent variables cancelling out the effects of the

complexity.

8.4.2 Centralization and decentralization

In this section, we report on how the firms distribute the

responsibility for 22 different financial activities. The

findings are reported under three headings: 'Funding &
placement activites' 'Lending & leasing' and 'Risk

management' .
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Table 8.6 oentm' i pt;;im and dea!lrt:raJ; zatia1 ~ financial
activities in 8feIHsh fi.nns in 1987: f\n!im and
p'lP""!!I1t.

The Survey

0EIltral.i.zed to 0EIltral.i.zed to Sbared Dec&ltral.ized
cme Fin. unit F:!nmx:fa' units Rasp 'lSibi 1ity to Dld. units

N:34 n % n % n % n %

IlorrclfiJlg: 2S 75.8 2 6.1 5 15.2 1 3.0
SNIed BiiInks

IlorrclfiJlg: 19 57.6 3 9.1 10 30.3 1 3.0
ibreign Ba

B::lJ::rc::lWiD: 28 93.3 1 3.3 1 3.3 - -
SW8 H:mey M

IlorrclfiJlg: 24 85.7 1 3.6 2 7.2 1 3.6
Ibr H:mey M

Ilon'aIiDr- 30 90.9 2 6.1 1 3.0 - -
SW8 cap M

Ilon'aIiDr- 26 92.6 - - 1 3.6 1 3.6
Ibr Qlp M

QIsh 23 fil.7 3 8.8 7 20.6 1 2.9
Mi!mi!gemelll

PJ.acement: 33 97.1 - - 1 2.9 - -
SiI H:mey M

PJ.acement: 16 94.1 - - - - - -
1brH:mey1i'

PJ.acement: 32 96.9 - - 1 3.1 - -
SiI cap MItt

PJ.acement: 16 94.1 - - - - 1 5.9
SiI st:odt M

Ami.trzK]e 26 83.9 4 12.9 1 3.2 - -
larl.tia1 2S 78.1 5 15.6 2 6.2 - -=w

Funding & placement

The findings are fairly easy to interpret, but as we lack a

benchmark against which we can measure centralization we can

only observe that the pattern of centralization

decentralization seems to differ somewhat between the
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different activities. The placement activities seem to be

more centralized than the lending activity. In particular,

bank lending activity abroad seems to be more decentralized

to the industrial units.

. --:int:eDnediati. mid finm:ial risk ..,...-.t

oent:ral.ised to centralised to stBmd Deomt:ralised
me Fin. mit Fimnci.al mits RIlISI>'sibiU:ty to lDL units

N::34 n % n % n % n %

I.en:1ilq to 8 44.4 - - 2 11.1 8 44.4
a.JStaoers

I.en:1ilq to 27 84.4 5 15.6 - - - -
grc:qI mit *

I.en:1ilq to 14 73.7 3 15.8 1 5.3 1 5.3
mmlater1

IaasiJq to 10 76.9 - - 1 5.3 2 10.5
c::mt:aIms

IaasiJq to 15 79.9 1 5.3 - - 3 15.8
grc:qI CXIIP

IaasiJq to 6 100 - - - - - -
UM'8lated

~ 24 70.6 1 2.9 5 14.7 4 11.8
Rate IJiEd;J:in:J

lDtemal. 23 88.5 2 7.7 1 3.8 - -
famaJ:d ClCIlt

'Dm- 27 90.0 - - 3 10.0 - -
CXlnSi.derat**

The total decentralization of these activities also seems to

be rare. At the most, the industrial firms are given a shared

responsibility for the activity. This is especially true for

the placement activities, where only a few industrial units

seem to control the activities.

Table 8.7 0l!IJtral.i.zat mid decent:ralizaticn of fi.nm::ial
activities in 8Wel!i.sh fiJ:ms in 1987· fiDlInc:I.l

* eDt mi.ssi.rq value

The observed pattern seems to be logical, the less complex

tasks of borrowing money from the local banks seem to be

decentralized, while the more complex tasks of running the
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funding activities in the financial markets are centralized

to the finance department.

Lending and leasing

The lending activities and the leasing activities seem to be

more decentralized than the funding and placement activities

of the firm. It can be claimed that the customer-related

lending activities especially are more decentralized than

most other activities because the ties to the customers seem

to affect the locus of responsibility for the lending

activities. Lending or leasing to unrelated parties is, on

the other hand, totally centralized to the financial units.

Here there seems to be no need to use the competence of the

industrial units, and therefore the finance department takes

the entire responsiblity for these activities.

Risk management

The responsibility for handling of exchange rate exposure

seems to be spread more evenly across the organization.

Nevertheless, as 73.5 per cent of the firms had the

responsibility localized at the treasury units it can be

regarded as a fairly centralized activity.

The centralization/decentralization dilemma of currency

hedging was, consequently, not totally resolved. 27.6 per

cent of the operative units had the responsibility or shared

responsibility for exchange rate hedging. On the other hand,

the desire to keep the exchange rate hedging decisions with

the industrial units, without letting these units take real

financial positions, was in many cases satisfied by the

introduction of internal hedging contracts, which gave the

operational units compensation for efforts to forecast the

exchange rate, while the financial department was able to

create a financial position in accordance with their views.

Such contracts were used by 76.5 per cent of the firms.

We have compiled various frequency tables in order to see if

there seemed to be a difference between organization of units
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with a treasury vehicle and those without such a vehicle. We

found no discernible patterns. The degree of centralization

measured as the number of activities actually performed with

sole responsibility on the part of the treasury unit over the

total number of financial activities performed by the firm

showed that firms with treasury vehicles were somewhat less

centralized: the firms without a treasury vehicle conducted

90.2 per cent at the treasury units. The corresponding figure

for firms with a treasury vehicle is 81.7 per cent.

8.4.3 Instruments and funding pOlicies

We will now report our findings of what instruments the firms

use as well as in what manner the responding firms use the

different sources of funds to finance their operations.

8.4.3.1 Use of instruments

The use of various financial instruments shows that the firms

nowadays apparently use a broad range of instruments when

they hedge, conduct arbitrage or take positions (See Fig. 8.4

for details). Only futures seem to have difficulties in

becoming accepted by Swedish CFO:s. It is interesting to note

that in spite of the fact that unfavourable treatment of cur

rency options was lifted in 1986, only one-third of the firms

used them at the end of 1987.

8.4.3.2 Funding policy

We asked several questions relating to the funding policies

of the firms. The firms were asked to report their sourcing

of funds as a percentage of their total turnover. This ratio

was to be given for four different categories of sources of

funds: bank lending, both from foreign and Swedish banks:

money market funds: foreign and domestic capital market funds

(with a time to maturity of the instrument exceeding one

year) from the Swedish market as well as from abroad.

Finally, the firms were asked to state the percentage of

standby lines of credits, swing lines etc promised to the

firms. The results are given in Table 8.8.
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Fig. 8.4 Instruments and Contracts
Type of Instrument or Contract

The Survey

Currency forward

Currency futures

Currency options

Inter. rete forwards

Inter. rete futures

Inter. rete option

Swap end borrowing

Notional swaps
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Numbers using resp not using
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Source: Survey

Table 8.8 The mean of type of sourced funds over turnover

Source Mean Standard Number of
deviation responses7 3

Swedish banks 9.06% 9.73 23
Foreign banks 10.74% 10.63 23
Swedish money mkt 2.04% 4.95 24
Foreign money mkt 3.75% 4.98 24
Swedish capital mkt 4.64% 6.05 24
Foreign capital mkt 4.73% 6.63 26

Backup lines etc 12.12% 8.29 30
Liquidity 21. 56% 24.99 30

As the data is cross sectional in nature and as we do not

have any time series available, we cannot draw any very

far-reaching conclusions, but we can observe that the

average bank lending over turnover ratio for Swedish banks

73 A number of firms reported their sources of funds
as a percentage of the total of the sourced funds. These
responses were adjusted with the ratio Total funds sourced
externally/Total Turnover.
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is smaller than the same ratio for funds provided by

foreign banks.

Second, and more interesting, the role of the banks seems

to be dual. They perform both traditional bank lending as

well as the granting of standby lines of credit. The

correlation between the different measures gives some

interesting insights (see Table 8.9). Pearsson's

correlation coefficient has been calculated with pairwise

deletion of missing values, and the number of pairs used

when calculating the correlation varies between 23 and 30.

Table 8.9 The correlation between sources of funds

SWBank FBank SWMM FMM SWCapm FCapm Backup Liqu

SWBank 1.0
Fbank 0.130 1.0
SWMM -0.140 -0.247 1.0
FMM -0.385 0.014 -0.076 1.0
SWCapm -0.060 0.003 0.154 01125 1.0
FCapm -0.400 0.021 -0.039 0.478 -0.051 1.0
Backup 0.030 0.190 -0.226 0.266 0.200 0.111 1.0
Liquidi 0.070 0.541 -0.050 0.186 0.121 0.100 -0.179 1.0

There seems to be a negative correlation between bank

borrowing from Swedish banks and the use of foreign money and

capital markets. Large Swedish firms apparently have the

foreign markets to finance their activities, instead of

borrowing from Swedish banks.

Interestingly enough, foreign and Swedish bank lending do not

seem to be substitutes for each other. Furthermore, there is

a relatively strong correlation between the use of foreign

money and capital markets, Le. once the firm has tapped

foreign markets it can easily go on to use other instruments.
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Table 8.10 The sourcing of funds in firms with different
organizational structure

Mean %-value All firms without with Without with
Source 1. Bank I.Bank F.Comp. F.Comp

Sw banks 9.057 12.209 6.167 13.142 ** 4.600
Fo banks 10.735 11. 345 10.175 9.517 12.064
Sw mono mkt 2.040 0.986 3.382 1.577 2.542
Fo mono mkt 3.747 4.743 2.750 2.054 * 5.747
Sw cap. mkt 4.636 2.769 6.658 4.086 5.336
Fo cap. mkt 4.727 3.857 5.742 4.100 5.458
backup 12.117 11. 382 13.077 9.900 14.650
liquidity 21.567 27.817 18.869 30.294 16.500

Sw banks: Swedish banks; Fo banks: Foreign banks; sw mon.
mkt: Swedish money market; Fo mono mkt: Foreign money market;
sw cap. mkt: Swedish capital market; Fo cap. mkt: Foreign
capital market; backup: backup sources of liquidity;
liquidity: liquidity at hand.

The differences between the two classes of units were t

tested with a pooled variance. "0 was set as dm=O. In spite

of the fairly large differences in the groups' means, there

are only two significant differences: first, firms having

finance companies appear to rely more on the foreign capital

markets than firms without finance arms. The hypothesis that

there is no difference between the means is rejected at the

10 per cent level. Second, and perhaps interrelated, the

firms with finance arms rely less on Swedish banks to provide

them with financing, this time the hypothesis of no

difference is rejected at the 5 per cent level.

We should not, in this context, overempahasize the results.

We have tested 16 different means and we have a problem with

'mass significances': by the logic of the test procedure,

some of these tests should result in significant differences

even if there were none. One could, of course, look at the

figures as a description of the situation of the firms in the

set - basically the larger manufacturing, construction and

transport firms in Sweden. In this case, there is no

underlying population from which we have drawn these results.

As we consider the responding firms as representative of the
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entire set of firms, the figures represent the entire

population.

Firms without finance companies appear to rely more on the

Swedish bank system for their funding needs than do those

with a finance company. There does not seem to be any

difference in the reliance on foreign banks between firms

with or without finance companies. Furthermore, firms with

finance companies seem to depend more both on backup

facilities and on money and capital markets. The claim that

finance companies are formed in order to handle excess

liquidity appears to be contradicted by the findings, at

least if liquidity is measured as a percentage of total

turnover. Firms without a finance company seem to have almost

twice the liquidity of firms with a finance company.

The results are less clear when considering sourcing of

external funds for firms with and without an internal bank.

Firms with internal banks seem less dependent upon the banks

than those with an internal bank. It should be noted though,

that the reliance upon the banking system would be much

higher if those organizations where the entire finance

department is seen as an internal bank had not been excluded,

but as the sUbgroups are small we cannot meaningfully make

any test of this.

8.4.4 Financial intermediation

We have found evidence of four categories of financial

intermediation in the survey: arbitrage, trading, lending

activities and to a lesser extent, leasing.

8.4.4.1 Arbitrage

The companies were asked what kind of arbitrage activity they

conducted and were asked to choose from four different

classes of arbitrage activities and rank them in accordance

to their importance to total firm profit. Arbitrage was

defined as deals where the positions are only allowed to be
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open for a day. Different kinds of arbitrage activities were

to be specified, as defined above.

31 firms noted that they conducted this kind of activity. It

is interesting that international arbitrage was the most

frequent, and triangle arbitrage the least frequent of those

activities mentioned. International arbitrage was also ranked

as the most profitable by a majority of those firms con

ducting arbitrage and who answered this question. See Table

8.11.

Table 8.11 Ranking of the different categories of arbitrage

Type of arbitrage Number of answers Mean Ranking

International 22 1.55
Triangular 14 1. 76
Central Bank 18 2.22
Intranational 16 2.33

The total volume of arbitrage loans that can be netted out

when preparing the annual statements for the total set of the

48 firms studied is MSEK 22 623.2, as reported in their 1987

annual reports. This figure is based upon 19 firms stating

whether they have this kind of arbitrage loans in their

annual statements, two of them declaring this not to be the

case, one declaring at a telephone interview that the amounts

were so small that they reported the loans on the balance

sheet, and 28 who did not comment the issue. The amount most

·likely underestimates the total volume of arbitrage, unless

those firms who do not report their loans in the annual

reports but claim that they perform arbitrage activities do

not perform these activities at the end of the year or report

them on their balance sheets.

8.4.4.2 Position-taking behavior

The taking of positions is defined as follows: Position

taking: for a period longer than a day having a view of the

future development of financial variables and placing or

making commitments in accordance with this view.
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Three of the categories mentioned earlier are given: intra,

inter and triangular position-taking.

It is worth noting that 32 firms claim that they conduct

this type of activity, but 10 of these did not want to

specify what kind of positions they took, as compared to

only three firms reneging upon the specification of what

types of arbitrage they conducted. The ranking is given in

Table 8.12. The data seems to indicate that the

international positions, i.e. when there are national

regulations that are perceived as creating lasting price

distortions between national markets, should be the most

important to firms' profitability.

Table 8.12 Ranking of different categories of
position-taking activities

Type of position Mean Ranking Number of responses

International 1.16 12
Intranational 1. 64 15
Triangular 1.67 10

We are unfortunately unable to specify the volume of these

activities.

8.4.4.3 Lending and leasing

We will discuss the total volume of the activities, and then

we will discuss the lending and leasing volumes reported in

the survey. Furthermore, we will discuss the maturity and the

period the interest rates are fixed on the contracts.

A. Volumes of financial subsidiaries

Twelve financial sUbsidiaries had

volume of MSEK 71. 50574• For seven

a total balance sheet

firms we could not find

74 This figure does not include 7 firms which did not
report the balance sheet volume of the financial
sUbsidiary. Furthermore, arbitrage loans do not have to be
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the volume of the balance sheets, these were primarily

foreign financial subsidiaries. It should be noted that the

information on firms given in the balance sheets is not

detailed enough for us to assign volumes to different

activities, and also that the firms are able to deduct

arbitrage activities from the volumes. Therefore, we can

only give these figures, without being able to advise the

reader further as to exactly what kind of financial

intermediary activities the 71 billions are directed into.

The total volume of the finance companies' balance sheets is

also not a relevant measure, as the firms need not use a

financial intermediary to conduct these activities. The

figure only gives an indication of the relative size of the

pperations, not a description of the total volumes which are

intermediated by Swedish firms.

B. Lending volume

Eleven firms answered the second part of the survey. Lending

was primarily directed towards customers and unrelated. The

volume of lending to suppliers was insignificant (MSEK 238 in

1987). The development of the lending activities is depicted

in Fig. 8.5. It shows a steady rise in the volume of

business, but no dramatic increase in the volumes

intermediated. The number of responses is too low for us to

draw any general conclusions about the trend of the volume of

manufacturing firms' lending activities.

C. Leasing

Twelve firms answered the survey concerning the leasing

activity of the firm. As 15 firms claimed that they had

leasing activities, we obtained a response rate of 80 per

cent for this survey. For some of the firms which had

indicated that they had leasing activities these were

performed by a separate leasing vehicle, and we obtained

included as a balance sheet item, given that certain
conditions are fulfilled. So this figure probably
underestimates the total volume of financial
intermediation performed by Swedish firms.
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these firms' annual reports for 1987. Taken together with

the total volume of leasing reported in the surveys the

firms leased a total volume of MSEK 1306.6 in 1986 and a

total of MSEK 2564 in 1987. This is of course a minimum

amount of leasing, as we have only been able to identify

those units which are run in separate companies. Where the

business is conducted on the firm's books, we have not been

able to identify the volumes.

Fig 8.5 Lending
Customer versus Unrelated
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Generally, the leasing operations are not particularily

1
. . . I

arge. only a few swedLsh f Lrms seem to conduct any maJor

activities in this area. The volumes are reported in Fig.

8.6.

It is apparent from the data that volume tends to increase,

especially in the unrelated leasing area, while volumes of

the other two types of leasing activities, at least at the

point we measured them, seem to grow fairly stable over time.

D. Maturity and period of interest rate fixing

The average maturity of the loans seem to be fairly short.

The responding officer had to check the percentage of the

loans that had maturities (1) shorter than one year, (2)

between one and five years and (3) a time to maturity
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exceeding five years. The results are presented in Table

8.13.

Almost half of the loans were of a short term nature, but

one-fifth of the loans have a longer time to maturity than

five years. For leasing, the bulk of loans, aprroximately 80

per cent, seem to be of mid-term maturity.

Fig 8.6 Leasing by Survey Finns 1985-198
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Table 8.13 Mean of percentage of loans with an original
time to maturity

I Original Maturity II Mean of share of portfolio I
Loans Leasing

Less than a year 47.7% 8.9%

Between a year and
up to five years 32.3% 78.9%

Longer than five
years 20.0% 12.2%
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The loans granted by the firms do not seem to have any

characteristic time period during which the interest rate is

fixed. 56.1 per cent of the portfolio of loans had a shorter

interest fixing period than a year, 42.5 between one and five

years and only 2,3% longer than five years. Of the leasing

agreements 71.6 per cent had floating interest rates.

8.4.5 The hypotheses

The hypotheses mentioned at the outset of this part seem to

have been answered by the survey.

8.4.5.1 Segmented market hypothesis.

The firms clearly perceive and act upon market segmentation

between and within different financial markets. One CFO wrote

a remark about Central Bank arbitrage, claiming that his

company had encountered this in West Germany and Great

Britain. Further, the firms seem to find arbitrage

opportunities between unregulated markets. They are also

willing to act upon their views in the markets regulated as

well as unregulated and take positions. This seem to support

the hypothesis that firms can act as financial intermediaries

in the sense of Gurley and Shaw's (1960) financial

intermediaries. Nevertheless, these issues cannot be

discussed without discussing the entire impact of changes in

financial variables on the firm's profitabilty, a discussion

we postpone to the final chapter.

8.4.5.2 Computer capacity- economies of joint production

There is some evidence that finance departments firms use the

same data capacity as its parent company. As hal f of the

intermediating units had its own equipment, this does not

seem to be the decisive factor. As many of the firms

responding to Part 2 and 3 did not answer the question the

responses are difficult to interpret. Against this argument

it must be remebered that the type of activities requiring

large data capacity not seems to be conducted in Sweden:

asset-backed securitization.
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8.4.5.3 Credit screening

The firms were asked about the background of their credit

officers. As we expected larger credit departments, we asked

the person responsible for the granting of credit to check

the number of persons mainly working with credit analysis to

check the number of officers within certain ranges. Most

firms only had one person, conducting the credit screening on

company level, with no-one performing this function in other

firms. We are, therefore, unable to give exact numbers in

this context.

Few of the firms or departments had employees whose primary

task was to evaluate loans, but firms which did showed that

none of the credit officers had previously worked for one of

the firms' customers, one was recruited from within the

company, one from the firm's industry and one from other

unspecified activities. Most had a background from banks or

finance companies. These findings do not support the

hypothesis that the firms have an information advantage over

banks when lending, especially after considering that the

volume lent to subjects unrelated to the firm exceeds the

lending to clients.

8.4.5.4 The interest carrying capacity- some remarks

We did not find any evidence in the survey material that

Swedish firms take any extensive interest rate risk in their

lending or leasing activities. They seem to be conservative,

and do not offer long periods of fixed interest rates - these

are either floating or revised fairly frequently.

8.5 concluding remarks

We will at this stage not draw any further conclusions from

this material, most of them have been drawn as we reported

our findings. The total analysis of what we have found in

this and the two previous parts is reported in the following

chapter, which will draw together the various elements of

this thesis.
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This part contains some descriptive sections describing

aspects of the organization and activities of financial

treasury departments in large Swedish private firms. It has

concentrated upon the external activities, of the

interaction between the firm, financial markets and the

banking system.

We have described the organization of the treasury

operations in terms of the units which constitute the

financial-treasury department of the firms. We have also

discussed how this organization is related to some variables

said to influence the structure of treasury operations in u.S

firms as well as in Sweden.

We have discussed the division of labour between the

financial and industrial units and the degree of

decentralization of financial activities. The use of

financial instruments and contracts has also been presented.

The funding policies of the firm and the possible difference

between firms with and without financial companies has been

discussed and some data linking the funding behavior of firms

and the operational structure has been shown.

We will only point to the linkage between the funding

techniques of the firms when they seem to exchange bank

loans for borrowing in the short end of the capital market,

supporting the liquidity with facilities from the banking

system. This has implications for risk sharing between the

firm sector and the banking system.

We have also discussed and partially described the

outwardly-bound activities of the firms: arbitrage,

position-taking, lending and leasing. In addition, we have

been able to inquire into the hypotheses Hl-H3/H4 and make

some remarks as to research direction D4 as regards the

survey material. We have been able to report some volumes of

these activities, showing that significant volumes are
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funneled through the finance companies. The survey was not

designed to answer all the of questions related to the volume

of the activities, mostly because we perceived it as less

likely that the firms would answer questions of this nature.

In the following chapter we will turn to the analysis of the

results that we have obtained from this and the previous two

parts.



CHAPTER 9

Discussion and Conclusions

9. 1. Introduction

Having reported our empirical findings in the three previous

parts, we will now make the final analysis of the material.

Our research started with the empirical observation that

Swedish firms have formed separate treasury vehicles, and we

have found that these vehicles are either inwardly- or

outwardly-bound. We have also found that these vehicles do

not always seem to be necessary for firms to handle their

financial activities, internally as well as externally. They

are primarily organizational tools, occasionally formed for

regulatory reasons. First, we discuss the inwardly-bound

financial activities of the treasury. The discussion will be

along those three dimensions of the firm we perceive as

important to the treasury: the firm's risk, the uncertainty

and the hierarchical decision-making within the firm. After

discussing the inwardly-bound activities, the formation of

treasury vehicles will be discussed. SUbsequently, the

treasury's interaction with the capital markets and with the

banking system will be discussed.

Thereafter, we will state the results concerning the

outwardly-bound financial activities of the firms, its size,

to the extent we been able to state it, and the hypotheses

360
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to the extent we been able to state it, and the hypotheses

and research directions for four types of activities we have

found that the Swedish firms conduct: leasing, lending,

arbitrage and position-taking activities.

The following section will examine the reliability and

validity of our results. The strengthening of observations by

multi-point observations within the cases as well as between

case studies, survey and pUblic material will be pointed out.

Nevertheless, the limitations of a methodology which does not

test all aspects of the investigated issues on a larger

sample will be underscored.

The dissertation closes with a discussion of avenues of

research which seem to be promising, given our findings.

9.2. Inwardly-bound activities: organizational aspects

We want to discuss the organizational issues along the three

dimensions of the treasury: the uncertainty reduction, the

hierarchial decision-making process and its interaction with

the treasury and finally the risk dimension. We will also

discuss the interaction between the treasury and the banking

sector. Finally we will discuss the formation of inwardly

bound treasury vehicles.

9.2.1 The treasury's three dimensions:

We have previously stated that the treasury has three

dimensions which are of relevance for its work internally;

first, it is the way it transforms uncertainty to something

measurable: the prognosis of future cash flow etc; second,

the way the treasury, a staff function, interacts with line

managers in the industrial units; and finally, the way the

firm handles the financial risk it perceives.

9.2.1.1 Uncertainty reducing systems

We argue that the financial activities of the firm have

become very centralized, and that the industrial units
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increasingly have been left without responsibility for the

structure of their balance sheets. These effects have been

brought forward by several factors; first, new ways to

finance the firm's operations require that large amounts are

borrowed and the ability to borrow cost-efficiently; second,

by the need to keep down the working capital when the cost of

borrowed funds have increased; third, an essential reason for

the firms to be able to centralize the activities has been

the large gains which they have been able to reap from their

treasury's external activities.

Much of the observed activities have their origin in the

internal programs and systems implemented to manage the

firm's working capital. For the treasury this has meant the

introduction of netting systems, programs for reducing the

accounts receivable, reinvoiceing systems and factoring

companies: instruments used to centralize the cash management

to the treasury.

The case study companies all have had elaborate working

capital programs which have resulted in the formation of

netting centres, of cash flow reports being sent in, in

higher payment discipline between units, etc. In these

companies, as we have shown in chapter 5, these activities

have saved substantial amounts. It is likely that these

activities have also been very profitable for other firms

undertaking working capital programs.

Beside the reduction in financial costs, these systems have

provided the treasurer with information necessary to

transform what was previously uncertain amounts of money

generated into assessable amounts. With such systems, the

treasurer is fairly well aware of what amounts of different

currencies that are likely to be generated, at least for

shorter maturities. Here, instead of people handling

uncertainyt, as in Knight's (1921) view of the firm, systems

transform uncertainty to risk, which can be handled in the

financial markets.
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The treasurer, therefore, attains the information he needs in

order to be active in the markets of hedging exchange rate

risk. According to the survey, treasurers have also seized

the opportunity to centralize not only the cash management,

but also the handling of currency risk (Table 8.6 and 8.7).

It is mainly the activities related to the capital markets

that are centralized. Neither financial intermediary

activities nor borrowing in banks seem to be centralized to

the same extent to the financial units or with a shared

responsibility between the industrial units and the financial

units (ibid.).

9.2.1.2 The interaction with industrial units

The treasurers have, to some extent, needed to change the

structure of the firm's evaluation systems in order to

centralize financial activities. Novel ways of creating

internal bargaining systems have also been introduced in

order to keep the responsibility of some financial issues at

the industrial units.

The centralization of financial activities has not been

without problems. Elvestedt (1980) found that their was a

need to centralize the decision-making of exchange rate

handling, but that the firms need to keep the responsibility

for the currency decision with the industrial units in order

for these units not to make SUb-optimal currency decisions

once they are relieved of the responsibility for hedging

activities. This problem has been reconcilable.

A large number of the surveyed firms solved this problem

through the creation of an internal market. Two thirds of the

firms in the sample stated that they issued internal

contracts. Two of the case companies used internal contracts.

The treasury unit sets a market in exchange rate forward

contracts, which the industrial units are then allowed to

purchase. The effect, on a group level, of the firm's
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exchange rate exposure is nil. These transactions have a real

economic effect on the sUbsidiaries, however, and the

industrial managers have to manage the exchange rate exposure

from both the industrial and the operational side. The

internal market bridges the gap between the industrial level

- where the operational exposure is created in the first

place and the treasury with the expertise in handling

currencies. The centralization and decentralization issue is

thereby resolved, but this adds a dimension to the

performance evaluation system.

Furthermore, the cost efficiency provided by borrowing large

amount in the foreign capital markets also require that the

borrowing is conducted centrally, afterwhich the money has to

be distributed to the different industrial units. The firms

in the case studies at first seemed to have opened up

internal banks, where the different units, besides storing

their liquidity could also lend the long term money needed.

Abroad, these units initially cash pools organized in the

major European countries or a group cash account. They could

then borrow the mid and long term money needed from the

parent company or, if the borrowing unit was a Coordination

Centre or treasury centre, this unit provided the

subsidiaries with money. As long as the industrial units are

responsible for their balance sheets, the borrowing vehicle

will have to provide a better interest rate than the units'

own borrowing rate and with the financial structure the units

want.

The shuffling of financial responsibility creates problems

when evaluating managers. The complex issue of evaluating

local management with exchange rate uncertainty is partly

solved (see e.g Lessard and Lorange, 1977 for a treatment).

It still requires adjustments in the variables the firm uses

when evaluating management. When the treasury is responsible

for the debt of the industrial units, it can structure the

balance sheet in such a manner that its expectations of

future developments in the markets can be incorporated into
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the industrial units financial structure. The firm thereby

creates a financial structure which keeps global financing

cost, after taxes, at a minimum, while the units are still

provided with loans at market prices. This requires that

other performance measures than those often suggested are

used (see Ostman, 1977 for a comprehensive treatment of how

Swedish firms have used ROI-ROE measures when measuring

managerial performance).

In Company X, we have found that the internal evaluation

criteria of the industrial units have changed, much in line

with the wishes of the treasury. The treasury has obtained

the responsibility over the financial dispositions of the

different industrial units, and the industrial managers are

made responsible for more operative variables. These changes

were in line with the system in Swedish Match, which already

was implemented during the seventies in order to coordinate

the activities of the conglomerate. These systems give the

treasury unit the responsibility for the financial

dispositions of all units. The treasury units of these firms

are also responsible for the profitability of the financial

activities. In ESAB, the treasury is still a service unit, a

staff function whose services must be used by the industrial

units if the units are provided with financing with an

interest rate that is less or at least equal to that the

industrial units can arrange for themselves. This is logical

as the industrial units are held responsible for their ROE.

The degree of freedom for the firm's treasury therefore seems

to depend upon the way the firm's industrial units are

evaluated. Hence, there is a tendency for the treasury

activities to affect the over-all managerial performance

system.

The type of organization might also affect the treasury's

ability to centralize the financial activities. Given a

organization where the departments/divisions in Thompson I s

(1967) terms would be called pooled interdependent, the firm

will be likely to have a more complex evaluation system in
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order to make handle the internal complexities. Company X

would be an example, in this respect. Swedish Match, where

the 'divisions' are almost independent the evaluations

system was fairly straightly straight forward, facilitating

the centralization of responsibility for the treasury

activites.

ESAB has a situation with a very decentralized management of

the of some of the subsidiaries and consequently, in some

dimensions more in the vein of a heterachy (Hedlund, 1986).

This is probably linked to the lack of responsibility of the

treasury activities.

9.2.1.3 The risk dimension

We have argued, as described in 'research direction 4', that

the risk dimension is linked to the financial intermediary

activities of the firms. We have discussed this at length in

Part B, and studied it for one of the companies, ESAB. As

ESAB's financial intermediary activities, during the studied

period, are fairly small, we have only obtained a

demonstration of how one firm after having reduced the

uncertainty of its financial exposure has decreased the total

absolute financial exposure by its financial dispositions, as

measured by our yardstick. But we have also seen how the firm

could carry more financial risk, given the nature of its

operational exposure.

Our yardstick, though, is different from ESAB's which

operates with two different measurers: one flow related,

based upon the prognoses of future cash flows, and one which

is based upon a mix of the transaction exposure and the

translation exposure of the firm. We cannot, therefore, make

any further statements about ESAB financial policy besides

those made by the Group Treasurer: that ESAB to a minor

extent is prepared to take financial risk.

As we have seen above, the treasuries in all three case

study firms seem to have increased their efforts to measure

the firms' operative financial exposure. Some information is
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automatically provided through cash management systems, which

gives the firm better information about the financial flows

within the firm, as well as of flows between its suppliers

and customers.

Separate studies of the operative exposure have been

conducted in ESAB. The three firms have also established

measurers of the their total exposure: regularly a mix of

transaction and translation exposure. Company X and Swedish

Match, on the other hand, is prepared to take financial

risks, seeing them as being partly hedged by their

operational exposure, as they measure it. Hence, it seems as

if firms have attained a grasp of their opeations' financial

risk they have and are in a position to increase or decrease

the total financial risk.

The risk involved in financial operations is also measured.

Here all firms seem to have a global view and the global

portfolio of financial liabilities and assets is managed

with the exception of subsidiaries acting in high inflation

countries where the financial transactions have to be handled

by the local managers.

This underscores the difference between the case study firms

and large u.S. firms in the seventies, as they were

described. These firms did not seem to take a global view of

their treasury management, rather having a regional

responsibility for the treasury. As we pointed out in chapter

1, there is anecdotal evidence that some of the larger u.S.

firms are moving towards a global treasury view, but no firm

proof has been found in the literature.

The case study firms, to a varying degree, integrate

currency and interest rate exposures. Swedish Match has

created a portfolio approach where it was able to measure the

so-called nil-risk portfolio, which describes a position

which would offset all financial risk of the expected future

operative cash flows, with one year's horizon. This portfolio
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has a dual role: it states the riskiness of the operative

cash-flow and it is used as a benchmark against which the

financial units act. It integrates interest rate risk and

exchange rate risk, but as we understand it, not the risk of

changes in the slope of the term structure of interest

rates. Company X and ESAB keeps track of the currency

exposure and interest rate exposure separately, but in each

transaction the interaction between interest rates and

exchange rates is considered.

We safely can say that the studied firms have an integrated,

global treasury view, were all or most subsidiaries are

integrated with the notable exception for units active in

high inflation countries. The firms have a global treasury

view but have also formed a 'new' type of global treasury

management organization with spatial distribution of the

treasury operations kept together with modern communication

technology and advanced control systems. We think that

regional treasury units, with modern data communications

networks technology can be managed as if the firm had one

portfolio of financial assets and liabilities.

All case study firms perceive some assets as mispriced in the

financial markets which they act upon. These are discussed

below. The firms, to a certain extent, seem to perform

financial activities which 'pure' financial units cannot

perform bearing risk and which the firms perceive as having a

natural hedge for.

With our measure, the natural hedge would be explained by

price rigidity in the markets primarily of 'pricing to

market' behavior among the firms in industries which the

studied firms are participating in. We have in chapter 6

reviewed empirical studies where pricing to market behaviour

is said to have been observed. This would create situations

where firms are able to compensate losses on financial

assets, for example, in the wake of devaluation with

increased competitivness in the international markets. The
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firm might have a large SEK content in their costs, compared

to the SEK content of revenues or it might be active in an

industry where prices are fixed in another currency then the

Swedish (having a non-Swedish currency habitat), i.e.,

through pricing to market behaviour. We do not argue that

this is the reason for firms to engage in risky position

taking activity, we only point to this possibility.

As we have seen, the definition of operation's financial

exposure considered relevant by the case study firms is a

combination of transaction and translation exposure. The

persistent use of these measures is an enigma. Either the

prime concern of the treasury is the reported profit, or the

complexities inherent in measuring economic exposure makes it

'uncertain' and therefore unmanageable, and a proxy is used

instead.

We have also seen how the firms govern treaury' s external

activities. The riskiness of the operations is decided either

by the MD who then informs the board (ESAB); by the CEO,

another executive manager and representatives of the owners

(Company Xl; or by the board of directors (Swedish Match).

The firm's owners or their representatives are asked what

levels of financial risk they are prepared to take on

themselves. Through this procedure the financial officers

obtains a picture of the risk/return trade offs the firm's

owners accept.

The observations as regards the inwardly-bound activities are

summarized in Fig. 9.1. The firms seem to have resolved the

centralization/decentralization problem of exchange rate

management with the creation of internal markets. The

centralization of 'real' financial decisions seems to have

created a need to alter managerial evaluations systems.

Elaborate systems for handling working capital, with regard

to production flows as well as financial flows have increased

the firms' ability to assess their future cash flow and to

handle the financial risk, i.e reducing uncertainty. The case
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study firms seem to take a different stance as to increasing

or decreasing financial risk, as they measure it. Such

decisions are taken at levels where the owners

representatives are involved.

Fig. 9.1 Inward operations along the three dimensions
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9.2.2 Interaction with the banking system

Within the three case-study firms most of the financial

activities were centralized, but the working capital

financing was still made locally, with local banks. This

also seem to be the case with many of the firms in the

survey, especially where the borrowing from foreign banks is

done with the industrial units involved (33.3% had total or
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shared responsibility with financial units, Table 8.7). It

could be argued that the firms do not want to centralize all

bank relations to the central units as this would leave the

local firms without any connections to the national payment

systems. In many countries banks require the firms to 'pay'

for these and other services by keeping some kind of

transaction accounts with the bank. A totally centralized

cash management system might leave the local unit bank

without service for paying salaries and other kinds of small

cash items, which it is not necessarily economically feasible

to centralize. This emphasizes that firms one of banks' core

activities indispensable: the facilitation of a payment

system.

There are large gains to be obtained by centralizing

financial activities. Besides those mentioned above, we have

seen one, which is related to the way firms fund themselves.

The case study firms have all started to rely on the capital

markets particularly the foreign capital markets to

finance their industrial and financial activities. All group

treasurers through their previous positions were well aware

of the opportunities the capital markets opened.

As we remarked above in chapter 5, we have seen that the

firms start to fund themselves in the very liquid Euromoney

markets with commercial paper programs or floating rates

notes. These short term USD loans are transformed into the

maturities, base interest rates and currency composition

which the firm ultimately wants. studying the correlation

between the different sources of funds of the survey firms,

one can see the expected negative correlation between the

lending in Swedish banks and borrowing in capital and money

markets, in Sweden as well as abroad (Table 8.9). There seem

to be a substitution between these two types of borrowing.

There also was a positive correlation between borrowing in

the foreign money market and in capital markets, and the use

of backup-lines of liquidity (ibid.). On the other hand, the
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correlation between borrowing in the Swedish money market and

back-up lines of credit was negative. There is also a

negative correlation between borrowing in the Swedish money

markets and borrowing abroad. This seems to indicate that

firms borrow money abroad and use back-up lines of credit to

support their short term borrowing. This is supported by the

findings made in the case studies where the three firms uses

the bank system to provide back-up liquidity of the firms.

Again, one of the banking systems' core activitites is still

needed: credit enhancement.

The banks also market and sell the commercial papers for the

case study firms. This further indicates that the firms

disintermediation is only partial; the firms still need the

banks' distribution network and placement power to market

their securities, in Sweden as well as abroad.

We therefore conclude that a new pattern of financing has

emerged in this study; large parts of the case study firms'

funding is raised in the Eurodollar market: through the

issuance of commercial papers or FRNs. These dollar loans are

later converted into long term money of different currency

denominations by swap agreements, where the banks

intermediate the swaps. The banks' services to these large

customers seem be concentrated to their own core areas:

distributing commercial papers, intermediating swap

agreements thereby conducting the credit analysis of

involved parties and accepting the credit risk inherent in

the swap agreement75 and providing payment service and

straight working capital loans to the local subsidiaries.

Interestingly, the provision of credit - the transformation

of short term money into longer term money - still seems to

be conducted by the banking system. In addition, the

borrowing facilities of firms offered by the banks to the

75 The guaranteeing of swap-transactions has as a
consequence that the loans de facto but not de jure are a
part of the banks' balance sheets. They become the residual
payer in case of the default of an involved party.
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firms borrowing in the short end of the market still seems to

be guaranteed by the bank's core deposits and the lender of

last resort. Consequently we can only talk about a quasi

disintermediation while the securitization of the financial

flows seems to be ongoing, see Fig. 9.2.

Fig. 9.2 New organization of the bank when intermediating
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The role of banks, therefore, seems surprisingly not to have

changed much. Many traditional risks are still borne by

banks, but the flow of funds and the financing techniques

seem to have changed.

9.2.3 Formation of treasury vehicles

We have seen in our case companies how the treasury's

activities have become more specialized and have, to a

certain extent, been conducted by separate vehicles or

internal units set up within the firm, 'in-house banks'. We

run several probit and logit models for the companies in the

survey to see what factors could explain the formation of
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these units. Several characteristics of the firms have in the

literature been seen as associated with the formation of

different types of treasury units: size, complexity of

foreign operations and 'over'-liquidity.

9.2.3.1 Size

The tendency to form these treasury units increases with

size - size being the single strongest explanatory variable

when forming the units. This is not surprising, as the

organization of these units will require that there are

fairly large volumes to be handled. The size effect is

significant for the probability of firms forming 'in-house

banks' (see Table 8.2). Moreover, when we make a distinction

in the function of financial separate treasure vehicles in

inward1y- and outwardly-bound units and combining with the

'in-house banks' we found a probability of a firm with large

turnover forming an inwardly-bound treasury vehicle (Table

8.3), albeit somewhat less significant and smaller.

The results from the survey are also consistent with the

case studies. Company X and Swedish Match have a significant

turn-over and the firms also form separate treasury vehicles

fairly early. ESAB, on the other hand, formed a separate

treasury vehicle as late as in 1988, when the firm's turnover

had increased substantially. Size is definitely an important

factor when forming inwardly-bound treasury vehicles.

9.2.3.2 Foreign sales and complexity of foreign operations

One possible explanation of the formation of inward1y

directed treasury vehicles was the complexity of foreign

operations which, according to u.S. experience, would

require large firms with significant operations abroad to

form special vehicles for handling the international issues.

This decentralized stage, was preceded by a stage where the

firms tried to centralize the treasury operations to HQ.

In the case companies, we also found regional units:

Coordination Centres or finance companies. The activities of
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these units are mostly inwardly-bound.

described below in relation to their

activities.

These will be

outwardly-bound

ESAB and Company X have complex production structures with

production units in Sweden as well as abroad. The firms all

have large internal flows, between production units and

market companies, and occasionally also between the

production units, where some units produce input for other

units. In the case of Swedish Match, the internal flows have

been fairly small between the different 'divisions', but the
flow within the 'divisions I is fairly large and some have

complex production flows. The internal production flows

within the company's 'divisions' were handled by the

'divisions'. The firm still used a coordination centre to

handle the financial flows.

We ran a probit model on the impact of the proportion of

foreign sales over the turnover upon the formation of

internal banks and finance companies. We also included size

as explanatory variable. We found that the large firms with a

large degree of foreign sales were more likely to form

finance companies, and that large firms were more likely to

form 'in-house banks' but less likely to have an internal

bank if they have large percentage of foreign sales (Table

8.4) •

For the survey, we have no data available measuring the

complexity of the firms' production operations, but we have

used the foreign sales as a proxy for complexity. We also ran

a logit model with the number of treasury vehicles as

dependent variable and the foreign sales as explanatory

variable. This model gave some r~sults, but it appears as if

foreign turnover does not explain the number of treasury

vehicles used, except that we obtained small negative

statistically significant coefficients. As the measure of

complexity used is fairly crude, we cannot draw farreaching

conclusions from these results.
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It seems as if the firms which have substantial foreign

sales are more prone to form finance companies and that less

international firms are more likely to form an 'in-house

bank'. Two of the studied firms have fairly complex internal

flows, while one has less complex internal flows, mostly

handled within the different 'divisions'. This firm

nevertheless have formed treasury vehicles. Our proxy for

complexity seems not to be explained by the foreign turnover

of the firm.

It could be argued that the complexity inherent in a

international production structure nowadays not requires the

breaking up of the treasury function into treasury units with

regional responsibilites. Modern tele-communications might

enable Swedish firms to maintain a stage II type of treasury

organization, while still using treasury vehicles, but for

regulatory or tax-reasons. A large degree of foreign sales

would require the treasury unit, as reported below, to be in

a tax-neutral environment. For firms with a large degree of

its activities in Sweden an in-house bank might sur r Lce ,

This might explain the outcome of our logit analysis.

9.2.3.3 Liquidity

It has been argued that the formation of 'in-house banks' is

the result of the increasing liquidity of Swedish firms. This

might be true if one considers Swedish firms to be the parent

company. Their liquidity has increased, but we argue that

measured on the group level this does not seem to be the

cause of the formation of 'in-house banks' or other inwardly

bound treasury units. We run a probit model with the group's

liquidity as explanatory variable and 'in-house bank',

finance company or treasury units as dependent variables

(Table 8.2, 8.3), and found that in no case did an increase

in the group's liquidity increase the likelihood of the group

forming such a unit. Instead the coefficients were negative,

but not significant.
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This is consistent with our findings in the case companies.

The case studies also offer a possible explanation for the

observations made by Andersson and Engvall (1984) and the

remarks made by Hedlund and Hagstrom (1986) about the 'over'

liquidity of Swedish firms. The studied firms have all

started working capital programs, initially for their

European operations.

This was mainly a result of the high interest rates during

the late seventies and early eighties. The purpose of these

programs was to decrease the working capital in the firms,

and the treasurers of the firms have tried to implement

several programs. Interestingly enough, the programs seem

either to have been triggered by financial crises, like in

ESAB and Swedish Match, or a financial crises helped the

programs to be implemented: Company X. This distress seemed

to have helped the firm to implement their programs. This is

in line with observations made when studying organizations

in transition, see e.g. Pettigrew (1985) for a detailed

description.

The working capital programs of the firms have concerned the

entire group and by the centralization of cash management to

the special units the firms liquidity increased.

Simultaneously, the firms' arbitrage and position-taking

activities have increased their need to invest in Swedish

capital markets. These two factors in combination have

probably led market participants in Sweden, at least

initially, to view 'over'-liquidity of the firms as the

explanation for the formation of special treasury units. On

the group level, this has not been the case, at least for the

period studied.

9.2.3.4 Case companies

From the case companies we initially observed a dual

structure, where the central treasury department had

conducted some activities, mainly related to the Swedish

units, while the coordination centre managed the non-
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Swedish units financial activities. This as a Swedish unit,

being a 'valutainlanning', could not engage in the same broad

range of exchange rate related transactions as the foreign

subsidiaries. Furthermore, as discussed in chapter 5, the

Group needs a tax neutral environment when it conducts

basically internal transactions. The coordination centre

borrows large amounts of money, at very low interest rates,

on behalf of its industrial units. The subsidiaries must in

many countries pay a withholding tax when it pays interest

rates to a foreign sUbject, and this could also apply for the

coordination centre unless it is localized a country which

has special rules for paying withholding taxes on internal

transactions. without these special rules, it would be

difficult to finance some subsidiaries with low cost money

borrowed from the Euromarkets, as the firm incures extra

expenses by paying double withholding taxes.

To localize the borrowing vehicle in such a country is

therefore a question of finding the most tax-neutral

localization. These countries have a set of double taxation

treaties with countries in which the Swedish firms in general

are active. They are also considered to be favourable from

the perspective of Swedish companies. The choice of country

is also offected by infrastructure and living conditions.

Apparently, Belgium, the Netherlands and switzerland are the

most attractive areas for these kinds of activities for

Swedish firms (Figure 8.2), as most of the foreign inwardly

bound treasury vehicles are localized in these countries.

In Sweden, we have seen how Company X I S internal bank was

transformed into a separate legal entity. This was done in

order to facilitate the recruitment of financial officers

offering them a well-defined profit responsibility and

because the formation of a legally separate unit gives the

legally separate treasury vehicle the same right as other

financial companies to make depreciations in the value of

their trading portfolio of securities when losses are

expected. The firm moved the dealing activities to its
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Coordination Centre when the exchange rate regulations

allowed non-Swedish units to perform the hedging activities

etc for Swedish units from abroad. The unstable tax situation

for the financial service industry in Sweden was also said to

have affected the decision76.

9.2.3.5 Why at all?

More interesting is why these units are organized in the

first place, as internal banks or as separate treasury

vehicles. size seems to explain their formation.

Nevertheless, we argue that the size effect is spurious

correlation associated with the type of companies which can

borrow in the international markets.

The fundamental reason for the formation of these units is

the responsibility over the firm's financial positions; the

way the firms fund their activities and the way they handle

internal currency issues.

The treasury has become detached from corporate

headquarters. Information systems in combination with the

shift of financial responsibility to the treasury vehicles

have made these units disjointed withen the organization.

Originally, a firms treasurer provided the head of an

industrial unit with financing, and the treasurer was a

staff position. The industrial units might have obtained

help with arranging financing, but theirs was the financial

responsibil i ty. We in section 9.2. have described how the

firms have started to centralize many of the activities to

the treasury, occasionally using internal markets as the

instrument of maintaining quasi-responsibility at the

industrial level, for either exchange rate decisions or for

the entire financial structure of the industrial units'

balance sheets. As the decisions taken by the industrial

76 Vanloads of Reuterscreens have also been observed
travelling in the other direction, e.g. SKF centralized their
finance function to Gothenburg in early 1990.
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units at times might be sUb-optimal, the treasury management

has the right to alter them, now having the ultimate

responsibility for some aspect of the firm's financial

decisions. In order for the treasurer to measure the outcome

of the deals created with the industrial firms and with the

market, many of these treasury vehicles were formed as

separate profit centres.

The treasury-function turned into a line-management

function, a phenomenon in line with Hedlund's (1986) notion

of a 'heterachical' firm with different units, on the same

hierarchical level as those they interact with. They interact

in order to respond quickly and flexible to changes in the

environment. Such a shift of responsibility creates tension,

as the centralization of cash-flows must outweigh the

disadvantages of frustrated line-managers, feeling stripped

of responsibilities. The need for and gains of this

flexibility nevertheless seem to outweigh the disadvanatages

in the case study firms.

The scope of the responsibility will vary. Some firms, like

ESAB, give their treasury department limited responsibility,

but others, as four firms in the survey organize their entire

treasury department as a separate company, i.e. the treasury

vehicles are created to handle the financial responsibility

of the firms, and as we have seen in the previous part, often

with a global treasury view, sometimes managing almost the

entire financial portfolio of the group.

This view seem to be partly corroborated by the differences

in the sources of funds that are observed between firms

having respectively not having a finance company (see Table

8.10). There we found a statistically significant

difference77 in the mean value of money sourced from the

Swedish banks: firms with finance companies had much less

77 The fears that these results reflect mass significance
is lessened by the case studies which seem to be in line with
these significant differences.
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money sourced from Swedish banks than those without. We also

found a significant difference in the amount borrowed from

the foreign money markets. This time the reverse is true; the

firms with finance companies originate more of their funds

from these markets than do firms without. The size effect

would then rather be a function of only large firms becoming

able to issue commercial papers abroad, and consequently have

the requiring a treasury vehicle abroad.

Further indications of this are provided by the observations

in the case studies of the elaborate systems constructed by

the treasury units when trying to measure the profitability

of the 'in-house banks' and financial units. Swedish Match's

system was the most elaborate, while Company X uses a less

complex system, but holds its foreign treasury vehicle

responsible for their activities minus an interest for their

equity. The Swedish treasury unit conducted their operations

on commission basis on behalf of the other Swedish units. A

responsibility is thus partially redistributed to the

treasury, while the industrial units are primarily held

responsible for their industrial and exchange rate related

decisions.

The treasury of the case study companies would, in our view,

not have been able to centralize these activities unless they

had strong economic incentives. In Swedish Match the

Treasurer's control over the industrial units' balance sheets

was made possible by the of internal control system which was

designed in order for the firm to be run as a conglomerate.

It took Company X' s treasurer about seven years before the

industrial units lost the responsibility over their balance

sheets structure. ESAB' s group treasurer has not obtained

this control yet and it is unclear if this is a goal of hers.

We argue that besides those reasons stated above: know-how of

currency markets and the need to centralize the borrowing to

one unit the treasury would not have been able to

centralize these activities unless the treasurer had earned

fairly substantial amounts of money on their financial
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intermediary activities. These will be described in the

following section.

We believe there has been an interaction between the

development of the inwardly- and outwardly-bound financial

activities, in the following respect~ firms' working capital

programs provided the treasury with some of the information

needed to take a global treasury view. The profitability of

these operations once they were centralized has probably made

it easier to get the industrial units to provide the

information simultaneously as the internal markets still made

it possible for the industrial units to maintain

responsibilty of exchange rate issues.

The treasury's profits do not only emanate from cash

management and cost efficient borrowing, they also emanate

from intermediary activities in the financial markets. We

will now turn our attention to what kind of external

financial activities Swedish non-cooperative manufacturing

firms' units have conducted.

9.3 outwardly-bound financial intermediation activities

In our case companies, evidence of basically four types of

financial intermediary activities which Swedish firms seem to

conduct was found. We will discuss these four types of

activities. We also know that Volvo and ABB act as providers

of different kind of financial service: stock brokerage,

portfolio management, etc, but as these firms did not

participate in the case studies, we are unable to discuss any

economies of scope existing between financial service and

manufacturing activities. At the outset, we therefore are

forced to conclude that we have not been able to pursue the

research direction D6 in our work.

This chapter provides no repetition of the descriptive parts

already reported in the previous chapter. As to the volumes

of the different types of activities, they have been stated
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above as far as we have been able to determine them.

Instead we will concentrate upon the assessment of the

hypotheses H1-H3/H4 and possible explanations along the

research directions 01-05.

Hypothesis 1: Inter firm lending on the basis of asymmetric

information.

We have, in the survey, seen that firms do lend money to

other related firms, and conjectured that if this was based

on asymmetric information, this should be done by credit

officers with industrial experience from the company and/or

the industry. We did not pick up any indications of this

being the case in the survey, for suppliers. This for two

reasons: first, most officers had experience from the

financial industry. These findings correspond to our

observations about the case study firms' credit officers;

these were mostly recruited from the financial industry.

Second, lending to suppliers was minimal, (see Fig. 8.5).

On the other hand, we do not want to reject our hypothesis as

regards lending to customers, instead we, on the basis of the

case studies. First, the volumes were larger and some leasing

activities seemed also to be directed to customers. Second,

on the basis of the case studies we suggest another way the

asymmetric information is included in the firm's credit

analysis. In Company X we observed how the firm used the

stationing of its credit officers for big-ticket financing to

give them access to customer information. The different

officers were assigned to specific business areas, and they

are responsible for the credit evaluation. occasionally, the

knowledge was so intimate that Company X did not have to

perform a credit analysis in order to grant the credit. In

ESAB, which also performs financing of 'big ticket items' the

credit evaluation is performed by the central treasury unit.

In order to create incentives for the industrial units to

make a fair assessment of the credit risk, the units are

required to keep any remaining credit risk.
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ESAB only performs lending activities vis-a-vis counterparts

in the Third World. As the firm generally lacks any major

representation in these areas, the firm has no primary

knowledge about the clients. The credit risk is therefore

assessed and, if not sold off, remains with the treasury

department. The local subsidiaries are allowed to give minor

credits or short term credits. In those instances these units

also keep the credit risk. Swedish Match was not involved in

this kind of lending.

We can only suggest that the asymmetric information is drawn

into the analysis of the firm, by giving the industrial units

incentives to give correct information about prospective

lenders. Once again responsibility is placed where

information is placed in the organization and once again the

mangerial evaluation system provides then incentives. This is

provided by letting the industrial units close to the

customer to take the credit risk. The credit officers can

also be placed close to the persons involved with the actual

selling, as in Company X. This also seem to be supported by

the observation that cutomers related lending and leasing

are fairly decentralised activities (Table 8.7).

Hypothesis 2: The firms computer capacity might be used with

the financial intermediary activities of the firm, giving the

firms a competitive advantage vis-a-vis 'pure' financial

intermediaries.

There is no evidence of this being the case in Sweden. Few

firms answered this question in the survey: some of them used

the same computer as the firm but many had their own computer

capacity. We do not think that joint computer capacity

constitutes a major advantage for Swedish firms when

competing with 'pure' financial intermediaries. The scope of

financial intermediation related to manufacturing firms in

Sweden is different than that of many u.S firms. The latter

are active in the asset backed securities industry, i.e. they
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conduct customer financing in the mass markets, and refinance

these issues mainly by selling rights to the proceeds of

large pools of car loans. In order to calculate the bond

holders' share of the cash flows and in order to keep track

of payments made, a significant computer capacity is needed.

In such instances, ample computer capacity that could be used

for large batch processing at odd hours would constitute a

major cost saving. In Sweden, such transaction are not

conducted, but we know that Volvo North America has been

involved in the issue of car receivables backed securities in

the U.S (A.kessons, 1988), but it is unlikely that Volvo's

super computer, stationed in Gothenburg, is used for the

handling of proceeds. On the basis of our results we conclude

that computer capacity does not at present constitute a

significant economy of joint production for Swedish firms

offering financial services.

We will discuss hypotheses 3 and 4: arbitrage and trading are

activities that the firms conduct based upon regulation

induced distortions in the financial market. In this context

we also discuss the research direction 3 - to identify areas

were the firm could circumvent regulations segmenting

national financial markets.

In chapter 5 we described how the Swedish market during the

studied period was segmented from non Swedish financial

markets. The segmentation was the result of the Swedish

currency regulation which has had as its goal the prevention

of Swedish portfolio investments abroad and foreign portfolio

investments in Swedish securities. Consequently, Swedes have

been forbidden to take positions in the exchange markets.

Only trade-related flows could be hedged and it has been

shown how Swedish firms have been able to use those hedge

contingents they acquired got from the Swedish Central Bank

to hedge exposure created when the Swedish parent company

trades with its non-Swedish group units. These units, in

turn, could hedge the group's exposure. Therefore, the parent

company is left with a hedge contingent which it can use for
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arbitrage deals. The right to purchase hedge contracts has

been used to borrow money in non-Swedish markets, and the

firms have been able to lock in a covered interest rate

spread between the foreign capital and the Swedish capital

markets. All three case study firms engaged in this kind of

activity. When we tried to add together the volumes for 1987

which were booked as interest rate arbitrage, it amounted to

SEK 22.6 billion. This is the lowest possible figure, as the

publication of these figures not is mandatory in Sweden, and

we only know for certain the totals for 19 out of the 48

firms. On the other hand, we have information from the larger

firms, and therefore believe that even if the amounts are

larger, we have captured the magnitude of this arbitrage for

our set of firms.

Furthermore, we know from the survey that firms engage in

arbitrage activities (Table 8.11) and that many of them are

involved in what they declare as regulation induced

arbitrage. Besides the one mentioned above, one of the

respondents to the survey commented that he had discounted

tradable bills of exchange with the central banks of Western

Germany and England at interest rates below market rates.

When confronted with different types of arbitrage the group

treasurer of Company X declared that he conducted this type

of arbitrage as well as arbitrage within markets where

interest rates are administered, and also arbitrage between

national markets. From the descriptions above it is fairly

obvious that only a manufacturing firm can conduct most of

these activities. The most profitable of these activities

according to the mean ranking of the firms answering the

survey was the international arbitrage. Most firms -, 31 out

of 34 stated that they were engaged in this kind of

activity.

We can safely conclude that Swedish firms conduct arbitrage

between different national markets separated by segmentation,

that a fair number of firms (16) conduct arbitrage within

national markets separated by segmentation, and that Central
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Banks occasionally seem to misprice the interest rates at

which they discount eligible bills of exchange. Furthermore,

the fourteen firms state that they are able to make arbitrage
on markets which they view as unsegmented.

We can also conclude that firms are taking positions in the

markets. Such activities are conducted by 32 of the 34

responding firms. We have no information about the size of

these activities, nor are we able to state exactly on what

basis these activities are conducted. All three case study

firms, to a varying degree, took what they consider as

positions in the financial markets. It seems clear that the

profitability of these activities far exceeds those which the

arbitrage activities generate. Swedish Match and Company X

ranked arbitrage as the activity with contributed the least

to the profitability of their treasury operations, while

position-taking activities where ranked highest in the

firms.

That the amounts gained could be considered to be

substantial was demonstrated by Company X, which fairly

consistently made about 10 per cent of total profits

primarily from this kind of activity. One of the ideas

pursued, on several markets, is to borrow money in different

countries with low nominal interest rates blending a

currency cocktail with currencies with perceived negative

covariance and invest the money in high interest rate

countries.

It is safe to conclude that these activities increase the

integration of the Swedish financial markets with the

international markets. The Treasurers reported that the

margins attained from covered interest arbitrage had

decreased. The minimum amount engaged in these activities,

above MSEK 20 billion, is an significant amount in the

Swedish market and its size also points in this direction.

Also the position-taking activities will increase the

integration if the flows are directed to Sweden. Company X
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conducts significant operations in this vein, and position

taking activities will also contribute to the integration of

the Swedish market into the international markets.

We cannot determine if the firms' position-taking activities

are the result of a better ability to absorb risk, or whether

firm's simply absorb risk on behalf of their owners. In

chapter 6 'pricing to markets' was described. 'Pricing to

markets' would mean that strategic interaction between

competitors is possible and exists and that this interaction

would influence the way the firms would pass-through to their

customers the effect of a price change. Some empirical

support for these models was brought forward, but the concept

cannot be considered to be generally agreed upon.

We perceive it as a definite possibility that the firms have

a 'natural' hedge created by the operational exposure, which

enables them to take financial positions which are

profitable. We have considered the conditions leading to

this.

This might be true insofar as the case study firms have

engaged in some studies of their economic exposure. On the

other hand, the measures we encountered mainly incorporate

transaction and translation exposure. Nevertheless, the

discussed notion of a 'natural' hedge remains a theoretical

possibility, still to be tested.

Another possibility is that the firms, during the period of

the segmentation of Swedish capital markets from

international markets, took financial risks since they

perceived the expected gains as high and therefore were

interested in carrying some foreign currency risk in their

financial portfolios. We view ESAB's treasury as the least

active in these kind of operations, but they still let the

financial decisions be reviewed by the board of managers as

described. Swedish Match and Company X, both fairly active,

but in our opinion by far not the most active firms, both let
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the representatives of the owners set the limits for the

treasury operation's risk taking activities.

It should be noted that these two views not are mutually

exclusive. The firms might both gain from any 'natural'

hedge they have and take positions up to and above that

warranted by a natural hedge. This is an issue which must be

left unresolved and the two possible views are classified as

possible explanations of Swedish firms' position-taking

activities. It is not possible to choose between the

alternatives unless we use a reductionist criterium, stating

that the simpler explanation is to be preferred.

One could claim that firms, at least are acting in the

manner Kane (1984) outlined when circumventing regulation and

also that in this case, their is some evidence the firms'

financial intermediation activities being based on

segmentation and regulations as Gurley and Shaw (1960)

conjectured about normal financial intermediaries. This also

seems to support Walters' (1984) view of the international

banking market as being segmented by regulation. This would

be the reductionistic argument, but if firms maintain to

operate financial intermediaries after the regulations are

abolished, something else is needed to explain why firms

conduct these activivities.

01: Economies of joint production in the firms' financial

intermediation activities

We have found several possible economies of joint production

in the lending and leasing activities of Swedish firms which

we will discuss below. Besides the asymmetric information

argument we have found some economies of joint production in

the lending activities.

Economies of shared distribution. ESAB leased equipment to

some of its customers without taking any other interest in

this than providing credit to its clients. We believe that

the advantages are distributed between the three parties in
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the following way: the customer lowers his transaction cost

by not having to contact a separate outlet to obtain

financing. ESAB's customers will therefore perceive the price

including financing as lower and are more likely to purchase

products, all other things being equal. For the leasing

company, having ESAB providing the marketing will be a cost

efficient distribution channel.

Another advantage, connected with customer-related leasing is

the possibility to keep control over the secondary market,

when the firm wants to sell expensive equipment with profit

sharing agreements or high costs. A further advantage for

customer-related lending or leasing is that the firm might be

able to resell any equipment which is returned: probably at

lower cost than a normal leasing company would be able to.

Further advantages where identified in the dealing

activities, where the international network of the firms are

extensive. The firms generate exotic currencies which they

can use in their dealing activities. If they find an

arbitrage opportunity or have a view on the future

development of an exchange rate involving an exotic currency,

they have on part of the deal established without having to

pay a margin to obtain the currency.

Another advantage is the information provided about the

financial and general business situation in those countries

in which the companies are active. This information is

provided on a regular basis in the companies, and has enabled

the firms to take profitable positions in the markets. Here

the firms should have a cost advantage as only the world's

largest banks have networks which are as widespread as those

of Company X and Swedish Match. Regular banks will probably

have to pay substantial sums to obtain the same information

in a timely manner.

We observed an advantage which has more to do with why a

function is internalized: Company X unit for 'big ticket
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item' financing, structured the financing and was therefore

as ' in-house investment banker' given the opportunity to

participate in every tender Company X makes. Their hit ratio

would therefore be higher or equal to that of outside

investment banks which would therefore be less cost

efficient. Furthermore, the group treasurer will always have

a check upon the quality of the units work as he can compare

the suggested financing with that of other tenders.

The information advantage in analyzing local financial

maz-ket s r the arbitrage opportunites and the cash flows in

exotic currencies, could be labeled 'international network

advantages' of MNCs (Kogut, 1983). MNCs with an established

network have several advantages over local firms. Those we

have mentioned can be added to the list of such advantages.

D2: do the international units lend money to unrelated

agents abroad?

It had been argued that Lack of lending capital in the

international markets would create situations where new

intermediator would be needed. We have in our case company

not found any activities indicating that this would be the

case. Furthermore, from the survey we have seen that the non

Swedish treasury vehicles are mostly inwardly-directed or

provide sales financing and coordination centres are

forbidden to interact with external parties. We therefore

believe that lack of capital is not an issue motivating the

formation of non-Swedish treasury vehicles.

D5: Taxes and leasing

We have seen that there have been tax advantages in Sweden

that are connected to ;individual firms, the possibility to

release blocked funds at the Central Bank or the possibility

to deduct parts of the VAT if the firm conducts the leasing

activities themselves. But most other tax advantages could be

obtained if 'pure' financial units arrange the deals and the

firm only invests the money needed in the deals. To obtain

these advantages the firms do not need to have a leasing
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company of their own. The internalization of this activity at

Company X therefore was more an act of forward integration,

as the margins earned in the industry were regarded as large.

The advantages which the leasing companies build their

existence upon are therefore probably those of economies of

joint production, such as those mentioned above.

9.4 Reliability and validity of Results

Hypothesis 1 is not settled satisfactorily - a new possible

avenue of how the aSYmmetric information is reaches the

credit officer has been found. Hypothesis 2 has been

dismissed, and H3/H4 have been partially corroborated

financial risk is borne by the firm - but we cannot determine

whether firms have an operational exposure offsetting the

financial risk. Most other results are difficult to

generalize.

As we discussed initially, this area is not well researched,

especially on the company basis. We obtained our results from

a clinical approach. Such results are according to Jensen et.

ale (1989) needed in order to obtain insights into the

workings of the actors in the financial markets.

Our general approach when building explanations, has been to

take information from different sources, if possible,

independent sources. This has been done on two levels and it

is important to distinguish between the reasons for doing so.

In the case studies we have reacted to Miles (1979)

criticisms that the case study methodology does 'not

transcends storytelling' by building in as many independent

data points in the studies as possible, in line with yin

(1981). This includes the study of internal documents and

interviews with several officers at different levels and in

different positions. If pUblic material about the case study

companies was encountered it has also been used. These steps

have been undertaken with the aim of obtaining an internal
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validation of our findings in the case companies. We believe

that this has been successful for our case studies.

As our aim has been to 'build explanation' and not to

falsify any theories using a 'one theory case study

approach' we do not consider that the creation of research

directions has any methodological implications. Through the

creation of these research directions we are able to be

better focused in our efforts to build explanations where we

think we have reason to do so. The limitation, of course, is

that we might not have turned the right stones, but that must

be weighted against the usual criticism of case studies. In

order to assure that one turns the right stone, all stone has

to be turned around, and undertaking not possible in our

case. Consequently we rejected the notion of one case study

falsification for this study.

The generalizability of the results is as previously

discussed lowered by our selection of well reputed firms.

These firms can be considered as 'ideal' companies and some

possible reasons for forming treasury units or conducting

financial intermediary activities might have gone undected.

Unfortunately, a contrasting case

conducted, which would had provided a

conclusions drawn out of the cases.

study could not be

further check upon the

We think that we struck a reasonable balance between the

falsification problem and a to limited scope of the analysis

by including all reasonable research directions.

In Part C, the generalizability of the results from the

survey was discussed. The pUblic information we gathered

mainly consists of audited material filed with different

government agencies or was produced by government agencies.

As to the strength of the results of the total study, a few

remarks should be made. We have used data from three
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different sources: case studies, the survey and public

information. Triangulation of data from different sources is

believed to have strengthend the results, but it does not

have the power of a formal test. It is better to consider

observations corroborating each other as only indicating

areas where formal modeling might be more worthwhile pursuing

than those areas where the results of the different studies

are contradictory.

9.5 Areas for future research

Some areas for future studies need to be outlined:

• How should the firms organize the interaction between

treasury and industrial units? How do the firms integrate the

treasury activities? A further question not touched upon is

the interaction between the treasury and the financial

department. Both units must use prognoses,

one to coordinate the activities of the firm, the other to

obtain information about the future cash flows.

• The question of economies of scope between manUfacturing

and 'pure' financial services remains to be studied: why are

they conducted? Are they linked with the industrial

operations or are they a way to internalize the firm's own

trading activities?

• Studies of the effects on customers' purchasing decisions

when credit is offered with the sales of a product might

prove worthwile to pursue.

• Given the discussion of real financial linkages, how are

they to be integrated into the financial decisions of the

firm? These issues seems primarily to be linked not only to

the firms hedging decision, but also to the questions of the

firm's financial structure of its external debt. In what

currencies should the firm borrow and what kind of interest

rate risk should the firm carry, given the nature of their

operations?

• Could the economic exposure of the firm be linked to the

pricing of the firm's shares, or do markets react to the
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reported profits' exposure to macroeconomic uncertainty

priced, as the firms choice of exposure measure indicate.



Post Scriptum
No mention has been made so far of the development of

manufacturing related financial intermediation in Sweden. In

my view, the future could follow one of two routes.

Either the development will be that of the Augsburg family of

miners and manufacturers Fugger 'von der Lilie' which during

the 16th century where the prime financiers in Central

Europe. Their conservative lending policies in combinations

with a steady cash flow from their mining, minting and

collection of papal letters of indulgence business kept the

family in solid financial shape for several generations.

Fuggers 'vom Reh I ,

Through extensive

family quickly got

The other path would be that of the

another line of the Augsburg family.

unsecured lending to a soverign debtor the

into financial distress and oblivion.

As long as credit is given in a prudent manner, the observed

phenomenon can be expected to prevail. I see a natural link

between finance and manufacture. The example of the U. S .

firms (see Table 3.2 above), shows how the financial

activities over time have become more and more sophisticated.

See Economist (7-13 April 1990, pp. 32-40 International

Banking Survey) for a discussion of recent developments.

A similar development, among the larger Swedish firms can be

expected. More and more activities will be internalized, and

a broader product range offered. The banking community would

need to offer only its core expertise to this customer

segment: payment service as well as financial advice and

engineering.

Source: Freiherr von Polnitz, Gotz (1960), Die Fugger, 2nd
ed. Frankfurt am Main: Verlag Heinrich Scheffler.
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Appendix 5.1

Fragor till finanschef

1. Personalia

2. Historik

2.1 Finansavdelningens utveckling funktionsmassigt
sedan 1977?

2.2 Finansavdelningens personal

Rekrytering pa grundval av vilka kvalifikationer?

Koppling till den operationella verksamheten?

Kreditutvardering?

2.3 Vilka overvaqanden har legat bakom expansionen av
finansavdelningen?

3. Dagens finansavdelning?

3.1 Vilka ar avdelningens evergripande mal?

3.2 Vem bestammer feretagets finansiella policy?

Limiter?

Valutasammansattning pa upplaning?

3.3 Hur ar kopplingen till den operationella policyn?

4. Varfer eget finansbolag?

Vilka aktiviteter?

Vilka kundtyper?

Vilka ferdelar med finansbolag kontra intern bank?

Riskabsorberande/riskreducerande som enhet?

Sett ur koncernperspektiv?

5. Vilken traditionell utlaningsverksamhet har ni vid sidan
om enheterna i finansbolaget?

6. Kommentera mej ligheterna att genom en "global" finans
fervaltning

minimera skattebetalningen fer koncernen?

reducera koncernens exponering fer fluktuationer i
finansiella variabler?

tjana pengar pa riskfritt arbitrage?

minska koncernens cost of funding?
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Appendix 5.2
Interv.ilt.s

Person Title Da

ESAB Karin Kronstam

Bengt Alberts

Asa Widerstrom

Wanda Holmberg

Matthias Zucketto

Magnus Lind

Group Treasurer

Ass. Treasurer

Cash Mgnt &
Cantrall Finance Camp.
Leasing

Control Fin. Dep.

Market Manager
ESAB GmbH, Solingen

Treasuer ESAB AB

11/4/1986
1/8/1987
11/30/198
2/28/1989
16/6/1987
11/30/198
2/28/1989
16/6/1987
2/27/1989

1/10/1990

3/25/1987

7/13/1990

Swedish Match Pea Lindholm

Karl-Olaf Ohlson

CFO

Head of Finance Camp

7/12/1987

2/4/1987

Claes-Johan Geijer Treasurer

Company X

Lars Hagerstrand

Gerhard Durre

Raoul C. oberg

Cash Managment,
Tarkett AB

Financial Head, West
German Operations

Business Control

Head of Business Area
Finance

Head VEHICLE 3

Head VEHICLE 1
AB

Head UNIT 2

Business Area Finance

7/17/1987

5/10/1988

6/10/1987

Interview
Interview

Interview

Interview
Interview

Interview

Interview
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List of Interviewed Manager~

Bengt Alberts, Treasurer ESAB AB, 6/16/1987 and 2/28/1989,
Gothenburg;

Anders Backman, market manager 'Consumables'
3/9/1987, Gothenburg;

Division,

Sten Brinde, Purchasing Department
Machines' SUb-Division, 3/11/1987, Laxa;

'Standard Welding

Lars-Goran Eriksson, Managing Director ESAB Engineering AB
and with area responsibility at ESAB International AB,
3/4/1987, Gothenburg;

Wanda Holmberg, Treasure Dept., 3/10/1989, telephoned;

Dr. Helmut Kessler, kaufmannischer Leiter ESAB-Hancock GmbH
(Division Cutting), 4/3/1987. Karben, Western Germany;

Lars-Inge Larsson, Controller 'Consumables' Division,
3/9/1987 and 5/11/1987, Gothenburg and telephoned;

Magnus Lind, Treasurer ESAB AB, 7/13/1990, Gothenburg;

Bertil Olhus, Controler 'Automation' Sub-Division, 6/22/1988,
telephoned;

Christer
3/2/1987,

Palm,
Laxa.;

General Manager 'Automation' SUb-Division,

Ingemar
Division,

Schon, Purchasing
3/3/1987, Laxa.;

Department 'Automation' Sub-

Morten Smedsta,
Gothenburg;

Group purchasing Manager, 5/11/1987,

Anders Traff, General Manager
3/9/1987, Gothenburg;

'Consumables' Division,

Asa Widerstrom, Cash Management, 5/10/1990, telephoned;

Ingemar Widestig, General Manager 'Standard Welding Machines'
SUb-Division, 3/12/1987, Laxa.;

Dr. Matthias Zucketto, Market Manager, ESAB GmbH, 3/25/1987,
Solingen/Ohligs, Western Germany.

1 positions refer to positions held at the time of the
interview.



iNTERVJUGUIDE: CONTOLLER AV AFFARsOMRADET

Oefinitioner

Med input menas varor och tjanster som anvants i produktionen.
Med internt levereraoe 1nput menas de varor och tjanster som
levereras fran andra enheter till den enhet som data redovisas for.
(Fragorna II, III, IV) Om mojL1gt Vili jag hd data for tillverk
ningsenheter, om detta inte finns, for oiika lander, och i sista
hand per produkt.

I. TiLlverkningens organisation

a) I vi~Ka lanoer tilLverkas produkten/produkterna?

0) Ar 1ntern redovisningsdatd t1L~gangiig per land, produkt eiier
c11LverKningsenhet?

11. T1LlverKn1ngens kostnadsstruktur 1 o11ka vaLutor for varJe
til~verKningsennet, Land eller produkt

a) Vao utgor den totala kostnaden for produktionen?

0) Ange nu r oet.a.Lm.nqeri av anput, fordeLar sig mei Lan olika va Luco r ,
1nKlusive SEK.

C) Hur ffijCKet av den totala Kostnaden for produktionen utgors av
oecaLn1ng for internt levererade inpuc?

0) Ange hur uetalningen av internt levererdde input fordelar sig meilan
oLiKd vaLucor 1nKlus1ve SEK.

III. ~illverkningens intaktsstruktur i olika valutor for varJe
tillverKningsenhet, Land eLLer produKt

a) Vad utgor oen cotaLa 1ntaKten for produktionen?

o) Allge nur tdK curer 1l\gen av torsaLj ningen tocaelar s19 meLLan o i i ka
VdLutor 1nK~US1ve SEK.

C) Hur lfijCKet av oen totaLa faKcureringen tor proouKc1onen utgors av
1nterntdKtacer1ng?

OJ Ange nur 1nterntaKturecingen tocoeLar 51g meLLan oLiKa valutor
1nK~US1ve SEt<.



IV. I de fail nar Qa~a finns per ti1lJerkningsenhet:

aj Ange kostnaden for affarsomraaet, fordelat pa olika valutor, for de
enheter som inte oedriver tiliverkning utan istaliet t.ex.
administration, fou oeh/eller marknadsforing.

V. Produktionskostnaaernas valutakanslighet

aj Vilken ar D~n oedomning av andelen av kostnaderna som kan oetalas i
annan vaiuta an idag? Viika ar valutorna man kan oyta ifran oeh
v~lka valutor kan man oyta tiil?

01 Kan man skifta produktion mellan olika tillverkningsenheter?

VI. Faktureringens valutakanslighet

aj Viiken ar Din oedomning av andelen av den externa forsaljningen som
kan faktureras ~ anara valutor an den i viiken den faktureras idag?
Viika ar vaiutorna man Kan oyta itran oeh vilkd valutor kan man byta
c~li?

oj Viiken ar D~n oedomning av kunaernas priskanslighet? Finns det nag on
sKiiinaa meiian ol~ka marKnaaer oeh i sa fail varfor?

e) V~iken ar Din oeaomn~ng av forsaijningens konjunKturberoende? Finns
aet nayon sK~iinda meiian oi~Ka marknader?

Vii. Foradi~ngsvaraet ~ de oiika enne~erna

al Finns data tiilgangiiga for foraeining mellan aroetsKraft oen
ravaror & halvfaorikat?

VIII. Konkurrenternas Kostnadsstruktur

aj Finns aet studier yjorda pa konkurrenternas valutakanslighet i
proauKtionen? Om sa ar failet, Kan jag fa tillgang tili dem?
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IN~EKVJUGUIDB: ,1ARKNADSANSVARIG FA AFFARSOMRADET

Stftet med intervjun ar att forsoKa faststaila vilKa mojl~gheter Swedish
Ma~ch har att hoja respektive sanka priset pa oliKa marknader som svar pa
iordndr~ngar ~ vdxeiKurser eller i rantelaget.

I. Varlasomspannande konkurrenter

aj F~nns det inom affarsomradet nagon eller nagra konkurrenter som man
moter pa flera marknader?

bj am sa ar fallet, koordinerar de varldsomspannande konkurrenterna
s~tt beteende over flera marknader elier tycks de olika forsalj
ningsbo1agen agera sjalvstandigt?

Cj Tar Er~ affarsornraae i sitt marknadsagerande hansyn till eventuelia
varlasomspannande konkurrenter, i sa fall pa v~lKet satt?

II. ~onkurrents~tuationenpa de lokala marKnaaerna

leOr den svensKa + de ftra stors~a lIlarknaaerna.)

aj v i Lxa ar ue storsta koukur r ente r nes nat i ona r i ca t , och var ligger
aeras tiliverKn~ng?

0) Vad ar Din Dedomn~ng av de v~kt~gaste KonKurrenternas reaKtion pa en
pr~snojn~ng respeKt~ve en pr~ssankn~ng?

III. Kundernas pr~skanslighet

(k'or sanuna mar knade r som ~ II.)

a) Har OL~Ka Kundgrupper olika pr~sKanslignet, och i sa fall vilka och
hur foraelar sig iorsalJningen meLlan dessa Kundgrupper?

OJ Kan Du for ae ol~ka kundgrupperna ge D~n bedomning av nur
prisKansliga de ar pa sKaian:

mycKet prisKansliga; faKtureringen minskar forst vid prisok-
ningar pa mer an 2%

reLativt prlsKansliga; faKturer~ngen minsKar fors~ vid prisoK-
m nqa r pa mer an 5%

reLativt prisokansliga; faktureringen minsKar forst vid prisoK-
m nqa r pa mer an 8%

mycKet pr~sokansl~ga; f akt u r e r a nqe n minskar forst vid prisok-
ningar pa mer an 10%.
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IV. Faktureringens rantekansiighet

(For sawna marknader som iII.)

a) Har o~~ka kUlla~rupper oi~Ka oenagenhet att kopa Er prOdukt om
ranteiaget hojs?

0) Kan Du for ae o~ika kunagrupperna ge Din bedomning av hur mycket
taktureringen minskar om rantan okar med:

2%
4%
6%

c) Kan Du for ae oiika kundgrupperna ge Din oedomning av hur mycket
faktureringen SKu~~e oka om rantan minskar med:

V. Tillgang~ig aata

(For samma marknaaer som ~ II.)

F~nns det:

aata om stor~eKen pa taKturerin~en over ae senaste ~O aren?
uppae~at pa o~iKa Kundgrupper?
uppgifter om konKurrenternas va~utakurskans~ighet?
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STOCKHOLM SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Institute ot International Business

Stockholm, den 13. Marz 1987

An
Herrn Dr. zuctetto
ESAD QnbH .
Postfach 100763
D-5650 Solingen
Vasttyskland

Interview am 25. Marz d. J.

Sehr geehrter Herr Dr. Zuccketto!

Zuruckkorrrrend auf unser Telephonat, m5chte ich, wi e
versprochen, Sie uber den Z\Yeck und die Fragestellung des
Interviews informieren.

1-1eine Doktorarbei t behandelt die Finanzverwaltung qrosserer
schwedischer herstellender Firmen und besonders die Verbindung
zwichen der Herstellung von Guter und die finanziellen
Transaktionen des Unternehmens. Deswegen messe ich, in
zusammenarbeit mit Karin Kronstam, ESABs Sensibilitat auf
Konjunktllrschwankungen und Devisenfluktuationen. Diese Arbeit
habe i ch haupt.sachl i.ch in Schweden betrieben, aber ich ~rde

auch erlesene TOchtergesellschaften im Ausland uber diese
Tematik befragen.

Konkret m5chte ich gerne Ihre Meinung uber folgendes wissen:

a) Die Preissensibilitat des deutschen Marktes?

b) Die Preissensibilitat der Kunden, ~nn Sie zwichen einer
Lleferung ESABs und einer Lieferllng eines Konkurrenzllnter
nehmens \~hlen kann?

c) lYelche Auswirkungen haben Konjenktllrschwankllngen auf das
Umsatsvolurren ESABs?

d) Wie beeinflussen lYechselkursschwankungen (SEK/DEM) die
Preispolitik Ihrer Konkurrenzanbieter?

e) Ivie sieht die Kostenstruktur der Konkurrenzunternehmen aus?

POSTAL ADDRESS P.O. BOX 6501, S-1I383 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN OFFlCE .>\DDRESS SVEA VAGEN 6~

TELEPHONE +46 (0) 8 736 til20 C.>\BLE SCHOOLECON. STOCKHOLM
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Hoffentlich geben die Fragen Ihnen ein Bild von meine
Problemstellung, und ich freue mich dass, sie mir gelegenheit
geben Sie am 25. Marz zu sehen.

Mit freundlichern Gruss

, / (

. ,ti ../ ~c(// / (ttc tiCr-, ,

Karl Ahlander



ESAB's internationalization

1912 Foundation of Anglo-Swedish Electric Welding Co. Ltd

1914 Foundation of Belgian-Swedish Electric Welding Co. Ltd

1921 Foundation of the Kjellberg Elektroden und maschinen
GmbH, West Germany

1932 Foundation of ESAB, Spain
ESAB, Belgium
Kjellberg Elektroden und Maschinen GmbH,
Prag

1933 Foundation of ESAB, England
ESAB, Denmark

1934 Foundation of ESAB, Holland
ESAB, Italy

1938 Foundation of ESAB, Norway

1940 Foundation of ESAB Welding corporation, USA (closed
1962)

1943 Foundation of ESAB, Finland

194? Foundation of Kjellberg-Eberle GmbH, West Germany
(renamned ESAB-KEBE 1975)

1950 Foundation of ESAB, France

1953 Foundation of ESAB, Brazil

1956 Foundation of ESAB, Austria

1958 Foundation of Maquinas ESAB Ltda, Brazil
ESAB Arc Rods Ltd, Canada (closed 1966)

1972 Foundation of ESAB Inc., USA
Protea-ESAB Holdings (pty) Ltd, South Africa
(sold 1979)
ETARC S A, France, a joint venture between
ESAB and CEM, which is taken over by ESAB in
1977 .

1973 Foundation of ESAB S A, Algeria, closed 1978;
ESAB Technical Centre in Belgium
Acquisition of 26% of the shares in Werner
Eichholzer AG, switzerland

1974 Foundation of ESAB-Ekman Welding Pte. Ltd, Singapore;
ESAB-Iran Co.,Iran;
ESAB-Romar Portugal;



ESAB Manufacturin~1nc. USA;
Chemetron-ESAB Europa N V, Belgien (closed
1978) ;
ESAB Maquinas e Equipamentos para Solda,
Brazil;
FEMSA, Italy, owned to 70% by ESAB.

1975 Foundation of ESAB Australia Pty Ltd, Australia

1976 Acquired TEHAC GmbH, West Germany (sold 1979) operations
transferred to Solingen 1977;
Majority holding in Autogenwerk Rhona;
41% holding in Heath Engineering Co, USA;
majority holding in Masing-Kirkhof GmbH;
Ekmans shares in ESAB-Ekman Singapore and the
company was renamed ESAB Singapore Pte Ltd.

1977 Foundation of ESAB-KEBE Ersatzteile GmbH, Germany;
Sarclad International Ltd, England
Increased shareholding in Heath Engineering Co
to a 54% stake.
Production started in new electrode factory in
Milan.

1978 Kjellberg-ESAB GmbH, Solingen and ESAB-KEBE GmbH Karben
are merged to ESAB GmbH.

ESAB takes full control in Heath Engineering Co.

1980 Acquires 50% of shares in ESAB Iberica S.A.

1981 Acquires 40% of Industrias SIGMA S A, Mexico
Varios Fabrieken B V, Netherlands;
Hancock GmbH (gas-cutting) from BOC. Renamned
it to ESAB-Hancock GmbH

1982 Acquires a further 25% of ESAB Iberica S.A., Spain;
the brittish gas-cutting division from BOC,
renamned it ESAB-Hancock Cutting Machines Ltd;
agrees with Guest, Keen and Nettlewoods (GKN)
to take over their welding Division with
activities in Great Britain, Western Germany,
France, Holland, Belgium and Switzerland. The
agreement included the brands Arcos, Lincoln
and Brinal.

Founded ESAB Middle East, Dubai, United Arab Emirat.

1983 Acquires 75% of the shares in Werner Eichholzer AG,
Switzerland;
BOC's welding division with the brands Murex
and Saffire. Murex Welding Products Ltd was
founded. BOC keeps its welding operations in
the U.S, South Africa and Australia. Turnover
is approx. MSEK 400 annualy off which MSEK 100
is exported, primarilly to Commonwealth
countries. Production is localised to Waltham
Cross, Hertfordshire, England.

1984 Acquires the remaining 49% in of Autogenwerk Rhona GmbH,
West Germany. (gas welding equipment, sold in



4241986) ;
majority holding in Grupo Sigma Alfa, Mexico;
Armco's welding division in Brazil. One
facotry 1S closed down and production is
centralized to Belo Horizonto;
signs a letter of intent to purchase Philip's
European welding business (ESAB takes control
of operations in March 1985)In ESAB, the units
are called Filarc;
a share in a electrode factory in Indonesia;
BOC's Arco welding operations in the U.S.
which adds MSEK 150 of sales, a factory. in
chicago and 300 distributors in the U.S.

Establishes a welding machine factory for Brazil;
Mechanised Welding Centres (MWC) in Italy
Chicago and Detriod.

Closes electrode factory in Gillingham, Kent, Great
Britain;
Sweden;
Mexico;

wire factories in LaxA, Sweden;
Helsinki, Finland.

Rationalizes and concentrates operations in France,
operations are localized at Pontoise,
France;
likewise, operations in Italy is

concentrated to Mesero.

1985 The acquisition of Philips' European welding business
adds another MSEK 390 to sales. Filarc units are set up
in countries where Philips had operations: England,
France, Holland (head office and R&D department), Spain
and West Germany.

The electrode factories in Holland and Scotland were
closed. Production from the joint venture in France has
been routed to other factories.

Major investments were done in the English factory in
order to increase capacity to produce pipewire.

1986 The gas welding operations were transfered to GCE Gas
Control Equipment AB, a joint venture with AGA AB,
Sweden.

The factories producing covered electrodes in Finland
and Portugal were closed during 1986, and it was
decided that the factory in KArberga should be closed
during 1987.

The units in France were further restructered during
1986.
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SEK Millions
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STANDARD WELDING's PROOUcrION FACILITIES 1979-81
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Published material. not quoted in Chapter 7

Affarsvarlden (1987) "ESAB maste jaga andelar for att halla
sig i topp" no. 19 pp. 62-65.

ESAB AB (B) Case from Institute of International Business,
stockholm School of Economics

Financial Times (1987) "ESAB: a strategy to reshape an
industry", Dec 16.

Manager Magazin (1987) "Die pfiffigen Hessen" (July) pp. 232
241.

Torekull, Lars (1987)
ESABs hemmamarknad"
journal.

"Med IBMs natverk blir hela Europa
Projekt Framtiden, IBM's customer

Welding Review (1984), "ESAB's 80 Year Jubilee Special
Supplement" (August).

Speech

"Restructuring ESAB" speech delivered by Managing Director
Bengt Eskilsson at Institute of International Business'
seminar 'Global Competition and Strategy' arranged September
20 1986 at stockholm School of Economics.

~SAB's published material

Annual Reports 1979-1987

Internal material

Segments from 'The ESAB Group Market Review 1988';

segments from consultancy report on the 'sub-division
Standard Machines' compiled in 1987:

Group Purchaser's annual report for 1986 on 'Division
Consumables' procurement and suppliers:

Margins and profits, Div C and S's market companies:

Internal flows 1986 for Div C;

Report on financial structure delivered to the board for
annual reports 1979-1986;

Balance Sheets and loan reports for market companies 1985 and
1986.



Append" 18. 1

List of companies to which the survey was mailed

Volvo AB
Electrolux AB
ASEA
Saab-Scania AB
Ericsson Telefon AB LM
SAS
Stora
SKF AB
Skanska AB
Trelleborg AB
Nordstjernan AB
Procordia AB
Swedish Match AB
Svenska Cellolusa AB
Nobel Industrier Svenska AB
Sandvik AB
Esselte AB
SSAB
Atlas-Copco AB
ALfa-Laval AB
Catena AB
AGA AB
Axel Johnsson AB
ABV
Bilspedition
BPA
Holmens Bruk AB
Mo och Domsjo AB
ASSI
Euroc
Bonnierforetagen AB
Pharmacia
Skane Gripen AB
Astra AB
ESAB
Perstorp AB
PLM AB
SlAB
Norrlandska Skogsagares Cellulosa AB
Stena AB
Hexagon AB
Bahco Investment AB
Cardo AB
LKAB
Fermenta AB
Kanthal Hoganas AB
Transatlantik
Aritmos
Gambro AB
Marieberg, Tidnings AB
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Sedan borjan av 1986 undersoker eiv ek Karl Ahlander vid Handels
hogskolan i Stockholm under Prof Bertil Naslunds ledning vilken extern
finansiell verksamhet som tillverkande svenska fore tag bedriver.
Studien syftar till att kartlagga vilka synergier som finns mellan den
tillverkande oeh den finansiella verksamheten.

En studie av stora nordamerikanska foretag samt en studie av tre storre
svenska foretags finansiella verksamhet har lett fram till ett a~l
hypoteser om vilka faktorer som leder till att tillverkande foreta~

engagerar sig i finansiell verksamhet.

Slutfasen av projektet utgors av en enkatundersokning som sands till de
50 omsattningsmassigt storsta svenska tillverkande aktiebolagen. Syftet
med studien ar tvafalldig, den skall;

• Testa nagra av hypoteserna kring vilka synergier som motiverar den
finansiella verksamheten hos tillverkande bolag;

• Kartlagga omfattningen, organisationen oeh bredden av den finansiella
verksamheten hos dessa bolag.

Er medverkan ar av synnerlig vikt for genomforandet av projektet oeh vi
ber Er att ta den ungefarliga timmes arbetstid som behovs for
ifyllandet av enkaten. Behovet av en fullodig oeh komplett bild av
finansverksamheten hos tillverkande bolag torde i sig vara en
tillraeklig grund for ifyllandet av enkaten, men vi tror oeksa att Ni
genom ifyllandet far ett tillfalle att ga igenom Er organisation av
verksamheten utifran ett nytt perspektiv.

Om Ni vill veta mera om enkaten oeh/eller forkningsprojektet ar Ni
varmt valkommen att kontakt oss. Till detta kommer att Ni har
mojligheten att skieka efter nagon av de forskningsrapporter som ligger
till grund for arbetet, oeh att ett deltagande i enkaten garanterar Er
ett exemplar av deR popularvetenskapliga versionen av enkaten.
Rapporten kommer att publieeras i bOrjan av 1989

Med vanliga halsniz:ar.

i~. ~.
I~ht ~~~ .. /(

Prof Bertil Naslund
Institutionen for finansiell
ekonomi vid Handelshogskolan

Civ ek Karl Ahlander
Institute of International
Business vid Handelshogskolan

Poscal address: BOX 6501, 5-113 8.1 STOCKHOl.M, SWEDEN· Office address: SVEAVAGEN 65 . Telephone: 08·7360120

Tclefax . 08·3181 R6 • Telex: 16514 HHS S . Cable: SCHOOLECON. STOCKHOLM.



Definitioner ev termer anvlnde i enklt~J

~BITRAGE: utnyttjandet av prisskillnader mellan olika geografiska
finansiella marknader. eller prisskillander mellan likartade
finansiella instrument eller f6rbindelser f6r att inom en dag ta hem
denna prisskillnad.

BOLAGISERADE AFFARSOHR1DEN: afflrsomrAden som lr separata legala enheter
med egen tillverkning.

FIMANSAVDELNING: lr en avdelning som arbetar inom koncernens huvudmanna
bolag och som i internredovisningen~ betraktas som en
resultatenhet.

INTERHA VALUTASAKRIHGSKOMIRAKT: kontrakt mellan koncernenheter om
valutaslkring av framtida betalningsfl6den. Dessa fl6den kan sAvl1 leda
till reala betalningar mellan olika juridiska enheter inom koncernen
som en avrlkning i internredovisningen.

IMTERNBAKK: lr en avdelning/del av avdelning inom koncernens huvudmanna
bolag som i internredovisningen betraktas som en resultatenhet.

FINAMSBOLAG: lr ett svenskt eller utllndskt bolag som betraktas som
finansbolag enligt det lands lagar i vilket det har sitt juridiska
domicil och dlr bolagets huvudmannabolag (ev. tillsammans med andra
koncernenheter) har en majoritet av rBsterna i bolaget. Dlrut6yer
skall det driva en IBpande verksamhet med hjllp av personal
verksamma vid bolaget.

NB. Detta innebar att bolag bildade fBr upplAning av Medel som inte
har nagon egen personal enligt denna definition~ betraktas som
finansbolag.

MARKNADSBOLAG: lr enheter som slljer huvudmannabolagets produkter pA olika
marknader och som ar separata legala enheter.

ORELATERADE PERSONER: lr juridisk eller enskild person som koncernen i sin
icke-finansiella verksamhet~ har nAgon afflrsfBrbindelse med.

PLACERING: kBp av enkelt eller 16pande skuldebrev alt. kBp av andel i
bolag i syfte att tjana pengar pA det inkBpta nar vidarfBrsaljnig sker.
Nagra industriella insatser skall inte vara vara planerade vid kBpet av
andelar i bolaget.

POSITIONSTAGAMDE: att under en tid llngre In en dag ha en syn pA
finansiella variablers framtida utveckliong och placera eller inga
fBrbindelser i enlighet med denna syn.

UPpLANING: utgivande av skuldebrev, IBpande eller enkelt, som saljs pa
penning- eller kapitalmarknad med rBrlig eller fast rlntesats.

UPPTAGAMDE AV LAN: Lan hos bank dar lanehandling upprattats.

urL1NING: Utlaning av pengar dar lanehandling upprlttas.

VALUTASAKRING: ingaendet i f6rbindelser, agandet av .tillgangar eller
kombinationer av f6rbindelser eller 19ande av tillgangar som garanterar
ett visst vlrde i en valuta f6r en framtida betalning i annan valuta.
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Del 1
FINANSCHEFENS ENKAT

FINANSVERKSAMHETENS ORGANISATION,
FILOSOFIN BAKOM FINANSVERKSAMHETEN OCH DESS OMFATTNING

Foretag:

Enhet:

Namn:

Tfn:

Enk~ten har ett trefalt syfte:

Befattning:

(1) Den skall ge svar p~ vilka finansiella aktiviteter som koncernen
~r engagerad i, hur koncernens finansverksamhet i huvuddrag ~r uppbyggd
och identifiera vilka enheter som utfor vilka aktiviteter.

(2) Den skall besvara vilken overgripande filosofi som utgor grunden for
koncernens finansiella verksamheten.

<) Den skall underl~tta identifikationen av mottagare av enk~t tv~ och
t r e ,

Ln f o rmat i on en fr~n denna och i:\vriga enka t e r konuner enda s t att rapporteras i
aggregerad f0rm oeh p~ ett s~dant s~tt att foretagets verksamhet, filosofi for
finansverksamheten oeh o rg an i sa t i on inte kommer att kunna identifieras. Ef t e r
presentationen av slutrapporten konuner alIa enk1iter oeh databasen att
f o r s t o r a s , HATERIALET BEIIANDIAS STRIKT KONFIDENTIELLT.
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INSTRUKTIONER FOR IFYLLANDE AV ENKATEN

°Var v~nlig l~s igenom defintionerna av finansavdelning.

internbank och finansbolag innan Ni fyller i enk~ten. De givna

definitionerna utg5r mina operationaliseringar och jag g5r inga

ansprlk pi att des sa definitioner ~r de i nlgon mening "riktiga".

oDefinitionerna finns pi ett separat blad som ~r ibl~ddrat i detta

h~fte. F5rslagsvis kan Ni ha sidan uppslagen medan enk~ten

besvaras. De ord som i frlgedelarna ~r skrivna med fet stil finns

definerade i denna lista.

oV~lj bland de sju olika organisationsplanerna pi de f5ljande tre

sidorna ut den organisationsplan som liknar Er organisation av

finansr5relsen mest. Om stora delar av finansverksamheten sk6ts av

ma r kna ds bo l ag alt. bolagiserade a f f a r somrad ena kommer detta att

framgl vid besvarandet av de f6ljande frllgorna. D~r anger Ni vilka

enheter som utf5r olika finansiella aktiviteter. En del av de

f5reslagna aktiviteterna g~ller inte Ert f6retag. pga av Er

organisationsform eller av andra sk~l. I sldana fall kryssas rutan

"ej till~mpbart· i.

oF6rdela del 2 och 3 enligt rutan som stir efter frlgorna om vilka

enheter som utf6r de olika aktiviteterna. Besvara d~refter

fl-Igonla pi de efterf61jande sidorna. Kommentera ga r na enka t ens

frlgor pi de f6reslagna platserna eller pi ett separat blad.

Ta g~rna kontakt med mig [Karl Ahlander. tfn 08-736 01 20 ank.

362) om det skulle f6religga nigra frlgor. Jag yore v~ldigt

tacksam om Ni tar Er tid att besvara frlgorna. Det yore bra att fll

tillbaka enk~ten f6re den 27 rnaj.

Ned v~nliga h~lsningar

Karl Ahlander
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I. Organisations form

Studera de sju olika organisationsplanerna p~ de f61jande tre sidorna. Markera
med ett kryss i rutan vilken organisationsplan Ni finner mest lik Er. Har Ni
n~gra kommen t a r e r till Er organisationsform ar jag tacksam om Ni kan s kr i va
ner dessa p~ enkatens sista sida.

ORGAlIISATION KED FINANSAVDEI.NINC

Koncernens ~ Finansavdelning
hu\'udbolag

Marknadsbolag/Bolagiserade
Af fa r.omr£den

~
FINANSAVDEI.NINC DCM INTERNB"",,

Internbank Koncernens I- Finansa .... delning
huvudbolag

I
I

Marknadsbolag/Bolagiserade

~ r---



FINANSAVDEI~INC, INTERlIIlANJ: OCII FINANSROI.AC
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Intcrnbank l\.onCf'rnens f- Finansavdelning

hu\'udbC'lag

I . · I
I Finanstlag 2Harknadsbolag/Bolaglserade FlnanjbOla g

Af U rsomdden

~
Namn: Namn:

SHe: S~te:

8alansoms 1. 87 Sa lansorns 1. 87

HSEK. HSEK:

1
FIHANSAVDELNINC OCR FIHANSBOl.AC

Koncernens I- . Finansavdelning
huvudbolag

I . · I
I

. I
2Marknadsbolag/Bolaglserade Flnanjbota g Flnanstlag

Af f 1 r s omrdde n

~
Kamn: ~amn:

SATE: SATE:

8ALANSOHSL. 87 BALANSOHS L. 87
HSEK. HSEK:

I
FlHANSBOl.AC

I Koncernens

Ihuvudbolag

I . · I
I

. IMarknadsbolag/BC'laglserade FlnanjbOla g Flnansiolag 2
Aff.':lrsomrlden

~
Namn: Namn:

S~te: S~te:

BalansomsJ. 87 Sa 1ansom. 1. 87
HSEK, HSEK:-I
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Internbank Koncernens
huvudbolag

I . . I
1

. I
2Marknadsbolag/Bolaglserade FlnanrOlag Flnanstlag

Aff~rsomrlden

~
Namn: Namn:

SHe: SHe:

Balansoms 1. 87 Balansomsl. 87
HSEK. HSEK:

Internbank Koncernens
huvudbolag

I
Harknadsbolag/Bolagiserade
Af f ~ r s omrdde n

~
lb. Om Ni valt en organisationsplan med ett finansbolag vore jag tacksam am Ni
dels fyllde i uppgifterna i rutan f5r finansbolaget/bolagen samt svarade pA
frAgan nedan.

HUVUDVERKSANHET FINANSBOLAG I:

HUVUDVERKSANHET FINANSBOLAG 2:
(am sAdan existerarl

• Om utlAningsverksamhet fl.lrekommer, se frAga 2a-2c besvara
enka t n r 2 "UTLANINGSVERKSAMHET" eller IAt huvudansvarig
f5r denna verksamhet besvara enk1iten .

• Om leasingverksamhet f5rekommer, se fraga 2d-2f besvara
enkilt nr 3 "LEASINGVERKSAMHET" eller lit huvudansansvarig
H\.- denna verksamhet besvara enka t en .
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FORlJF.J.NING AV AKTIVITETER UTFORDA AV DE OLlKA ENHETERNA

Aktiviteter: kryssa i rutan f6r den enhet sam har huvudansansvaret f6r
aktiviteten. Om f Le r a enheter har .d..e..l.a..t. ansvar kryssa i rutorna f o r des sa
enheter.

la.Upptagande av l~n hos sv. banker

lb.Upptagande av l~n hos utI. banker

lc.Uppl~ning p~ sv. penningmarknaden

ld.Uppl~ning pa utI. penningmarknader

le.Uppl~ning pa den sv. kapitalmarknaden

If.Uppl~ning pa utI. kapitalmarknader

Ig.Hantering av koncernbolagens likviditet.

2a.Utlaning till egna kunder/leverant6rer

2b.Utl~ning till koncernbolag.

2c.Utl~ning till orelaterade personer

2d.Leasing av egen utrustning till
kunder/leverant6rer

2e.Leasing av annans utrustning till
koncernbolag

2f.Leasing av annans utrustning till
orelaterade personer

3a.Placering pa den sv. penningmarknaden.

3b.Placering pa utI. penningmarknader
lutl. likviditet).

3c.Placering pa den sv. kapitalmarknaded.

3d Placering pa den sv. aktiemarknaden.

loa.Valutasllkring av handelsf16den.

lo b. lit s Ui 11ande av interna valutasllkrings
kontrakt vis-~-vis koncernenheter.

S. Hanr e r i ng av upp l a n i ng s po Li t i ken s
skattemlssiga konsekvenser.

6. Arbitrageverksamhet.

7. positionstagande.
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2. Uppl~ning ach upptagande av l~n

Ange andelen av Ilnefinansiering Bver oms~ttningen sam
1987-12-31 var finansierat genom;

Upptagande av lin has svenska banker:

Upptagande av lin has utl~ndska banker:

Uppllning pi svenska penningmarknaden:

Uppllning pi utl~ndska penningmarknader:

Uppllning pi den svenska kapitalmarknader:

uppllning pi utl~ndska kapitalmarknader:

3. Likviditet

TOTALT: lOa %

Hur mycket outnyttjade kreditlinjer, stand-by lines of credit etc. har ni i
procent av Er oms~ttning 1987?

Hur stC'r ~r likvidititet, fpenningmarknadsinstrurnent. utestlende dagslln ach
in blanco lin, samt banktillgodohavande ) i f5rhiliande till oms~ttningen

19817
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4. B..a..!:..i.ni. (Om sadan finns aktuell)

S&P Moody's Eurorating
Foretaget har foljande rating for:

U.S .-commercial papel-s D D D
Eurocommercial papers D D D
Bondrating D D D

5. R§nte & valutapositioner eller -s5kring skapas normalt med hj~lp av
foljande instrument:

Valuta terminskontrakt.

Valutafutures

Valutaoptioner

R~nte terminskontrakt.

R§ntefutures

R§nteoptioner

Swapar tskuldbytesavtal)

Swapar i kombinat ion med upplaning

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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6 Arbitrage verksamheten:

Har Ni under de sista tre ~ren genomf6rt n~gon av f6ljande arbitrage typer.

"Utnyttjande av inkonsistenser i centralbankers r~nte s~ttning av
diskonterbara v~xlar? "Centralbanksarbitrage".

"Arbitrage mellan penningmarknadssegment inom ett land d~r segmenteringen
skapats av de lokala myndigheterna. "Intranationellt arbitrage".

"Arbitrage mellan penningmarknader i olika l~nder d~r segmenteringen
skapats av n~got av de ber6rda l~ndernas valutaregleringar.
"Internationellt arbitrage".

"Arbitrage mellan eller inom oreglerade finansiella marknader d~r

priss~ttningen tempor~rt varit inkonsistent. "Triangelarbitrage".

Rangordna de av de fyra arbitragetyperna som Ni genomf6rt efter betydelsen
f6r Ert resultat under de sista tre ~ren: (l:a viktigast. 4:a minst viktigt)

Har genomf6rt betydelse

Centralbanksarbitrage

Intrannationellt arbitrage

Internationellt arbitrage

Triangelarbitrage

7. Positionstagande:

Har Ni under de sista tre ~ren skapat n~gon av f6ljande positions typer.

Positioner i penningmarknadssegment inom ett land d~r segmenteringen
skapats av de lokala myndigheterna. Intranationella positioner.

" Positioner mellan penningmarknader i olika l~nder d~r segmenteringen
skapats av n~got av de ber6rda l~ndernas valutaregleringar.
Internationella positioner.

" Positioner mellan eller inom oreglerade finansiella marknader d~r

priss~ttningen tempor~rt upplevts som inkonsistent.
Triangelpositioner.

Rangordna de av de tre positionertyperna som Ni genomf6rt efter betydelsen
f6r Ert resultat under de sista tre ~ren:

(1 :st6rst postivit resultatbidrag- 3:a l~gst positivt bidrag till
verksamhetenl

Intranationellt arbitrage
Internationellt arbitrage
Triangelarbitrage

Har genomf6rt Betydelse
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Tack for Er hjalp med att fylla i enkaten. Er medverkan har en
stor betydelse for att jag skall kunna genomfora
forskningsprojektet.

An en gAng, har Ni nAgra frAgor kring innehAllet i enkaten eller
kring forskningsprojektet ar Ni varmt valkomna att kontakta mig
pA Handelshogskolan i Stockholm.

Tfn. 08-736 01 20 ank 362

am jag inte skulle vara antraffbar lamna garna ett meddelande
till Vanja Ekberg, ank 170, sA kontaktar jag Er.

Med vanlig halsning

Karl Ahlander
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De1 2
UTLANINGSVERKSAHHET

Foretag:

Enhet:

Namn:

Tfn:

Enk~ten har tvl syften

Befattning:

(1) Den skall ge svar pi vilken omfattning koneernens utllningsverksamhet
hal' .

(2) Den skall kartl~gga vilka faktorer som utgor grunden for utllnings
verksamheten.

Informationen frln denna oeh 0vriga e nka t e r kommer endast att r app o r t e r a s i
aggregerad form oeh pi ett sldant satt att foretagets verksamhet. filosofi f6r
finansverksamheten o ch o r ga n i s a t i on inte kommer att kunna identifieras. Ef t e r
pre s ent a t i one n av s l u t rappo r t en kornme r alia enka t e r och databasen att
f o r s t o r a s . HATERIALET BEHANDLAS STRIIIT KONFIDENTIELLT.



utlaning. r a kna s
ha nd e l s k r e d i t e r

Ian dlr kreditavtal upprlttas
utan kreditavtal med en liiptid

llLTH10
1986 1987

UNSEKUNSEK

1985

U~lSEK

1. l't l an i ng s v e r k s amh e r 150l1l
C'oh dlrutBver inkluderas
ove r 180 daga I"J

KC'ncernens utlaningst0ck till
egna kunder uppgick till:

Konce r ne ns u t l an i ng till koncernens UNSEK
leverant~rer uppgick till:

U~lSEKUNSEK

Kouce r nens u t l a n i ng till j ur i d i s k U
eller enskild pers0n som koncernen MSEK
i sin icke-finansiella verksamhet
inte har nlgon affirsforhiliande till:

UMSEKUMSEK

2. Personal [Kryssa i det tilllmpligaJ

Antal anstilida i utllnings
verksamheten:

2-5

c:=J
6-10 11-20 20-

c:=J

Antal anstliida med i huvud
sak kreditanalys som uppgift:

Antal av k r e d i t be domma r na som har tidigare erfarenhet frln:

obank e ller rent finansbolag: c:=J c:=J c:=J CJ CJ

okund eller leverantorsfirma c:=J c:=J CJ CJ CJtill kC'l1cernens icke-
f inansiella enheter

ok0ncernens icke-finansiella c:=J c:=J CJ CJ CJenheter.

ofiiretag S0m tillh~r nagon av c:=J c:=J c:=J CJ c:=Jde i nd u s t r i e r som ko n c e r n e n
Ir i nvo l v e r a d 1 :

annan ba kg ruud :

3.Vi ser var storsta konkurransfordel vis-'-vis banker 0ch rena finansbolag
i att:



". Datakapacitet

Datakapaciteten s orn anva nd s fBI' u t l a n i ug s ve r ks amhe r e n a r :
[Kryssa fBI' det tillampliga]

a) UtUningsenhetens egen eller sadan som D
uteslutande anvands inom finansverksamheten

bl Del av koncernens i huvud!'ak icke
finansiella datakapacitet:

cl Datorkapacitet hamtad fran annat hall
an fran koncernenheter:

D

D

5, Vppskatta ung, andel av den totala Ilneportf6ljen vid slutet av 1987 som
hal' en ursprunglig Iterbetalningstid pi:

[hyssa i en ruta i va I' j e kolumn]

mindre an mellan ett mer an
ett 11' och fem 11' fem ar

0" 0 c:=:J 0
1O~" 0 c:=:J 0
20~: 0 c:=:J 0
30~: 0 c:=:J 0
40~" 0 [=::J 0
50;: 0 [=::J 0
601. 0 [=::J 0
i O~~ 0 [=::J 0
80:: 0 [=::J 0
°01. 0 [=::J 0
1001. 0 [=::J 0
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b.Uppskatta ung. andel av den totala llneportf~ljen vid slutet av 10 87 S0m
har en ursprunglig rlntebindningsperiod pI:

[Kryssa en ruta i varje kolumn]

mindre In mellan ett och mer In
ett Ir fern ar fern ar

0% 0 c:=J 0
10% 0 c:=J 0
20% 0 c:=J 0
30% 0 c:=J 0
40% 0 c:=J 0
50% 0 c:=J 0
60% 0 c:=J 0
70% 0 c:=J 0
80% 0 c:=J 0
90% 0 c:=J 0
100% 0 c:=J 0

Tack f6r Er hjllp med att fylla i enklten. Er medverkan har en stor betydelse
f6r att jag skall kunna genomf6ra forskningsprojektet.

Har Ni nagra fragor kring innehallet i enklten eller kring forskningsprojektet
Ir Ni varmt vllkomna att kontakta mig pa Handelsh5gskolan i Stockholm.

Tfn. 08-736 01 20 ank 362

Om jag inte skulle vara antrlffbar llmna glrna ett meddelande till Vanja
Ekberg. ank 170. sa kontaktar jag Er.

Med vlnlig hllsning

Kar I Ahlande r
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De1 3
LEASINGVERKSANHET

Enhet:

Namn:

Tfn:

Enklten har tvl syften

Befattning:

(I) Den skall ge svar pi vilken omfattning koncernens leasingsverklamhet
ha r ,

(2) Den skall kartllgga vilka faktorer som utg5r grunden f5r leasing
v e r k s amhe t e n .

Informationen frln denna oeh ov r i ga e nka t e r komme r endast att ra ppo r t e ra s i
aggregerad form oeh pi ett sldant sltt att f5retagets verksamhet. filosofi for
finansverksamheten och organisation i nr e kommer att kunna identifieras. Ef t e r
presentationen av s l ur r a ppo r t en komme r alla e nk a t e r oeh databasen att
Uhs tli r a s. HATF.RIAI.F.T BF.IIANDLAS STRIJIT KONFIDENTIELLT.



I. Leasing ~erksamhet

Koncernens utestlende leasingvolym
av egentillverkade produkter till
koncernens kunder.

Koncernens volym av leasing
till kcncernbolag av utrustning
som inte tillverkas av koncernen:

460

l'LTI~lO

1085 1986 1987

DNSEK D~ISEKD~ISEK

DNSEK DNSEKDNSEK

Kon c e r nen s vo l ym av leasing till D
juridisk/enskild person som kon- MSEK
cernen i sin icke-finansiella
verksamhet inte har nlgon aff~rsf6rbindelse med:

2 Personal [Kryssa i det till~mpligal

DMSEKD~ISEK

2-5 6-10 11-20 20-
Antal a n s t a l Lda i leasing- c:::J c:::J c:::J c:::J c=Jverksamheten:

Antal anstallda med i huvud- c:::J CJ CJ CJ CJsak k r e d i t a na I y s som uppgift:

Antal av k r e d i t be domma r na s om ha r t i d i ga r e e r f a r enhe t f r an :

obank. rent finansbolag.
eller leasingbolag

okund eller leverant6rsfirma
till koncernens icke
finansiella enheter:

okoncernens icke-finansiella
enheter:

of6retag som tillh6r nlgon av
de industrier som koncernen
ar i nvo l v e r a d i:

°annan bakgrund:

3.vi ser
i att:

ova r st6rsta konkurransf6rdel vis-~-vis banker oeh rena finansbolag
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.'. lia r a ka pa c i r e t

lliltilkilpilcitE'tE'n S0m ilnvnnrls f6r leilsingverksamheten ~r:

IKryssa f~r det tillnmpliga]

ill Lea s i ng enhe t en s e ge n e l l e r sadan s orn D
uteslutande anv~nds inom finansverksamheten

bl Del av k0ncernens i huvudsak icke
finansiella datakapacitet:

c) Dat0rkilpacitet h~rntas fran annat hall
~n frln koncernenheter:

D

D

5. Vppskatta ung. andel av den totala leasingportf5ljen vid slutet av 1987
som har en ursprunglig aterbetalningstid pa:

[ k rv s s a en ruta varje kolumn]

rni nd r e ~n meII an ett mer ~n

ett ilr och fern ar fern ar
0"/

0 c:=J 0
1O~; 0 CJ 0
20~; 0 CJ 0
30% 0 CJ 0
40~{ 0 CJ 0
50% 0 CJ 0
60% 0 CJ 0
70;; 0 CJ 0
80% 0 CJ 0
90% 0 CJ 0
1OO~, 0 CJ 0
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b.Leasingkcntrakten I,ar villkor scm inneb~r att leasingavgiften fBr~ndras
oRr r~ntenivln f~r~ndras.

[Kryssa i den till~pliga rutan]

Ja. alltid mellan 100% och
67% av avtalen
har sldana
villkor

mellan 66%
och 33% av
avtalen har
sldana villkor

mellan 33% och
0% av avtalen
har sldana
villkcr

Nej, aldrig

Tack f6r Er hj~lp med att fylla i enk~ten. Er medverkan har en stor betydelse
f6r att jag skall kunna genomf6ra forskningsprojektet.

Har Ni nigra frlgor kring innehillet i enk~ten eller kring forskningsprojektet
~r Ni varmt v~lkomna att kontakta mig pi Handelsh6gskolan i Stockholm.

Tfn. 08-736 01 20 ank 362

Om jag inte skulle vara antr~ffbar l~mna g~rna ett meddelande till Vanja
Ekberg. ank 170, sl kontaktar jag Er.

Med v~nlig h~lsning

Karl Ahlander






